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CROSS AND CRESCENT;

RESPONDING TO THE CHALLENGE OF ISLAM

INTRODUCTION

1 Cross' and 'Crescent'

It's not hard to understand why the cross has been a major symbol - if not
the. major symbol - of Christianity since the beginning.
But what of the crescent? The moon is important for Muslims because they
follow a lunar calendar, and have their own names for the twelve months of
the year.
So, for example, the first sighting of the new moon at the
beginning of the ninth month of the Islamic calendar signals the start of
fast of Ramadan. Since a new moon is increasing in strength, the crescent
symbolises something that is growing.
The symbol of the crescent, however, has a strange history. The people of
Byzantium (Constantinople) used to have a myth that the city had been
founded by Keroessa, the daughter of the moon goddess, lo-Hera,
They
therefore used the crescent as a symbol for the city.
It continued to be
the symbol of Byzantium when it became the capital of the eastern half of
the Holy Roman Empire. For centuries, therefore, it was the major symbol
of a Christian empire,
In other cultures it has been the symbol of 'the
Great Mother', the lunar 'Queen of Heaven',
It was then taken over by the Muslims some time after they conquered the
city in 1453 AD, and for several centuries it was regarded as a Turkish
symbol,
Since the beginning of the 13th century, however, the crescent,
usually combined with a star, has come to be regarded as the emblem par
excellence of the faith and community of Islam all over the world.
Just as Christians often put a cross on the spire or dome of a church, so
Muslims put a crescent on top of the minaret or the dome of a mosque. By
putting 'cross' and 'crescent' together in the title, therefore, we are
bringing together the symbols of two major world religions - religions
which have had an uneasy relationship with each other for more than 1400
years.
Why speak of Islam as a challange?
'Challenge 1 is a popular word which we use in sport, politics and many
other areas of life,
It conveys the feeling that we're being invited to a
contest or a duel. We cannot remain neutral and are forced to react in one
way or another, since ignoring or refusing the challenge amounts to
surrender, and making an inadequate response means certain defeat,

Christians who live in predominantly Islamic societies, like the Copts in
Egypt, tend to have all the fears of a minority community, and feel
themselves to be at best tolerated and at worst persecuted. Since in many
cases they have lived in this kind of situation for centuries, they have
worked out ways of adapting, which often involve having as little close
Their concern is not so much with the
contact with Muslims as possible,
growth of the Church, as with its survival, and the religion of Islam is
perceived as a threat to their very existence,
Christian expatriates working in the Gulf and Saudi
face with Islam in every area of their life and work,
see how Islam is practised all around them and how
their benefit on television, They are only too aware
want them to gain greater sympathy for Islam, even if
bee ome Mus1i ms,

Arabia come face to
They cannot fail to
it is presented for
that the authorities
they don't actually

Christians in the western world who are gradually becoming aware of the
growing Muslim communities in their inner cities and the increasing number
of mosques, can easily feel threatened by what they see as an alien
They cannot avoid asking fundamental questions about the
religion.
uniqueness of the Christian faith, and wondering if Islam is set to win the
world,
Many of these Christians would feel that the word 'challenge' is entirely
appropriate, while some would feel that it is too weak, and prefer the word
Most of them find it hard to agree with other Christians who
'threat'.
adopt a 'live and let live' attitude to other faiths, or who think simply
in terms of 'mutual sharing' between Muslims and Christians, They believe
that Islam has its own clear agenda, and that in one way or another it
continues to throw down the gauntlet to the Christian world,
How is the challenge perceived?
If we are thinking simply in terms of numbers, the feeling is that "is_la..m_
We know that Islam has been a missionary
is growing and spreading".
religion ever since the time when the Prophet Muhammad brought the tribes
We have heard of the glories of the
of Arabia into the House of Islam.
Islam is very obviously here to stay, and it seems
Islamic Civilization,
incredible to us today that as recently as 1916 Samuel Zwemer, an American
missionary in the Middle East, could write a popular book entitled The
Muslims claim that Islam is the fastest growing
Disintegration of Islam.
religion in the world, with about one billion adherents, and that it is now
poised for the conversion of Europe and North America. Here, then, in what
is said to be a pluralist world, we have a missionary religion which would
like to convert the world; and while the Christian Church seems to be
contracting in the West, Islam seems to be expanding,
If we are thinking in terms of culture, the typical reaction of Christians
is that "Muslims are different - their culture is alien to us". When the
average westerner thinks of Muslims, he thinks of Arabs, Pakistanis or
When Muslims keep
Bangladeshis rather than of white Anglo-Saxon Muslims,
their wives in purdah. want their children to go to Muslim schools, and
insist on tialaj. meat, they seem to be foreigners trying to maintain their
The smells of their
own kind of culture and society in 'our 1 country,
cooking and the way they dress make us feel that we're dealing with a
They don't seem to follow the saying "When in
totally different culture,
Rome, do as the Romans do",
- 2 -

When we come to think of politics and economics, the feeling seems to be
that "Islam wants to conquer the world".
Since Muhammad regarded himself
as both prophet and statesman, his followers have always believed that
"Islam must rule", The assumption was that the territory occupied by Islam
(dar al-islam) would eventually overcome and absorb the territories as yet
outside the control of Islam (dar al-harb). Within a hundred years of his
death, the Islamic Empire had spread as far as Spain in the west and China
in the east, If Charles Martel hadn't stopped their advance at the Battle
of Tours in 732 AD, they might have conquered the whole of Europe. In 1453
the Muslim armies captured Constantinople, and in 1683 they were battering
on the gates of Vienna.
Coming nearer to our own time, we think of Idi Am in attempting to turn
Uganda into an Islamic country, or of Ayatollah Khomeini wanting to export
the Islamic Revolution to other Islamic countries from Iran, We can never
forget the way the Arab world used its oil as a political weapon in 1973,
and we're aware of many countries in which Muslims are working to establish
an Islamic state, And don't some of them even say that they want Britain
to be an Islamic state? When we're told "The Arabs are buying up the whole
of London", and hear rumours that "Arab hotel owners are throwing the
Gideon Bibles into the dustbin", it is understandable that all the alarm
bells start ringing in our minds, and we begin to imagine the worst; "the
Muslims are coming ,,,!"
If we are no longer afraid of "reds under the
beds", we begin to think that the Muslim world has taken over from the
Communist world as ±h£_ major threat to the western world,
If we're thinking of the intellectual and theological challenge of Islam,
we can sum it up in the words "Here is a religion that offers itself as an
alternative to Christianity and Humanism",
Islam seems to be saying to
the Christian world, "You've got it all wrong about Jesus! Your Trinity of
three persons in one God is impossible to understand, let alone explain.
Islam is a simple creed without any dogmas, and this belief in one Creator
God includes all that had previously been revealed to Judaism and
Christianity, It leads to a unified world-view which embraces every aspect
of life, and can draw people of all races together without discrimination,"
When these four perceptions are put together, the word 'challenge 1 can seem
more than justified,
But before we get carried away by feelings of this
kind, it may be wise to look more critically at this kind of language,
asking what it may be doing to us.
Is 'challenge' the right word?
We need to acknowledge, in the first place, that the word is so grossly
overworked these days, that we are in danger of being numbed into a state
of apathy and indifference because of all the things that confront us, We
cannot possibly face all these 'challenges' at the same time; so why bother
with any of them?
Secondly, many Muslims would say that Islam is not wanting to challenge
anyone - least of all the Christian world, They would quote the verse from
the Qur'an which says, "There is no conclusion in religion" (Surah 2;256),
and point out that the word used by Muslims to describe their missionary
activities is da'wah, a word which simply means 'calling 1 or 'invitation 1 ,
While they recognize that there are Muslim missionaries working all over
the world, they would say that the vast majority of ordinary Muslims simply
want to keep their own community together, and are not trying to convert

anyone. We may or may not agree with such a generous interpretation of the
intentions of Islam; but we do need to be willing to hear the many
different voices of the Muslim community.
Thirdly, the language of 'challenge' can easily become provocative and
sensational, So, for example, we have titles like 'Clash of the Titans' to
describe the encounter between Christianity and Islam in Africa,
This
language tends to harden the them/us division) it also implies that it is
always the Mus1i rns who are challenging us. the Christians.
We as
Christians are therefore made to feel like the young defenceless David,
faced by the Goliath of Islam,
Then, finally, as a result of this process, we begin to feel that if this
is how Islam is challenging the Christian world, we have got to respond in
the same terms,
We therefore use statistics to prove that Muslims don' t
outnumber Christians; we present Christianity as a superior culture; we
think that we must use political weapons to resist the spread of Islam; and
we argue back, trying to prove that Christianity is more reasonable than
Islam,
Should we therefore hesitate to speak about 'The Challenge of Islam", or
abandon this kind of language altogether? Each of us will have to answer
this question for ourselves, But one reason for using the word 'challenge'
in the subtitle and starting at this point is that this is how many
Christians in Europe and North America perceive Islam,
This book will show that Islam puts very real questions to us as Christians
which we have to answer, But as we do so, we ought to realise that there
may be more then one way of answering these questions and responding to
this faith and to the people who live by it!
What's involved in a Christian response to Islam?
This book is divided into five parts, each of which covers a vital element
in a genuinely Christian reponse to Islam;
Part 1 , KNOWING OUR MUSLIMS NEIGHBOURS, focusses on the way we relate to
Muslims.
We begin at this point because relating to people is more
important than acquiring information or mastering new ideas,
This means
appreciating Islamic culture and reflecting on some of the difficulties
that we experience in our relationships with Muslims,
It also involves
recognising the wide variety of situations all over the world in which
Christians live alongside Muslims.
Part 2, UNDERSTANDING ISI AM covers basic Islamic beliefs, the practice of
Islam, the Life of Muhammad and the Qur'an, The study of Islam cannot stop
at this point in time, however, and we need to take note of developments in
Islam since the beginning up to the present day. In all this we are not
simply trying to absorb facts and information.
Our aim is to try to
understand Islam as far as possible 'from within',
We want to put
ourselves into the shoes of Muslims, and learn to sit where they sit.
Part 3, ENTERING INTO DISCUSSION AMD DIALOGUE deals with some of the main
issues that tend to come up in discussions between Muslims and Christians.
Some of these are very practical (eg "Why do you eat pork?), while others
are more theological (eg "Why do you believe in the Trinity?").
Another
group of questions is related to political and social issues (eg "Why do
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Christians tend to support the state of Israel?"). We need to work out how
to respond to these questions and objections, and think of what we should
be aiming at in our discussions with Muslims,
Part 4, FACING FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES begins by considering some of the
difficult theological questions which come to the surface sooner or later
when Christians start engaging with Muslims and Islam (eg. Is the God of
Islam the same as the God of Christianity?), and looks at some of the most
fundamental differences between the Christian faith and Islam, One chapter
explores the question of prayer for the Muslim world, and another discusses
what is involved in thinking biblically about Islam, Two further sensitive
issues are the cost of conversion and the political challenge of Islam,
Session 5, SHARING OUR FAITH attempts to get beyond the stage of argument
and concentrate on testimony, How can we bear witness to Jesus as the most
complete revelation of the One True God? We look at the power of personal
testimony, and at different examples of how the Scriptures can be used with
Muslims, In the final chapter three themes are studied first in the Qur'an
and the in the Bible.
In the Conclusion we reflect on what it may mean for us in our own
situation to be walking the way of the cross in our relationships with
Mus1i ms,

NOTES ABOUT THE FORMAT

- Some of the material in certain chapters (especially in Parts 1 and 2) is
in note form,
- In several chapters (especially in Part 2) there is a section entitled
This often includes examples of texts that can be
FOR FURTHER STUDY,
studied,
- Most chapters have suggestions for further study listed at the end under
the heading FURTHER READING,
- The material is designed botn for individual study and, for group study,
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PART 1

RELATING TO OUR MUSLIM NEIGHBOURS

'If we are to make any progress in dialogue with Muslims we must first
of all get inside the world of Islam and make ourselves welcome as
guests and friends,., There is also a need for some of us to get inside
the Muslim world and meet Muslims on their own territory where they are
most at home, and perhaps, most truly themselves.'
(Roger Hooker)

'I cannot say I am reaping a harvest; I am not even planting seeds,
Perhaps all I am doing is removing the stones,'
(Robert Bruce, 19th Century missionary in Persia)

The emphasis in Part I is on the relationships of Christians with Muslims,
Before asking what Muslims believe or how they practise their faith, we
think about how we relate1 to them as people and as neighbours in the
different situations in which we find ourselves anywhere in the world,

1,1.

1,1

MEETING FACE TO FftCE

'Hello!

How are you?'

This was the short answer of a speaker to the student who asked; "How
should I approach a Muslim?" No doubt the questioner had a particular idea
in his mind of what Muslims are like, and expected that he had to learn
some special techniques which would enable him to communicate with Muslims.
The simple answer sums up the basic point that we approach Muslims as human
beings, We meet them as people before we meet them as Muslims, Ule greet
them as individuals with a name before we think of them as representatives
of a great world religion, We extend the hand of friendship as neighbours
before we self-consciously announce that we are Christians, Perhaps it is
a sad reflection on our culture and on the state of the Western Christian
world that something as obvious as this needs to be said! But unless it is
understood and put into practice, all our study of Islam and all the talk
about sharing our faith with Muslims are worthless,
1 ,2

Starting where we are

If we are in contact with Muslims at the present time, we may need to take
stock of our situation and think how we can build on the relationships that
we already have, Who do we know? What is the context in which we meet?
How well do we know each other? What kind of relationships are they - do
we know each other as neighbours, colleagues at work, teachers, pupils, or
as casual acquaintances?
If we don.' t already have any natural contact with Muslims
situation, we may need to ask ourselves some questions;

in our own

- Are there any situations where we could get to know any Muslims in a
natural way - eg talking with other parents at the school gates, or with
colleagues at work, or being involved in some kind of social work in the
community? The great advantage of relationships of this kind is that they
can be utterly natural; there need not be anything forced or artificial
about them.
- If we have no contacts of this kind in our different situations, are
there ways in which we can take the initiative and go out to meet Muslims eg by visiting a mosque or a Muslim bookshop, by talking to a Muslim
shopkeeper, by inviting a Muslim student to our home? If we do decide to
take initiatives like these, we need to be aware of our motives in doing
so,
Is it pure curiosity? Are we wanting to be good neighbours? Are we
wanting to 'share the gospel' with them? All of these motives can be good
and appropriate in their own way, But it can be valuable for us to put our
motives into words and discuss them with others,

1.3

The secret of real dialogue

Assuming, then, that we have some kind of relationships with Muslims in our
society, that we are getting to know them as people, is there anything more
that we're aiming at?
Luke's description of Jesus in the temple at the age of twelve gives us a
picture of what is involved in any kind of genuine dialogue, His parents
find him 'sitting among the teachers, listening to them and asking them
questions; and all who heard him were amazed at his understanding and his
It is obvious that the situation of Jesus
answers' (Luke 2;46-47 RSV),
relating in this way to the religious leaders of Judaism is not exactly
comparable to that of Christians in any country relating to their Muslim
neighbours. But the value of Luke's brief picture is that it shows us what
is involved in any genuine meeting of minds when people are exploring each
other's faith.
Jesus would have learned his faith in the home and the synagogue, But now
he's in the capital city, and talking to some of the religious leaders of
He's sitting among them and 1 isterling to what they're teaching,
Judaism.
He genuinely wants to know what they think, and how they teach the faith of
When he asks questions, it is not to trip up them up and
their fathers,
What impresses
embarrass them, but to draw them out into real dialogue,
the observers about Jesus is that he seems to have understanding (as
distinct from intelligence or knowledge), and is able to grasp the
When he offers answers. therefore, it's in response to
important issues,
actual questions which people are asking,
What would it mean to see this as a model for Christians relating to
'Sitting among them' might mean visiting Muslims in their homes,
Muslims?
For a student in a university or
or spending time with them socially,
college it might mean plucking up courage to attend meetings of the Islamic
Society and getting to know Muslim students, For Christians, on the other
hand, who have grown up as members of a minority community in a Muslim
country overseas, it might mean working through their fears and trying to
relax a litle more in the company of Muslims.
'Listening 1 could mean listening to Muslim neighbours and friends, not just
to find out about their faith, but to get to know and understand them as
people. In some cases it could mean reading a magazine, a tract or a book
offered by a Muslim friend, going to a Muslim bookshop, or watching a video
about Islam in a Muslim home, 'Asking questions' may at first produce very
But as we continue to probe gently, it
basic and elementary answers.
should become obvious that we're not trying to score points, but doing all
we can to see the world as Muslims see it.
If this kind of deeper exchange is going to be fruitful, we will need that
'understanding 1 which enables us to discern the most important issues, And
if we reach the stage of being able to offer any 'answers', they will then
be answering genuine questions in the minds of Muslims, and not simply the
questions which we think they ought to be asking.

1,4

Greetings

The problem for most of us is that we find it hard to break the ice, and
for reasons which are perfectly understandable, we're reluctant to cross
barriers of language, culture and religion,
Muslims all over the world, whatever their mother tongue, are taught the
following Arabic greeting: one person says 'assa1arnu 'a 1 aikurn' (peace be
upon you), and the other replies ' wa' a 1 a i k urn assa 1 am' (and upon you be
peace),
Is there any reason why we shouldn't learn the greeting, whatever
country we're living in, and use it to greet any Muslims we meet? Some may
not be pleased to hear Christians using a greeting which is generally
thought to be a greeting for fellow-Muslims, But others will be pleasantly
surprised to be greeted in this way by non-Muslims, and delighted to feel
that we have taken the trouble to learn something which is part of their
religion and their culture.
And it could be even more significant for
ourselves if we discover that greetings are more than a mere formality,
because they convey something about our whole attitude to the other person,
1,5

Visiting

Most westerners think of their homes as a place to which to retreat for
privacy, and feel they are intruding if they call on someone without an
invitation.
This is not, however, the mentality of the East and most of
the Mus1i m world.
An Egyptian sums up the way most easterners think about the custom of
visiting in this way;
'In this country, and throughout the East, you
honour people more by visiting them in their homes than by inviting them to
yours.'
In this respect it is probably true to say that it is us in the west who
are out of step with the rest of the world, Throughout the East, in Africa
and in Latin America, hospitality is regarded almost as a sacred duty, If
someone visits me in my home, I must drop whatever I am doing, however
urgent I think it is, because welcoming and entertaining my guests has
priority over every other obligation, I will offer them something to drink
and perhaps even something to eat, and they will have to think twice before
refusing what I offer,
What might this mean in practice in relating to Muslims in our own country?
To begin with it means that I need to put on one side my western ideas of
etiquette.
So that if I meet a Muslim and want to get to know him/her
better, it might be natural to say, 'Can I visit you in your home?' rather
than 'Will you come to mine?'
Once we have taken the plunge and
their homes, it will be natural
would be appropriate, What about
their feasts? And why not visit
has returned from a journey, when

begun to feel relaxed and comfortable in
to think of other occasions when visits
visiting them, for example, during one of
after the birth of a child, when someone
there's a wedding or a bereavement?

Another way to meet Muslims is to visit a mosque, With some mosques it is
wise to make an appointment before you go, But in most mosques in the west

this is not necessary, and one can just turn up at almost any time,
(See later; 4. Visiting a Mosque)
If we want to work out in advance where it is all going to lead, the
In
chances are that there is still something wrong in our own attitudes,
the teaching of Jesus, the command to love our neighbours is prior to the
It makes little
command to go out and make disciples of all the nations.
sense to calculate how we are going to share the gospel with our Muslim
neighbours if we have not begun to know them, love them and care for them
as our neighbours, Everything has to begin with genuine meetings between
people.
The
But how does this emphasis on relationships work out in practice?
following three quotations come from entirely different situations and
illustrate different kinds of response to initiatives in friendship.
In the first Roger Hooker describes an important breakthrough in his
attempts to get to know his Muslim neighbours while he was working in
India;
'When we came to live in Bareilly in October 1968 I determined to make
contact with the Muslim community, which was obviously a large one, But
how to set about it? In Agra I had once paid a visit to the Jama Masjid,
In Allahabad I had
but had been asked to leave after about 10 minutes.
asked a durzi if I could visit his mosque to watch the worship, but this
was not allowed. Soon after we got to Bareilly I wrote to the principal
of the local Muslim college to ask if I could see round his institution,
One afternoon in February 1969, in sheer
but I got no reply.
desperation, I went for a walk in the old city and climbed the steps of
I asked if I could see the mau 1 ana. After
the first mosque I came to.
I said that I wanted
some time he appeared and asked me what I wanted.
to see round his mosque, He showed me round but of course there was not
very much to see, so he invited me to sit down and have a cup of tea, We
He asked me who I was and what I was
chatted for about half-an-hour,
doing in Inia. I told him I was a missionary. He said that he, too, had
wanted to be a missionary in Africa but his parents wouldn't let him go.
Ue also discovered that we each had a son of the same age and that our
As I went down the
respective wives were expecting a second child,
mosque steps he asked me to come again, For me this was one of the most
thrilling moments I had known since arriving in India four years before,
At last I had managed to penetrate into the house of Islam, and had met a
Muslim as a fellow human being.'
The second comes from a Muslim who had been welcoming groups of Christian
At the
students to his mosque in a British city over a period of years,
end of a helpful time of questions and discussion, someone said to him; 'We
have appreciated you hospitality and would like to return it in some way,
Would you and any of your community be interested in visiting a church or
coming to our college to hear how we understand our faith 7 ' The answer was
polite but clear;
'There are too few of us looking after our own community, and we don't
really have the time to meet with people of other faiths, What's more,
it might be confusing for any Muslims who are not sure of their faith,
But for those of us who are sure about our faith, there's nothing we can
learn from Christians, becaue it's all there in the Qur'an, We've got it
all in Islam.'
-10-

The third is from an Arabic-speaking Christian from the Middle East who has
been living and working in another country in the region, and describes his
experience of mixing with his friends and colleagues during the month of
Ramadam;
'The month of Ramadam has just finished, Particularly on this occasion I
am having first class contact with Islam and its practices.
The
legal ism, the Judaism, salvation by works and hypocrisy is just killing.
Being invited to so many dinners I eat so much during this month, but
also suffer so much spiritually, I find myself completely helpless being
evangelized rather than evangelizing,
It is a faith so much rooted in
the hearts of people,
Anything else contradicting their Book is false
because God has actually and verbaly spoken,
Whoever believes that
evangelism, mission and good Christian life will bring about conversion
and change in this part of the world is dreaming, 1400 years testify to
this
This person might have reflected that a Muslim migh experience the same
kind of distress when surounded by the celebration of Christmas in a
western country!
But he has moved beyond the one-off and superficial
contacts, and has begun to get beneath the surface. He has also discovered
that there is nothing romantic in dialogue at this deeper level, and begun
to experience some of the pain involved in relating face to face,

-11-

2, APPRECIATING THEIR CULTURE

2,1

What do we mean by 'culture'?

Here are five different attempts to define what is meant by this important
word;
'The way we do things here.'

(Anonymous)

'Culture is to a society what personality is to an individual, 1
(Stan Nussbaum)
"Culture is a way of life; culture is the total plan for living; it is
functionally organized into a system; it is acquired through learning; it
is the way of life of a social group, not of an individual as such,"
CL.J, Luzbetak)
"Culture is an integrated system of beliefs (about God or reality or
ultimate meaning), of values (about what is true, good beautiful and
normative), of customs (how to behave, relate to others, talk, pray,
dress, work, play, trade, farm, eat etc.), and of institutions which
express these beliefs, values and customs (government, law coursts,
temples or churches, family, schools, hospitals, factories, shops,
unions, clubs, etc,), which binds a society together and gives it a sense
of identity, dignity, security, and continuity,"
(The Bermuda Report)
"When we speak of culture in its broadest sense, we are speaking about
the sum total of ways of living which shape (and are also shaped by) the
continuing life of a group of human beings from generation to generation,
We are speaking about the language which enables them to grasp,
conceptualize, and communicate the reality of their world; about law,
custom, and forms of social organization, including marriage, family, and
nation; we are talking also about art, science, technology, and
agriculture. These things shape the life of each member of the society,
They are also shaped, modified, and developed from generation to
generation by the members of the society, From the point of view of the
individual member they are given as part of the tradition into which he
is born and socialized, But they are not changeless absolutes,"
(Lesslie Newbigin)

2.2

Why think about culture?

It may seem strange to raise such a subject so near the beginning, Why put
culture before creed?
There are four basic reasons why it may be more
helpful to consider how Muslims live, before we study what they believe:
1) We want to relate to Muslims as people, as individuals, as families and
as communities, rather than as representatives of the religion of Islam.
Concentrating too much on doctrines and beliefs can easily create barriers
and make it harder for us to accept them as people,
Developing cultural
sensitivity is an important part of our obedience to the commandment "Love
your neighbour as yourself",
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2) Since culture and creed as so interwoven in Islam, an awareness of the
culture can provide us with a helpful way into the study of doctrine and
beliefs,
3) Looking at the culture of Muslims ought to make us aware of our own
cultural bias, We may find that some of the things that we find difficult
in Islam have more to do with culture than with religion, If their culture
looks strange to us, we can be quite certain that our culture looks strange
to them!
4) When we come to think about communicating the basic Christian message to
Muslims, we will need to be aware of the vitally important distinction
between the gospel and culture. What we think of as 'the Christian way of
life 1 may owe more to our culture than it does to the gospel,
We must
avoid giving the impression that conversion to Christ means rejecting
everything in Islamic culture and adapting to a foreign culture,
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2.3

How can we begin to appreciate their culture?

One way is to allow Muslims to explain their culture in their own words,
Here, therefore, is an outline of the Muslim way of life as described by a
Muslim for non-Muslims, taken from Islam: ft Brief Guide, published by the
Muslim Educational Trust (130 Stroud Green Road, London, N4 3RZ),

respective fields. Divorce is permitted but is regarded as the most
abominable of lawful acts.

DIET
FESTIVALS
These occasions are observed with due solemnity to seek the
pleasure of Allah, the corner-stone of all Islamic activity. There is no
concept of a festival for pleasure's own sake; but there are occasions of joy and happiness. The happiest occasion of a Muslim's life
is to see the sovereignty of Allah established in its totality in His
land. Idul Fitr and Idul Adha are the two major festivals in Islam.
IDUL FITR is observed at the end of the month of Ramadan. On
this day after the month of fasting, Muslims express their joy and
happiness by offering a congregational prayer, preferably in an
open field wherever possible. They express their gratitude to Allah
for enabling them to observe the fast which is a training programme
designed to prepare them to live as practising Muslims. Special
food is prepared and it is customary to visit friends and relatives and
to give presents to children to make the occasion lively and a special
one for them.
IDUL AOHA begins on the 10th of Ohul Hijja and continues
until the 12th day of the month. This celebration is observed to
commemorate the willingness of Abraham when he was asked by
Allah to sacrifice his own son, Ishmael. Abraham showed his
readiness and Allah was well pleased. A lamb was sacrificed instead
of Ishmael on Allah's command. Muslims offer congregational
prayer on the day, and afterwards they sacrifice animals such as
sheep, goats, cows and camels to seek the pleasure of Allah. The
meat of the sacrificed animal is shared amongst relatives,
neighbours and the poor.
Some other occasions to remember include the beginning of the
HIJRA (migration of the Prophet), Lailatul Miraj (Night of
Ascension) and dates of Islamic battles fought by Muhammad
(Pbuh). There is'a night of special significance in Ramadan known
as Lailatul Qadr (Night of Power). It occurs in one of the odd
numbered nights of the last ten days of the month of Ramadan. The
Qur'an mentions it as a night "better than a thousand months"
Islamic festivals are observed according to the Islamic Calendar
which is based on Lunar months. The Lunar Year is shorter by about
10 days than the Solar Year. Festival dates are determined by the
appearance of the Moon.

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE
Marriage is the basis of family life in Islam. It is a solemn contract
between a bridegroom and a bride. Muslim marriages are generally
arranged by parents with the consent of the boy and the girl. Marriages are performed in a simple ceremony in the presence of relatives, friends and neighbours.
Islam does not allow free mixing of grown-up boys and girls; nor
does it allow sex before marriage. Extra-marital sex is severely
punished. No discrimination is made on the basis of sex. Husband
and wife are equal partners of the family and play their part in their

There are some regulations regarding diet which must be observed
by all Muslims. A Muslim is not allowed to eat the meat of :
dead animals (due to disease and natural causes)
animals slaughtered without invoking the name of Allah
animals strangled to death
pigs
carnivorous animals
animals devoured by wild beasts
blood of an animal.
Fish and vegetables are permitted. Islamic law requires an animal
to be slaughtered by a sharp knife penetrating the inner part of the
animal's neck to allow maximum drainage of blood. The invocation
of the name of Allah is obligatory at the time of slaughter.
All varieties of alcoholic drinks such as beer and spirits are prohibited. These rules aim at rooting out the evil effects of food and
drink on the health of people living in a society.

DRESS
Muslims are required to cover their bodies properly and decently.
No particular dress is recommended. Outlines for guidance include :

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

For men, covering from navel to knees is a must.
For women, covering of the whole body except the face
and hands is compulsory and according to some Jurists
women above the age of puberty should cover their
face while going out and meeting strangers. A woman
must not wear a dress which arouses man's base feelings,
e.g. transparent, skin-tight or half-naked dress.
Pure silk and gold are not allowed for men.
Prohibition of women's clothes for men and vice versa.
Symbolic dress from other religions is not allowed.

Simplicity and modesty are encouraged. Dresses expressing
arrogance are disliked. The style of dress depends on local custom
and climatic conditions.

SOCIAL MANNERS
Islam teaches decency, humility and good manners. A Muslim
greets another Muslim by saying :
As-salamu 'Alaikum (peace be on you)
and it is reciprocated by :
(peace be on you too).
Wa'alaikumus salam
Keeping one's promises, truthfulness, justice, fairplay, helping
the poor and needy, respect for parents, teachers'and elders, love
for children and good relations with one's neighbours are the most
valued virtues of a Muslim.
Islam condemns enmity, back-biting, slander, blasphemy, ridicule, use of offensive names, suspicion and arrogance. Muslims
must not adopt these bad habits.

It is not associated
'Allah 1 is the ordinary Arabic word for 'God' ,
exclusively with Islam, since it is the word for 'God' used by up to 12
million Arabic speaking Christians all over the Middle East, When Muslims
are speaking English they generally prefer to speak of 'Allah 1 rather than
'God'. This is partly because it is important for them that the revelation
given by God in the Qur'an was in Arabic, and partly because they are
afraid of the possible confusion between 'God' (the One True God) and
'gods'concepts of God (or gods) in other religions,
Idul Fitr is the Feast or Festival of F'itr,
main feasts in the Muslims year,

The word Id is used for the

Muslims believe that Ishmael was the son whom Abraham was
Ishmael ;
prepared to sacrifice, The story is found in the Qur'an (Surah 37:83-113).
It is important to note, however, that the Qur'an does not explicityly say
that the son concerned was Ishmael, For some centuries there was a debate
among Muslim scholars, some saying it was Isaac and others that it was
Ishrnael, and it wasn't until some centuries later that it became a fixed
belief among Muslims that it was Ishmael,
The Hi.irah is the Migration of the Prophet, ie his migration from Mecca to
This is regarded as the most significant event in the
Medina in 622 AD,
life of the Prophet (apart from his receiving of the Qur'an), and years in
the Islamic calendar are all dated from this central event (eg 1993 is the
years 1413/1414 AH, ie After the Hijrah),
Lsilatul Mirs.i (Night of Ascension) is referred to in the Qur'an (Surah
Some Muslims believe that the Prophet was taken physically from
17;1).
Mecca, to Jerusalem and from there taken up to heaven by night, while others
believe that it was simply a mystical or spiritual experience like that
described by F'aul in 2 Corinthians 12; 1-4.
Muslims show their respect for all
pbuh stands for 'Peace be upon him 1 .
the prophets by using this expression whenever they mention their names,
Festivals. Since the dates of festivals are based on the lunar year, they
occur approximately 10 days earlier each year. So, for example
- in 1994 the main feast are as follows; 13 March and 22 May
- in 1995
- in 1996
We may well want to ask Muslims to explain these beliefs and
Questions;
traditions more fully, If we ask, for example, what is the basis for them,
we will find that in some cases they are based on the teaching of the
Qur'an (eg the prohibition of pork in Surah 5;3). In others they are based
on the teaching or the example of the Prophet (eg according to Muslim
tradition Muhammad did not wear silk, and forbade Muslim men to wear silk),
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2,4

What is it that makes Islamic culture Islamic;?

If this sounds a strange question, it should alert us to the fact that some
aspects of what we think of as the 'Muslim' way of life are not purely
'Islamic', Rather they are part of the culture of the East and of Africa in other words of most of the world except the West. This means that these
cultural differences have little or nothing to do with the religion of
Islam.
There are many Christians living in Islamic societies, therefore,
whose way of life is very similar to that of their Muslim neighbours in
these respects.
Some of the other dangers in making generalisations about 'Islamic culture 1
and 'Islamic society' are pointed out by Albert Hourani;
'There is no such thing as "Islamic society"; there are societies partly
moulded by Islam, but formed also by their position in the physical
world, their inherited language and cutlure, their economic possibilities
and the accidents of their political history,
Before Islam was, they
existed, and if Islam has shaped them, they also have shaped it, each in
a different way.'
Some of the significant aspects of these cultures can be listed as follows;
(1) The 'family' means the extended family rather than the nuclear family.
Children are bound to respect and obey their parents and elders.
(2) People are more aware of their obligations to their family and their
society than of their rights as individuals,
Personal interests and
personal views and opinions should be subordinate to those of the group,
Religion has to do more with the community than with the individual.
(3) Great respect is shown to old people and to any who are older than
oneself.
(4) 'Honour' is a very important concept, especially the honour of the
family and the whole community. The word used in Urdu is izzat.
(5) Hospitality is an almost sacred obligation,
one should never normally turn a visitor away.

It is so important that

(6) Education tends to rely more on rote learning than it does in the west,
Acquiring knowledge is more important than thinking independently or
questioning other people's opinions.
(7) God is concerned about the whole of life - not .lust about the
'religious' parts of life, There should be no distinction between areas of
life that are 'secular 1 and areas that are 'sacred',
-16-

Although none of these attitudes and customs are exclusively Islamic, they
are regarded as part of the Muslim way of life and are under-girded by
Islamic moral teaching (eg, about respect for parents, hospitality etc).
If therefore we ask what is the basis of Islamic culture and the Islamic
way of life, there can be at least three different answers;
a, It is based on the teaching of the Our'an
eg, The prohibition of eating the blood of an animal and certain kinds of
animals is based on verses in the Our'an; 2;168; 2;173; 5;3; 6;US; 16;115.
The prohibition of alcohol is based on a specific command; Q 5;90-91
b. It is based on the example of the Prophet (See further Part 2,5)
eg The Prophet Muhammad instructed his followers to eat with the right hand
and to wash their hands before meals,
The Prophet did not allow men to wear silk or clothes decorated with gold,
c , It is based on Islamic tradition
eg, Muslims should begin their meals by saying B ismi11ah i Rahmani r Rah i m
(In the name of God, the most Merciful and the most Kind); and end by
saying Al harndu lil lahi ladhi at'amana wa saqana wa .ia'alana minal
muslimin (All praise be to God who gave us to eat and to drink and made us
Mus1i ms).
Dogs are regarded as unclean and are not normally kept as household pets,
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2.4 What do they think about our culture?

Another way of appreciating their culture is to try to understand what they
feel about our culture,
While recognizing the danger of relying on
stereotypes, we might say that the following are examples of the kind of
general comments that Muslims often make about western culture.
We need to recognize, however, that generalisations of this kind can be
very dangerous, since they fail to take account of considerable variations
in the culture of different Muslims peoples. Moreover, in many cases these
cultural traditions have little or nothing to do with Islam, but are common
to people of all religions in the east,
Many Christians in the east,
therefore, would think in very similar ways,
a, " Your families in the west are all broken up and fragmented,
You think
of yourselves as individuals, and are concerned about your own happiness
and fulfilment.
You emphasise the nuclear family, while we think of the
extended family,"
This is not a peculiarly Islamic view, since most cultures, except those in
the western world, have the same ideas about the family.
b, "You don't show enough respect for old people,
In our religion and our
culture, we art? taught to show respect for anyone who is older than
ourselves, Me can't understand, for example, how you shut your old people
away in Old People's Homes,"
Here again we are dealing with an attitude that is stronly supported by
Islam, but is not exclusively Muslim,
We probably need to be deeply
challenged by observations and criticisms of this kind!
c, "We don't agree with free mixing between the sexes,
Me prefer Muslim
girls, therefore, to go to single sex schools, and we don't allow our
teenage daughters to go to discos, or at least we strongly discourage them
from doing so,"
Many Muslims take this view because they want their young people to marry
within their own community, and because they want to protect them from
harmful influences in the society around them, Not all Muslim families in
the West, however, are as strict in their attitudes, and some allow their
children considerable freedom,
d. "Me don't like the kind of moral standards that we see on TC and in
videos,
Ue are shocked by all the sex, the violence and the blasphemous
language,"
This reaction is similar to the reaction of many Christians, In some cases
Muslims go further than some Christians and refuse to watch any films or
TV, because they believe that the Qur'an's prohibition of idols extends to
the representation of the human form both in art and in films,
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2.5 Some basic DO' s and DON'T..'.s.
The following are basic guidelines which may be of help to any who have
little or no experience of meeting with Muslims or with people from an
eastern culture.
Here again, however, we need to enter a strong word of caution, sinced not
We will
all of these points are relevant for all Muslims or all Asians,
need to be guided by people who have more experience than ourselves in
relating to the Muslim community in our area.
- Men should not visit women in their homes when they are alone, or be
alone with women in other situations,
- Men should not be surprised if the women in the family retire to a back
room and do not sit with the men of the family and other guests in the
front room,
- A man should not try to look a woman in the eye,
- A man should not shake the hand of a Muslim woman unless she takes the
initiative by holding out her hand.
- You should not receive a present or eat with your left hand, since the
left hand is associated with functions that are regarded as unclean.
- You should not sit with your legs folded if you are in the presence of an
older person,
- If you are sitting on the floor, you should not sit with the soles of
your feet facing another person,
- You should show respect for any copy of the Our'an and. of the Bible, It
should not, for example, be left lying on the floor or under a pile of
other books, Muslims show respect for the Qur'an and often keep it wrapped
They are also supposed to go through the ritual of
in a special cloth,
They are therefore surprised and
washing before opening the Qur'an,
shocked when they see how Christian often treat their Holy Book,
- It is best not to admire anything in a person's home too much, or to
admire someone's child, In the minds of people of some culturues this can
be regarded as a kind of coveting and associated with 'the evil eye',
- If you are entertaining Muslims in your home, you will obviously never
Strict Muslims will only eat meat that is halal, ie
offer them pork,
killed by a Muslim with the proper ritual and using the name of Allah,
There need be no embarrassment about asking them if they prefer to have a
vegetarian meal,
- If Muslims offer you meat in their home, there is no reason why you as a
Most Christians would say that Paul's
Christian should refuse to eat it,
teaching about food offered to idols (1 Cor 8) is not relevant at all to
this situation,
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2,7. .What is the relationship be..t.ueja.n culture and world-view in Islam

The five circles in the following diagram represent five major elements in
the culture and world-view of Islam,
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Basic Realities; Every world-view has its own way of describing 'the way
things are' in the universe, and this is how Muslims describe these areas;
GOD/GODS - is there an unseen, spiritual world? Is there a God or gods?
For Islam the spiritual, unseen, supernatural world is very real. There is
only one God, and there is no room for any lesser gods or goddesses, But
there are also spirits and powers of different kinds - both good and evil.
NATURE - what are we to think about the physical world 7 Since Muslims have
a strong belief in creation, their way of looking at the world is very
close to that of Jews and Christians.
HUMANITY - what is the place of human beings in the universe, and how do
they relate to God, the spiritual world, and to nature? Islam, like
Judaism and Christianity, sees human beings as created by God and
responsib 1 e to hirn.
TIME - how are we to think of time? Here again Islam is like Judaism and
Christianity in that it has a linear or historical view of time, and thinks
of history as working towards an end,
Loyalties and values: These are some of the most basic convictions which
express what is of greatest importance for Muslims and ultimately determine
fundamental values;
'There is no god but God; Muhammad is the Apostle of God, The Qur'an is
the final revelation of the will of God'.
'We are stewards of the natural world, and responsible to God for the way
we care for it,'
'God's will for humanity is revealed in the Qur'an; and Muhammad provides
us with a model for humanity to follow.'
'Every human being will appear before God on the Day of Judgement, Muslims
must work and struggle (in iibad.) for the extension of the rule of God in
the world.
Symbols and language: Here we see how the Muslim understanding of basic
realities loyalties and values is expressed in symbols and language, In
this context, therefore, we note the importance of the fact that the Qur'an
was revealed in the Arabic language, This is why Muslims are required to
say the prescribed prayers in Arabic, No artistic representation of humans
or animals is allowed (except by Shi'ite Muslims); and no music is allowed
in worship (except in the chanting of the Qur'an), Much artistic energy
has been channeled into Arabic calligraphy.
Institutions: Like every culture Islam has its institutions for the
organisation of the family, society and the state, for education and
health, and for activities that are 'religious 1 in the narrow sense, Islam
is always insistent, however, that there can be no separation between
'religious' and 'secular 1 , between 'sacred' and 'secular', Since every
part of life comes within the sphere of Islam, every human institution,
whether it is the family, the mosque or the state, must be regarded as
coming under the authority and rule of God,
Customs and products; In this final category we have the four remaining
'Pillars' of Islam, all of which are customs prescribed for all Muslims Prayer, Fasting, Almsgiving and Pilgrimage (ha.i.1).
_ "> I _

EXAMINING OUR ATTITUDES

Once we have begun to develop genuine relationships with Muslims - and
sometimes even before we begin to do so - we may need to bring to the
surface some of those basic attitudes which affect the way we think about
them, Some of these attitudes are related to theology and what we believe
as Christians, while others are related to psychology, culture and
politics, It is important that we should face up to them at an early stage
in our study, since what we are dealing with here is our reactions as
ordinary Christians to a religion which challenges some aspects of the
truth of Christianity. But we are also dealing with our gut reactions as
(mostly) white western Christians to a growing community of Asians and
Arabs who have settled in our midst,
It is important that we should be honest with ourselves and among ourselves
and bring these attitudes and feelings to the surface.
If we can
articulate them clearly and honestly, we can then try to examine them in
the light of the Gospel, The following are some of these attitudes;
3.1
"If Christianity is true, then Islam is false, and Muslims can't have
any real relationship with Sod".
If Christianity is true, doesn't it follow that Islam is ialS£? If Jesus
is the only way to God, doesn't it mean that Muslims can't know God in a
personal way? Although we don't have the space to cover the very delicate
and complex question of Christian attitudes to other faiths in any detail,
we must at least notice that there are many passages in the Bible which
express a very negative attitudes towards 'other faiths' (eg Deut 12;1-3.
29-31; 32;17; Ps 96;5; 1 Cor 8;4-6).
On the other hand, there are many
other passages which reflect a much more positive and open approach to
people of other faiths (eg Gen 14;18-20; Mal 1;1Q-11 RSV; Acts 10;30-43;
17; 16-31).
At the very least, therefore, we need to get beyond the
simplistic view that if Christianity is completely true, Islam and all
other faiths must be completely false.
We also need to look again at the crucial verse, John 14;6, and ask if it
really is as exclusive as it sounds, The key to a proper understanding of
these words may be to recognize that Jesus is speaking here about people
coming ' to the Father' ,
When he says 'I am the way', he means 'I am the
way to the Father; no one comes to the Father but by me," We can therefore
fill out the rest of the verse in this way;
"I am the truth about the
Father; no one can know the truth about the Father except through me, I am
the life of the Father; no one can live in fellowship with the Father
except through me,"
If this is the thrust of what Jesus is saying, he doesn't mean that a
person who doesn't believe in him knows nothing about God and has no
relationship with him, All he is saying is that people cannot know God as
Father and enjoy all the blessings of the father-son relationhip, unless
they recognize and trust Jesus as the Son, The testimony of a person like
Bilquis Sheikh in I Dared to Call Him Father bears out the fact that
Muslims believe it is quite wrong to think of God as 'Father 1 ,
Their
denial of the Sonship of Jesus is therefore linked with their denial of the
Fatherhood of God.

Quite apart from the exegesis of this important verse, however, we need to
recognize that our attitudes may not be influenced only by our desire for
The story of Abraham and his wife Sarah and their
correct doctrine.
dealings with Abimelech in Gen 20;1 - 18 exposes some of our attitudes to
Abraham wants to
people of other communities for what they really are,
protect Sarah, but gets her into a difficult situation, because he is less
He also suffers from a
than honest in the way he explains who she is,
subtle form of pride which makes him feel that no-one apart from himself
'I thought that there
and his family has any real relationship with God;
When God eventually speaks to
would be no one here who fears God ,,. '
Abimelech in a dream and Sarah is restored to Abraham, the painful lesson
that Abraham has to learn is that some people outside the covenant do have
a real reverence for God, and are even able to hear and respond to a direct
communication from God,
A similar story in the NT is the account of how Peter's racial and
religious prejudices are challenged through all the events leading up to
his meeting with Cornelius (Acts 10; 1 - 48), Peter has to allow the Holy
Spirit to expose and root out these pernicious prejudices before he, as a
Jew, can share the Good News with a godfearing man of a different
'God has shown me that I should not call any man impure or
nationality;
unclean' (v 28),
If we as Christians suffer from a feeling of superiority that makes us look
down on people of other faiths and other races as if they are inferior, we
may need the same kind of upheaval to humble us and enable us to say with
Peter; 'I now realise how true it is that God does not show favouritism but
accepts men from every nation who fear him and do what is right,' (vv 34Reaching this point does not mean concluding that 'people of other
35),
faiths are alright as they are' and 'there's no need any longer to share
It's very significant that
the good news about Jesus with them 1 ,
immediately after these words Peter goes on to say; 'This is the message
God sent to the people of Israel, telling the good news of peace through
But it dcjfis. mean that in the
Jesus Christ who is Lord of all' (v 36).
process of sharing the good news, or perhaps even before we can be in a
right frame of mind to do so, we may have to allow the Holy Spirit to do
some painful things to deal with attitudes in our conscious and unconscious
minds,

3,2 ' Islam is a religion that needs to be strongly resisted in the
Under this heading we need to examine several attitudes which are all
related in one way or another to this basic desire to resist the spread of
Islam in the West;
- "Muslims are aiming to conquer the world",
The immediate answer * to this must be; Yes - some of them are!
But for
every Muslim in the west who has a strong missionary vision, there are
dozens who are only interested in the survival of the present Muslim
community in these countries.
They are so concerned to hold on to their
young people and protect them from the influence of our godless society
that they have little interest in spreading the message of Islam,
There
are many groups which are actively spreading the message of Islam; and the
church needs to be aware that they are not interested in the kind of openended dialogue which many Christian leaders are calling for.
It may be worth adding that of people in the west who have embraced Islam,
many have been attracted by Sufism, the mysticism of Islam,
Others have
converted through marrying Muslims,
Many Christians feel that it is
unlikely that large numbers of white westerners will become Muslims,
largley because Islam still appears so culturally foreign in the west,
Under this heading, however, we need to examine several attitudes which are
all related in one way or another to this basic resistance to the spread of
Islam in the west;
- "They're using their oil wealth to finance the spread of Islam."
Once again we must say; True!
But how much did the modern missionary
movement owe to the wealth created by the Industrial Revolution in Europe?
And are the Muslims doing anything in principle that we haven't done? When
the Archbishop of Kenya recently expressed concern about petro-dollars
being used to win Christians to Islam, Professor Ali Hi Hal Dessouki of
Cairo University replied by pointing out that Muslims today are behaving in
a similar way to the first Christian missionaries in Africa; "Like Muslims
today .,, the early missionaries used all available human and material
resources, including money, to conduct their evangelistic work," He went
on to argue that Muslims had as much right as Christians to continue to
'evangelise' or islamize Africans,
- "They have no right to ask for the implementation of Islamic law in the
Vest. "
Here again it depends very much what we're talking about.
It's difficult
to see any reason, either legal or theological, why they should not be
allowed to have halal meat in schools and prisons, Indeed it seems to be a
situation in which we are called to act by the Golden Rule;
'In
everything, do to others what you would have them do to you, for this sums
up the Law and the Prophets' (Matt?:12).
If we were living as Christians
in a Muslim society, we would like the government to respect the feelings
of our community, It is therefore our obligation as Christians to show the
same kind of respect towards Muslim communities in the West, We may want
to ask at the appropriate time whether the implementation of Islamic law in
Muslim countries would allow Christian minorities the same kind of rights
that they are demanding in the west.
But the teaching of Jesus demands

that we take the initiative, and that we do so not out of weakness, but out
of love,
When, however, a certain kind of Muslim rhetoric calls for a country like
Britain to become an Islamic state, we may need to do some straight
There is absolutely no way that a minority Muslim community
speaking,
could turn Britain into an Islamic state, however much they would like to
do so, But when Christians are taken in by such rhetoric and suggest that
the Muslim community is actually planning to have the whole legal system in
this country abolished and the shari'ah. ie Islamic law, adopted in its
place, these Christians are playing on people's fears about "the thin end
Muslims in this country at the
of the wedge" and "the domino theory",
present time are in a very strange and un-Islamic situation, because they
live as a minority in post-Christian, secular, pluralist democratic state,
The Qur'an never envisaged Muslims living in this kind of situation, and
while Judaism has had to develop a theology of Diaspora (Dispersion),
Muslims are only beginning to develop a theology to explain the situation
We are not in the Sudan,
in which they find themselves in the west.
Pakistan or Malaysia, and the total Islamization of western states which is
held up by many Christians as the encl of the slippery slope could never
take place unless the vast majority of the country were to convert to
Islam.
- "They shouldn't be allowed to press for Islamic schools"
There are
It depends what you mean!
Once again our answer needs to be;
already several independent Islamic schools, and provided Muslims can
maintain the standards set by the government, they have every legal right
The crucial
to have as many independent schools as they can support,
question is whether the government should allow them to have Islamic
schools within the state system on the same basis as Jewish, Catholic,
Methodist and Anglican schools, We may not want Britain to become divided
into many different ghetto communities; and we will no doubt want to find
out the opinions of Muslims themselves and not assume that some of the most
vocal Muslims are expressing the wishes of the whole Muslims community.
But we need to have very convincing reasons if we decide that one section
of the community should not have the same rights as those which are enjoyed
by other sections of the community.
- "They should adapt to our culture - when in Rome ,.,"
But is this how Westerners have behaved when they have gone overseas? If we
seldom adopt this principle when we live and settle overseas, do we have
any right to expect that Muslims should do the same when they become
citizens in our country?
- "The government should resist the spread of Islam"
One Christian leader in Britain is known to have expressed the wish in
private that the government would turn all mosques in this country into
This sentiment is probably based on the story in 2
public conveniences!
Kings 10;25 - 27, where we are told that after a temple of Frisal had been
torn down on the orders of Jehu, 'people have used it for a latrine to this
day'. When this incident is related to Islam today, the assumptions seem
to be (1) that our governments are in the same position as the kings of
and (2) that Christian attitudes to Islam should
Judah in the OT period;
be the same as the attitudes to Canaanite religion called for in parts of

the OT, If some Muslims Eire behaving in such a way as to threaten law and
order in our society, there is every reason for governments to be
concerned, But there is no other reason why we as ordinary citizens could
possibly expect governments to resist the spread of Islam.
And since as
Christians we live after the Incarnation, after Pentecost, and after Paul's
address at the Areopagus, some expressions of this view seem to represent a
sad regression to a way of thinking that is less than Christian,

- "Islam has no right to be here/"
Even if it's never expressed in these terms, this is probably the feeling
which lies near the heart of many of our responses, What right have they
got to bring their foreign religion into the Christian west? If we had a
better understanding of history, however, perhaps instead we should be
saying; "Now at last we ought to know what it has been like for them to be
at the receiving end of our missionary work for 200 years! Are they doing
anything in principle in our country which we haven't done in theirs 7 "
While therefore we must not be naive about what is happening in the west,
we need to be aware of the opposite danger, which is to appeal to people's
fears of a great, sinister conspiracy, If we give in to this approach, we
may be reacting to the situation in an Is1amic rather than a Christian way,
It is important that those who are involved in discussion of these issues
with Muslim leaders should have had some experience of living in Muslim
countries, and know what it is like for Christian minorities there.
At
certain times it may be right for us to say to Muslim leaders, "Do the
governments in Muslim countries grant to their Christian minorities these
same rights which you are demanding for yourselves here in the west?" But
if we do so, we must be certain of our facts and aware of all the
implications, And if we are looking in the OT for guidance about our basic
attitudes to the spread of Islam in the West, the best place to find it is
probably not in the commands to 'tear down the altars of Baal' (eg Deut
12;1-3), but in the command to 'love the stranger' (Lev 19; 33-34;
Ex
22;21; 23;9), and to 'make disciples of all nations' (Matt 28;19).

3.3

"It's impossible to convert Muslims, and us shouldn't try to anyway."

Sometimes this view springs from the simple 'live and let live' attitude;
'We have our religion, they have theirs - so why can't we just accept the
situation as it is? 1 At other times it arises from the conviction that all
religions are basically the same, and that it's sheer arrogance for
Christians to think that their faith is 'more true' or 'better' than any
other. In other cases, however, this is the conclusion which Christians
have reached because of the many problems they face in relating to Muslims,
and the terrible cost that often has to be paid by Muslims who declare
their allegiance to God through Jesus as more than a prophet,
One book in the Bible which speaks to these attitudes is the book of Jonah,
which has been described as the 'high water mark' of mission in the OT.
Jonah takes some time to realize that God wants him and needs him to convey
his message to the people of Nineveh, and one reason for his reluctance to
answer the call is the feeling that 'if God wants to convert them, he can
do it perfectly well without cue.', Jonah therefore has to learn that God
uses people in his purposes of love for the world,
After he obeys the
call and preaches the message of judgement and mercy, he is amazed to find
how responsive the people of Nineveh are. He expects them to be hardened
pagans, and can hardly believe that they actually believe his message and
express their repentance in a dramatic way!
At the end of the book there is a further challenge to Jonah, the reluctant
and unloving missionary, when God has to say to him, 'You've been faithful
in condemning all that was wrong in Nineveh. But have you secretly enjoyed
it all? Do you really care for these people whose faith and whose way of
life are so different from your own? Do you really want them to turn to me
in repentance and faith?' (Jonah 4;1 - 11),
Could it be therefore that the book of Jonah has a powerful message not
just to individual Jonahs today who try to run away from God's call, but to
the whole Christian Church which runs away from the challenge of Islam?
It's also worth pointing out that it's not us. who do the converting, In
the NT we have in Paul an example, almost larger than life, of how God can
change the direction of a person's life, The Christians of Judaea got the
message that 'The man who formerly persecuted us in now preaching the faith
he once tried to destroy ,,. ' (Gal 1;23), And writing towards the end of
his life Paul sees his conversion as proof of how God in his love and
patience can turn the hardest hearts; 'For that very reason I was shown
mercy so that in me, the worst of sinners, Christ Jesus might display his
unlimited patience as an example for those who would believe on him and
receive eternal life' (1 Tim 1;1S), If God therefore could change someone
as prejudiced and hostile as Saul, is there any reason why he can't help a
Muslim to change his ideas about Jesus?
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3.4

"Muslims seem 'to be very prejudiced and have closed minds, "

Yes, maybe they sometimes do, But often it is s case of the pot calling
the kettle black! And people in glass houses shouldn't throw stones!
It
is always easier to accuse Muslims of being prejudiced than to admit that
we Christians have prejudices,
We may not be able to change their
prejudices; but we do have to start with our own, and we can do something
about them,
Once we have made the admission and called these prejudices by their propername, it can be a relief to find that the NT has so much to say on this
subject.
It's reassuring to know, for example, that the prejudices which
many Christians have towards Muslims are very similar to the prejudices of
Jews towards Samaritans at the time of Jesus,
Just as John had to say
"Jews have no dealings with Samaritans" (John 4;9; 'do not associate with
Samaritans' NIV), so in many situations today it is sadly true that
"Christians have no dealings with Muslims" - or at least have as few
dealings as possible,
When we try to explain these prejudices in the minds of the Jews, we find
that there were at least three major reasons;
- Racial; the Jews despised the Samaritans for their mixed ancestry which
resulted from intermarriage between people in the northern kingdom of
Israel and Assyrians who were brought in to the area after the fall of
Samaria in 721 BC (.2 Kings 17:24-41),
- Re 1 igicms:
the Samaritans had their rival temple on Mount Gerizirn and
recognized the torah, the Pentateuch, but not the Prophets and the
W r i t i ngs,
- Po1i t i c a1:
there had been
communities over many centuries.

tensions

and

rivalries

between

the

two

If these prejudices were there in the minds of his disciples, how did Jesus
deal with them?
1) By example. The disciples were surprised, for example, that Jesus spoke
to a woman at Jacob's well, and no doubt doubly surprised that she was a
Samaritan (John 4; 1-42, esp 27),
He was not prepared to be bound by all
the social and religious prejudices of his fellow Jews,
2) By his teaching. It can hardly have been an accident that Jesus chose a
Samaritan as the main character in the parable which we know as the Parable
of the Good Samaritan,
His Jewish listeners would have been shocked to
find that the priest and the Levite come out so badly in the story, and
that the hero is from that despised and heretical community up in the
north!
If we wanted to capture the original impact of the parable, we
would need to say that if Jesus was telling the parable today to a white
audience in South Africa, the person who helped the injured man would be a
black, If he was addressing Protestants in Northern Ireland, he would have
been a Catholic; and if he were speaking to Palestinian Arabs, the person
who so unexpectedly showed kindness would have been a Jew!
In this way
Jesus was, among other things, encouraging his disciples to reject such
terrible stereotypes, and to believe that sacrificial love often comes from
sources which we in our arrogance think most unlikely,

If we as Christians today, therefore, think of Muslims in anything like the
same way as the disciples did about the Samaritans, we will have to learn
that loving our neighbour involves putting aside our prejudices, and doing
something very positive to overcome the social, political, cultural and
religious barriers which separate us from Muslims,
3) By sending the Holy Spirit. Jesus specifically mentions Samaria as one
of the places where his disciples are to take the good news: "You will be
my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judaea and Samaria ... " (Acts 1;8)
A few chapters later we learn how this worked out in practice, Luke tells
us that when the apostles in Jerusalem heard that Samaria 'had accepted the
It looks as if the
word of God, they sent Peter and John to them.'C 14.)
leaders of the church felt that the coming of the gospel to Samaria was
such a significant development that they had to send an official apostolic
In view of all the
delegation to the city to welcome the new believers,
animosities between Jews and Samaritans in the past some public gesture was
called for, to show to all the world that in the church there would be no
place for any bad feeling between Jewish and Samaritan believers,
If Jesus was able to deal with the disciples' prejudices in these different
ways, is there any reason why Christians cannot allow him through the Holy
Spirit to do the same with our prejudices towards Muslims today?
(Some of these questions concerning attitudes are raised in the context of
Bible Study in 1,6).
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4, VISITING A MOSQUE

4,1 Uhy visit a mosque? One motive may be simple curiosity: we want to
know what it looks like and what happens in a mosque. Another reason could
be that we want to meet devout, practising Muslims, and want to understand
them and their faith as much as we can,
It is not appropriate to visit a mosque in order to 'evangelise Muslims',
although such a visit can sometimes lead to opportunities to share our
faith with Muslims, We need to remember that we are visitors, enjoying the
hospitality that is extended to us in someone else's place of worship, If
a group of Muslims were to visit our church, we would expect them to come
primarily to listen and to learn, rather than to preach to us!

The word is an anglicised version of the
4,2 What is the mosque for?
In addition to
Arabic word masjid, a place of prostration, ie in worship,
being a place of worship, the mosque is regarded as a kind of community
centre, and many important social functions are held in the mosque or in a
hall attached to the mosque. It is also a place for education, and in many
cases classes for teaching Islam and the Qur'an are held regularly in the
mosque.

4,3 What .should you ..do .before going?
- The leader of the group should make personal contact before going, either
with the JJMDI, or some other leader of the community or a member of the
mosque comm i t tee,
They may sometimes be
- Women should wear a scarf to cover their heads,
asked to wear a long skirt or loose trousers, and to have their arms
Some mosques may ask that women should not visit during their
covered.
time of menstruation,
- Men are sometimes expected to cover their heads,
- You should be prepared to take your shoes off before going into the main
prayer room of the mosque.
- During your visit your hosts will probably
and explain their faith to you - perhaps
usually also be opportunities for you to ask
to think out in advance some of the questions

want to talk about the mosque
There will
at some length,
questions, It can be helpful
you may want to ask,

- You should be prepared to stay for at least an hour, and not be in a
hurry to leave, You may be served with refreshments, and there may be an
If the leader of your group
opportunity for you to ask further questions,
knows the mosque well, he/she should know how long the visit is likely to
take,
- If any members of your group have reservations about visiting a mosque,
It may be helpful,
they should not feel under any obligation to do so.
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however, if they can be encouraged to express their feelings openly and
discuss them with the rest of the group.
4.4 What can you do fl pH ^hat '- an VQU see at the mosque?
- You may be welcomed by the Imam, whose position is roughly similar to,
but not identical to that of the minister, pastor, or priest in a Christian
It is worth asking about the responsibilities of the Jjaaja, and
church,
finding out how they differ from those of a Christian minister. It is very
possible, however, that you will be welcomed and shown round by any member
of the community, who may not have studied Islam in any depth,
- You may be able to see the place where those who come to the mosque carry
out their ablutions, wudu, the ritual washing of the hands, arms, face,
Your hosts may be very willing to
nose and feet, before they pray,
demonstrate to you how they say their prayers, and what the ritual means
for them,
- In the prayer room or prayer hall itself, you will see the mihrab, the
alcove in the wall which marks the direction of Mecca, the central shrine
of Islam, and thus indicates the direction which Muslims face to pray,
They generally don't mind if visitors watch them from behind when they are
saying the Prayers, and are often willing to demonstrate for- visitors the
special postures that they adopt during their Prayers.
- The rtiinbsr is the pulpit with steps, usually made of wood, from which the
Imam gives a sermon at the Friday Prayers,
- There is often Arabic writing on the walls,

This could be

the name of God; Allah
the name Muhammad
The Fatihah (the first Surah of the Qur'an, which is
used frequently in the set Prayers, and is roughly
equivalent to the Lord's Prayer)
Other verses from the Qur'an (eg Surah 112),
There may be a series of clocks indicating the times for Prayer each day,
and the Friday prayers,
In a Muslim country, the Call to
- There may or may not be a Minaret.
Prayer, the fizan, would be heard from the minaret, often magnified by a
loud speaker, In most mosques in Britain the Call to Prayer is only heard
inside the mosque, and special permission has to be given by the local
council if it is to be broadcast outside the building,
- There may or may not be a separate Women's Prayer Room. If there isn't a
special room, there may be a gallery or a curtained area in the main prayer
hall which is used by women.
- In many mosques there is a special room which is used for Qur'an classes.
Children come here for an hour or more after school each day to learn the
Qur'an. It may be worth studying the pictures and posters on the walls.
- There may be a hall attached to the mosque, which is used for social
There is sometimes a
functions, like weddings and important festivals.
morgue,
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4.5 Ulhat should you do after the visit?
- It may be helpful for the group to meet together, even if it is only for
a short time, to share their impressions of the visit with each other,
- It may be appropriate to write to your hosts to thank them for their
hospitality, and perhaps even to send a donation to the mosque,
- You should think together about the most appropriate way to follow up
your visit,
You cannot expect to make too much progress on your first
visit, and may well want to arrange further visits to the mosque, or to
visit your hosts in their homes,
If you invite them to visit your church,
don't be surprised or offended if there is some reluctance to do so, and
try to work out the reasons for their reluctance,
- You need not feel that you always need to make an appointment to visit a
mosque,
You may be surprised at the welcome you receive, as a complete
stranger, at any time of the day!

5. FACING IMMEDIATE ISSUES

The following case studies, from Europe, North America, Africa and Asia,
all raise basic questions about how Christians should think about, Islam and
relate to Muslims, All of them deal with real situations, and are either
written by people with first hand knowledge of the situation or based on
material provided by such people. A situation is described, and some of
the main issues explained, The case study ends with a series of question
that can be discussed in a group,
The special value of case studies is that they enable us to focus on actual
situations in which Christians have found themselves in different parts of
the world in recent years, and then force us to think through the different
issues that are involved, Even if we ourselves are not likely to face any
of these situations, the discipline of putting ourselves into the shoes of
others, apart from increasing our sympathy for others, can concentrate our
minds and sharpen our thinking,
All of these case studies raise major questions which will be raised
againin one form or another in Parts 2 - 5,
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5.1 SELLING A REDUNDANT CHURCH TO BE USED AS A MOSQUE

A considerable number of redundant churches in inner city areas of the UK
have been sold in recent years and turned into mosques, Hindu temples or
You are one of the representatives of your
Sikh temples (Gurdwaras),
church on the local Council of Churches, You were told some weeks ago that
the Muslim community in your area has made an offer for a church building
of your own denomination which has not been used for several years and has
been up for sale for some months. A special committee was set up to
present the arguments for and against selling the building for this
purpose, The following is a summary of their report;
(Print in parallel columns?)
Arguments FOR selling to the Muslims
Islam has much in common with Christianity; it is a monotheistic religion
which owes much to Judaism and Christianity and recognises only One God,
It would be better to sell a redundant church to be used as a place of
prayer for another religious community than for it to be turned into a
warehouse or demolished,
Selling the church should not be seen as a defeat, but rather as a simple
recognition of demographic changes; if there are hardly any Christians
living in the area and the majority are Muslims, the Christians need fewer
chuches in the inner city,
What would it say to the Muslim community if we were to refuse to sell it
to them? It would suggest that we despise Islam, and that we would ratherlet the building be used for secular purposes than for it to be used as a
place of prayer,
We must not think of the sale of the building as a final event, It needs
to be seen in the context of the churches' relations with the Muslim
community. Instead of thinking in terms of defeat and retrenchment, the
local churches need to work out a. strategy for their relations with the
Muslim community over the next 5, 10 or 20 years,
Arguments AGAINST selling the church to Muslims

It would be dishonouring to the name of Christ for a building which has
been used for Christian worship to be used for Muslim worship, We cannot
avoid having a sense of shame, feeling that somehow the church has failed
and Islam has won a victory,
White people living in the area, even if they are not churchgoers, have
some feeling for 'the Parish Church' where baptisms, weddings and funerals
take place, In the Folk Religion of these people, the church is important,
even if they don't belong to the congregation, They are likely to feel
some sadness if the church is sold to Muslims,
What would it say to the Muslim community if we do sell it to them? They
would see the sale as a victory for Islam, and a defeat for Christianity.
We don't want to give the Muslim community an opportunity to boast and
rejoice in this way,
Questions; (1) What do you personally think?
(2) What do you think your Council of Churches and your denomination can or
should do in this situation?
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5.2 STATE FUNDING FOR MUSLIM SCHOOLS IN THE UK.
In recent years the Muslim community in Britain has been railing on the
government to allow state funding for Islamic schools. There have been for
some time private, independent Islamic schools, which are financed by fees
and gifts from Muslim communities, and the schools are inspected regularly
by Inspectors from the Department of Education and Science.
Muslims are now going further, however, in their requests/demands, They
argue that if Anglican, Roman Catholic, Methodist and Jewish schools can be
grant-aided and thus financed by the government, why can Muslim schools not
enjoy the same status?
(Print in parallel columns?)
Arguments FOR Muslim schools within the state system
The Golden Rule suggests that we should extend to others the same
privileges that we expect for ourselves, There is nothing except tradition
and prejudice which prevents us having Muslim schools within the state
system.
Allowing Anglican, Catholic, Methodist and Jewish schools has oat turned
these communities into ghettos,

arguments AGAINST having Muslim schools within the state system
It is in most cases only a few Muslim leaders who are making these
requests, The majority of the Muslim community, however, do not want to
come under the control of their iiaaios.. and would prefer their children to
go to existing state schools, whether they are church schools or not,
Allowing state funding for Muslim schools would make Muslim communities
even more inward looking and self-contained than they already are, They
would become more and more like ghettoes, since children in Muslim schools
have little or no contact with non-Muslims,
In grant-aided church schools
Muslim schools would only teach Islam,
Christian and Muslim children are exposed to the teaching of faiths other
than their own, Muslims, however, would probably never allow their
children to be taught other religions like Christianity, In grant-aided
church schools Christian and Muslim children are exposed to the teaching of
faiths other than their own,
Questions
(1) How should the government respond to these requests/demands? What will
be the factors that the government will take into consideration in
determining its policy?
«.2) Should there be, and can there be, a distinctively Christian response
on.this issue?
(3) What should be the attitude of the churches? How should they make
their views known, and how should they be engaged in the debate 7
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5,3 The controversy about the wearing of the veil in France

Jarnilah is a seventeen year old French pupil from a Moroccan family who
needed to change from one secondary school to another in major city in
France, Her first school had permitted her to wear the hi.1 ab (a long
scarf/veil covering all but her face), But the second school raised a
storm of protest, Many teachers refused to admit her to their classes
unless she removed the scarf, When the problem was brought before the
disciplinary council, she was excluded from studying at the school,
Finally an appeals commision worked out a compromise with the family, the
regional Muslim Association, and the school administration, Jarnilah would
wear a turban in those classes where the teachers complained about the
h i ;i ab , and leave on her scarf where they were not opposed, She felt she
was not completely following a divine commandment, but decided to continue
her studies on these conditions,
'The wearing of the scarf is imposed by God and not by man; we cannot
change his Word 1 , declared Jarnilah, 'It is to protect women from being
looked at by men, Girls who do not wear it are not good Muslims, Those
who speak of the inferiority of the woman do not know Islam, Today it is
the second religion of France, Where is tolerance? 1
The first school was able to accept Jarnilah and her h i jab on the basis of
her faithful attendance and her discretion in not proselytizing among her
fellow students, These teachers felt it was important to consider her as
an individual and not obstruct her search for identity and spiritual life,
For them a secular educational system should emphasize tolerance rather
than forbid religious expression,
But the second school saw the problem differently. Many of the teachers
and parents there believed that anything touching on religion should be
kept out of government schools, Religious symbols should not be in
evidence, since they make distinctions between pupils,
The question of wearing the hi Jab continues to raise problems in French
schools, For those who refuse to accept girls wearing veils, one solution
has been to encourage home schooling through correspondence courses, With
a significant Muslim population, the integration of these immigrants is
also a social/political issues in France, Moreover, not all of these
Muslims are fundamentalists; their home countries are experiencing internal
conflict over such movements.
Questions
(1.) If you were a teacher in the second school, what would you do, and why?
- accept Jarnilah with a turban, or with a. scarf (h i .1 ab > ?
- fight for tolerance or oppose all signs of religion in a government
school?
(2) How would you relate to her and her family in your community?
- by supporting them in their rights? If so, how?
- by seeking to change their opinions? If so, how?
(3) Suggest ways of sharing the message of Christ with committed
'fundamentalist' Muslim women and their families. Where would you begin 7
How might you continue?

5.4 CONVERSION AND FflMILY LOYALTIES

The following case study was written by a pastor from Africa;
I am a pastor in an area where the population is 75% Muslim, I am often
1 was once
able to go into schools to take evangelistic meetings,
invited to a school and took with me a group of Christians who played
Gospel music, and I then gave an evangelistic address, At the end of the
address I invited any of the girls who wanted to know more about the
One who wanted to see me was a
Gospel to come and see me afterwards,
Muslim girl, and as I talked with her on her own after the meeting she
said she wanted to take the next step and to know what she must do, We
She
therefore prayed together and she accepted Christ as her Saviour,
then asked how she must go on from here, and when I told her that I was
the pastor of a nearby church, I suggested that she should come to the
church next Sunday.
Very soon, however, her family began to show strong opposition to what
she was doing, At one stage I had to invite her to come and live with us
I also
in our home because of the difficulties she faced in her home,
had to get in contact with the police and the chief of the tribe in orderto explain the situation, Eventually the opposition from the family was
so strong that they moved her completely from the school to a different
Later when it was found that she was having contact with
school,
Christians in that school, her parents moved her again, this time to a
Soon after this her parents married her to a
school in another county,
Muslim man, She had to discontinue her studies at school, and as far as
I know she has lost all contact with Christians.
Some time later- my cousin made contact with an old lady who was a Muslim,
When she expressed an interest in becoming a Christian, he prayed with
her, She then asked what she must do as a Christian, His first answer
was she must take off the Muslim veil and the special clothing that she
These clothes were then burned publicly to express her
was wearing,
Very soon this lady had difficulties with her
rejection of Islam,
husband, and although for a short time she was attending the church, my
counsin lost contact with her,
Questions;

(1) What should I have done with the Muslim girl? Did I do anything wrong
when I spoke to her on the first occasion after the evangelistic meeting?
Was she simply suffering opposition and persecution for the sake of the
Gospel?
(2) How should my cousin have approached this lady when she expressed an
interest in the Gospel?
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5 .5 Islamization in Nigeria?

The population of Nigeria includes approximately 600 different ethnic
groups, the most significant of which are the Hausas in the north (almost
entirely Muslim), the Yorubas in the south-west (partly Christian and
partly Muslim), and the Ibos in the south-east (largely Christian). Much
of the north was converted to Islam as it spread south across the Sahara
between the 10th and 19th centuries,
The south became largely Christian
through the work of Christian missionaries in the 19th century.
Islam is
therefore strong in the north, Christianity is strong in the south, and in
the area in between both religions are competing for converts.
The total
population is around 120 million, of which 49% are Christian, 45% Muslim
and 6% animist or of tribal religions.
The constitution of 1963 guaranteed freedom of religious belief and
practice, which included not only freedomm to observe, teach a propagate
one's faith, but also freedom to change one's religion,
In 1967 the
country was divided into 12 states,
A new constitution accepted in 1979
described Nigeria as a multi-religious society, and prohibited the federal
government or the government of any of the states from declaring any
religion the state religion, The most recent constitution adopted in 1989
includes the same article prohibiting the adoption of any religion either
in the federal or state governments.
Relations between Muslims and Christians in Nigeria in the past have
generally been good,
Inter-religious marriage has been common, and
families often include Muslims, Christians and people of traditional
religions. In recent years, however, tensions between Muslim and Christian
communities have increased,
The following are some of the main factors
contributing to these tensions;
(1) In 1983 Nigeria obtained observer status in the Organisation of the
Islamic Conference (QIC), an organisation that links together almost all
nations with Muslim majorities,
Early in 1986, however, it was rumoured
that Nigeria had become a full member.
Christians and others protested
strongly because they claimed that it amounted to declaring Nigeria to be a
Muslim state and seemed to be part of a secret process of Islamization.
Members of the government who were not Muslims were not consulted about the
decision. The President was forced to admit that Nigeria had become a full
member of the QIC, but emphasized that the reasons had to do with culture
and religion rather than politics,
When a commission of 20 members
including Muslims and Christians was set up to discuss the issue, the
Christian members demanded the immediate withdrawal of Nigeria from the
OIC,
Early in 1992 the government announced that it had withdrawn from
membership,
(2) Christians (especially in the north) have complained of discrimination
against them in religious education in schools, in the media and in the
courts. They say they have difficulties in getting permission to build new
churches, and say that new mosques have been built very close to churches,
Muslims also complain of discrimination,
An article in a Muslim magazine
after the riots in 1991 made the following charge; 'The combined efforts of
the Christian elites in the private sectors, army and the police and the
contacts in the media have subjected Muslims and Islam to terrible
victimisation,
While the private leaders of the Church initiate violent
provocations against Islam and the Muslims, the police and the Army move
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with military precision to unleash terror on Muslims, destroying innocent
lives and properties, . . '
(3.1 Muslims have felt threatened by certain Christian evangelistic
activities: eg student missions in universities and colleges, and missions
in the north led by foreign evangelists,
(4) In addition to tribal and religious differences, economic factors have
Disadvantaged social groups feel resentful
sometimes been significant.
against the rich and against the system which leaves them caught in the
poverty trap,
(5) Christians have felt threatend by Muslim requests and demands for the
imposition of shari 'ah law, Before the corning of the British, parts of the
north were under shari ah law from early in the 19th century, The British,
however, reduced the powers of the shari ' ah courts until they covered only
When Nigeria became independent in
family and divorce laws for Muslims.
1960, a shari 'ah Court of Appeal was set up for the whole of northern
Later a similar Court of Appeal was set up in each of the 10
Nigeria,
When Muslims began to demand that a federal shari 'ah
northern states.
Court of Appeal should be set up, the Constituent Assembly voted 190; 60
against the proposal, but gave each state the right to establish shari ah
Christians in Nigeria suspect that having a federal
courts for Muslims.
shar i ' ah Court of Appeal would lead to the implementation of shari ' ah law
over the whole country, and that this would make Christians second-class
Shari ' ah law is recognised in the present constitution, but
citizens.
applies only to Muslims.
As a result of these tensions, many riots have taken place since 19SO,
These have led to the destruction of many
especially in the north.
churches and mosques (in one case 52 churches and 5 mosques), to looting,
In one case the riot was
maiming, killing, and making many homeless,
started when a Muslim claimed that a Christian butcher had sold him pork,
In other cases the riots have been sparked off by the different tensions
already described.
In many of the earlier disturbances, the Christians either turned the other
In more recent riots, however, some
cheek or ran for their lives,
Christians have begun to defend themselves and even to organise themselves
in 'defence squads', arming themselves with knives, iron rods, sticks and
broken bottles, attacking Muslims and destroying property,

(1) Is there enough evidence for believing that Muslims have a policy of
Islamization?
(2) How should Christians respond to the political challenge of Islam in
this situation?
(3.1 Should Christians be prepared
disturbances, by force if necessary?

to

defend

themselves

in

civil

(4) What kind of constitution is appropriate for a state and for a
federation of states in which there are different proportions of Muslims
and Christians?

5.6 The Islamization of the Law in Malaysia
Muslims in Malaysia are approximately 55% out of a total of
The remaining 45 are

million,

Since the mid-1980s many Muslims in Malaysia have expressed their desire to
see the integration of the Islamic Shari'a Courts and the Civil Courts,
Both the federal and state governments have agreed to this in principle,
although they have said that the changes should be brought in gradually,
Thus the Lord President Tun Hajj Sallah Abas is reported to have said in
1986, 'The best changes are those which are imperceptible. Drastic changes
would cause confusion, a lot of unhappiness and it would also make people
uncertain,'
The feelings of Malaysian Christians in this situation have been expressed
in this way;
'We Christians and all non-Muslim Malaysians feel like a frog, Put a
frog into cold water and it will swim contentedly in it. If you heat the
water slowly, the frog will adapt itself to the warm water and will not
leap out. But if you drop a new frog into this warm water, it will jump
out, We non-Muslims feel like the frog in the water that is being slowly
heated up. We feel that we are not wanted in a Muslim country; we don't
feel that we are consulted before new decisions are made silently and
then implemented,'
Some Christians also point to paticular development which create anxiety,
They say that hotels haved been asked to remove all Bibles and biblical
verses that have been placed by the Gideons, and that schools have been
asked to remove crosses and other Christian symbols from outside their
schools, and to replace the cross with a star on school badges.

Muslims reassure non-Muslims that their status is completely secure, and
that they have nothing to fear, One spokesman said recently, 'Islamic laws
can be implemented in a plural society, as there are sufficient provisions
for the well-being of all, including the non-Muslims'.

Questions
How should Christians react in this situation?
- What precisely is the status of non-Muslims in an Islamic country which
is seeking to implement Islamic law?
- Do Christians have good reason to be afraid of these developments?
Should they resist them? Or should they accept them, while- trying to make
sure that adequate safeguards are built it to the laws and the constitution
at every stage?
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5,7 The pros and cons of public debates in the Usfl
Christians in universities in the USA are currently discussing whether a
Christian group should join with a Muslim group to co-sponsor a 'Debate 1 or
a 'Dialogue' as a form of public interaction between Christians and Muslims
on campus,
The Debate format is attractive to many Muslims because it
enables them to put forward one of their star promoters and apologists of
Islam (usually a representative of one of the more prominent Muslim Centers
developing in many urban centers),
Arguments for
The Dialogue format provides an opportunity for a genuine educational
experience and exchange of views, especially where the speakers really
listen and show genuine respect for each other's views,
The process of setting up the debate enables Muslim and Christian leaders
to get to know and trust one another, Careful attention needs to be given
to working out details of the programme; How much time is to be given to
the main presentations, to dialogue between the speakers and answers to
questions from the floor? How will the debate be publicised? Who should
be invited to give the main presentations? What should be the topic of the
debate?
How will it be moderated, and how long will it last?
What
literature will be allowed, and how will it be distributed?
Arguments against
Planning the debate can consume a great deal of time and energy,
attract only a small number of people,

It may

Dialogue or debate do not necessarily by themselves establish the kind of
warm relationship and friendship between Muslims and Christians,
Some public debates that have taken place in recent years have been staged
almost like a boxing match,
There are generally far more Muslims than
Christians who attend, and they are often vocal in supporting their
speaker,
The Christians, often naively, ask one of their local pastors to present
and defend the Christian Gospel hoping that sincerity and fairness will
prevail,
But with some exceptions these debates have failed to do much
more than confirm already held convictions with little genuine listening to
the other side. Sometimes one presenter is unable to respond adequately to
the skilled argument or tactics of the other with superior knowledge,
Videos of the debates that have been made by Muslims have been carefully
edited in favour of the Muslim side and distributed widely all over the
wor1d,
Questions
(1) Do the arguments ioji outweigh the arguments against?
(2) Would debates of this kind be possible in other countries and other
situations? If not, why not?
(3) If Christian speakers are not generally effective in debates of this
kind, what does this say about Christian responses to Islam?
(Note; Detailed information about how a series of debates of this kind were
staged by chapters of the Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship and Muslim
student groups on campuses USA in 1992 is available from;
IVCF USA,
P.O.Box 7895, MADISON, WI 53711.)

5.S

The dilemma concerning emigration from the Middle East

The following case study comes from a country in the Middle East;
A young engaged couple come to you for counselling,
The young man is a
committed Christian believer from a Christian background, who has been
active in outreach and evangelism throughout his time at university, He is
just about to graduate and is thinking and planning for his future,
He
comes from a wealthy family and has very good prospects for future
employment in his family business,
He wants to work with the Church in his country and in the Arab world, and
is very committed to work, for the economic development of his country. He
is the kind of person who is likely to be a great asset both to his country
and his Church,
The young girl comes from a Muslim background and has been a committed
Christian for several years.
She has been ostracised by her family, and
has had a difficult time since becoming a believer,
She too has had a
great impact on her friends and has helped others to come to faith. She
too is a gifted person, and like her fiance, has much to contribute both to
the Church and to the country.
They have discovered that since they come originally from different
religious communities, they cannot legally be married in their country, A
person cannot change his/her Muslim faith officially, and a Muslim woman is
not allowed by law to marry a Christian man,
Thus, although she is a
practising Christian, she is considered by law to be a Muslim, and they
cannot therefore get married. They therefore want desperately to emigrate
to the West, simply because they cannot be legally married because of their
religious differences.
The dilemma is even more acute, since they realise that there is no country
to which they can go,
For the past year they have been working hard to
find a country that will accept them as religious refugees, but all the
doors are closed to them.
They love the Lord and they love each other,
They love their country and have been effective in ministry to their fellow
countrymen. They feel strongly called to get married, but do not know what
to do,
Question: If you were able to counsel the couple, how would you speak to
them?
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S, 3IE5LE STUDY

Many of the r.uhjectn discussed in Part 1 can be tackled in the context of
Bible Study.
The following material can therefore be ussd either in the
context of individual or group study.

RELATING TO OUR MUSLIM NEIGHBOURS
1. Reaching out beyond our own community

(Read Matthew 5.43-48)
Some Pharisees had twisted the OT commandment "love your
neighbour" to mean that we should only love people Tram our own
community.and hate our enemies. Jesus teaches here that love is not
to be limited in this way.
Q. - If we are really honest with ourselves, what feelings do we have
towards our Muslim neighbours?
fear, suspicion? Do we
respect them or despise them? Are we friendly, cool or
indifferent towards them?
- What are the main reasons why we find it hard to relate to our
Muslim neighbours? Is it prejudices in us or in them?
Is it the political situation in the country?
Is it something in our society?
2. The Golden Rule (Read Matthew 7.12)
Q. - How would you like your Muslim neighbours to treat you as an
individual, and your community?
- How should this affect the way you treat them?
- Does it make any difference if the Muslim community is the
majority and the Christians are a minority in your country, or
the Christians are a majority and the Muslims a minority?
3. Showing Lore in Action

(Read Luke 10.25-37)

Jesus answered the question "who is my neighbour?" by telling
the parable of the Good Samaritan. He was therefore saying that my
neighbour is anyone I meet, anyone I come in contact with especially if that person is in any kind of need.
Q. - What does this say to me about who are my neighbours?
- What does this say about what it means to love my neighbours
in practice? Am I prepared to love my neighbours like this?
- What does the parable say about our prejudices? Jesus
deliberately chose people from two communities which had
strong feelings against each other.
4. Praying for our Muslim Neighbours

(Read 1 Timothy 2.1-6)

Notice the special relevance of this passage to prayer for the
Muslim world: the Muslim heartily agrees that "there is one God",
but the Gospel goes on to say "there is one mediator between God
and men, the man Christ Jesus".
Q. - What is the connection between praying for rulers and for peace
(v. 2), and God's desire that eve ryone should be saved and come
to know the truth (v. 4)?
- Why do we believe that we need a mediator between God and
men?
(Read Romans 10.1-2)
Q. - If this is how Paul prayed for his fellow-countrymen, can we
pray in the same way for our neighbours - and particularly for
our Muslim neighbours?
- How well does Paul's description of the Jews' devotion to God
apply to the devotion of Muslims whom we know?

UNDERSTANDING OURSELVES AND OUR
MUSLIM NEIGHBOURS
UNDERSTANDING OURSELVES
1. Understanding our History and Culture (Read John 4.9)
The Jews disliked the Samaritans
because of their mixed ancestry
because of their rival temple on Mt Gerizim
because they recognized the OT law but not the Prophets, and
because ofthe political tension between the two communities
over many centuries.
Q. - Is there any parallel between Jewish prejudices towards the
Samaritans and Christian prejudices towards Muslims?
- Is it true in our situation to say. "Christians have no dealings
with Muslims"? If so. what are the reasons?
2. The Command to Cross Barriers of Prejudice (Read Acts 1.7-8)
Q. - Why did Jesus mention Samaria by name in this context? (cf
Matthew 10.5-6).
3. The Healing of the Rift Between the Jews and the Samaritans
Q. - What was the reason Tor this special apostolic delegation sent
from Jerusalem (v.14)?
- What was special and unique about the way in which the Holy
Spirit came upon these believers (vv. 15-17)?
- Is there any connection between the circumstances of this visit
and the special way in which the Spirit was given on this
occasion?
- How would these events have contributed to the healing ofthe
rift between these two communities within the church?
4. Rooting Out Racial and Religious Prejudice (Read Acts 10.1-48)
Q. - What were the prejudices in Peter's mind which- made it
difficult for him to meet these Gentiles?
- Do we have similar prejudices which make it hard for us to have
close friendships with Muslims, or to believe that Muslims can
come to faith in Christ?
- How did the Holy Spirit deal with Peter's prejudices?
How can he deal with our prejudices?
S~. Admitting our Suspicious Mentality (Read Acts 9.10-19)
Q. - What were the questions and doubts which must have been
raised in Ananias' mind when he heard that Saul had been
converted?
- Are they similar to the questions and doubts inourminds when
we hear of someone from a non-Christian background who is
converted?
4^ Admitting our Unbelief (Read Galatians 1.21-24)
Q. - Do we really believe that Muslims can change their minds
about Jesus and come to faith in him?
- If someone as prejudiced and hostile as Saul could be
converted, is it any harder to believe that a Muslim can be
converted?
-J Admitting our Fear and Praying for Boldness (Read Acts 4.23-31)
Q. - How serious were the threats against the apostles (v. 29)?
- To what extent do we face the same threats today? Is there anything in common between our situation and the situation the
apostles were in?
- What did they ask God to do for them ? How did God answer
their prayer? Are we prepared to ask God for this boldness?
- What did they see as Cod's part in the proclamation of his word?
What part have supernatural evidences (healings, visions, etc.)
played in the conversion of any Muslims we know?
Are we prepared to ask God to reveal himself today in miraculous
ways?

UNDERSTANDING OUR MUSLIM NEIGHBOURS
1. The Secret of Genuine Meeting and Dialogue
(Read Luke 2.45-46)
Notice five details in Luke's description of Jesus at the age of 12 in
the temple:
he was sitting among the teachers
he was listening to them
he was asking them questions
he had understanding (RSV)
he was giving answers.
Q. - Can this picture help us to see what we must do if we want to
have a genuine meeting of minds with Muslims? Our situation
may be very different today, since Jesus was relating to his own
culture, whereas for many of us Islam represents a religion and a
culture which are foreign to us. But are there any principles that
we can apply?

a. SITTING AMONG THEM:

b.
c.
d.

e.

- How much do we understand about the society to which they
belong? about their history and culture?
- Do we know what it feels like to be in their shoes?
- Am I aware of how they react to meas a person (because of my
colour and nationality; because of the language I speak;
because of all the cultural and political factors which affect our
relationship)?
LISTENING
- Am I really willing to listen before I say what I believe?
ASKING QUESTIONS:
- What kind of questions should we ask to help us to understand?
UNDERSTANDING:
- What is the difference between knowing about Islam and
understanding Islam? between knowing about facts and
discernment? between information and insight?
How do we obtain this kind of insight?
ANSWERS:
- Are my responses answering the questions in their minds or the
questions / think they ought to be asking?

(Read Exodus 22.21. 23.9 and
Leviticus 19.33-34)
Q. - Why should the Children of Israel have been in a unique
position to understand the feelings of foreigners and
immigrants in their community?
- What must it feel like to belong to a Muslim immigrant community in Europe or North America?
- What can Christians in the west learn from these verses about
their attitudes and responsibilities towards Muslim
communities in their midst?
2. Knowing'the Heart of a Stranger*

3. The Willingness to Identify (Read 1 Corinthians 9.19-23)
Q. - What would it mean to "live like a Muslim"? Is it (a) possible
and (b) desirable?
- Does it apply only to the "missionary" living among Muslims?
Or could it also be applied to Christians living in the Islamic
world?
What would it mean fora foreigner in his relations with Muslims?
What would it mean fora national in his relations with Muslims of
his own nationality?
- What is the meaning of verse 23, and how is it related to the
question of identification? Is Paul thinking of the blessing he
gives or the blessing he receives?
TEV "All this I do for the gospel's sake, in order to share in its
blessings" (cf RSV, NIV).
NEB "All this I do for the sake of the Gospel, to bear my part in
proclaiming it."

Part 2,

UNDERSTANDING ISLAM

'Great Spirit, grant that I may never criticize a man until I have
walked a mile in his mocassins.'
(An American Indian prayer)
'One tries to get inside the mind and heart of Islam, to get the feel
of it, to be at home within it,'
(Roger Hooker)
'You have got to know and yet never try to teach a Muslim his own
religion,'
(Jens Christensen)
'The intention is to describe, rather than to pass judgement, on the
phenomena of religion ,., Our first need is to understand,,,'
(Ninian Smart)
'I was profoundly conscious that they (the missionaries) did not
understand the Muslims because they were not properly trained for the
work - were in fact, as far as Islam was concerned, horribly ignorant
,., The result for me was that 1 made up my mind if ever 1 could do
anything to train missionaries to Muslims to know Islam, I would put my
back into it,'
(D,B, McDonald, writing about a visit to Cairo in 1907)

Our aim in part 2 is to try to understand Islam as much as possible f ro.m
the point of view of Muslims. We want to describe the faith and practice
of Islam in a way that Muslims will recognise as accurate and fair, so that
we can put ourselves, as it were, into the shoes of Muslims and understand
their world-view,
We are Dili at this stage trying to compare Islam with Christianity, except
where there is some similarity or difference that can help us to appreciate
better some aspect of Islamic belief and practice,
We are n£ii trying to
show that Christianity is superior to Islam, and we are not yet at the
stage of answering Muslim objections to Christianity. We are simply trying
to understand Islam as a world faith in its own right, resisting the
temptation as far as possible to interpret it in Christian categories or to
see it through Christian spectacles,
Much of the material is presented
in note form, with quotations from
different writers, Muslim, Christian or secular, to illustrate important
points,
Brief texts are included in several sections
to encourage
students to go on to study original sources, The later chapters are longer
and deal with more complex issues,
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1 , HUSLH1S-- AT PRAYER

One way of entering into the world of Islam is to try to enter
sympathetically into the mind and heart of Muslims at prayer, This means
that before studying what they believe (in 2,2), we should try to find out
how they pray, What will happen, then, if instead of looking on critically
as spectators, we try to appreciate what they are doing and saying, and
identify with them as much as we can?
Constance Padwick's classic called Muslim Devotions: A Study.... of Prayer
Manuals in Common Use illustrates powerfully the value of this approach,
It is based on the conviction that
',,. in Islam, as in any other faith, a stranger desiring not to remain a
stranger could best feel the pulsing life of religion through a study of
the devotions actually in use ... we should desire to have worship,
Muslim or Christian, judged not by what it means to the lukewarm and the
untaught, but by what it gives to those who try to enter fully into its
life, This is not only a fairer procedure for the understanding of the
life of devotion but it is also probable that in learning what devotion
means when carried to intensity we best learn also to understand the
diffused and weakened religious ideas of the masses,'
(Mus 1 im Devotions, pp xi and xiii')

1.1 THE 'CALL TO PRAYER'

The following is a translation of the 'Call to Prayer' (ajibim. - often
pronounced 'azan' ) which is chanted in Arabic five times a day, with some
variations, from mosques throughout the Islamic world;
'God is most great, God is most great, I bear witness that there is no
god except God; I bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of God, Come
unto prayer. Come unto good, Prayer is a better thing than sleep, Come
to the best deed. God is most great,
God is most great, There is no
god except God.'
It may be helpful for those who hear the Call to Prayer regularly to be
able to recognize some of the key phrases:
allahu akbar
la ilaha ill-allah

'God is most great 1
'there is no god but God'

hayya 'ala-ssalah

'come ye unto prayer'

hayya 'ala-lfalah

'come ye to the best deed'

Christians living in the Muslim world who hear the Call to Prayer regularly
should ask themselves whether there any way in which they too can hear
these words as a Call to Prayer, and pray with and for, Muslims whenever
they hear it.
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1,2 THE ABLUTIONS

Muslims are required to say a prescribed form of prayers five times a day,
either in the mosque or wherever they happen to be at the time, The five
times are; (1) between dawn and just before sunrise; (2) between mid-day
and afternoon; (3) between late afternoon and just before sunset; (4)
between sunset and dark; (5) at night before midnight or dawn,
They must prepare themselves to offer prayer by carrying out the ritual
Ablution (wjjdjj. - pronounced 'wjudjj.' or 'WJJZU 1 '',
These are the different
stages they must go through;
wash both hands up to the wrists three times
rinse the mouth three times
sniff water into the nostrils
wash the tip of the nose three times
wash the face three times
wash the arms thre times from wrist to elbow
pass the wet hand over the head and both hands over the
back of the head to the neck
wash inside and behind the ears with wet fingers
wash both feet thoroughly up to the ankles,
1 ,3

THE COMPULSORY PRAYERS; (salat)

The following are the stages in the basic sequence of the ritual prayer
(called a raka'ah). with an English translation of words that have to be
said in Arabic;
1) Stand upright on the prayer mat, facing the Ka'aba, the Black Stone, in
Mecca,
2) Say some words expressing your 'intention' (niyya) either aloud or
silently; eg 'I intend to say four raka'ahs of the Dawn Prayers for Allah
f ac i ng the Ka'abah',
3) Raise your hands to your ears and say
akbar),

'God is most great 1

(A] ] a,h.u

4) Place the right hand on the left just below the navel or on the chest
and say; '0 Allah, glory and praise are for you, and blessed is your name,
and exalted is your Majesty; there is no god but you,
I seek shelter in
Allah from the rejected Satan,
In the name of Allah, the most merciful,
the most kind,'
B) Recite the Fatihah. the first surah of the Qur'an (see 1,4)
6) Recite any other verse(s) of the Qur'an,
7) Bow from the waist saying 'God is most great'; and place your hands on
your knees saying 'Glory to my Lord, the Great 1 .
8) Stand up saying 'Allah hears those who praise him, Our Lord, praise be
to you',
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9) Prostrate on the floor, with forehead, nose, both palms and knees
touching the ground, saying 'God is most great,
Glory to my Lord, the
Highest 1 ,
10) Stand up again, saying 'God is most great, and sit upright with knees
bent and palms on the knees. Prostrate again, saying 'God is most great,
Glory to my Lord, the Highest',
Then get up again saying 'God is most
great'
11) Other prayers, either memorized or extempore, (called du'a) can be said
at this point; eg '0 Allah, I have been unjust to myself and no-one grants
pardon for sins except you, therefore, forgive me with your forgiveness and
have mercy on me, Surely you are the Forgiver, the Merciful,'
12) Turn your face to the right (whether or not there is someone praying
beside you), saying 'The peace and mercy of Allah be upon you 1 and then to
the left with the same words,
This basic pattern is repeated with variations two, three or four times at
the different times of prayer,
In observing the postures which Muslims adopt for their prayers, it may be
helpful for Christians to remember;
- that Muhammad may well have learned some of these posture= from Syrian
Christian monks;
- that prostration is found in the Bible (eg Ezek 1;23);
- that Muslims are trying to express their total submission to God in a
phys i c a 1 way;
- that Muhammad first taught Muslims to pray towards Jerusalem, like the
Jews,
It was only when his message was rejected by the Jews that they
changed the direction to Mecca in accordance with a Qur'amc revelation.
1 .4

THE 'FATIHAH' (The Opening Surah of the Qur'an)

This is Kenneth Cragg's English translation of the prayer which is
included in every form of ritual prayer,
Pickthall suggests that it sums
up 'the essence of the Qur'an', while the Christian Islamicist Montgomery
watt describes it as 'the quintessence of Islamic doctrine';
'In the name of the merciful Lord of mercy,
Praise be to God, the Lord of all being,
The merciful Lord of mercy,
Master of the Day of Judgement,
Thee alone we worship
And to Thee alone we come for aid,
Guide us in the straight path,
The path of those whom Thou has blessed,
Not of those against whom there is displeasure,
Nor of those who go astray.'
(The Event of the Qur'an, p 74)
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It is worth asking; (1) What are the main elements in the prayer?
(2) What are the similarities and differences between the Fatihah and the
Lord's Prayer?
Are there any sentiments in the prayer which Christians
could not share?
1.5

FURTHER STUDY

1 ) Look up the follouiing verses about prayer in the Qur'an;

the command to pray

2;43-46

times for prayers

17;78-79

prayers to be said facing Mecca

2;149-150

purification before prayer

5;6

the Friday prayers

62;9-10

circumstances when one is excused from prayers

4;101-103

the value of prayer

29;45

2) Informal Prayer idu'a)
The word du'a. which means literally 'a cry 1 or 'a call 1 , is used to refer
to prayers of petition or intercession other than the prescribed prayers
which must be said as part of the ritual prayers,
It can be used either
for prayers which are found in books of prayers o_r_ for extempore prayers
using one's own words (eg a prayer for healing or protection),
Roger Hooker gives the following example of a prayer which is attributed to
a grandson of the Prophet Muhammad;
' Praise be to him who when I call on him answers me, slow though I am
when he calls roe,
Praise be to him who gives to me when I ask him, miserly though I am
when he asks a loan of me,
Praise be to him to whom I confide my needs whenever I will and he
satisfies them,
My Lord I praise for he is of my praise most worthy.'
He then quotes a prayer written by Lancelot Andrews, An Anglican bishop in
the 17th century, and asks if there is any obvious difference in spirit
between the two prayers;
'How truly meet and right, and comely, and due
In all and for all,
In all places times and manners,
In every season, every spot,
Everywhere, always, altogether,
To remember thee, to worship thee,
To confess to thee, to praise thee,
To bless thee, to give thanks to thee,
Maker, Benefactor, Protector of all, 1
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MUSLIM'BELIEFS AND PRACTICES

In this chapter we consider the basic 'Creed' of Islam, ie basic Muslim
beliefs, and 'Five Pillars', ie the Five 'Basic Duties' of Sunni
('Orthodox') Islam.
Two summaries are set side by side. The statement on the left is written
). The one
by a Muslim, and comes from ]>lam; ft Brief guide (see page
on the right is a Christian attempt to summarize these same beliefs.
2.1 BASIC: BELIEFS
ISLAM
Islam is a complete code of life. It tells man about the purpose of
his creation and existence, his ultimate destiny, his place among
other creatures and, more importantly, provides him with the
guidance to lead a purposeful life to be rewarded in the life hereafter.
The Arabic word ISLAM means the voluntary surrender to the will
of Allah and obedience to His commands. Allah, also an Arabic
word, is the proper name of God. Muslims prefer to use the name
Allah rather than the word God. The Islamic way of life is based on
total obedience to Allah. This is the way to obtain peace here and
hereafter; hence, Islam also means peace.

MUSLIM
A person who freely and consciously accepts the Islamic way of life,
and practices it, is called a Muslim.

AKHIRAH means life after death. This belief has a far-reaching
impact on the life of a believer. A believer is accountable to his
Creator on the Day of Judgement. Belief in Akhirah implies that all
our actions will be judged by Allah in the life hereafter. A person
who obeys Allah throughout his life will be rewarded and will be
assigned a permanent place of happiness in Paradise; the person
judged to be an evil-doer will be punished and sent to Hell, a place
of suffering.
One who believes in Akhirah is not expected to behave against
the Will of Allah. He will always bear in mind that Allah is watching
all his actions and the angels are recording them. Many present day
problems in the world would disappear if everyone acted fully in
accord with this belief.

THE ARTICLES OF FAITH (iman) (fead SuraJLL285^
The messenger believeth in that which hath been revealed unto him
from His Lord and (so do) the believers. Each one believeth in Allah
and His Angels and His scriptures and His messengers. . . ." (_/

BASIC BELIEFS
The three fundamental Islamic beliefs-are :
Tawhid (oneness of Allah)
Risalah (prophethood)
Akhirah (life after death).
TAWHID is the most important Islamic belief. It implies that
everything on this earth originates from the one and only Creator
who is also the Sustainer and the sole Source of Guidance. This
belief governs all aspects of human life.
Islam views human life as a compact whole and rejects any
compartmentalisation. The Creator and Source of Guidance is one
and the same and therefore deserves worship and obedience from
mankind. There is no scope for any partnership. Tawhid is pure
monotheism. It tells man that Allah is neither born nor is anyone
born of Him. He has no son or daughter. Human beings are His
subjects. He is the supreme and ever active Lord of the Universe. He
is Allah, the One.
Tawhid brings a total change in the life of a believer. This belief
makes him bow down only to the One and only Creator who is ever
watchful of all his actions on earth. He must work for the supremacy
of his Creator in all areas of life and by doing so he achieves the
purpose of his life the pleasure of Allah.
RISALAH is the channel of communication between Allah and
mankind. Allah, the Creator, has not left man without guidance
(Hidayah) for the conduct of his life. Since the beginning of
creation, He has sent down His guidance through selected people to
convey it to their fellow men. These chosen people are called
prophets and messengers. The chain of Risalah began with Adam
(peace be upon him), included Noah, Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Lot,
Jacob, Joseph, Moses and Jesus, and ended with Muhammad x.
(peace be upon them all). The message of all the prophets and
messengers is one and the same. They all urged the people of their
time to obey and worship Allah alorie and none other. It was necessary
to send prophets at different times to bring back straying human
beings from deviations to the Right Path {Siratul Mustaqim).
Our Merciful Creator has not only sent prophets and messengers
to guide us He has also sent down books of guidance with them. The
Qur'an, which was revealed to Muhammad (pbuh), is the last of
these books of guidance.

According to tradition, Muhammad summarised the basic
articles, which a Muslim must believe, as follows: "God, and His
Angels, and His Books, and His Apostles; the Last Day, and the
Decree of both good and evil."
1. God: He is One; his nature and qualities are chiefly revealed in his
99 "Most Beautiful Names". <£
1. His Angels: these include four archangels (eg, Gabriel) and an
indefinite number of ordinary angels. There are also creatures
between angels and men called jinn, some of which are good and
some evil.
3. His Books: Scriptures were revealed to Adam, Seth, Enoch and
Abraham, but these have now been lost. These are the main
Scriptures:
a. The Pentateuch (tawrat)
b. The Psalms (zabiir)
(both of these are said by Muslims to have been corrupted or
misinterpreted by 'the Jews),
c. The Gospel (Infil)
(said by Muslims to have been corrupted or misinterpreted by
the Christians^.
4. His Apostles: The (Jur'an names 28 Apostles, mostjof whom are
biblical characters. The six greatest are Adam, Noah, Abraham,
Moses, 'Isa (Jesus) and Muhammad.
5. The Last Day: the Day of Judgement, when all men will be judged
according to their deeds, and admitted to Paradise or to Hell.

fc.

T.
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2.2

PRACTICES

FIVE BASIC DUTIES OF ISLAM
Islam has five basic duties called the pillars of Islam. Performed
regularly and correctly with an awareness of their relevance to
practical life, these duties bring a Muslim's life into line with the
wishes of his Creator and Master. He then is able to fit himself neatly
into the system of Islam which aims at the establishment of Truth
and the eradication of untruth. In fact, the performance of these
duties in the manner required can revolutionise the whole concept
of living and give meaning and purpose to life.
1. SHAHADAH, the first of the five basic duties, is to pronounce
knowingly and voluntarily the first Kalimah, known as the declaration of faith :

La ilaha illal lahu Muhammadur rasulul lah
"There is no god except Allah, Muhammad is Allah's messenger."
This declaration contains within it the two basic concepts of
Tawhid and Risalah stated earlier. The other four pillars of Islam
revolve round this central pillar.
2. SALAH (compulsory prayers) is offered five times a day individually or in congregation. It is the practical demonstration of faith.
It has been designed to keep a believer in constant touch with his
Creator, and make him conscious of his basic duty to work for the
establishment of true order in society and to remove untruth, evil
and the indecent. Salah induces in a person the qualities of selfdiscipline, steadfastness and obedience to the Truth. It makes him
honest, truthful and courageous.
Five times a day, Salah provides a wonderful chance of making
adjustments and corrections in life. It is both a moral and a physical
training aimed at keeping a man truly obedient to his Creator.
The five daily prayers are :
FAJR
ZUHR
ASR
MAGHRIB
ISHA

(dawn prayer)
(after mid-day prayer)
(late afternoon prayer)
(aftersunsetprayer)
(night prayer)

3. ZAKAH (welfare contribution) is a compulsory payment from
the annual savings of a Muslim. The rate of payment is 2Vi per cent
on cash, jewellery and precious metals and there is another rate for
animals and agricultural produce. It is neither a charity donation nor
a tax. Charity is optional, and taxes can be used for any governmental purpose. But Zakah can only be spent on fixed headings like
helping the poor and needy, the disabled, the oppressed and lonely,
to free captives and debtors and for other welfare purposes.
Zakah is an act of worship. It is one of the fundamental principles
of an Islamic economy, designed to develop an equitable society
where everyone has a right to contribute and share. Zakah is paid
with the consciousness that the wealth of a person actually belongs
to Allah and the person owning it is merely a trustee of the wealth.
4. SAWM (fasting in Ramadan) is the third basic duty that a
Muslim is required to undertake to please his Creator. From dawn to
sunset every day of the month of Ramadan, the ninth month of the
Islamic calendar, a Muslim refrains from eating, drinking, smoking
and conjugal relations. It is a means of achieving self-control,
designed to raise a person's moral and spiritual standards above
selfishness, greed, laxity and other vices. Sawm is a yearly training
Programme to refresh a person's determination to fulfil his obligations towards Allah, his Creator and Sustainer.
5. HAJJ (pilgrimage to the house of Allah) is an annual event
obligatory on those Muslims who can afford to undertake it at least
once in a lifetime. It is a journey to the House of Allah (AI-Ka'bah) in
Makkah, Saudi Arabia. Hajj symbolises the unity of mankind and is
'he Annual Assembly of the Muslim community (ummah). Hajj
stands as the peak of the obligatory duties in that it lays bare to a
Muslim that he belongs to none but his Creator. Hajj also demonstrates the equality of mankind.

-r
THE PRACTICE OF ISLAM (fin)
The basic essentials in the practice of Islam are summed up in the
"Five Pillars":
1. Recital of the Creed (shahdda): "There is no god but God, and
Muhammad is the Apostle of God." Reciting this creed with sincerity
qualifies a person to be called a Muslim. It is repeated in every act of
ritual worship.
2. Prayer (saldt): the recital of the ritual prayers five times a day,
with the prescribed postures. Friday is a special day of
prayer. (Read Surah 17:78-79)
lmsgiving (zakdt): the legal alms to be given away, amounting
of one's earnings. (Read Surah 2:271-273)
4. Fasting (saum): prescribed during the month of Ramadan for
all except the sick, travellers, pregnant women, nursing mothers and
young children. The fasting is between first light in the morning until
sunset. (Read Surah 2: 183-187)
5. Pilgrimage (hajj): all Muslims who are able to are required to
make the pilgrimage to Mecca once in their lifetime. The ka'bah in
Mecca is a sacred shrine because Muslims believe that it was built by
Adam, and later rebuilt by Abraham and Ishmael after the
Flood. (Read Surah 2: 196-197)

2,3

FURTHER STUDY

If you were asked to summarise the main articles of the Christian faith
under six main headings, how would you do it? What are the six most basic
things that you believe?
This may seem at first sight an impossible or unreasonable task! But if
you can summarise simply and clearly what you believe, it may help you to
communicate what you believe to a Muslim.
If, when you have done this, you
all that you believe, and does
experience or what it feels like
appreciate the limitations which
of Muslim beliefs and practices.

feel that such an outline does not convey
not communicate anything about Christian
to be a Christian, this should help you to
a devout Muslim sees in any short summary

Similarly, if you were asked to explain what are 'the Five Pillars of
Christianity', what would you say? You may resist the demand to compress
the whole of the Christian life into five words or activities, because you
do not accept the idea that Christianity can be reduced to five basic
'duties' laid upon us by God. But if you were forced to make this kind of
statement, what would you say are the five most important things for you
about the practice of Christianity?

3. THE QUR'AN

It is essential for Christians to realise that ±he_JiyiilarL_is._to_tlU5iim5.
what Jesus is to Christians,.
It is a mistake to make a direct comparison
between the role of Jesus in Christianity and the role of Muhammad in
Islam, or between the place of the Bible in Christianity and the place of
the Our' an in I s 1 am,
This point is made forcefully by Wilfred Cantwell Smith in the following
way;
'Muslims and Christians have been alienated partly by the fact that both
have misunderstood each other's faith by trying to fit it into their own
pattern,
The most usual error is to suppose (on both sides) that the
roles of Jesus Christ in Christianity and of Muhammad in Islam are
comparable. We suggest that much more insight is gained if one realizes
that the role of 3t Paul in Christianity and that of Muhammad in Islam
are much more closely comparable, Both are apostles. St Paul preached a
message, as Muhammad did; only his message, and the message of
Christianity, is the person of Christ,
If one is drawing parallels in
terms of the structure of the two religions, what corresponds in the
Christian scheme to the Qur'an is not the Bible tut the person of Christ
- it is Christ who is for Christians the revelation of (from) God,'
(Islam in Modern History, pp25- 2 6)
3,1

A MUSLIM DESCRIPTION OF THE QUR'AN

THE QUR'AN
The Qur'an is the sacred book of the Muslims. It is the last book of
guidance from Allah, sent down to Muhammad (Pbuh) through the
angel, Jibrail (Gabriel). Every word of it is the word of Allah. It was
revealed over a period of 23 years in the Arabic language, it contains
114 Surahs (chapters) and 6236 verses. Muslims usually learn re
read it and many memorise it by heart. They are expected to unaerstand its meaning and practise its teachings.
The Qur'an is unrivalled in its recording and preservation. The
astonishing fact about this book of Allah is that it has remained
unchanged even to a dot over the past fourteen hundred years.
The Qur'an deals with man and his ultimate goal in life. Its
teachings cover all areas of this life and the life after death. It
contains principles, doctrines and directions for every sphere of
human life. The theme of the Qur'an broadly consists of three
fundamental ideas : Tawhid, Risalah and Akhirah. The success of
human beings on this earth and in the life hereafter depends on
obedience to the Qur'anic teachings.

3.2

EiiBIHER QUESTIONS ABQUT THE. .Q.UR.'

1 ) Was Muhammad illiterate?

Muslims believe that
since Muharnmd himself
up by the Arabic: word
is based on verses in

the revelation of the Qur'an was itself a miracle,
was not able to read or write, This belief is summed
i ' .laz, meaning the incomparabil i ty of the Qur'an, It
the Qur'an like the following;

'Those who follow the messenger, the Prophet who can neither read nor
write, whom they will find described in the Torah and the Gospel ... '
(7;157).
'And thou (Muhammad) wast not a reader of any scripture before it, nor
didst thou write it with thy right hand, for then might those have
doubted, who f oHow f a 1 sehood. ' (29 ; 43)
Muslims have generally understood the word ummi to mean 'illiterate 1 , and
for this reason Pickthall translates the word 'the Prophet who can neither
read nor write 1 ,
Muslim apologetic has made much of this point as an
argument for the miraculous nature of the Qur'an, How, they argue, could
someone who could neither read nor write compose out of his own mind such
beautiful Arabic?
According to orthodox teaching, the Prophet did not
perform any miracles; when challenged to perform a miracle to authenticate
his claim to be a prophet, he simply pointed to the incomparable nature of
the revelations he had received; no one, he said, could produce verses of
the same qua 1i ty.
A number of Christian scholars, however, have suggested that this was not
the original meaning of the word. A.J. Arberry translates it 'the Prophet
of the common folk', and Kenneth Cragg suggests 'the unlettered prophet',
meaning 'the prophet for those who are as yet without Scriptures',
The
idea behind the translation would be that Muhammad was aware that the Jews
and Christians had their own Scriptures, and that he saw himself as the
Prophet called by God to give the Arabs their own Scriptures in their own
language of Arabic,
2 ) How was the Qur'an written down and collected?

According to the Qur'an and later tradition, many of the revelations came
to Muhammad with the command 'Recite ,.,' (as in 96; 1),
He recited the
revelations to his followers, who memorised them all carefully,
Some of
the revelations had probably been written down by the middle of the period
when Muhammad was still in Mecca, ie before the H.1,1 ra..
And it is likely
that Muhammad used secretaries during the time he was in Medina,
Much of the Qur'an had probably therefore been written down in one form or
another during the lifetime of Muhammad, Muhammad himself no doubt brought
together many different passages and arranged them in a special order,
which was then kept by his Companions,
These collections would have
included the main part of each surah.
One strong tradition reports that during the so-called 'Wars of Apostasy'
(632 - 634 AD), Umar, who later became caliph (ie successor of the
Prophet), was concerned about the fact that many of those who could recite
parts of the Qur'an had been killed. Fearing that much of the Qur'an might
be lost if more of them were killed, he urged the first caliph, Abu Bakr to
make an official 'Collection',
Abu Bakr was unwilling to do so at first
since he had received no authorisation from Muhammad,
Later, however, he
agreed and commissioned Zayd ibn Thabit, one of Muhammad's secretaries, to
carry out the task,
The tradition goes on to say that he collected the
verses 'from pieces of papyrus, flat stones, pa1m-leaves, shoulder-blades
and ribs of animals, pieces of leather and wooden boards, as well as from
the hearts of men',
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These same Islamic sources report that during the caliphate of Uthrnan (644656), disputes about the reading of the Qur'an arose among the Muslim
troops from Syria and Iraq who were engaged in expeditions into Armenia and
Azerbaijan. These disputes were so serious that the general had to report
the problem to the caliph Uthman.
After consulting some of the senior
Companions of the Prophet, he commissioned Zayd ibn Thabit to make a
further 'Collection 1 of the Qur'an, He and three members of noble families
in Mecca worked on the principle that wherever there were differences of
reading, they should follow the dialect of Quraysh, the tribe to which
Muhammad belonged,
In this way the whole of the Qur' an was revised, and
this became the authoritative text of the Qur'an,
The next stages in the process are described by Richard Bell in this way;
'A number of copies were made and distributed to the main centres of
Islam, As to the exact number of these standard codices, and the places
to which they were sent, the account varies; but probably one copy was
retained in Medina, and one was sent to each of the towns, Kufa, Basra
and Damascus, and possible also to Mecca, Previously existing copies are
said to have been destroyed, so that the text of all subsequent copies of
the Qur'an should be based upon those standard codices,' (pp 41-42)
Evidence for the existence of these other readings can be found in most of
the larger early commentaries, like those of al-Tabari and al-Zamakhshari.
Although the majority of the variant readings concern vowels and
pronunciation, there are occasional differences in the consonants, and the
order of the Surahs is sometimes different,
Short vowels in Arabic are
indicated by diacritical points above or below the letters, These were not
introduced into the Arabic language until after the Qur'an had been spread,
3) Can the Qur'an be translated?

Since the Qur'an was revealed in Arabic, the Arabic of the Qur'an is an
essential part of the message, and part of the appeal of the Qur'an for
Muslims lies in the beauty of the Arabic,
Translating it into other
languages therefore is even worse than translating Shakespeare into another
language, since a great deal of the quality of the original is lost in
translation, and since it was the Word of God revealed in Arabic,
In the past, translations were generally discouraged, if not
forbidden,
Today, however, they are being allowed, and some
approval of Muslim scholars, although they are regarded as a
paraphrase and have to be given titles like 'The Meaning of the
Qur'an'.

actually
have the
kind of
Glorious

4) What is the place of the Qur'an in the experience of Muslims?
Since the Qur'an was first communicated orally by Muhammad to his
followers, the Qur'an for Muslims is first and foremost a book to be.
recited. and it is from the Arabic word for 'recite' (gaja') that the word
'Qur'an 1 is derived.
Although the Qur'an needs to be read and studied,
nothing can take away from the importance of the recitation of the Qur'an,
'Muslims see the reciting of the Qur'an,' says Jan Slomp, 'as a way of
communion with God',
Moreover, learning the text by heart is extremely
important, and public recitations of the Qur'an are popular, particularly
at the time of certain festivals.
Slomp also highlights a crucial

difference when he says that whereas starting a Qur'an school has tended to
be a major priority for Muslimm missionaries in different parts of the
world, Christian missionaries have wanted to start translating the Bible
into the local language,
5)

How do Muslims expound the Qur'an?

Muslims have always tried to interpret verses of the Qur'an by studying
them in their original context. To do this they have asked questions like
What do we know about incidents in the life of the Prophet that
these;
help us to interpret the meaning of a particular passage? What do we know
from the sayings of the earliest Companions of the Prophet that can help us
to interpret the text?
The first great exegete of the Qur'an was Ibn Abbas, a cousin of Muhammad.
The earliest important commentary on the Qur'an which exists today was
written by al-Tabari (d 923) and gathered together all that was best in the
Two other well-known commentators were alearlier commentaries.
Zamakhshar i (d 1143) and a1-Baidhawi (d 1286)
The following example of a discussion about the context of a revelation
It refers to two
comes from Ibn Ishaq's Life of the Apostle of God.
different explanations of the context in which important passages
concerning Christians (28;53-55 and 5:82-83) were revealed;
'It is said that these Christians came from Najran, but God knows whether
It is also said, and again God knows best, that it was in
that was so.
reference to them that the verses "Those to whom we brought the book
aforetime, and they believe in it, And when it is read to them they say
Verily
Verily it is the truth from our Lord,
We believe in it.
aforetime we were Muslims," as far as the words, "We have our works and
you have your works, Peace be upon you; we desire not the ignorant,"
' I asked Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri about those to whom these verses had
reference and he told me that he had always heard from the learned that
they were sent down concerning the Negus and his companions and also the
verses from the sjjjia. of The Table from the words "That is because there
are of them presbyters and monks and because they are not proud" up to
the words "So inscribe us with those who bear witness",' (p 253)
One important principle that is used in exegesis of the Qur'an is that of
'Abrogation', which means that a revelation that came from God at one
particular time could be 'abrogated', superseded or replaced by a a new
revelation given later, This concept is not altogether different from the
Christian concept that the New Testament 'abrogates' the Old Testament in
certain respects. This principle is based on verses like the following;
'And when Our clear revelations are recited unto them, they who look not
for the meeting with Us say; Bring a Lecture other than this, or change
it, Say (0 Muhammad); It is not for me to change it of my own accord, I
only follow that which is inspired in me,' (10; 16; cf 69; 44-47; 17;7375),
'Such of our revelations as We abrogate or cause to be forgotten, we
bring (in place) one better or the like thereof. Knowest thou not that
Allah is able to do all things? 1 (2;106)
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'And when We put a revelation in place of (another) revelation, - and
Allah knowath best what He reveal teh - they say; Lo! thou are but
inventing, Most of them know not (16;101).
Richard Bell explains the doctrine of Abrogation as developed by Muslim
5Cho1 a r s in this way;
'The idea underlying the doctrine is that certain commands to the Muslims
in the Qur'an were only of temporary application, and that when
circumstances changed they were abrogated or replaced by others, Because
the commands were the word of God, however, they continued to be recited
as part of the Qur'an,' (Introduction to the Qur'an, pp 87-83)

3.3

RFQDING THE QUR'AN

It is probably just as hard for a Christian to read the Qur'an from
beginning to end as fora Muslim to read the Bible From Genesis to
Revelation! The following, therefore, are some of the points at which
we can begin to read it:
M>/e:The following verse numbers are from Pickthall's translation;
in some other translations of the Qur'an the numbering of verses is
slightly different. If the verses you have looked up in your translation
do not seem to be the right ones, read a few verses before or after, until
you find the right verses.
1. THE SHORTEST SURAHS
Surah 1 -The Fatihah, often described as "the essence of the
Qur'an".
: %.- said to be the first surah revealed to Mohammad.
74 - said to be the second surah revealed after some
months.
82,84,93, 101, 112, 113,_U4.**
- all short surahs at the end of the Qur'an.
2. SOME WELL KNOWN PASSAGES
1255 - a well known verse about the sovereignty of God.
24.35-36- a passage which has been a source of inspiration to
mystics.
2.256 - "there is no compulsion in religion".
> 59.22-24- verses about "the most beautiful names" of God.
3. TYPICAL PASSAGES
-about the Creation, 3.189-191; 13.2-4; 31.10-11; 32.4-9.
- about heaven and hell, 2.24-25; 38.49-60; 44.47-57.
-about prophets, 2.124-134.
4. LA WS
- about marriage, 4.3.
theft, 5.38.
usury, 2,275-279.
obedience to parents, 29.8.
wine, 2.219.
* ( 'V
pork, 2.173.
-a summary of the moral law, 2.83; 2_J77.
5. USE THE INDEX to look up subjects like: Abraham, Marriage,
Divorce, Jews, Christians, Satan, Adultery, etc.
6. COMPLETE SURAHS
12 Joseph (compare and contrast with the story of Joseph in
Genesis, chapters 37-50).
2 The Cow - generally said to be the first surah revealed at
Medina; one of the longer surahs, but one which
contains many important Quranic themes.

Look up the following verses in the Qur'an:
1. ABOUT THE QUR'AN ITSELF
The Qur'an revealed in the Arabic language, 12.2; 46.12.
Muhammad "the seal of the prophets", 33.40.
The Qur'an reveals clearly what Jews and Christians have hidden
in their scriptures, 5.15.
Verses about "Abrogation", the belief that some revelations to the
Prophet can be superseded by later revelations, 2.106; 16.101;
22.52.
2. ABOUT THE BIBLE
- revelations in scripture recognized by the Qur'an:
the tawrdt (revealed to Moses), 2.87; 3.3.
the zabur (revealed to David), 4.163.
the Injil (revealed to Jesus), 5.46-48.
- the Qur'an confirms the message of previous scriptures: 2.91j'
"~~"
3.1-4; 3.84; 4.47.
- God has protected the scriptures: 5.48; 18.28.
- Muhammad is to consult the scriptures already revealed if he is
in doubt about what is revealed to him;Q0.94-95.j
- Jews and Christians are accused of tampering with their
scriptures:
a. they are ignorant of them, 2.78.
b. they conceal them, 2.146, 159, 174; 5.15.
c. they change them, 2.75.
d. they sell false scriptures for gain, 2.79.
e. they believe parts and disbelieve other parts, 2.85.
3. ABOUT CHRISTIANS
a. passages which are sympathetic: 2.62, 136-137; 5.69;^82; 22.40.
b. appeals to Christians to accept Muhammad's message because it
confirms the infll. 3.64-71; 29.46.
c. passages which are more critical: 5.14; 5.51; 9.29-31; 57.27.
4. PASSAGES ABOUT JESUS
a. the annunciation, and the birth of Jesus, 3.35-47; 19.16-35.
b. the ministry of Jesus, 3.48-54; 5.110-1 ITj. 57.27; 61.6.
c. the death of Jesus, 3.55; 19.33; S.lHi^fUSS^^
d. Jesus and God, 3.59C]U71-172>S.72-7S. 116-117; 9.30-31.
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3.4.

FURTHER STUDY

The following extract is from a text of the Qur'an with an English
translation and commentary by A. Yusuf Ali. It is published by the Islamic
Foundation, and is distributed widely by Islamic organisations in the west,
The passage is from Surah 4;171 and includes the words which the Prophet is
to address to Christians in persuading them to change their beliefs about
Jesus;

171. O People of the Book!
Commit no excesses*"
In your religion: nor say
Of God aught but the truth.
. Christ Jesus the son of Mary
''' Was (no more than)
An apostle of God,
And His Word,
: Which He bestowed on Mary, ,
And a Spirit proceeding
*<,
.: From Him: so believe,** ..
In God and His apostles.
Say not '' Trinity" : desist: 67'
It will be'betfef for you:
For God is One God:
' Glory be to Him : "
(Far Exalted is He) above •>
Having a son. To Him
Belong all things in the heavens
And on earth. And enough
Is God as a Disposer of affairs.
675. Just as a foolish servant may'go wrong by excess of real for his master, so in religion people's
excesses may lead them to blasphemy or a spirit the very opposite of religion. The Jewish excesses
' in the direction of formalism, racialism, exclusivenes's,' and rejection of Christ Jesus have been
denounced in many places. Here the Christian attitude is condemned, which raises Jesus to an
.equality with God ; in some cases venerates-Mary almost, to idolatry; attributes a physical son to
- God; and invents the doctrine of the Trinity, opposed to all reason, which according to the Athanasiao
.,-Creed. unless a man believes, he is doomed to hell for ever. Let our Muslims also beware lest they
fall into excesses either in doctrine or iri'formalism. "
"..,.''
,.
676. Christ's attributes are mentioned : (1) that he was the son of a woman, Mary, and therefore
a man ; (2) but an apostle, a man with a mission from God. and therefore entitled to honour ; (3)'a
Word bestowed on Mary, for he was created by God's word "Be'.' (feun). and he was; iii. 59; (4) a
spirit proceeding from God, but not God:.his lif'exand his mission 'were more limited than in the
case of some other apostles, though we must pay equal honour to him ?s a man of God.' The'doctrines
of Trinity, equality with God, and sonship. arj repudiated as blasphemies. God is independent of all
. needs and has no need of a son to manage His affairs. The Gospe.1 of John (whoever wrote it) has put
; .in a great deal of Alexandrian and Gnostic'mysticism round the doctrine of the Word (Greek. Logos),
nput it is simply explained here, and our $Qfis workpn.this. explanation.

4, MUHAMMAD

In a recent book about Islam by an English Muslim,
Messenger of God' begins in this way;

the chapter on 'The

'The encounter with the story of Muhammad's life, like the encounter with
the Qur'an, requires a shift in perspective both on the part of the
Christian and of the secularist.,, The Christian, if he wishes to
understand Islam, must resist the temptation to compare Muhammad with
Jesus, for these two had entirely different roles in the scheme of things
'Modern biographers of Muhammad say, in effect, that because such and
such chance events came his way, therefore he was the man he was, acted
as he did and said what he said,
This approach makes no sense to the
traditional Muslim, for whom this man was what ha had to be, did what he
had to cio, and said what he had to say in accordance with the divine
intention ...
'It follows that, from the Muslim point of view, the world into which
Muhammad was born - Arabia in the seventh century of the Christian era was a world providentially designed to receive and to give both the
message of the Qur'an and the message contained in the story of his life
the precise shape and colouring they have, The gem-stone was matched to
its setting, as was the setting to the gem; and to suppose that either
could have been other than they were is to introduce a concept of
"chance" which has no place in this context,'
CGai Eaton, Islam and the Destiny of Man, pp 96-97)
4,1

A MUSLIM STATEMENT ABOUT MUHAMMAD
MUHAMMAD (Pbuh)
Muhammad (peace be upon him), the last messenger of Allah, was
born in Makkah, Saudi Arabia in the year 571 (Christian Era). His
father, Abdullah, died before his birth and his mother, Aminah, died
when he was only six. He married Khadijah, a noble lady of Makkah,
when he was 25.
He received revelation from Allah at the age of 40 in 611 CE, and
that marked the beginning of his work as Allah's messenger.
The people of Makkah at that time worshipped idols. Muhammad(Pbuh) invited them to Islam. Some responded favourably and
became Muslims, while others rebuked him and turned against him.
Undaunted, he continued to preach the message of Allah and
gradually the number of his followers increased. He and his
followers had to undergo terrible suffering and face stiff opposition
from the idolaters.
In the twelfth year of his prophethood in 622 CE, he migrated
from Makkah to Madinah. The people of Madinah accepted him as
their leader and he established the first Islamic state there. The
Islamic calendar begins from the day of the migration of the
prophet.
Muhammad (Pbuh) went on organising his followers and preaching the message of Allah with unmatched patience and wisdom.
Eventually Islam was established in the whole of the Arabian
peninsula and it was set to make a tremendous contribution to the
history and civilisation of the world. Within a short span of time, the
message of Islam spread from Arabia to most parts of the world of
that time. Over a billion Muslims of the present day world still
bear testimony to this message. The ideology of Islam, completed
at the time of Muhammad, is capable of solving present day
human problems. Islam is the only hope for the present as well
as for the future. The need is to practise it faithfully.

(from IsJjittU_JIJ.lci;5l_raJjidi
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Prophet Muhammad (according to the Qur'an, the 'blessing for
the Universe' and the 'perfect example to follow') died in 632 CE. He
left behind him the Qur'an and his Sunnah as the sources of
guidance for all generations.

4.2

ftPflPTfl PF'r'''RF THF TTI^ 'IF MUHAMMAD

This period is known by Muslims as al iablliyya, 'The Age of Ignorance' ,
l) POLITICAL
Some of the tribes were nomadic bedouin of the desert; others were
semi-nomadic, while others were permanently settled in smaller
towns (like Tfif) or larger cities (like Mecca and Medina). While
individual tribes were united by alliances, there was no unity in the
area as a whole. Blood-feuds between tribes were settled by the tribal
ethic of revenge and reprisal.
FOREIGN POWERS
The two great World Powers in Muhammad's time were the
Byzantine Empire and the Persian Empire; Arabia was influenced by
the power struggle between these two great powers. (See map on
following page.)
a. Byzantine Empire (Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, SE Europe; capital in
Constantinople). ^Fiercely "Orthodox" (Christian) in doctrine, and
strongly opposed to other "heretical" doctrines like Monophysitism
and Nestorianism.
Supported the Ghassanid Dynasty in Syria us a buffer state against
the Arabs.
b. Persian Empire under the Sassanid Dynasty (Iraq to Afghanistan;
capital in Iraq).
Supported the Lakhmid Kingdom of Hira in Iraq as a buffer against
the Arabs.
In 614AD the Persians captured Jerusalem from Byzantine power;
but in 628 the Byzantines defeated the Persians. Both empires were
exhausted by the struggles, leaving a power vacuum at the time when
Islam was beginning to spread.
3) ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
There was a flourishing caravan trade along routes running northsouth and east-west. Mecca had become an important commercial
centre, as well as a centre of pilgrimage. There were many social evils
eg, female infants were often buried ative, and women had tittle
protection.
eJ-kct
RELIGION
Although there is some evidence of belief in one supreme God
(Allah), religious practices centred round a host of lesser deities: eg,
at Mecca three goddesses were worshipped: Manat,\AHat, and AIUzza. There were also many idol cults, and sacrifices were offered to
spirits (eg, of caves, trees, wells, stones). Superstitious rituals were
practised at many shrines, and there were annual pilgrimages to the
major shrines like the Ka'bah at Mecca. There was a strong belief in
Fate, and little or no belief in an after-life. A rich tradition of Arab
poetry had been developed.
OTHER RELIGIONS
a. There were some Jewish communities or tribes, especially in
and around Medina.
b. There were people called hariif. who were a kind of
monotheist, but had little influence.
c. Christians: There were several nomadic tribes in tke-Haja*(apeufld-Meeeafwhich had previously embraced Christianity. The
area of Yemen in the south had been Christian since the 4th
century.
In Mecca itself the Christians were mostly foreigners eg, black
slaves from Ethiopia, labourers and traders from Syria. According to
tradition, Muhammad's first wife Khadijah had a cousin, Waraqah
ibn Naufal, who had become a Christian.
Muhammad may well have had some contact with Syrian monks
in the desert.
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4.3 THE LIFE OF .BU

AD c570

c592

595
610
615/6

619

622

624

625
627
628

629

631
632

THE LIFE OF MUHAMMAD
Birth of Muhammad; belonged to tribe of
Qureish.
Father died before he was born, and mother died
6 years later.
Brought up by grandfather and uncle, Abu Talib.
According to tradition began travelling to Syria
with trading caravans, and on one of these
journeys met Bahira, a Syrian Christian monk.
Married Khadijah, a wealthy widow, and began
working with her in her trading business.
Muhammad's first call to be a Prophet, while
meditating in a cave on Mt Hira near Mecca.
Persecution from his own tribe of Qureish forced
some of his followers to emigrate to the
Christian kingdom of Abyssinia.
Muhammad and his "Companions" stayed in
Mecca.
Death of Khadijah, and of Abu Talib,
protector.
and
uncle
Muhammad's
Muhammad's position now less secure in the
tribe.
The Emigration (hijrah) to Medina in response to
an invitation from a group of Muslim converts
("Helpers") for him to come to resolve the conflicts between the different communities in
Medina. Beginning of the Muslim era.
Muslims began raiding caravans from Mecca
which led to a series of battles:
Battle of Badr - Muslims (with 324 men)
defeated Meccans (with 950 men).
Battle of Uhud - Muslims defeated by
Meccans.
Battle of Ahjab - Muslims repelled the
Meccan attack on Medina.
The Treaty of Hudaibiyah between Muhammad
and the Meccans, which enabled him to return to
Mecca for pilgrimage the following year.
Muhammad and the Muslims returned to Mecca on
11 January with 10,000 men. Meccans submitted
without fighting. Muhammad declared a general
amnesty. All idols in the ka'bah destroyed.
Muhammad returned to Medina. Beginning of
mass movement of tribes embracing Islam.
Muhammad's last Pilgrimage to Mecca.
Muhammad died in Medina.

Whatever we think about his claims, to be a Prophet, we need to recognise
what Muhammad achieved during his lifetime;
a, He united the warring factions of Medina and won over the Meccans who
had previously opposed him. He united the tribes of Arabia, and made them
feel they belonged to one nation, community or federation (the uraiaau.:) .
b. He gave the Arabs their own scriptures in their own language,
He recalled the Arabs to the worship of the One God, and rooted out
idolatry and idolatrous practices.
d. He created an Islamic society in which religious authority took the
place of tribal authority, and in which law was based on what was
considered to be the revealed will of God,
The following are some of the qualities which the earliest traditions
attributed to Muhammad; gentleness and tenderness; fondness for children
and kindness to animals; courage and resoluteness; impartiality and
firmness; wise and clever diplomacy,' severity combined with generosity;
sincerity, humility and charm (Montgomery Watt).
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4.4 THE SUCCESSOR:;: OF MUHANI1AQ

The successors of the Prophet are known as 'Caliphs', and the first four
This
caiiphs are known as the 'Rightly Guided' or 'Righteous 1 Caliphs,
period is regarded as 'The Golden Age of Islam'.
nominated by
tribes from
the 'Wars of
Islam spread

632 - 634

1st caliph, Abu Bakr, chosen because he had been
Prevented many
Muhammad to lead the prayers,
breaking away from the new Islamic state during
Apostasy', Byzantine army defeated in 634, and
into Syria, Iraq and Yemen,

634 - 644

the
2nd caliph, 'Umar, nominated by Abu Bakr, Authorised
Captured Damascus
collection of the surahs of the Qur'an,
(634.); defeated Byzantine army at Battle of Yarmuk, and
Gained
captured Jerusalem (636), and Alexandria (641),
control of Syria, Egypt and Persia. Gave Jews and Christians
Arabia,
the choice of conversion to Islam or leaving
Stabbed to death by a Persian Christian slave,

644 - 656

3rd caliph, 'Uthman, Established official text of the Qur'an
A weak leader, accused of
and had other texts burned,
His leadership' provoked
granting favours to relatives.
rebellion, and he was assassinated,

656 - 661

4th caliph, AH, Muhammad's cousin and son-in-law, Fought
against followers of A'isha, Muhammad's widow, at Battle of
then against Mu'awiya, governor of Syria, who
Camel;
After truce in 660, Mu'awiya
proclaimed himself caliph,
ruled over Syria, and Ali over the rest of the Empire,
Conflict over the succession after his death led to the split
between Sunnis and Shi'itas (the 'party of Ali 1 ),

These four caliphs, known as the 'Rightly Guided' Caliphs, were succeeded
by the Umayyad Dynasty which ruled in Damascus, In 750 power passed to the
The Fatimids had their own rival
Abbasids, whose capital was Baghdad,
caliphate in Cairo from 909 to 1171,

4.5

CHRISTIANITY AT THF TTI"F ^ MUHAMMAD

A The Christianity which Muhammad saw was basically a foreign
'religion. Most ofthe Christians with whom he came in contact were
not Arabs but foreigners from the neighbouring countries, many of
whom had settled in Arabia because they had been persecuted elsewhere. They kept themselves aloof from the Arabs; they continued to
worship in their own foreign languages. It is generally agreed that
Muhammad cannot have had access to any books ofthe Bible in his
own language of Arabic.
j. The Christian Church was deeply divided over doctrinal disputes.
Ever since the great Councils of Nicaea (AD325) and Chalcedon
(451), the churches in the East had been arguing about the doctrines
of the Trinity and the person of Christ. Apart from those who
accepted the doctrines of Chalcedon, the
- Monophysites emphasised the divinity of Jesus, and gave the
impression that Jesus was not fully human;.
could net acctpt that manhood Qnd-godhoad
Nestorians
could bo oombiiiaU iu tin. pujun uf Juiui..
tended to think that matter was evil and that
Gnostics
salvation depended on an experience of mystical enlightenment. They denied the incarnation, and some believed that Jesus was not
crucified.
Christianity Seas- a religion associated with political power^ead
nism. The Byzantine Emperors stood firmly for the
Orthodox faith and fiercely persecuted the different heretical sects.
For many Arabs, therefore, Christianity was synonymous with
Byzantine domination and fierce repression of any beliefs which
differed from the religion ofthe state.

__
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4.6 FURTHER STUDY

The word sira is used for accounts of the life of the Prophet written
after his death,
The earliest of these Lives', called The Life of Muhammad was written by
Ibn Ishaq (707 - 773), who was born and grew up in Medina,
He began
collecting stories and legends about the life of the Prophet, but at some
stage came into conflict with two religious leaders in Medina,
He
therefore went to Egypt at the age of 30, and later to Baghdad at the
invitation of the Abbasid caliph, where he died,
His work was gathered
into 3 volumes, which were incorporated into a Life of the Prophet written
by Ibn Hisham, who died in 840 <ie 133 years after the death of Ibn Ishaq).
The orientalist Alfred Guillaume gives this evaluation of the reliability
of Ibn Ishaq's work;
'After giving due weight to the pressure of hagiology on the- writer and
his leaning towards the Shi'a one must, I think, affirm that the life
of Muhammad is recorded with honesty and truthfulness and, too, an
impartiality which is rare in such writings ,,. We have only to compare
later lives of Muhammad to see the difference between the historical
and the ideal Muhammad,'
The following extract from Ibn Ishaq's Life, is hie account of the journey
which Muhammad made to Syria with his uncle while still a young boy, and
his meeting with the Christian monk, Bahira,
Christians may well want to
ask to what extent the account has been coloured by Muslim beliefs about
the prophethood of Muhammad; _._
.. When the caravan reached'Busra in Syria,
there was • monk there in his cell by the name of BahirS, who was well
versed in the knowledge of Christians. A monk had always occupied that
cell. There he gained his knowledge from a book that was in the cell, so
they allege, handed on from gcneratjon_to generation. They had often
passed by him in'the past and he never spoke to them'or took any notice'
of them until this year, and when they stopped near his cell he made a
great feast for them. It is alleged that that was because of something he «• jg >» g
e
saw while in his cell. They allege that while he was in his cell he saw the £. £ -jj IS -JJ
apostle of God in the caravan when they approached, with a cloud over- « .1 £*-j{
a
shadowing him among the people. Then they came and stopped in the 12 |a J ~
jj
shadow of a tree near the monk. He looked at the cloud when it over- j» >,„ . S
shadowed the tree, and its branches were bending and drooping over the j=~i| J §
o
apostle of God until he was in the shadow beneath it. When Bahira saw g 2 j g, •*
that, he came out of his cell and sent word to them,*'I have prepared food « "'g'o js
for you, ------O men of Quraysh, and I should like you all to come both great "S .§ '£ *
TJ •« « -g
and small,• bond and
free.' One
said to
----- ----him, 'By
_—- of
-- them
————— ————
Bahira!
— ————,
^ ga •§.
— j God,
———, ——-.—
— |-|
i O T3
Ck
something extraordinary has happened today, you used not to treat us so, j o | •{« c
_.
and we have often passed by you. What has befallen you today?' He jj ™ -t J3
|
answered, 'You are right in what you say, but you are guests and I wish to 3 {3 jj o -°
honour you and give you food so that you may_eat.'.C~
> £>-o J> 1|
/When BafcirS saw
" S S^
J, a
him he stared at him closely, looking at his body and finding traces of his
i £ 8 ? *><
<4».o-:~.:— /:_ »u_ r»i._•-.;-- •.__!.» *«.• •.-...-....
" -a -i
" m
*JT
description (in the Christian books). When the people had finished eating
o
=»--.S
and gone away.f Bahira got up and said to him, 'Boy, I ask you by al-LSt
- * a _
and al- Uzzi to answer my question.' Now BahlrS said this only because
2 >• J
« S1
ne had heard his people swearing by these gods. They allege that the
t - « .1 "3
apostle of God said to him, 'Do not ask me by al-Lat and al-'Uzza for by
-° ~ £, ^ Allah nothing is more hateful to me than these two.' Bahira answered
« ^ «
§ 15
1 hen by Allah, tell me what I ask1 ; he replied, 'Ask me what you like'; sof
«-5 ^ • • « "2
I* began to ask him about what happened in his (T. waking and in his)
c >. 2 3*1 *
sleep, and his habits.* and his affairs generally, and what the apostle of God
I "^ J '3 « il
told him coincided with what BahirS knew of his description. Then he 1
J"2 ° ""^ "*
looked at his back and saw the seal of prophethood between his shoulders
^ ? S E en -2
•fin thf vrra nlarr H«rrihrrf in hi* Knnlr /tjl) .
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TRADITION (hadith and sunnah)

The word hadith means literally a communication, a narrative, or a record,
It came to be used for a record of the actions and sayings of the Prophet
and his Companions.
The word sunna. means literally a way, or a path. It therefore came to mean
'the way of the Prophet' or 'the Prophet's example', is the way the Prophet
did something or said something, and by extension the way that Muslims mustfollow,
Thus the had i th enshrines the sunna . and the two words have come to mean
'The hadith' or 'the sunna' refer to the whole body of
the same thing,
The
traditions about the Prophet, which were collected after his death,
importance of tradition as it was developed by his followers is summed up
by Kenneth Cragg when he says 'By btidilJaZsuiirmtL Muhammad shaped and ordered
'The hajliitl literature,' in
his community, we might say, from the grave.'
the words of Alfred Guillaume, 'is the basis of that developed system of
law, theology and custom which is Islam.'

5.1 A,MUSLIM EXPLANATION OF THE SUNNAH

THE SUNNAH
The Sunnah \s the practice of Prophet Muhammad (Pbuhl. It is
contained in the Hadith, a collection of his sayings, actions and the
actions done with his approval. One needs to know Hadith in order
to understand and interpret the Qur'an. The Hadith were meticulously
recorded by the companions of the prophet after his death. Six col
lections of Hadith have become prominent and are regarded as the
most authentic. They are : Bukhari, Muslim, Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud,
Nasaiandlbn-i-Majah.

(from Islar.-,.

p. Brief

Guide)

5.2 FURTHER..QUESTIONS ABOUT TRADITION
1) How were they recorded?

Every faadilti. has two parts; (a) the names of the persons who handed it on.
For example, 'A told me, saying that B said C had informed him, saying D
mentioned that he heard E relate, "I heard F ask the Apostle of God so and
This chain of authorities is known as the isnad, which means
so",..'
(b) The substance of the report of what the Prophet
literally 'supports',
said or did (matin).
In Muslim understanding only the sunna. of the Prophet and the original
Muslim community could supply a rule of conduct for believers.
) How reliable is

In the 200 years after the death of Muhammad while the genuine traditions
about the Prophet were circulating widely, other traditions were circulated
by people who wanted to gain authority for a particular view by attributing
-67-

The Muslim community was therefore faced with
it to the Prophet himself,
the problem of how to distinguish between genuine traditions which could be
traced back to the Prophet or his Companions and contradictory, doubtful or
even spurious traditions invented later.
The problem was solved by the Collectors of had lib., who classified them in
the following different categories;
(a) 'sound' - where there are no weak links in the chain of authorities,
and the content is not inconsistent with accepted Muslim belief;
(b) 'fair' - where the links in the chain of reporters are not complete, or
where there is not complete agreement about the reliability of the
authorities;
(c) 'weak 1 - where some of the transmitters of the tradition are not
regarded as being reliable, or where there are doubts about the content of
the report,
These are the six 'Collectors of hiuiiJ±L' who are regarded by Muslims as
authoritative:
(d 870)
al-Bukhari
(d 375)
Muslim
(d 385)
Abu-Dawud
(d 892)
al-Tirmidhi
Cd 913)
al-Nasa'i
(d 886)
ibn-Madja
3 ) How is hadith used in the life of a Muslim?
G'ai Eaton explains why hadith is so important in the veryday life of
If the Muslim is to tap that sarne
Mus 1 i ms ;
source and become 'one who understands', he has no choice but to moHdl|
himself upon this 'jgerfect exemplar'jjmitajting.MuJiajnmadj^ajcasJi£Js[
able, both in his characterjm'd irThis mode of action. Since the Prophet i;
<j ^
•co 'rja 2c s> aJi-5
"2*3 WS Sii
'closer to the believers tKarTtheif [owril selves' (Q."33Tg), it can be said that
C "
o.c.5
" &~
w
** 5 c
*- r- £_S
hejsjhe believer's alter ego or - to take this a step further - more trulj
TJ £ cUE-^ o
a4> t>a .2*-»
'oneself than the collection of fragments and contrary impulses whichjwj
g&r-'
5
3§T«
§2
•c S -sl-s-Sa-siSi
T/l§
commonly identify as the 'self.
^1
Sc
«
TJ
^ j3 rt-p
This is why the fyadtth literature is of such immense importance in the
_C -O Si3^-a 2 >2
CJ u
e > e
>i
rt!../%.
%
everyday life of the Muslim; and the record is so extensive that it is always
he .s S «
d
c
u £
** <n
u
a
„
§ u -a« disc Oe -Srt -5E 8° ^
possible, even among learned people, for someone to astonish and delight
JJ!<« 60
d . id O u L. «•:
his friends by quoting to them a 'Prophet story', or a saying of which they-j
Bio e l'Q 9- E- .2.
«
I
i|
c
had not previously heard. The intimate knowledge we have of MuhaiSa
U O B
JS o B^J!B 3i i
"? J3 y u •—
mad's life (much of which we^owe to 'A'isha) is, from a practical pointbi
8^2 S^
o
^L
J5 ue
^5
view, iust as important- as KTs religious teaching 'and theexample he setii
oj cc
-.
o ?
ne in
c
c
8iS5
an
life
in
affairs of greater consequence. The believer feelTclose to him
o d.
o c to
-e'S^ ..-~
hopes to be closer still after death, loving him not only'as master am^
n
a
8 S8-3lfre
•- E'E^ 13c ^^ .g3
guide but ajs.Qjasbrother-rnan.~It is in the light of this relationship that p
-S • oS S^ udj' «aa , uCJ 5X hU PC
J2^ p.2 o *-»
may understandparts of the record which often appear trivial to >ttie
*M - occidental, such as 'A'isha's meticulous account of the manner in which
they washed frQm._a_single bowJLafter making love, and her addedj
c ou rf. «*a oS sS "'Wv*.
^T jj-g-s s u 60
cj OT
S •• w ?«
comment, 'he would get ahead of me and I used to say, 'fGive me a chance,« u3 -oo .« 8,-p-Sah o
r*2
give me a chance!"' ...
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5.3 El'RTHER STUDY
The following examples illustrate the wide variety of subjects covered by
hadith - details about the life of the Prophet, moral teaching, regulations
about clothes and eating, marriage, the pursuit of knowledge and apostasy.
'A'ishah said: The first revelation that was granted to the Messenger of
Allah (peace and blessings of Allah be on him), was the true dream in a
state of sleep, so that he never
'My community will never agree on an error,'
'If a man goes an inch towards God, God will come a yard towards him.
he goes a yard towards God, God will come a furlong towards him.'

If

'Intentions count for more than actions,'
'The man who marries perfects half his religion. 1
'The most perfect of the believers is the best of you in character, and
the best of you are those among you who are best to their wives,'
'Never did God allow anything more hateful to Him than divorce,
With
God, the most detestable of all things allowed is divorce,'
'To hear and obey (the authorities) is binding, so long as one is not
commanded to disobey God,
When one is commanded to disobey God, he
should neither hear nor obey.'
On being appointed Governor of Yemen,
Mu'adh was asked by the Prophet as to the rule by which he would abide,
"By the Qur'an", he replied.
"But if you do not find any direction
therein, what then?"
"Then I will act according to the Sunnati. of the
Prophet", he responded,
'But, if you do not find any direction in the Sunnah, what then?" "Then
I will exercise my judgement and act on that."
The Prophet raised his
hands and said; "Praise be to God Who guides the messenger of His
Messenger as He wills."
'He who believe in Allah and the Last Day should honour his guest 1 ,
'By Allah, I (Muhammad) ask Allah's forgiveness and
repentance more than seventy times a day,'

turn to Him

in

'Modesty is part of faith 1 ,
'Gold and silk are lawful to the women of my Ummah and forbidden to the
men, '
'The angels do not enter the house in which there is a dog or pictures,'
Say Allah's name (Bismillah) and eat with your right hand and eat from
near you.'
'If anyone has got an atom of pride in his heart,
Paradise,'

he will not enter

'The seeking of knowledge is a must for every Muslim man and woman,'
-61-
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6, LAU (shari'a) AND THEfll O6Y fkalam)

Christians will no doubt find it hard to understand why attention needs to
be given to law, since the concept of law seems foreign to Christians who
are taught that salvation is 'by faith, not by works', While we recognise
that every church has its own order and discipline, the only law we are
conscious of is the civil law of the country in which we live,
The importance of law in Islam is summed up succintly by Kenneth Cragg in
this way; ',,,Islam understands law as religion, religion as law,'
This is how he explains the relationship between law and theology;
'...law rather than theology, has the prior emphasis in Islam. Broadly,
it is obedience to the will of God, rather than fellowship in the
Revelation is for
knowledge of God's nature, which is paramount,
direction of life, rather than disclosure of mystery ,,, Islam is,
essentially submission, rather than "communion".'
Law (shari'ah) in Islam, therefore, forms 'the constitution of the Muslim
The process
community, the pattern of its communal order' CH.A.R, Gibb).
By about 850,
of formulating Islamic law took between 250 and 300 years.
therefore, 'Islam may be said to have reached the fully developed form in
This full development was
which it was to persist down to modern times,
reached when the major items of belief and practice had been settled and an
agreed body of authoritative sources had emerged' CTrevor Ling),
6.1 THE BASIS OF LAU

The four sources Cus_uJL), principles or pillars of law in Sunni Islam are;
<-a) The Qur 'an. which contains in principle the whole of the shari 'ah law,
(b) The Surma (hadith.), which clarifies or elaborates the teaching of the
Qur'an.
' '- ) The Consensus of the Community ( Lima' ). The word means 'convergence',
This principle is based on the saying of
ie convergence of opinion.
The Consensus of
Muhammad, 'my community will never agree on an error',
the Community is reached in practice by the process of 'enterprise'
(i.itihad). which is the activity of the scholars Cu_Laiiia.) who formulate
legal precepts dealing with new situations, using all the sources of the
law with a kind of logical reasoning or rational argument,
'The inner function of Lima., ' says H.A.R, Gibb, 'as the instrument by which
the Community regulates its spiritual life, is to secure and to preserve
the integral spiritual unity of all Muslims as a spiritually governed
From about 900 AD it was felt that all essential questions had
society.'
All that
been finally settled, if a consensus had gradually emerged,
remained to be done aftger this was the explanation, application end
interpretation of the law that had been laid down,
When there is no clear ruling that
(d) The Principle^ of analogy Cqiyjis.),
emerges from the Qur'an or the Sunnah, scholars try to find some comparable
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ruling that will suggest an appropriate parallel, relying on personal
judgement ira'y.i and the application of discretion in legal judgements
based on the 'good of the community' C istihsan),
The science of law is called jurisprudence
The four main Schools of Law in the Sunni tradition differ according to the
emphasis they place on each of the four sources, Each tends to be strong
in certain countries or regions, and are 'schools' rather than 'sects',
The HANAFI School was founded by Abu Hanifa Cd 767) in Iraq. Here the main
emphasis is on the Qur'an, and the Sunnah is regarded as secondary,
The MALIKI School was founded by Malik ibn Anas Cd 795) in Medina. This is
the oldest of the schools and is very conservative, It regards the Qur'an
and the Sunnah as the main sources of authority, but allows some place for
Consensus.
The SHAFT I School was founded by Al-Shafi'i (d 820) who lived in Baghdad
and Egypt.
This position represented a compromise between the Maliki and
Hanafi Schools, and rejected the role of private judgement,
The HANBALI School was founded by Ahmad ibn Hanbal (d 855) in Baghdad.
This was the most conservative of ail the schools, accepting only the
Qur'an and the Sunna, and rejecting both Consensus and Analogy,
This is
the school which is followed in Saudi Arabia today.
Alongside shari'a there developed a kind of unwritten Islamic custom, known
as 'urf.
In addition to the shari'a courts, therefore, there existed in
many countries 'urfi courts to decide on questions related to customs,
Michael Nazir-Ali describes the completion of this process;
'By the beginning of the third century after the Hijra, Muslim
jurisprudence had been codified by the jurists of the four schools of
law,
The ulSJoa. now reached a consensus, which has only recently been
challenged, that the four schools were "final" and that the work of the
jurists henceforward would be only the interpretation and application of
the codified law. 1 (.Perspective p 50).

THEOLOGY

The following brief survey outlines some of the major theological issues
that Islam has had to face during the past 1400 years,
1 ) The question of succession; who were the rightful successors of the
Prophet? How should the leaders of the community be chosen?
This was the fundamental issue that led to the split between Sunn is and
Shiites (See further 9,2),
Should the successor of the Prophet be chosen
by the community?
Or should he be from the Prophet's family, as Ali
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(Muhammad's cousin and son in law) and the Shi'ites: argued? Ali eventually
became the fourth caliph; but when his first son Hasan renounced his claim
to succeed his father, and his second son Husayn was killed in the Battle
of Kerbala in 680, the faredly had no hope of competing with the claims of
the Umayyad caliphs who were now ruling in Damascus.
2) The definition of 'Muslim': what makes a person a Muslim?
When the centre of power in the Muslim world moved from the deserts of
Arabia to the city of Damascus, and the Islamic Empire spread in every
direction, the leaders of the Muslim community were exposed to all the
Inevitably some protested against the
temptations of power and wealth,
worldliness and compromise that they felt were coming into Islam, and
challenged the community to define more carefully what makes a person a
Mus1i m.
One group called Khan.i ites ('Seceders') were more puritanical in their
approach, and called for a stricter definition of what it means to be a
They argued that a Muslim who committed serious sin and
good Muslim,
refused to repent became automatically an unbeliever, an apostate, Another
group called Mur.1 i' ites ( 'Postponers' ) took a more lenient view over moral
standards, saying that only God could decide who was a good Muslim, and
that he would give his verdict on the Day of Judgement, They argued that
While the Mur.ji'ites
faith alone was sufficient for being a Muslim,
disappeared, the Kharijites continued as a distinct group,
3, The challenge of rationalism: what is the place of reason in faith?
As the Muslim community came in contact with Greek culture and civilization
in places like Damascus, they found they had to face all kinds of
intellectual questions which might never have occurred to the first Muslims
Islam had to come to terms with Greek philosophy, just as
in Arabia.
Christianity had been trying to do for centuries,
These were some of the questions which were discussed;
Is it reasonable to believe in God's predestination of everything,
Are there not many verses in the Qur'an
including both good and evil 7
which speak of man as being responsible and free to choose for himself?
- Can one prove the existence of God by reason alone?
- How are we to understand the language of the Qur'an? Are anthropomorphic
expressions (eg about the 'face' or the 'hands' of God) to be understood
literally or figuratively?
- If the Qur'an is the very Word(s) of God, how is it related to God 7 Was
Did it come into
it created in time, or was it uncreated and eternal?
being as it was recited by Muhammad, or had it existed from eternity in
heaven?
The Mu'tazilites took a position that might be described as 'rationalist'
They questioned the more extreme expressions of
or 'modernist',
predestination, and argued for the freedom of the will, insisting that
They believed
individuals have power over their own choices and actions,
that if the Qur'an is thought to be eternal, it becomes something divine
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alongside God,
literally,

and that anthropomorphic

language must not be understood

AJL ftsh'ari (873 - 935) after having been a Mu'tazilite theologian for some
years, abandoned their philosophical method and returned to a more
orthodox, traditional position,
He rejected their teaching on freewill,
for example, and taught that the Qur'an was uncreated,
He came down
strongly on the side of predestination, while allowing a place for human
freedom and responsibility, He emphasised the transcendence of God, and in
discussion the problems of religious language frequently appealed to the
formula bi 1 a kaif (meaning 'without asking "how?").
In emphasising the
qualitative
difference between God and humanity, he believed that God's
justice is different from any human concept of justice.
His teaching
'determined the direction in which dogmatic Islam was to move for
centuries' (Wensinck), and he is regarded as one of the greatest
theo1ogians in Is1am,
At a later stage further challenges came from those who had been
influenced by Greek philosophy, and believed that (a) the universe is
eternal; (b) there is no resurrection of the body; (c) philosophy is more
important than prophecy, and both are connected because they are related to
the same human faculty of imagination,
The person who demonstrated that these ideas were heretical and who
reestablished orthodox theology was al Ghazzali (d Till), who came to be
known as aother of the greatest theologian in Islam.
The definition of orthodoxy; what is unacceptable belief?
The Ahrnadiyyah Movement, founded by Mirza Ghulam Ahrnad (1836-1908) began as
a reform movement, attempting to revitalize Islam from within,
It had a
strong missionary emphasis, and organized missionary work in many parts of
the world,
Its founder claimed to be a kind of Mahdi ('Messiah'), and
because these claims seemed to question the finality of the Prophet
Muhammad, the movement was declared non-Muslim by the government of
Pakistan in 1974.
6, The ...question of development; to what extent can Islamic law and theology
develop and change through time? How dynamic and progressive can they be?
It has generally been thought that only those who have been schooled in all
the traditional disciplines of Islamic study can be called 'scholars'
(ulatfla.),
In recent years, however, many Muslims have started questioning
the idea that 'the gate of i.itihad' closed many centuries ago, They have
also begun to ask whether 'lay' people, who are not Islamic scholars in the
technical sense, might have a contribution to make in these discussions,
7, The status of shari'a lam- what should be the basis of law in Muslim
countries?
When most of the Muslim world came under European colonial rule from the
18th century onwards, civil courts took over the powers of the sharia
courts, which then came to be responsible mainly for family law, Law codes
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were based on different kinds of
example >,

western

law

(British or French,

for

Many Muslims have argued that Islamic law should not need to be
supplemented, let alone superseded, by legal systems which come from nonIslamic sources. This is the motive behind the 'Fundamentalists' who want
Muslim states to base their constitution and their law on the shari'a.
Other Muslims, however, have resisted this attempt to go back to the
shari'ah. and want to se law codes based on a combination of shari' a and
western law.
Kemal Ataturk took the step of abolishing shari'a law
altogether in Turkey in the 1920s,

9,3 FURTHER STUDY

The concept of law embracing every aspect of life is summed up in this
statement by Hammudah Abdalati in Islam in Focus:
'The Qur'anic wisdom functions in three principal dimensions; inwardly,
outwardly, and upwardly.
Inwardly, it penetrates into the innermost
recesses of the heart and reaches the farthest depths of the mind. It is
aimed at the healthy cultivation of the individual from within,
This
inward penetration is different from and far deeper than that of any
other legal or ethical system, because the Qur'an speaks in God's name
and refers all matters to Him.
'The outward function of the Qur'an embraces all walks of life and cover's
the principles of the entire field of human affairs from the most
personal matters to the complex international relations,
The Qur'an
reaches areas unknown to any secular system of law of code of ethics and
ineccessible to any popular doctrine of religion.
What is remarkable
about the Qur'an in this respect is that it deals with human transactions
in such a way as to give them a Divine flavor and a moral touch,
It
makes the presence of God felt in every transaction and acknowledges Him
as the first source of guidance and the ultimate goal of all
transactions,
It is man's spiritual guide, his system of law, his code
of ethics, and, above all, his way of life.
'In its upward function the Qur'an focuses on the One Supreme God,
Everything that was, or that is, or that will be, must be channeled into
and seen through this focus, the active presence of God in the universe

Theology
Al-Ghazali's theological treatise on The Ninety-Nine Beautiful_Names
explains the meaning of all the names like 'Compassionate', 'Merciful' that
are given to God, in the Qur'an and in Muslim tradition,
One of the
introductory chapters discusses whether or not it is possible to 'know
God' ;
'Since there is no likeness of Him, He or 'His nature 1 is not known by
other than Him, So al-Junayd - may God's mercy be upon him -- was right
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when he remarked; "Only God knows God" .,, So, by God, no one other than
God knows God, in this world or the next,,,
'This is the way in which one should understand the one who says "I know
God" and the one who says "I do not know God",
If you were to show a
piece of intelligible writing to a reasonable person and say to him; "do
you know its writer?" and he said "no", he would be speaking truly, But
if he said "yes; its writer is a man living and powerful, hearing and
seeing, sound of hand and knowledgeable in the practice of writing, and
if I know all this from the sample how can I not know him?" - he too
would be speaking truly,
Yet the saying of the one who said "I do not
know him" is more correct and true, for in reality he does not known him.
Rather he only knows that intelligible writing requires a living writer,
knowing, powerful, hearing, and seeing; yet he does not know the writer
himself.
Similarly, every creature knows only that this ordered and
precisely disposed world requires an arranging, living, knowing, and
powerul maker,,.
'Therefore, it is impossible for anyone other than God truly to know God
most high ,,,'
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7, SIJB-GRQUPS IN ISLAM

The Muslim believes that there is much more unity among Muslims
than there is among Christians. One or the reasons Tor this unity has
been the authority and unanimity oforthodox theologians and jurists
over the centuries. At the same time, however, there are many !
significant differences between the different branches of Islam and
the different movements within Islam.'
The Two Main Branches of Islam

The break between the two branches goes back to AD661 — the year
that Ali, the 4th Caliph, died.
THE SUNNIS
("Orthodox" Muslims)

. THE SHI'IS
("Sectarian" Muslims)

The Sunnis accepted all the first four
caliphs and accepted the claims of
the Umayyad Dynasty in Damascus
to take over the caliphate.

The Shi'ites accepted the 4th Caliph,
Ali, but did not accept the first three
because they believed the line of
succession from Muhammad should
have been through Ali, the son-inlaw of Muhammad. Therefore they
wanted Ali's two sons Hasan and
Husayn to succeed to the caliphate;
but Hasan renounced his claim and
Husayn was killed at the Battle of
Kerbala in AD680. This martyrdom
is very important for Shi'ite
Muslims, and is re-enacted annually.
It means that Shi'is have some idea
ofroiUmpliiragunorinc.

There were Sunni caliphs from 7th
century until the end of the Adassid
caliphate "1 J2i8.. Af*v«t-:jL t~>-

Rival imams led the Shi'ite cornmunity, iuntil the 12th, who
disappeared in 874. It is believed that
he and hif nirriffarji hase been in
hiding ever since, waiting until the
time for restoration. Ho «~«s *>«

The Ottomans revived the caliphate
in 1775; but it was finally abolished in
1924.
Found all over the Islamic World.

They have their own secret books of
the interpretation of the Qur'an1 »*•*•
Found mostly in Iran, Iraq and
Lebanon.

.'i~/£ ie-je^M. fu.
W. Montgomery Watt sums up the essential difference between Shi'i
and Sunni Islam in the following way:
"The essence of Shi'ism is belief in the imam or charismatic
leader, which includes the belief that salvation, or keeping to the
straight path and avoiding error, comes from following the imam,
in contrast to the Sunnite belief that it comes from being a
member of the charismatic community. In keeping with the
essential belief, the imam came to be regarded as a source of
truth or guidance for his followers."
(Muslim Intellectual, A Study of al-Ghazdli, Edinburgh University
Press, 1963, p 80)
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:, SUFISM

Sufism has been defined as 'the pursuit of spiritual experience by bodily
discipline and mystical intuition 1 (.H.A.R. Gibb). It deserves a chapter on
its own because
- it has been a major source of spiritual fervour, almost since the
beginning of Islam, introducing an intense personal devotion into the daily
life of believers, and producing famous saints who have inspired love and
devotion;
- it was integrated into the mainstream of Islamic thought throughthe life
and teaching of al-Ghazali (d 1111);
it has influenced every level of
significantly to the spread of Islam;

Muslim

society,

and

contributed

- it is very much alive in contemporary Islam, often influencing political
and social action, and still proves to be one of the most attractive
features of Islam to non-Muslims.
- it has profoundly influenced Christian mystics like St John of the Cross
and St Theresa of Avila,
The word sufi probably comes from the word suf, meaning 'undyed wool 1 , A
i. was therefore someone who wore suf.

8.1 The Origins of Sufism
1) 'Primitive Islamic asceticism'

'The main impulse', says H.A.R, Gibb, 'arose out of primitive Islamic
asceticism, governed by the eschatology of the Koran and the fear of Hell,
and passing into a positive search for God, then into the quest of the
mystical experience of oneness with God, 1
It is not hard to see how this kind of movement developed during the
Urnayyad period as a protest against the worldliness which had come into
Islam,
There were those who called for a simpler and more austere way of
life, closer to that of the Prophet,
Similarly, whenever religion and worship seemed in danger of becoming a
formality without any deep personal conviction, there were those who longed
for a faith that had reality for the individual,
This 'hunger of the
heart' led many Sufis to seek to recover the intensity of the spiritual
experiences of the Prophet,
If he had had his 'Journey into heaven' (the
mi'raj), when he was supposed to have been transported to heaven, could the
believer not enjoy something of the same kind of experience 7
The Sufis appealed to verses in the Qur'an like the following;
'We verily created a man and We know what his soul whispereth to him, and
We are nearer to him than his jugular vein,' (50;16)

'0 ye who believe! Whoso of you becometh a renegade from his religion,
(know that in his stead) Allah will bring a people whom He loveth and who
love Him, humble toward believers, stern toward disbelievers, striving in
the way of Allah, and fearing not the blame of any blamer ,,.' (5;54)
'Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth . , .Light upon light,
Allah guideth unto His light whom He will, And Allah speaketh to mankind
in allegories, for Allah is Knower of all things, 1 (24;35)
'What they looked for, 1 says H,A,R Gibb, 'was primarily intensity of
religious devotion and intuitive understanding, and help in the problems
and difficulties of daily life. 1
2) Christian influences.
Muhammad and his followers had been in contact
from the beginning with Christ ion monks and hermits.
They must have
learned something from their ascetic life-style and their regular patterns
of devotion. Later mystics were influenced by Christian ideas of different
kinds, like the speculation about the 1 ogos. and applied similar ideas to
Muhammad,
3) Eastern influences.
The emphases on asceticism, seeing the self as
illusory, and the quest for inner enlightenment and union with Sod all have
a very eastern flavour, If they did not actually come from the east, would
certainly have been strengthened through the considerable interaction with
Indian thought that took place at various stages in Islamic history.

8.2 Basic Practices and emphsees in SufiSOT
1) 'Recollecting' or 'remembering' the name of God in prayer (dhikr)

This has been one of the most fundamental features of Sufi practice since
the beginning, carried out either by the individual in private or by a
group when they meet together for spiritual exercises,
This is sometimes
accompanied by music (eg the flute) and/or dancing, and occasionally by the
use of drugs.
The following directions regarding the practice of
Algerian Sufi, Shaikh al-Alawi (1869-1934);

dhi kr

come

from a

'Any reasonably sensitive man will be conscious of the influence on him
of the name he mentions,
If we admit this we are bound to believe that
the Name of God also produces an influence on the soul, as other names
do, each one leaving the particular imprint that belongs with it and
corresponds to it,
I think you are aware that a name is ennobled with
the nobility of him who is named, inasmuch as it carries his imprint in
the hidden fold of its secret essence and meaning, Al-Ghazzali writes in
his commentary on the Name All ah; "That which the slave gets from this
Name is Ta..'.alluh. or deification", by which is meant that his "heart and
his purpose are drowned in God, so that he sees naught but Him",
'He also wrote; "My son, rid thy heart of all attachment save- unto Gocl,
Go apart by thyself and say with all thy powers of concentration; A_llfltL,
AJLlatL, Allah.
When thy thoughts are muddied with other than God, thou
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But once
hast need of negation; La ilaha ("There is no god but . , ,")
thou hast withdrawn from all things in contemplation of Him Who is Lord
of all, thou takest rest in the bidding; Say; ftHah ,,,
'Open the door of your heart with the key of saying; La..1.1 aha ilia Allah;
"There is no god but God", and the door of thy spirit by saying; "Allah"'

2) Belonging to a .group.
Meeting together with other Sufis in a group has always been important, and
these groups - brotherhoods, communities or associations, as they are
sometimes called - have something in common both with Orders like the
Franciscans, and also with the "Cell Groups', 'House Groups' and 'Base
'Sufi ecstasy .,,,' says
Communities', with which Chrisians are familiar.
Kenneth Cragg, '.,, was essentially corporate in its nature. 1 This is how
he describes the corporate action of the group in their 'remembering' of
the name of God;
"... dhikr, for Sufis, meant a corporate action, a circle of rhythmic
utterance, often accompanied by swaying (or whirling) of the body,
controlled breathing, and accelerating tempo, until an ecstatic trance
To say rhythmically and endlessly; Allahu. fll.lahu. Allahu
was reached.
God greater!") or the
or ftllahu akbar. Allahu akbar ("God greater!
formula; La i 1 aha ilia A11 ah ("There is no god but God .,,") with its
limpid "1's 1' and its "a" vowels, served to induce that hypnotic state in
which ecstasy was near at hand,'
All the different Orders were founded by holy men who trained others to
Each person in the
follow the particular discipline of the brotherhood,
group would have a spiritual director, guide or master, a murshid, shaikh
or pir to guide them in their spiritual journey. Many of these saints were
'It was essentially the quality of
thought to have miraculous powers.
their spiritual disciplines,' says Kenneth Cragg, 'and the genius of their
The brotherhoods
founders and saints which held them together' (Cragg),
also often brought together people of the same craft in special guilds,
3) The questioning of selfhood and the quest for union with Sod

Sufis have taught that although we all assume that we are seIt-contained
individuals, distinct from other people and from God, we need to think
Can we not strive until, instead
again about our sense of individuality.
of thinking of the relationship between myself and God in terms of 'I' and
'He 1 , we reach the stage where we can speak of a single 'We', and are no
In this way one reaches the
longer aware of our own individual 'self'?
state of fana. the passing away of the self, either as a momentary or a
c ont i nu i ng exper i ence.
This idea that union with God is possible and leads to identity with the
godhead was expressed in an extreme form by al. Halla.i who was crucified for
blasphemy in 932. When he said 'I am the real, The Truth' (ana-1-haqq), he
was understood to be claiming to be God, What he probably meant, however,
was that when was that when the truth of God enters the soul of the
individual there is an intermingling of the divine spirit and the human
This is therefore a kind of incarnation of the divine spirit in
spirit,

It is significant that forindividuals who achieve a kind of deification,
al-Hal laj Jesus was more of a model than Muhammad.
4) Walking the mystic 'Uay 1 (tariqa)
Every Sufi taught his own understanding of the mystic path and his own
spiritual discipline to a group of disciples, who would then teach others,
In Sufi teaching there are certain key stages through which the believer
who is seeking for union with God must go;
(a) repentance and renuncitation, combined with the fear of God;
leading
(b) contentment and tranquility, with patience and self --control;
to (c) the final stage, which is variously described as the vision of God,
union with God, spiritual illumination or knowledge, absorption into God,
or the love of God,
5) Missionary zeal

Not only did the
were also one of
In many
Islam,
message alongside

Sufi brotherhoods help to keep believers together; they
the most effective agents in spreading the message of
parts of the world in was wandering Sufis who took the
or independent of the soldiers and traders,

By the 13th and 14th centuries a large number of Sufi Orders had been
established, with their own communities and with branches in other places,
These orders spread widely, creating further sub-divisions all over the
Muslim world,
These Sufis were generally open to the culture of their new converts, and
were prepared to incorporate many of their practices (which could often be
this was
described as 'superstitions') into their Islamic practice,
particularly true in Africa, the Indian subcontinent and the Far East,

8.3 Sufism and Orthodox Islam
Orthodox Muslims made several criticisms of Sufi
during the early centuries, like the following;

teaching and practice

- It encourages individualism,
- If the inner meaning of prayer and pilgrimage is more important than
carrying them out, Muslims will come to believe that observance of the Five
Pillars is not important,
- In its emphasis on the quest for union with God, it seems to blur the
distinction between the Creator and the creature,
- It allows, if not encourages, esoteric speculation, popular superstition
and magic, and the desire for supernatural demonstrations of power,
In the early tensions between Sufism and traditional Islam, the most
significant theologian was al-Ghazali (d Till). He had been trained in all
the traditional disciplines of Qur'anic study, law and theology, and had
made a thorough study of Greek philosophy, He surprised his contemporaries
when he gave up his post as a theological professor in a college teaching
His greatest
theological sciences in Baghdad, in order to become a Sufi,
concern was to reach certainty in faith, and he came to believe that this
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could not be gained either through philosophical thought or theological
enquiry, but only through immediate personal experience of God. Although
he later returned to teaching, he never ceased to follow the Sufi way,
His contribution was particularly significant because he brought he best of
'Al-Ghazali
the Sufi tradition within the mainstream of orthodox. Islam.
tried,' says Ninian Smart, 'to do justice to the actual experience of the
Sufis and the requirements of orthodoxy and the religion of worship ...
(he) succeeded in welding together orthodox piety and the inner quest of
the contemplative. Through this synthesis Sufism gained an honourable and
recognised place in orthodoxy.'
Later Sufism, however, tended to become less and less orthodox, snd at
times verged on pantheism, as for example in Ibn al-Arabi of Spain (1165 1240),
The teaching of Uahhabisrn in the 18th Century can be seen as a strong
protest from orthodox Muslims against ideas and practices that had come
into Islam from one type of Sufism and from 'Folk Islam',
3.4 FUTHER STUDY

The following are examples of sayings and poetry written by Sufis;
'Love of God hath so absorbed rue that neither love nor hate of any other
thing remains in my heart 1 (Rabi'a al-Adawiya, d 801)
'I love thee with two loves, love of my happiness,
And perfect love, to love thee as is thy due,
My selfish love is that I do naught
But think on thee, excluding all beside;
But that purest love, which is thy due
Is that the veils which hide thee fall, and I gaze on thee,
No praise to me in either this or that,
Nay, thine the praise for both that love and this,' (Rabi'a)
(H.A.R, Gibb, Islam, p 90)
Kenneth Cragg suggests that the following description of a modern Algerian
saint, Abu-1 'Abbas al-'Alawi (.1869-1934) (quoted on page) conveys 'the
genius of Sufism at its finest';
'In his brown .1 a 11 abah and white turban, with his silver grey beard and
his long hands which seemed when he moved them to be weighted with the
flow of his barakah (blessing), he had something of the pure archaic
ambience of Sayyidna Ibrahim (Abraham), the friend of God, He spoke in a
subdued, gentle voice ,., His eyes, which were like two sepulchral lamps,
seemed to pierce through all objects, seeing in their outer shell merely
one and the same nothingness, beyond which they saw always one and thesame reality - the Infinite. Their look was very direct, almost hard in
its enigmatic unwaveringness, and yet full of charity. Often their long
ovals would grow suddenly round as if in amazement, or as if enthralled
by some marvellous spectacle, The cadence of the singing, the dances arid
His
ritual incantations seemed to go on vibrating in him perpetually.
head would sometimes rock rhythmically to and fro while his soul was
plunged in the unfathomable mysteries of the Divine Name hidden in the
dJiikr . or remembrance . . ,

'He gave out an impression of unreality, so remote was he, so
inaccessible, so difficult to take in, on account of his altogether
abstract simplicity ... He was surrounded, at one and the same time, with
all the veneration due to saints ... Yet, as another observes, he
belonged to that class of men often to be met with in North Africa, who
can pass without transition from deep thought to action, from the
mysteries of the next world to the life of this, from the vast sweep of
ideas to the smallest details of native politics.'
(Man's Religious Quest, p 521)
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'FOLK ISLAM' OR

POPULAR

We have already seen how the 'hunger of the heart* expressed itself in the
But where does one draw the line between
ideas and practices of Sufism.
the 'purer' expressions of Sufism (which may or may not have been
acceptable to the Orthodox), and the popular superstitious and magical
practices that have been, and still are, so widespread in the world of
Islam?
Some want to draw a sharp distinction between Sufism with its strong
personal disciplines and its highly developed teaching about the mystic way
on the one hand, and superstitious practices on the other. Other observers
find it hard to draw any distinction between Sufism and all the
mainfestations of popular Islam that they see,
Wherever we come down in this debate, what we are dealing with in this
chapter is the difference that seems to exist between the more 'pure' kinds
of Islam described in the textbooks (as outlined in the previous pages) and
the Islam that is actually practised by many Muslims all over the world,
called either 'Ideal Islam', 'Orthodox Islam',
The one is usually
Over against this, there are a
'Qur'anic Islam' or 'Normative Islam',
number of practices which seem at first sight to be inconsistent with this
'pure' form of Islam, and which are therefore often grouped together under
the name of 'Folk Islam 1 or 'Popular Islam',
Bill Musk introduces his recent popular book on this subject called The
Unseen Face, of Islam: Sharing the Gospel with Ordinary Muslims with this
explanation;
'This book is about weary and burdened human beings, They constitute the
"ordinary people" of the Muslim world, As with the Jewish "crowds"of
Jesus' time, to whom his familiar words of invitation were initially
addressed, so the masses of Muslims today live at two levels, Beneath a
veneer of conformity to a major world faith, ordinary Muslims express
deep needs in their daily living ,,,
'...the aim of these chapters is to explore and explain the beliefs and
The objective, in such a search beneath
practices of ordinary Muslims,
the surface of religious behaviour is to understand the particularweariness and burdens of contemporary Muslims,'
9,1

Examples of 'Folk Islam' or 'Popular IslamJ_

(1) Magical practices
- wearing an amulet as a kind of lucky charm to ward off evil spirits
- warding off the 'evil eye' through displaying, for example on a house or
a car, a representation of the eye
- writing a verse from the Qur'an on a piece of paper, putting the paper in
water and then drinking the water
- using the names of God in a magical way
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- drinking water from a particular spring because it is regarded as having
magical powers
(2) The veneration of saints
Shrines are built over the graves of people who have been specially holy,
and people visit or make pilgrimage to the shrines of these 'saints' to
obtain blessing or to seek relief from from any kind of trouble or evil.
Sometimes they visit shrines as a substitute for going on pilgrimage to
Many of these saints are regarded not only as examples of holy
Mecca,
living but also as intercessors who can act as intermediaries between the
individual and God.
(3) The veneration of the Prophet Muhammad
Although the Qur'an teaches that Muhammad was an ordinary man who needed to
seek forgiveness from God, popular piety has often tended to exalt the
status of the Prophet and to attritute to him qualities that seem to be
The veneration of the Prophet has become
semi-divine or even divine,
specially popular in recent years in Pakistan,
(4) 'Miracles', 'Signs and Wonders'
Many of the phenomena which we associate with 'charismatic gifts' can be
found in Islam - healings, visions, and miracles of different kinds,
(5) Astrology and occult practices
Many of the ideas and practices that we are becoming familiar with in
western societies today can be found in Muslim societies,
It needs to be emphasised that whereas in some situations practices of
these kinds are widespread and public, in others they are not so common and
certain]y not evident to the casual observer,

9,2 Questions of Definition and terminology
No one can deny the existence of the various practices and phenomena which
are put together under the label of 'Folk Islam', But labels can sometimes
be misleading, because they can either create false distinctions or link
For this
together things which should be put in different categories,
reason it may be wise to put the expression 'Folk Islam' in inverted
commas, simply to draw attention to the problem that exists with the
terminology,
So, for example, some Muslims regard many of the practices of 'Folk Islam'
as dangerous compromises with paganism, and believe they are inconsistent
with the teaching and the spirit of the Qur'an, They have accused Muslims
Others cannot see any
who practise them as 'superstitious infidels',
fundamental difference or conflict between the so-called 'high' and 'low'
expressions of Islam,
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There is a similar range of opinions among Christians, often depending on
the kind of contact they have had with Muslims and in what part of the
world they have lived,
It may help us to understand the nature of the
problem if we recognise that there are similar differences between
Christians over 'Folk Religion'.
Some, for example, would regard the
veneration of the Virgin Mary and the saints, or pilgrimages to shrines as
practices which have developed out of tradition, but which have no clear
support in the Bible,
They would see them as part of a kind of 'Folk
Christianity'.
Others regard them as natural developments within the
Christian tradition and in no way inconsistent with the teaching of the
Bible or the spirit of Christianity,
Western Christians in the past have had to rely on reports from
missionaries who had lived and worked in the Muslim world, Samuel Zwenier
(1867-1952), for example, was an American Presbyterian missionary, who
worked in the Middle East for many years and wrote many books on Islam, one
of which had the title Animism in Islam;
'The student of Islam will never understand the common people unless he
knows the reasons for their curious beliefs and practices ,,, all of
which still blind and oppress mind and heart with constant fear of the
unseen,
Witchcraft, sorcery, spells, and charms are the background of
the native Muslim psycholoogy to an extent that is realized only by those
who have penetrated most deeply into the life of the people,'
Detmar Schuenernann was a Dutch missionary who worked in Indonesia;
'Working for many years in a Muslim country, I have come to the
conclusion that the power of Islam does not lie in its dogma and
practices, nor in the antithesis of the Trinity, against the Lordship of
Christ and his redeeming death, but in the occult practices of its
leaders, thus holding sway over their people'.
Alongside these descriptions, however, we need to consider the more precise
analysis of an anthropologist like Paul Hiebert, whose main experience was
in India,
This is his explanation of the difference between 'high
religion 1 and 'folk religion';
'One of the crucial differences between high and folk religions has to do
with their purposes, High religion seeks truth, It provides people with
their ultimate map and story of reality,
Consequently it turns to
revelation, insight and reason, While it deals with power, it does so in
a framework of truth.
'Folk religion, on the other hand, focuses on power and problem-solving
in everyday life,
It is, therefore, basically pragmatic,
Any method
will do so long as it works,
Moreover, several methods may be used
simulteneously, A father with a sick son will ask the mu1 1 ah to pray to
God for him, tie an amulet to his arm to drive off evil spirits and give
him modern medicine to kill the germs, all at the same time,
'Given this difference between high and folk religion, it should not
surprise us that leaders in high religion are often displeased with
common folk who turn to religion simply for an immediate, pragmatic
solution to present day problems,
',,, Power is central to our understanding of folk Islam ,..'
__Q~7

O/

Michael Nazir-Ali's comment on different kinds of pirs_ in the Indian
subcontinent illustrates the fineness of the dividing line between Sufi5m
at its best and more degenerate kinds found in 'Folk Islam';
'A friend said to me recently that as far as he could see there were five
different kinds of pirs in Indo-Pakistan, There were, firstly, those who
were so by hereditary succession; some of these were no longer practising
but had a large following nevertheless.
The second kind were religious
and secular leaders of their local communities,
They were usually
hereditary, though occasionally there were charismatic figures among
them.
The third kind were wandering mendicants, the fourth were
practising occultists and only the fifth were genuine contemplative
mystics!' (Perspectives p 65)
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3.3 FURTHER STUDY

'Folk Islam 1 naturally cannot
other aspects of Islam,
The
the Shawl' or 'The Prophet's
example of one aspect of 'Folk

be studied through texts in the same way as
following document, however, called 'Ode of
Mantle' (Qasidatu-l-burda) , is an e.+ cel] i/nt
Islam', the veneration of the Prophet.

The author, al Bushiri, was an Egyptian who lived in the 13th century. He
wrote the poem in praise of the Prophet while he was paralysed following a
stroke, After writing the poem, he claimed that the Prophet came to him in
a dream, wrapped him in his mantle, and healed him completely,
The poem has had a strong hold on the popular imagination of Muslims, and
is still recited all over the Arabic-speaking and the Muslim world on
social and religious occasions,
It is also used as an amulet for
protection against disease and as a cure, The following is a selection of
the verses which speak about the Prophet Muhammad; many of them express
ideas which orthodox Muslims would never associate with the Prophet ;
'Muhammad, Lord of both worlds and both races
and both peoples, Arab and non-Arab,
Our Prophet, who commands and forbids,
there is none more just than he in saying;"No" or "Yes",
He is the Friend whose intercession is to be hoped for
Assaulting every kind of fearful threat,.,
He excelled the prophets in bodily form and character,
nor did they approach him in deed or in honour (nobility),,,
For it is he whose inner meaning and outward form are perfect;
wherefore the Creator of souls chose him as a friend,
He is free from peer in his excellent qualities,
so that the essence of goodness is in him undivided,
Leave aside what Christians claim for their Prophet,
and judge what you will in praise of him; and be reasonable,.,
For the excellence of the Apostle of God has no limit which
may be expressed by word of mouth,
If his miracles were in proportion to his worth (status) in greatness
his name would quicken those dead and gone, when invoked,,,
(Nay) the sum of knowledge concerning him is that he is human,
and that he is the best of all God's creatures,
And every miracle performed by the noble apostles
was only brought into connection with them through his light,
For he is the Sun of excellence; they are its planets
showing its beams to people in the darkness,,,
How noble is the appearance of the Prophet, who was adorned by a character
including all goodness and marked with cheerfulness!
No perfume (ointment) equals the earth which holds his bones,
blesed is he who smells it and kisses it.
His birth made clear the goodness of his origin,
How excellent was both his beginning and his ending!

10. THE SPREAD AND DPJFI OPMEIMT OF ISLAM

It is impossible to begin to understand Islam at the present time without
some idea of how it has developed since the time of the Prophet, This is
specially important for Christians, since for fourteen centuries Islam has
developed alongside Christianity, and for much of this time has not enjoyed
an easy relationship with Christendom.
This is how Kenneth Cragg sums up some of the difficulties that Christians
are likely to feel in reflecting on this history;
'Among the factors contributing to the rise of Islam was the Christian
It was a failure in love, in purity, and in
failure of the Church,
fervour, a failure of the spirit. Truth, as often before and after, was
Islam
involved to its hurt in the spiritual fault of its trustees,
its
by
later
and
Christianity
imperfect
of
environment
an
developed in
own inner force gathered such strength as to become, and remain,
essentially at odds with the pure faith beyond the imperfection.
'This is the inward tragedy, from the Christian angle, of the rise of
Islam, the genesis and dissemination of a new belief which claimed to
The state of beina a
displace what it had never effectively known,
by furtherintensified
been
has
Christ
stranger to the Christian's
in
Christianity
institutional
of
part
the
on
loyalty
and
love
failures of
the long and often bitter external relations of the two faiths through
the centuries.'

10.1 THE EARLY SPREAD QF ISLAM

The following are the main dates and events which need to be noted;
632
632 - 661
660 - 750
661

Death of Muhammad
First four caliphs ruling in Medina
The Umayyad Dynasty rules in Damascus,
Split between Sunnis and Shi'ites

Muslim forces reach the Indus
Campaigns in the Sindh under Muhammad ibn Qasim
Muslim occupation of Spain
(TOO years after Muhammad's death) Islamic Empire stretches
from Spain to Persia
Charles Martel defeats the Muslim forces at Poitiers in France
7'S2
750 - 1258 The Abbasid Dynasty rules in Baghdad
A 'Golden Age of Islam'
710
711
714
732

909 - 1171 The Fatimid Dynasty in Egypt
Mahmud of Ghazna invades invades the Punjab
clOOO
India); Muslim governor set up in Lahore
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In studying the spread of Islam in the first few centuries, we need to take
special note of the position of Jews and Christians under Islamic rule, and
comment on certain stereotypes in the minds of many about the use of force
in the spread of Islam;
1) In several cases Christians we 1 conried the spread of Islamic rule,
In
Syria, for example, it brought relief from Byzantine rule,
In Egypt it
helped the Copts to depose a puppet patriarch and recall their own exiled
patriarch.
The Copts joined forces with the Muslims to drive out the
Byzantines,
2) All non-Muslims living under Islamic rule paid a land tax
Jews and Christians were treated as dhimmis, members of a protected
community, and paid in addition a poll tax. Ciizy_a_.) , They were not allowed
to do military service or pay the Muslims' alms tax (See further 4,5)
3) In many places - for example, in the Indian subcontinent, in the Far
East, and in West and East Africa - Islam was spread by traders, many of
whom came originally from Arabia,
Sufis also played an important role in
spreading Islam;
'A further factor in the growth of the Islamic community in India was the
deliberate missionary activity undertaken during the period by the Sufis,
These often began by identifying themselves with the beliefs and
practices of the V'aishnavites and Shaivites, and then, having persuaded
the Hindus that they were sincere religious teachers, they went on to
tell of a new name for the supreme God, namely Allah, of a new avatara
named Muhammad, and of his law and way of life,' (.Ling p 301)
4) It is a dangerous oversimplification to say the Islam was 'spread by the
sword',
Since this is such a controversial issue, it is worth comparing
the accounts of the spread of Islam in the first 400 years given by four
different writers;
The first is an account written by a Muslim, Hammudah Abdelati, explaining
the kind of pressures that were brought to bear on those who refused to
embrace Islam;
'Those who rejected Islam and refused to pay tributes in collaboration
with other sectors to support their state made it hard for themselves,
They resorted to a hostile course from the beginning, and meant to create
trouble for themselves,
They resorted to a hostile course from the
beginning, and meant to create trouble, not so much for the new Muslim
comers as for the new Muslim converts and their compatriots, the tributepayers,
In a national sense, that attitude was treacherous; in a human
sense, mean; in a social sense, careless; and in 3. military sense,
provocative, But in a practical sense it needed suppression, not so much
for the comfort of the newcomers as for the sake of the state in which
these very traitors were living, This is the only time force was aplied
to bring such people to their senses, and make them realize the irresponsibilities; either as Muslims by accepting Islam freely, or as
loyal citizens by being tributepayers, capable of living with their
Muslim compatriots and sharing with them equal rights and duties,
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The second is an account written by a Christian Islamicist, Michael NazirAli, describing some of the campaigns within Arabia itself that were led by
Khalid, the great military leader during the years immediately after the
death of Muhammad;
'Much of the credit for this expansion must go to Khalid, who contributed
more than any other man, apart from Muhammad, towards the creation of
Islam as a world power.
However, although we can admire his military
prowess, the same, unfortunately, cannot be said of his morality,
His
perfidious treatment of Malik Ibn Newelra is a case in point.
Malil .'s
tribe had surrendered to Khalid, and Malik had professed Islam. He was,
nevertheless, taken prisoner along with his wife and family and, in the
middle of the night, was treacherously murdered, Khalid forcibly married
his widow on the spot. This caused a rebellion in the Muslim ranks and a
formal complaint against Khalid was laid before Abu Bakr,
Khalid was
only slightly rebuked although Uniar, later the second caliph, had
advocated harsher punishment,
When Urnar became caliph, he relieved
Khalid first of his command in the east and ultimately of all command,
Khalid, so far as we know, spent his last days in great poverty and in
obscurity,' (Michael Nazir-Ali, A Christian perspective, pp 35-36)
The third is an account of the main conquests in the Middle East, also
written by a Christian Islamic 1st;
'When Islam spread rapidly over much of the civilized world it spread
first as a military and political success story; yet it was sometimes
centuries before the inhabitants of the conquered lands voluntarily
became Muslims,
On the other hand, the motive in the minds of the
caliphs behind the military and political expansion was that ultimately
there should be those conversions to Islam; in the minds of the soldiers,
as in every other generation, there was the desire for the spoils of war;
but the Muslim conquests were remarkable for their discipline and lack of
wanton destruction, 1 (John Taylor)
The fourth passage is an account of the conquests in North India in the
10th century, written by a professor of Comparative Religion, Trevor Ling:
'The purpose of Mahmud, the ruler of Ghazni, in carrying out these raids
was to seize the treasure that was known to be available in the form of
gold and jewels in the Hindu temples of the Punjab, It so happened that
the Islamic concept of jihad, now interpreted as "holy war", provided a
religious motivation for the raids; for as Mahmud's own account of his
activities makes clear, he regarded himself as engaged in a war against
infidels and idolaters, The nature of his operations has earned him the
title of "Mahmud the i do 1-smasher". He is said also to have ordered the
slaughter of many brahmin priests.
The part which he played in the-coming of the Muslim Turks to north India is of the kind which has too
often been taken to be typical of the advance of Islam everywhere - by
the sword,
It was against this view that T.W, Arnold's account of the
expansion of Islam (The Preaching of Islam. 1913) provided so valuable a
corrective.' (Trevor Ling)

10.2 THE CRUSADES AND WNAtVAL MUSLIM-CHRISTIAN RELATIONS

It should not take Christians long to discover that the Crusades have left
a deep scar on the minds of Muslims all over the world,
Although they
ended more than 700 years ago, for many Muslims it is as if they happened
only yesterday, And recent events, like the Rushdie Affair, the Gullf War
and the Bosnian conflict have made many feel that the Crusades have never
ended,
The following are some of the key dates and events;

1096 - 1231 The Crusades
1060

Beginning of campaigns to drive the Moors out of Spain

1169

Jerusalem captured from Christians by Salah-al-Din (Saladin)

1206

Invasion of Muslim Turks into N India; Sultanate of Delhi set up

1220 - 1249 Mongol Invasion of Persia under Genkis Khad; Baghdad destroyed
1291

Fall of Acre

1356 ?16

The Turks enter Eastern Europe

1390

The Marnluke Dynasty in Egypt; Cairo becomes centre of Muslim world

1453

Fall of Constantinople to Ottoman Turks

1503 - 1722

Safavid Empire in Persia

1512 - 1918

Ottoman Empire, centre in Turkey

1526 - 1858 The Mughal Empire in North India
1565
Turkish attack on Malta repulsed

1683

Turkish attack on Vienna repulsed
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The legacy of the Crusades is summed up accurately in a single sentence by
Ling in this way;
'An enduring result of the Crusades was the embittering of relations
between Christians arid Muslims for many generations and a vast amount of
misrepresentation and misunderstanding on both sides,'
Albert Hourani similarly speaks about the legacy of suspicion and enmity
that have been left by the struggle between the Christian world and Islam
over many centuries;
'It is easy to see the historical relationship of Christians and Muslims
in terms of holy war, of Crusade and .1 ihad, and there is some historical
justification for this,
The first great Muslim expansion in Christian
lands, Syria, Egypt and North Africa, Spain and Sicily; the first
Christian reconquests, in Spain, Sicily and the Holy Land; the spread of
Ottoman power in Asia Minor and the Balkans; and then the spread of
European power in the last two centuries; all these processes have
created and maintained an attitude of suspicion and hostility on both
sides and still provide, if not a reason for enmity, at least a leingusge
in which it can express itself,,,'
He goes on to explain, however, that the relationship between the two
faiths in western Europe have been more complex than this;
'But Crusade and .1 i had do not cover the whole reality of political
relations between Christendom and the world of Islam, and still less do
they explain the attitude of Christians to Islam and of Muslims to
Christianity, The communities which profess the two religions have faced
each other across the Mediterranean for more than a thousand years; with
hostility, it is true, but with a look of uneasy recognition in their
eyes,'
'When western Europe first faced the challenge of Muslim power, it die! so
without any real knowledge of what it was fighting, and the combination
of fear and ignorance produced a body of legends, some absurd and all
unfair , , , '
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10.3 EUROPEAN COLONIALIfill AND THE MISSIONARY MOVEMENT

Some will no doubt object to the idea of linking western colonialism with
They probably feel uncomfortable about some of the
Christian mission.
links between the missionaries on the one hand, and the soldiers, the
traders and the administrators on the other, The perception of the Muslim
world, however, is that these two movements came basically from the same
source - the desire of the Christian west to dominate the world,
1757

Start of British expansion in India

1792
1798
1300 - 1312

William Carey begins his work in India
Napoleon arrives in Egypt
Henry Martyn's work in India and Persia

1357

The Indian Mutiny/War of Independence

1910

Edinburgh Missionary Conference

1918

Allenby enters Jerusalem
Defeat of the Ottoman Turks and end of the Ottoman Empire

1922

The caliphate abolished by Ataturk

1948

State of Israel established

Coming after centuries of uneasy relationships between Muslims and
Christians in Europe and the Mediterranean, the colonial era, beginning in
the middle of the 18th century, created a further crisis for the Muslim
world, This is how Kenneth Cragg explains what two centuries and more of
'Christian' imperialism meant to the Muslim world;
1 ,,. Islam was largely under non-Muslim government in wide areas of its
Western imperial control did not, by and large, affect the
dispersion,
It did not close mosques, forbid Ramadan,
practice of religion,
By all these "religious" tests (as a
pilgrimage, or proscribe belief.
westerner might see them.), Islam was altogether free, But, politically,
in many areas, Muslims did not rule themselves. Such a fate was seen as
Recall the basic conviction,
quite alien to its mind and history,
arising from its origins, that Islam must rule, Recall the long caliphal
From the Hi j rah on, Islam had bound
history when Islam did rule,
religion and rule into one,
'Not, then to have Muslim rule, however free the rituals, is not to be
It is a state of exile, the puzzle and pain of
Islam in a full sense,
In India, for
which caused much debate in the nineteenth century,
example, after the abortive War of Independence (1857), Islam was
bewildered and dismayed, Some thinkers, like Sayyid Ahmad Phan (1817 1898) tried to revitalize their fellow Muslims, saying that the West was
They should temporarily but positively
to be emulated, not resented,
acquiesce in their political dependence, and meanwhile renew their
religious, cultured selves,'

10.4

MOVEMENTS OF REVIVAI

AND REFORM WITHIN ISLAM

Ninian Smart sums up the situation of Islam in those areas where it was
under the control of foreign powers in the 19th and 20th centuries and
aware of its own internal weaknesses:
'In the succeeding centuries ,,. with the collapse of the Mogul Empire
and the conquest of India by the British, with the slow decay of the
Ottoman Empire, and with the spread of the Western powers into North
Africa during the nineteenth century, Islam appeared to have lost its
It could easily be supposed that the Muslim religion
political grip,
From the fifteenth century Sufi piety had diminished,
would decline,
Muslim law seemed rigid and antiquated, Political decay scarcely squared
with the optimistic faith in Allah's favour which had characterized
earlier Is 1 arn, ' (Smart p 528)
Against this background of despair and defeat, we can begin to understand
the significance of the following nine people who led different kinds of
It is not always easy to
movements for the reform and renewal of Islam,
determine the extent to which the impulses towards revival have corns from
outside influences and to what extent they have come from within.
1 ) Sha u'll Uali Allah of Delhi (17Q2 - 1762) worked for the renewal of
Islam in India, For him this meant getting rid of Hindu elements which had
crept into Islam, and encouraging the hope that Muslim government would
once again be restored, In Wali Allah's view of Islam 'a broad, humanistic
sociological basis is overlain by a doctrine of social and economic justice
in Islamic terms and crowned by a Sufi world-view' (Fazlur Rahman),
According to S.M, Ikram, a Pakistani historian, 'more than anyone else he
is responsible for the religious regeneration of Indian Islam',

2) Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab (1703 - 1792) was an Arab sheikh who, after
years of travel in Iraq and Persia, returned to Arabia at the age of 40 and
The main targets of his
began a movement for the purification of Islam.
attack were; (a) aspects of popular Islam, like the veneration of saints,
visiting the tombs of saints, belief in the intercession of the Prophet and
«b) the
saints, and other forms of what he regarded as 'superstition 1 ;
(c) additions to basic Islamic
lowering of moral standards among Muslims;
He
beliefs and practices from the Sufis, philosophers and theologians,
appealed to the Qur'an and the Sunna as the only source of authority and
Ling sums up the legacy of
rejected all other later Muslim authorities,
the movement which he began as follows;
'.., the challenge of the Uahhabi movement to moral corruption within
Islam, and its emphasis upon the importance of the moral element in
Muslim life and thought, had a lasting effect, in that this became an
almost universal feature of subsequent reform movements, both in Arabia
and elsewhere in the Muslim world,' (Ling 380)

3) Sayyid Ahmad Khan (1817 - 1898) of Delhi was much more positive than
many other Muslims towards modern scientific knowledge, and argued that it

was fully compatible with Islam. He also tried to convince fel low-Muslims
'It is to him,' says
that Islam and Christianity have much in common.
Trevor Ling, 'that a great deal of credit must be given for the awakening
of the Muslims of India to a new understanding of the possible place of
Islamic religion in the modern world' (Ling 384)

4) Jamal al-Din al-ftfghani (1339-1897) was more concerned with the social
and political issues facing Muslims, and protested against the intrusion of
In his
alien elements in the areas of politics, culture and religion,
concern to unite the Muslim world, he became the leader of the 'Pan-Islam'
movement, which called for the creation of an Islamic world-state.

5) Muhammad Abduh (1847-1905), an Egyptian theologian who taught at the Al
Azhar University in Cairo,was critical of the rigidity and conservatism of
many orthodox theologians whose minds seemed closed to everything in the
modern world, He stood for a liberal and open kind of Islam, arguing that
faith and reason were compatible, and that there need be no contradiction
He wanted to see greater flexibility
between faith and modern knowledge,
in the formulation of Islamic law, believing that traditional laws should
in certain cases be replaced by new laws that were more appropriate to the
He was not, however, prepared to apply modern critical
social context.
methods to the study of the Qur'an,
As a result of his teaching a new kind of 'secular modernist' grew up in
the Middle East, some of whom called for the separation of religion and
At the same time there was opposition from fundamentalist groups
state,
which wanted to return to the Qur'an and Sunna,

Trevor Ling explains some of the common features of these different
movements of revival and reform up to the end of the 19th century in this
way;
'These various movements for the reform of Islam which occurred during
the eighteneenth and nineteenth centuries have two outstanding common
features; one is the rejection of the accretions which Islam had suffered
during its mediaeval period, and the other is the reformulation of
Islamic belief and practice in terms of modern thought and civilization,
A further feature which occurs in many although not all of these
movements is the political aim, that of the restoration of Muslim
government, The background to all this is European colonial expansion in
Asia and the Middle East during these two centuries, This provided the
occasion, the stimulant, or possibly the irritant; but the Islamic reform
movements of this period are not glumly, due to the impact of the West;
they are equally the result of resources provided from within Islam
itself,' (Ling 378)
6) Muhammad Iqbal (1873 - 1938) was for many years the leader of the Muslim
League, a movement which was founded in 1906 to focus the political
From 1930 he began to argue for a
aspirations of Muslims in India,
separate Muslim state in India, and because of his widespread influence he
is generally regarded as 'the spiritual founder of the state of Pakistan'
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In discussions about Islamic law, he believed that the
(Ling p 387).
interpretation of the law needed to be opened up in a radical way. He is
also well known for his writings as a poet and philosopher.

7) haul ana Abu'1 Ala Maududi (1303 - 1379) was a journalist and a selfJama'at-itaught Islamic scholar who founded the organisation called
Although at first he opposed the
Islami ('Community of Islam) in 1941,
idea of establishing a separate Muslim state, when the state of Pakistan
came into existence in 1347, his main aim became 'the thorough Islamisation
of the government of Pakistan and its purging from all Western moral,
spiritual and political values and practices' (Ling p 395).

8) Hasan al-Banna (1906 - 1979) was brought up in a small village in the
Nile Delta in Egypt, and learned much of his Islam from his father who was
a graduate of the Al-Azhar University in Cairo. While working as a teacher
in Ismailiyya on the Suez Canal, he became acutely aware of the depressed
state of the Muslim world - politically, culturally and economically, He
and some friends bound themselves together by an oath and called themselves
'The Muslim Brothers' (1 khwan a 1 -Mus 1 imurj),
During the 1930s and 1940s the movement grew rapidly, in spite of being
officially banned at times by the government for demanding that the
shari'a should be established as the law of the country. After a. member of
the Brotherhood assassinated the Prime Minister who had banned the
The
movement, Banna himself was assassinated by the secret police,
Brotherhood, although officially suppressed in some Arab countries, i~still very active, and continues to call for the restoration of shari 'a
law, sometimes by peaceful means and sometimes through revolution and
violence.
9) Ayatullah Knome^ni (1302 - 198?) was born into a family in which both
his father and grandfather had been religious scholars. At the age of 19
he began his studies in the religious sciences under Shi'ite scholars,
mostly at the holy city of Qom to the south of Tehran, He soon attracted
the attention of his teachers and colleagues because of the way he combined
a deep spirituality and mysticism with a passionate concern for social and
political issues,
He found himself in opposition to the Iranian monarchy, which he saw as a
totalitarian dictatorship determined to eliminate Islam as a cultural,
After his first public statement against the
social and political force,
government in 1943, he became a popular leader who expressed the
He was arrested in 1963 after protesting
aspirations of his people.
against a series of measures which he believed would bring the country
further under foreign influence. He was arrested and later released,
During periods of exile in Turkey, I raw and France '''78 - '89), his sermons
and lectures were distributed widely throughthe network of mosques within
Iran both in print and on casette. He received a rapturous welcome when he
returned to Tehran in '89 after the Shah had left the country, and remained
the leader of the 'Islamic Revolution' in Iran until his death in ?'9'l,
Against this backgrournd, we can begin to appreciate some of the issues
facing the Muslim world today (chapter 11).
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11. ISLAM AND MUSLIMS TN THE WORLD TODAY

Any attempt to understand Islam as a complete way of life clearly needs to
consider the position in which Muslims find themselves at the present time,
We are not simply talking about the private beliefs of Muslims and the way
they order their personal lives, We are talking about human beings old and
young, rich and poor, families and individuals, who face every day those
very practical and down-to-earth questions that we all face about survival,
health and well-being, and who cannot escape the deeper existential
questions about the meaning of life and death.
Instead, therefore, of attempting the impossible task of describing the
state of the Muslim world at the present time, this chapter seeks to spell
out some of the basic issues faced by Islam and Muslims in the world today,
As in all the previous chapters in part 2, we do this not in order to
criticize, to score debating points, or to supply 'Christian answers', Our
aim is still to understand, to sit where Muslims sit, and to seek to enter
into the dilemmas that they face,
Before we do so we need to remind ourselves of the context, and how the
present century relates to the previous two centuries in the experience of
Muslims, The radical changes brought about by the end of the colonial era
and the coming of independence are summed up by Kenneth Cragg in this way;
'The chief external fact about twentieth-century Islam is that almost
everywhere it has recovered its political self .,, Political power is
almost everywhere back in Muslim hands where there are Muslim people,
The years since the Second World War, and even before it, have recorded
the recession of western empire and the emergence, in Asia and Africa, of
Muslim states, independent and autonomous,
Islamic ideology is not now
an academic matter, as it may have been under Queen Victoria or the
Dutch,
Islam is back where it belongs - with Muslims, True, political
self-responsibility does not mean ecomomic autonomy,
But at least the
exile from the political self of Islam is at an end.'
What then are some of the dilemmas that they face in the 1990s - or the
1410s of the Muslim era?

1 , The unity of the Muslim world: Pan-1 si amism or the nation state?
For many centuries the caliphate, located in the capital of the Ottoman
Empire in Istanbul, represented an important focus of unity for the Sunni
Muslim world,
When it was abolished by Kemal Attaturk in 1924, Muslims
were faced with the question of how the unity of the umiuatii the 'people 1 of
Islam, should be expressed. Should it be through a single federation that
links together all the Muslim countries in the world?
Or should Islam
accept the existence of independent nation states as inevitable and as the
only realistic way of surviving in the modern world?
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Various organisations have been created to develop closer links between
Muslim countries - like the Organisation of Islamic Conference (QIC,
referred to in the Case Study on Nigeria, Part 1 ,5,
) - and the heads of
Muslim states meet from time to time, Those who go on pilgrimage to Mecca
have a powerful sense of the unity of the Muslim world. But the dilemma of
how to express the unity of Muslim peoples in political! terms, still
remains.

2. gtatehood and law: What is the most appropriate form of government for
Muslims?
There are at present approximately 49 Muslim majority states, which
together account for nearly 70% of the total number of Muslims in the
world, Some of these (like Egypt and Malaysia) would be 'Muslim states' in
the sense that while the majority are Muslims, the law of the county is
based on a combination of Islamic law and western law of some kind, Others
(like Saudi Arabia, Pakistan and the Sudan) are 'Islamic states', in the
sense that they attempt to base their law on Islamic law alone,
One of
the basic demands of the so-called 'fundamentalists' is that Muslims states
should reject western models entirely and be much more consistent in
returning to shari'ah law,
The fundamental question at stake, therefore, is; what form should an
Muslim/Islamic state take, and on what basis should it formulate its laws?
Who is to determine how the principles of Islam should be put into practice
in political terms?
Should it be the religious teachers, the experts in
Islamic jurisprudence, the democratically elected political leaders, or the
army?
The remaining 30% of Muslims in the world find themselves living as
minorities in non-Muslim countries (as in India, Europe and North America),
They often make requests or demands for greater freedom to follow Islamic
law in certain areas, eg in family law and in education, The basic dilemma
faced by Muslims living in this kind of secular state is summed up by Zaki
Badawi in this way;
'As we know the history of Islam as a faith is also the history of a
state and a community of believers living by Divine law,
The Muslims,
jurists and theologians, have always expounded Islam as both a Government
and a faith,
This reflects the historical fact that Muslims, from the
start, lived under their own law, Muslim theologians naturally produced
a theology with this in view - it is a theology of the majority, Being a
minority was not seriously considered or even contemplated.
The
theologians were divided in their attitude to the question of minority
status. Some declared that it should not take place; that is to say that
a Muslim is forbidden to live for any lengthy period under non-Muslim
rule,
Others suggested that a Muslim living under non-Muslim rule is
under no obligation to follow the law of Islam in matters of public law,
Neither of these two extremes is satisfactory, Throughout the history of
Islam some pockets of Muslims lived under the sway of non-Muslim rulers,
often without an alternative,
They nonetheless felt sufficiently
committed to their faith to attempt to regulate their lives in accordance
with its rules and regulations in so far as their circumstances
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permitted.
In other words, the practice nf the commumy rather than the
theories of the theologians provided a solution,
Nevertheless Muslim
theology offers, up to the present, no systematic formulation of the
status of being a minority. The question is being examined, It is hoped
that the matter will be brought into focus and that Muslim theologians
from all over the Muslim world will delve into thus thorny subject to
allay the conscience of the many Muslims living in the West and also to
chart a course for Islamic survival, even revival, in * secular society,
The political nature of Islam ensures that Muslims have to face up to these
questions, which are both political and theological at the same time.

3, Economics.1 is there a uniquely
questions of wealth and poverty?

Islamic

approach

to economics,

and

Muslims have been debating for decades whether capitalism or socialism is
closer to the spirit of Islam, and Muslims have often said that Islam
offers a via media between the extremes of both. Although communism is no
longer a valid option, certain aspects of communism (like the one-party
state) have some attraction for Muslims in certain countries,
The
philosophy of the Ba'ath Socialist Parties in Syria and Iraq, for example,
as been described as 'the largest dose of Marxism that the Muslm mind can
take',
One particular area in which Muslims have tried to be consistent in
f o11owing Islamic teac hing i s that o f bank ing,
The Qu r'an exp1i c i 11y
forbids the taking of usury (r_ib_aj in verses like these;
'Allah hath blighted usury and made almsgiving fruitful, Allah loveth not
the impious and guilty,,, 0 ye who believe! Observe your duty to Allah,
and give up what remaineth (due to you) from usury, if ye are (in truth)
believers,
And if ye do not, then be warned of war (against you) from
Allah and His messenger,
And if ye repent, then ye have your principal
(without interest). Wrong not, and ye shall not be wronged' (2:276-279;
cf3;130; 4;161; 30;39).
If the Qur'an forbids the charging or receiving of interest, how is a
modern bank to function? How are farmers and traders to raise the capital
to need to start a business? Some see the development of 'Islamic Banks'
in many countries as a bold attempt to obey Qur'an commands in the modern
world.
Others suspect that no economy can survive in the modern world
without capital generating interest, and that Islamic banks in practice
charge interest of a kind but simply call it by another name,
Some of these questions are particularly acute when we recognize the irony
in the uneven distribution of resources in the Muslim world,
The
wealthiest countries (like Saudi Arabia) have the fewest people, while the
poorest countries (like Bangladesh) have the largest populations and the
least resources.
Amir Taheri, an Iranian writer living in Paris, points
out the connection between economics and terrorism when he says, 'The
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Middle East'5 serious problem of terrorism in the 19/Os and 1980s is
directly, though not exclusively, linked with the climate of social tension
It is understandable, therefore, that
provoked by the rich-poor divide',
it is in the context of economic issues that Kenneth Cragg has to say, ',..
never before since the rise of their faith have Muslims had to reckon on so
many fronts with so vigorous a challenge to both creed and will',
4. Inte11ec tua1 c ha11enges:
truth?

how does

Islam respond to the questions of

Some of the most fundamental questions raised by western philosophy have
The basic
been in the area of the theory of knowledge (epistemology > .
How can we know that anything is
questions 'how can we know anything?
true? 1 have led on to further questions about the truth of the Bible and
the whole Christian revelation, The difficulty, however, that Muslim have
in responding to questions of this kind, is summed up in this way by
Wilfred Cantwell Smith;
'Muslims do not read the Qur'an and conclude that it is divine; rather,
they believe that it is divine, and then they read it,
'The Muslim world, also, is moving into what may possibly become a
profound crisis, too; in that it also is just beginning to ask this
question, instead of being content only with answering it, Young people
in Lahore and Cairo, labour leaders in Jakarta and Istanbul, are
beginning to ask their religious thinkers, and beginning to ask
themselves, "Is the Qur'an the word of God?" Answering this question has
been the business of the Muslim world for over thirteen centuries.
Asking it is a different matter altogether, haunting and ominous,'
One particularly provocative way in which questions about truth have been
raised in recent years was in Salman Rushdie's The Satanic Verses. Muslim
criticism of the book focussed largely on the mocking way in which the
Prophet is portrayed by a writer who was born and bred a Muslim, Another
major challenge of the book, however, is that it questions the very idea of
How, it asks, are we to know whether the revelations
divine revelation,
that came to Muhammad were from God or from Satan? How can we know there
Perhaps there was something prophetic about Cantwell
is a God anyway?
Smith's words, since the 'Rushdie Affair' has demonstrated that there is_
something 'haunting and ominous' about asking this kind of question in the
Muslim world,

5, Israel; Can Islam tolerate the Zionist state?
'A dagger in the heart' is how an Indian Muslim, Rafiq Zafcaria, sums up the
feelings of Muslims all over the world and of Arabs in particular over the
'It has involved thousands of ordinary Muslims', says
existence of Israel,
Kenneth cragg, 'in the sharpest of personal distresses',
But why is it
Arab world and
Middle Eastern
Ronald

that the existence of a small state near the heart of the
the Muslim world causes Muslims such pain, and leads some
leaders to describe their opposition to Israel in terms of
Nettler, an Israel Jew, explains how the establishment of
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Israel, corning so soon after western colonial instrusion in the Middle
East, was seen as 'the Ultimate Affront 1 to the Arab world;
'The Arabs reacted to Jewish aspirations and activities here with a sense
of bewilderment, outrage, shock and embitterment, because they regarded
Zionism from the beginning first as another manifestation of Western
domination and secondly, but even more importantly, as an attempt by Jews
to do something that was not legitimate; to seek political independence
and that in the midst of what the Arabs regard as their own territory.
This was for Islam and the Arabs the ultimate affront,
How could the
despised Jews, who had for centuries under Muslim rule been dhimmis and
thus living in their proper place, have had the nerve and the ability to
do something like this? This was to the Arab mind even more of a shock
than the earlier Christian influence in the area,
'For the Arabs had hardly begun to come to terms with the initial shock
of the Chrisitn displacement of Islam when they were dealt another blow,
by another minority which had no legitimate right to seek independence
for itself - a minority which, unlike the Christians, had not during
Islamic times expressed itself in a politically independent way,
The
Christians, after all, had possessed their empires for centuries - a
distasteful fact which Islam had been forced to swallow, sometimes after
a bitter struggle - while the Jews had all the time kept their proper
status as dh i mm i s, a people without power under both Christianity and
Islam,'
It needs to be said that not all Muslims feel in the same way about Israel,
and there is always a danger of creating stereotypes, But quite apart from
all the questions about human rights involved in the Arab-Israeli conflict,
one cannot escape the fact that there is an Islamic dimension to the
conflict which deeply affects the way Muslims all over the world feel about
the state of Israel,

6, Human rights
Most Muslim states, if not all, have signed the different international
agreements on human rights, like the UN Declaration of Human Rights, But
several of these countries, especially in the Middle East, have been
challenged both by outside observers and by their own nationals over their
record on human rights, It may be argued that the policies of governments
have more to do with the social and economic factors than with Islam, But,
as Amir Taheri points out, there is often a close connection between
religion and politics;
'Overall, the human rights situation in the Middle East showd a marked
deterioration in the 1980s compared with the preceding decade,
Part of
this was due to the Islamic Revolution in Iran and the GuH War, events
that frightened many states of the region and wrongly persuaded them that
concessions on human rights could lead to revolution,
Nevertheless, a
growing constituency for western-style human rights had, by 1983, become
a fact of life in most countries of the region.
Scores of private
groups, large and small, campaigned for human rights in Iran, Iraq,
Turkey, Egypt, Israel, Lebanon, Syria and the Gulf Emirates.
Tht^e
groups carried little political weight in 1988 and many of their leaders
were either in exile or frequently imprisoned. And yet they represented
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a potentially serious political force which few governments could afford
to ignore,
'The argument most often used by governments in their attempt to justify
the slow progress achieved on human rights is that the Middle East must
consider economic development as its top priority at least for the
The assumption that respect for human rights might
forseeable future,
somehow compromise a nation's economic development is general among the
governing elites in the region.'
We need to be careful not to get into the game of comparing the record of
But when changes are
countries whose situations are totally different.
made in the constitution or the law codes of a particular country in the
cause of Islamisation, the world is likely to take particular note of its
record on human rights,
7, The struggle between the 'fundamentalists' and the 'modernists': who
represents the true spirit of Islam and who is likely to have the upper
hand?
'Fundamentalism 1 in Islam is an extremely complex phenomenon, and the very
term itself (which comes out of a western, Christian context) needs to be
used with caution, Some would argue that the religion of Islam is likely
to be 'fundamentalist' by its very nature, since it is based on a
revelation given in the form of written Scripture, In attempting to define
and analyse 'Islamic Fundamentalism', it may be helpful to distinguish
three elements which are quite distinct, even though they come together in
many different contexts today;
(a) there is the demand to return to the shar i' a, and to make Islamic law
the basis for the law of the country;
(b) there is resistance to western imperialism in all
political, cultural, economic, religious and ideological;

its

forms

-

(c) there the strong call for a more just society in which there is a
fairer distribution of wealth,
The combination of these three elements in
poverty, injustice and a desire to resist
producing a new generation of younger Muslims
traditional Islamic teaching which appears too
with secularism, and with what they regard
government,

situations where there is
all foreign pressures is
who are disillusioned with
spiritual and other-worldly,
as corrupt and ineffective

If the fundamentalists are calling their countries 'back to the shari'a',
the liberlas are pleading for adaptation and flexibility in the practice of
Islam in the modern world, Rafiq Zakaria's book IbfcJo._tmgg.le within IsIam_Lthe Con f 1 i c t be tween Religion and F'o I i t i c s argues strongly against
fundamentalism of different kinds in contemporary Islam, and in favour of a
more liberal interpretation of the ideals of Islam, The struggle discussed
in the book is defined as 'the continuous fight between the holders of
power and theologians of all shades of opinion', and is seen as a struggle
that has been going on throughout every stage in the history of Islam;
'Islam is a simple religion; it requires of its followers only two things
- one, a belief in the unity of God and two, a belief in the prophethood
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of Muhammad.
Despite the pure and homogenous nature of the faith, the
history of Islam has been one of conflict, The first problem Islam faced
was the issue of the succession to the Prophet. From then on, Islam has
been riven by dissent - a result of the almost uninterrupted face-off
between Islamic rulers, who were usually secular and flexible in their
interpretation of the rules and practices of Islam and fundamentalist
theologians, jurists and ther followers, who insisted on a rigid
adherence to the Qur'an and the Sunna.'
Both sides are responding to the pressures of the non-Muslim world in
different ways; the 'fundamentalists' want to resist all non-Islamic
influences as forcefully as they can, while the 'liberals' want to be more
selective in what they accept and what they reject,
Only time will tell
which of the two tendencies will prove to be more powerful.

8, The struggle with the West: is conflict inevitable?
Ue have seen that while some reformers like Sayyid Ahmad Khan could not see
any fundamental conflict between Islam and the West, others like Hasan al
Banna have called on Muslims to resist and renounce all western influences
that have permeated the political, social and economic life of heir
countries, The potential for conflict between Islam and the West, and the
nature of this conflict, are explained in this way by Khurshid Ahmad;
'Muslims constitute one-fifth of the human race, around 900 - 1000
million in all part of the world.. ,
If they want to reconstruct their
soci-economic order according to the values of Islam, it is bound to come
into conflict with the international status quo,
So conflict is there,
And to that extent, I would like to invite rny western colleagues to
understand that Muslim criticism of Western civilization is not primarily
an exercise in political confrontation, The real competition would be at
the level of two cultures and civilisation, one based on Islamic values
and the other on the values of materialism and nationalism. Hao western
culture been based on Christianity, on morality, on faith, the language
and modus operand! of the contact and conflict would have been different,
But that is not the case, The choice is between the Divine Principle and
a secular materialist culture,
And there is no reason to believe that
this competition should be seen by all well-meaning human beings merely
in terms of the geo-politic boundaries of the West and the East, In fact
all those human beings who are concerned over the spiritual and moral
crisis of our times should heave a sigh of relief over Islamic
resurgence, and not be put off or scared by it,
He has some pointed things to say about the way the West responds to
Islamic resurgence;
'Once the nature of the conflict as taking place on the level of values
and culture is clarified, I want to underscore that there is a political
dimension to the situation that we must not ignore.
There is nothing
pathologically anti-western in the Muslim resurgence, It is neither pronor anti-West regarding the political relationship between Western
countries and the Muslim world, despite the loathsome legacy of
colonialism which has the potential to mar these relationships, If China
and the United States and Russia and India can have friendly relations
without sharing common culture and politico-economic system, why not the
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West and the Muslim world,
ClUJlL-ilsaafiil^
this phenomenon of Islamic...JnesurafiDC£_aDjl-Man.ts.....tQ corns to terms...w.Ltli_lJL,
If in the Muslim mind and the Muslim viewpoint, Western powers remain
associated with efforts to perpetuate the Western model in Muslim
society, keeping Muslims tied to the system of Western domination at
national and international levels and thus destabilizing Muslim culture
and society directly or indirectly, then, of course, the tension will
increase,
Differences are bound to multiply.
And if things are not
resolved peacefully through dialogue and understanding, through respect
for each other's rights and genuine concerns, they are destined to be
resolved otherwise.
But if, on the other hand, we can acknowledge and
accept that this world is a pluralist world, that Western culture can coexist with other cultures and civilisations without expecting to dominate
over them, that others need not necessarily be looked upon as enemies or
foes but as potential friends, then there is a genuine possibility that
we can learn to live with our differences. If we are prepared to follow
this approach, then we would be able to discover many a common ground and
many a common challenge.
Otherwse, I am afraid we are heading for hard
times,'

9. The mission of Islam; is Islam still a missionary faith?
Zaki Badawi states without compromise the universal claims of a religion
that seeks to win the world;
'Islam is a universal religion,
It aims at bringing its message to all
corners of the earth,
It hopes that one day the whole of humanity will
be one Muslim community, the 'Urnma.'
Is Islam, therefore, poised to fill the vacuum created by the decline of
Christianity and the demise of Communism? Can Islam hope to capture the
hearts and minds of secular-minded westerners in large numbers? And if so,
what differences will they want to see in the way society is organised?
At this point we are inevitably reminded of all that is involved in the
meeting of 'cross' and 'crescent', since we are talking here about two
religions that are b_g_iti. missionary by nature,
What happens then in
meeting of 'cross' and
'crescent'?
Are we to expect nothing
competition, confrontation and conflict?

Part 3 opens up some of the major issues which Muslims and Christians have
been debating for centuries, and suggests ways of breaking through the
conflicts,

12. WOMEN IN.ISLAM

Muslims often argue that Islam has liberated women, giving them a dignity
that no other religion has given them, Christians, on the other hand, have
often been critical of the treatment of women in Islam,
If one side has
used this issue to commend Islam and the other has used it to attack.. Islam,
might it not seem wiser to leave such a sensitive and controversial issue
completely alone?
There are three reasons why it may be appropriate at least to open up the
subject;
(1) The family plays such an important role in Islam that it is impossible
to understand Muslim culture without understanding something of the place
of women in Islam,
(2) A study of the role of women in Islam leads us straight into several
subjects which are crucial for our understanding of the nature of Islam;
eg, the place of the Qur'an, the traditions about the Prophet, and Islamic
law (shari'a).
If we can understand how Muslims think about this crucial
subject, we should be able to appreciate more of their total world-view,
(3) Tackling this subject should make us aware of some of the pitfalls in
any comparison of Christianity and Islam,
There are three in particular
which we need to avoid; a, comparing what we think is the worst in Islam
with the best in Christianity;
b. criticising Islam for the faults and
weaknesses in individual Muslims, without recognizing that Christians in
the past have often been guilty of exactly the same things) c, judging
Muslims in the past by our own moral standards, which for many of us are
simply those of the western world in the late 20th century,
The material in this chapter, therefore, is not intended to be used as
ammunition for scoring points against an adversary, Our task is to try to
understand rather than to judge, and to enter with as much sympathy or
empathy as possible into a culture which is very different from our own,

12,1

The teaching of the Qur'an about women and marriage

The following are the main points in the teaching of
references in brackets to some of the relevant verses;

the Qur'an,

with

- Men and women were created equal in the sight of God <4;1).
- God has created all living beings in pairs, male and female, and marriage
is ordained by God (51;49; 30;20-21; 42:11),
- God will reward both men and women in Paradise (3;195; 16;97>,
- Men are commanded to treat women kindly (4;19),
- Passages which appear to teach that women are inferior to men because
'men are a degree above them 1 are generally interpreted to mean that
husbands are responsible for leadership of the family and for maintaining
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wives are to be obedient and chaste, and can be beaten if
their wives;
they are disobedient (4;34; 2;228)
- Women should dress modestly and draw their cloak or veil round them when
they go outside; but there is no suggestion that they should be completely
vei1ed (33;59; 24;30-31).
- Men may marry up to four wives, provided they treat them all fairly and
equally (4;3). This permission was given after the Battle of Uhud, when 70
Muslim men were killed, and is therefore seen as a way of caring for widows
and unmarried women in any community where there are not enough men. Some
interpreters today believe that since it is virtually irnposssible for a
husband to deal absolutely fairly with more than one wife, the passage
should be interpreted to mean that polygamy is not encouraged, or is
actually proscribed,
- This same verse which allows up to four wives also teaches that a Muslim
may have any number of slave-concubines in addition to the four legal wives
C 4; 3).
- Muslim men may marry Jewish or Christian wives (5;5), but may not marry
pagan women who are not from any other religion (2;221),
- Intercourse is not allowed during menstruation (.2;222); women are to be
regarded as 'tilth for you (to cultivate)' or 'a field of tillage' (2;223),
- Adultery is to be punished severely (4;IS-13; 17;32; 24;2-5),
- Divorce is permitted (60;1-2, 226-242; 60;1-2; 65;1-2), but only after an
It would seem that no
attempt has been made at reconciliation (4;35),
provision is made in these verses for a wife to divorce her husband,
- A person's estate is to be divided among his or her relatives after death
(2;177), A husband is to receive a half of his wife's estate, while a wife
should receive a quarter of her husband's estate (4;7-12),

12.2

The life of Muhammad

These are some of the sayings of the prophet which have been recorded in
Muslim tradition, and which are therefore given considerable authority by
Mus1i ms;
- 'Paradise lies at the feet of your mothers',
- 'The best among you is the one who is the best towards his wife',
- '0 people, your wives have certain rights over you and you have certain
rights over them, Treat them well and be kind to them, for they are your
partners and committed helpers,'
The following are the basic facts about the wives of Muhammad which are
based on authoritative traditions and are accepted by all Muslims;
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- At the age of 25 Muhammad married Khadijah, who was 40 years old at the
time, and had been widowed twice. She was his only wife for 25 years, and
bore all Muhammad's children except one. She died at the age of 65.
- At the age of 50 Muhammad married Sawclah, whose husband had emigrated to
Abyssinia to escape persecution and then died there.
- In the same year he proposed to Aishah, who was 7 years old, the daughter
of his companion Abu Bakr.
The marriage was not consummated until after
the Hijra in 622 AD, and she became his favourite wife, For the next six
years, until he reached the age of 56, Muhammad had only these two wives,
Sawdah and Aishah.
- Between the age of 56 and 60 Muhammad contracted 3 marriages to the
following women;
Hafsah, daughter of Umar, a widow whose husband had been killed in
battle.
Umm Salamah, and Zaynab bint Khuzaymah, who died after 3 months.
Juwayriyah, whose husband had been killed by the Muslims in an atack on
the tribe of Banu Khuza'ah,
Zaynab bint Jahsh, a cousin of Muhammad, who had been the wife of his
adopted son Zaid,
Muhammad claimed he had received & special
revelation permitting him to marry her, which is recorded in the
Qur'an (33;37 >.
Mariyah, a Coptic (Egyptian) slave girl, who bore Muhammad's only son,
Ibrahim, who died after 18 months,
Umm Habibah, daughter of Abu Sufyan
Safiyah, a Jewish widow, whose father, husband and brothers were killed
by the Muslims in their attack on the fortress of Khaibar.
Maymunah, a widow,
If these are the basic facts, how are they to be interpreted? Here are
four different interpretations, the first two by well-known orientalists,
the third by a contemporary Christian apologist, and the fourth by a
British Muslim writer.
Alfred Guillaume writing in his book Is1am (published in 1954) expresses
views that have often been expressed by western orientalists;
'The Qur'an has more to say on the position of women than on any other
social question,
The guiding note is sounded in the words, "Women are
your tillage", and the word for marriage is that used for the sexual act.
The primary object of marriage is the propagation of children, and partly
for this and partly for other reasons a man is allowed four- wives at a
time and an unlimited number of concubines,
However, it is laid down
that wives are to be treated with kindness and strict impartiality; if a
man cannot treat all alike he should keep to one. The husband pays the
woman a dowry at the time of marriage, and the money or property so
allotted remains her own. The husband may divorce his wife at any time,
but he cannot take her back until she has remarried and been divorced by
a second husband, A woman cannot sue for divorce on any grounds, and her
husband may beat her,
In this matter of the status of women lies the
greatest difference between the Muslim and the Christian world ,,. To a
Muslim who takes his stand on the law of Islam, the gulf i= unbridgeable,
but in actual practice in the civilized communities of the Muslim world a
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more liberal view of women's place in society is gradually corning to the
fore,'
W .Montgomery Watt writes about the accusation that Muhammad's marriage to
Zaynab bint Jahsh was to satisfy his own lust and that it was an incestuous
marriage because she had been married to Muhammad's adopted son;
'About the bare facts there is no dispute, but it is not so clear that
the facts justify the allegations ,,, Was the marriage with Zaynab a
yielding to sexual desire or a mainly political act in which an
undesirable practice of "adoption" belonging to a lower moral level was
ended? Sufficient has been said ,,. about the interpretation of these
events to show that the case against Muhammad is much weaker than is
sometimes thought,
'The discussions of these allegations, however, raise a fundamental
question.
How are we to judge Muhammad? By the standards of his own
time and country?
Or by those of the most enlightened opinion in the
West today? When the sources are closely scrutinized, it is clear that
those of Muhammad's actions which are disapproved by the modern West were
not the object of the moral criticism of his contemporaries,
They
criticized some of has acts, but their motives were superstitious
prejudice or fear of the consequences,,,
'The marriage with Zaynab seemed incestuous, but this conception of
incest was bound up with the old practices belonging to a lower,
communalistic level of familial institutions where a child's paternity
was not definitely known; and this lower level was in process of being
eliminated by Islam,
'From the standpoint of Muhammad's time, then, the allegations of
treachery and sensuality cannot be maintained,
His contemporaries did
not find him morally defective in any way. On the contrary, some of the
acts criticized by the modern Westerner show that Muhammad's standards
were higher than those of his time, In his day and generation he was a
social reformer, even a reformer in the sphere of morals, He created a
new system of social security and a new family structure, both of which
were a vast improvement on what went before, By taking what was best in
the morality of the nomad and adapting it for settled communities, he
established a religious and social framework for the life of many races
of men. That is not the work of a traitor or "and old lecher",'
John Gilchrist comments on the fact that A'isha, Muhammad's favourite wife,
is known from authoritative traditions to have been jealous about
Muhammad's other wives;
'Ayishah's frustrations and jealousies are the best proof that Muhammad
could not treat his wives equally - if for no other reason that he did
not regard her with the same total, undivided affection that she regarded
him,
She may have been his favourite wife but her grievances clearly
were motivated, perhaps only sub-consciously, by the fact that she was
not his gjoly_wife, Paradoxically, the fact that Muhammad singled her out
as his favourite wife is further proof that he did not treat his wives
equally,
There is more than enough evidence in Muhammad's own marital
affairs to prove that polygamy cannot ultimately be reconciled with God's
perfect purpose for human marriage,
It is no wonder that the perfect
revelation of his will through the Gospel of his Son simultaneously
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outlawed polygamy.
Muhammad enjoyed a twenty-five year marriage with
Khadijah which was, in all respects, unimpeachable,
Unfortunately the
same cannot be said for his many marriages at Medina and one can only
sympathise with the young Ayishah who obviously regretted that she could
not enjoy the same undivided devotion from her husband that she willingly
offered to him,'
Gai Eaton explains how Muslims understand polygamy today and the traditions
coneerning Muhammad's marr iages;
'Ocidentals usually find polygamy, not least in this particular case,
either shocking or slightly comic,
That is their business and need not
concern the Muslim unless, in a moment of weakness or of imbecility, he
thinks himself under an obligation to justify the Prophet in accordance
with the criteria of a different religious dispensation and a different
culture,
There are strengths and virtues in a polygamous marriage as
there are in a monogamous one, and it was Muhammad's destiny to
demonstrate both in their perfection; but there is one aspect of the
matter which cannot be passed over.
'The fact that divine revelation - the Qur'an iteslf - came, as it ware,
to Muhammad's assistance in certain difficulties connected with his
marriages has been taken by some orientalists to cast doubt upon the
authenticity of the revelation as such (assuming that they were ever
prepared to consider the possibility of its authenticity). How could God
have intervened to satisfy his desire to marry Zaynab?
Here one
imniediatley detects a bias rooted in the Christian doctrine of original
sin and in the Christian tendency to see an aboslute opposition between
the spiritual and the natural, This may be appropriate in the context of
Christianity, but it has nothing to do with Islam, the religion of
tawhid. The Muslim sees no necessary contradiction between the wishes of
heaven and the needs of earth; on the contrary, he believes that they are
well matched,
The Prophet's needs as a man were willed by heaven and
their satisfaction was therefore in accordance with a certain primordial
harmony which, in spite of appearances, is never irrevocably breached,
It should hardly be necessary to add that what applies to a being at the
summit of humankind does not always apply to lesser mortals,
'Having said that there is nothing "comic" about polygamy, it must be
allowed that every family has its comedies and that Muhammad's household
was no exception,
In accordance with the Quranic injunction, he treated
his wives equally in all material matters and in matters of justice, he
divided his nights fairly between them and he drew lots to determine who
should accompany him on his campaigns; but, as he himself said, a man's
affections are outside his control and his particular fondness for A'isha
was common knowledge,
Jealousy was inevitable, and he tended to make
light of it, Once he came into a room where his wives and other members
of the family were assembled bearing in his hand an onyx necklace, which
had just been presented to him.
Holding it up, he said; "I shall give
this to her whom I love best of all!"
He allowed a pause while they
whispered together, sure that he would give it to "the daughter of Abu
Bakr",
When he had left them long enough in suspense, he called his
little granddaughter to him and clasped it round her neck,
'"If the revelation comes to me when I am under the coverlet of a woman",
he said once, "it is only when I am with A'isha," She herself, as was
mentioned previously was not without a streak of jealousy, He asked her
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once, ha If-teas ing, if she would not like to die before him so that he
could bury her and pray at her funeral.
"I should like that well
enough," she said, "if I did not think that on returning from my funeral
you would console yourself with another woman,"
His companions were
often astonisehd by the freedom of speech in the household,
'Umar on a
certain occasion reproached his wife for daring to answer back,
"You
astonish me!" she said; "You do not want me to say a word to you, yet
your daughter does riot desitate to reply to the Messenger of Allah,"
"She shall be well punished," said 'Umar, and he hastened to Hafsa's
apartment, "By Allah, yes," she said, "We answer him back!" Nonplussed,
'Umar could only growl, "I warn you against the punishment of Allah and
the wrath of His Prophet."
'The tense and delicate balance between the glory of Muhammad's
prophethood, his closeness to God and his visionary gifts, the Herculean
tasks he undertook and accomplished in the world, and the warmth and
livliness of his household is at the heart of the Muslim view of life; if
this is understood, Islam is understood,'

12,3 Islamic law
Since the Qur'an does not contain a complete system of law, the Muslim
community had to develop its laws gradually after the death of Muhammad,
using the Qur'an and the traditions about the Prophet as their starting
point, It was in the period between about 850 and 950 AD that the shari'ah
came to be codified and developed into a complete and all-embracing system
of law,
During this time the four main schools of law emerged, each of
them placing different emphasis on the four main Islamic sources of
author i ty (see 2,6),
These were the basic provisions contained in the shari'ah:
- A man may marry up to four wives.
- The husband has to pay a dowry to his wife at the time of the wedding.
The first part of the dowry consists of jewelry and/or cash which are spent
on the bride's trousseau or on household furnishings,
The second part is
payable in cash or in kind in case of divorce,
- The testimony of two women is equivalent to the testimony of one man,
- Temporary marriage (mut'a) was marriage for a limited period (varying
from a few days to many years), which involved the payment of s dowry,
however small, The custom had probably been a pre-Islamic custom in Arabia
which was given legal sanction by the Qur'an (4:24) and the traditions of
the Prophet, It became a common practice in Shi'i Islam, mainly in Persia,
Later opinion was divided, with some regarding it as little more than
legalized prostitution,
- Women can own property.
Wives have a right to their own earnings, and
they can give away their property and earnings as they wish, A woman has a
right to a proportion of the inheritance of her dead father, husband or
childless brother, but only half of the share of other male relatives,
since men have greater financial responsibilities,
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- A Muslim man should marry a Muslim woman,
A Muslim man may in some cases marry a Jewish or Christian woman.
A Muslim woman, however, is not allowed to marry a non-Muslim man,
- Divorce C±alaa> is allowed on the grounds of incompatibility, cruelty,
injustice, prolongued absence, adultery, insanity, and incurable cocontagious diseases, Although in the past Muslim women have not generally
been allowed to divorce their husbands, it is now allowed in many Muslim
countries, There are strict rules to ascertain the paternity of a child in
cases were a divorced wife is pregnant,
- Abortion is strictly forbidden,
In Tunisia, however,
it is legally
possible, and in many other countries is practised clandestinely,

12.4 The role of women in the history of Islam
Many examples can be given of women who have played a significant role in
the history of Islam. A'isna, one of the Prophet's wives, is the source of
a large number of traditions about the life of the Prophet,
During the
Battle of the Camel she took up arms against Ali,
One of the Prophet's
granddaughters, Sayyida Zainab (d 684) has been venerated as a saint for
many centuries, and her tomb in Cairo is still an important shrine today.
Rabi'a of Basra (d 802) was one of the earliest and best known of the Sufi
saints.
She is specially remembered for her prayer; '0 my Lord, if I
worship Thee from hope of Paradise, exclude me thence, but if I worship
Thee for Thine own sake then withhold not from me Thine eternal Beauty'.
Many women after her played an important part in the Sufi movement, and
women have been as deeply influenced by the movement as men,
Princess
Radiyah ruled in Delhi for four years from 1236 AD until she was supplanted
by one of her brothers,
In this century women have played prominent roles in many Muslim countries..
Halide Edib Adivar. for example, was active in public life in Turkey as a
teacher, journalist and author from the early 1900s until her death in
1964, Begum Ra'ana, the wife of the first Prime Minister of Pakistan, was
ambassador to the United Nations, and in 1979 gained a Human Rights award
from the UN.
Benazir Bhutti in 193 became the first woman to be Prime
Minister of a Muslim country. Several women from France and North Africa
have competed for their countries in the Olympic Games.

'2.5 Muslim expectations concerning women and marriage
We need here to attempt to distinguish between those expectations which are
clearly linked with Islamic teaching and those which have more to do with
the cultural context of particular countries.
(a) Expectations which are influenced largely by Islamic beliefs;
- There is a strong feeling among Muslims that men are expected to get
married.
There is a popular saying that 'marriage is "half of religion"
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(ie the religion of Islam)',
idea of life-long celibacy,

Muslim men find it hard to understand the

- Women often see 'salvation' in marriage and having children,
- Muslims place a strong emphasis on the role of women in the home, and
especially in caring for children, Women are very much involved in all the
festivals, for example, in preparing special meals to be eaten during the
night in Ramadan, cooking special dishes for Id al Fitr, buying new clothes
and gifts etc ,
- Marriages are generally arranged by the parents, It is becoming more and
more common, however, for the boy or girl to accept or reject their
parents' choice,
- Muslims, even those living in the West, tend to disapprove of the mixing
of the sexes after puberty. They prefer their children to go to single sex
schools, and disapprove of the children having boyfriends or girlfriends,
- If Muslim women go to the mosque to say their prayers, they must pray in
the special room or gallery provided for them, since their voice must not
be heard above a men's voices,
In many cases, however, women are
encouraged to pray at home, Friday prayers are optional for women, Since
it is thought that menstruation makes women unclean, they are not allowed
to go to the mosque during their monthly period,
- The concept of izzat , meaning 'honour ' (.from the Arabic word izza. meaning
honour, self-respect or reputation.) is very strong, particularly in Incli^
and Pakistan, This means, for example, that if a girl is known to have had
any sexual relationships before marriage, the family are bound to punish
her severely in order to maintain the honour of the family. Every member
of the family is obliged to defend the honour and reputation of the whole
f am i 1 y .
- In some Muslim communities there may be a low view of women which has
more to do with local culture and tradition than with Islam.
In Pakistan,
for example, there is a popular sayings among women, "Whereas out of every
thousand men only one will go to hell, yet out of every thousand women,
only one will be found in heaven" It should be recognized, however, that
this kind of sentiment is not based on the Quran or on genuine Muslim
tradition,
- Many Muslim women wear the veil. In Arabic it is known as hi.lab, in Iran
ss chador . and is a veil which covers the head, but not the face. In India
and Pakistan it is known as burqa . a garment which covers the whole body,
Since the Qur'an does not demand that the women should be completely
covered in public, it sems that the complete veiling of women practised in
many countries reflects traditions in very conservative societies more than
the teaching of Islam,
Some Muslim women today may therefore be more
restricted than Muslim women were at the time of Muhammad,
~ purdah (a Persian word meaning curtain or veil) is the word used (mainly
on the Indian subcontinent) to refer to the seclusion of women.
When
Muslim women observe the custom, it means that from the age of puberty they
mix only with near relatives and women friends, and must we=.r the veil or
the b_ujr_q.a-. i n Putl lie,
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(b) Expectations concerning women which are influenced
cultural factors and by 'Folk Islam' or 'Village Islam';

more

by

local

- Family planning.
Although family planning has been supported by the
governments of a large number of Muslim countries, there is still
considerable resistance to the practice among many Muslims, Their feeling
is that since children are a gift from God, God must be able and willing to
provide for them,
Vivienne Stacey explains popular thinking in countres
like Pakistan;
"Ignorance and fear make some slow to adopt family planning techniques,
Sometimes one spouse is willing and the other is not, Religious advisors
- pirs and marabouts - are often against such devices which would reduce
the number of Muslims.., Reinforcing these hindrances to family planning
is the great fear of Muslim parents that they will not have enough sons,
How often a wife is in distress because she has not produced a child,
The wife who produces only girls will also seek religious help as well as
perhaps medical help.
If she has a son she will want more sons in case
the child dies as it may easily do, So a woman's importance in society
in general is estimated by her ability to produce sons.
This is an
inequality between the sexes which the laws of a country and the efforts
of family planning associations can do little about," (34-5)
- Expectations of a young bride.
Vivienne Stacey quotes the following
account written by a midwife working in a rural area in Afghanistan,
Although some aspects of this description do not apply outside this
situation, some of them do apply in similar situations in other parts of
the Mus1im wor1d,
'As the bride settles into life with her husband's family, she will be
guarded from evil influences from the day of her marriage - by charms on
her person or pinned up in the house, The Qur'an wrapped carefully and
put on a special shelf just above the door, is a guard against any evil
influence entering their new home.
Her mother-in-law will watch the
bride carefully, even deciding what food she is to eat. The bride does
very little in the household until her first child is born, If as the
months pass no sign of pregnancy appears, she will be taken to the local
"midwife" who may give advice on special herbal potions to drink,
If
this is not effective, she will visit the local "holy man", Some verses
of the Qur'an will be chanted and blown on her, or a charm given her to
be worm on her person - a small metal box sewn into cloth, holding pieces
of paper on which verses from the Qur'an have been written.
As a last
resort she will visit a local shrine, walking round it a certain number
of times, picking up stones and putting them to her forehead, or even
kissing the shrine, Afterwards a piece of cloth is tied near the shrine
or a nail hammered into a nearby tree .., The childless wife is a sad
person who constantly fears the threat of another wife coming into the
home, The stigma of having no children is strong, Other women may feel
she is judged of God, or has the "evil eye" ..,, Fear surrounds her, she
is thought to be more vulnerable to evil influences and therefore is
protected from certain situations - meeting strangers, walking near
graveyards, and having contact with anyone who might have the "evil eye".
Because they believe that .1 i nn
(evil
spirits)
can
listen to
conversations, very little is said about the pregnancy, and vei-y little
preparation is made for the baby; a small bundle of clothes may be laid
ready for the delivery, but that is all,
If any problems come during
pregnancy she goes through the same process as before - visiting the
local old women for herbal remedies, the holy man, and finally the
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shrine, Strong beliefs are held about certain foods, and some kinds may
be avoided during pregnancy ,.,
'Very soon after the birth the [auLLati (local religious leader from the
mosque' will come to the house to shout the creed of Islam in the baby's
ear,
The baby's name is chosen either by the male members of the
household, or by the mullah,
Nobody compliments the baby in case evil
spirits are listening, and if someone does say anything positive it is
prefixed by "in the name of Sod" <.b' ismi 11ah) as a protection, The baby
is never left alone, Mother and baby clo not go out for forty days,
At
the end of forty days the new mother may celebrate with her women
fr iends,'
(c) Expectations which are influenced by life in the modern world, eg by
urbanisation and the media,
Tunisia is an example of a country which has for some years had a vigorous
programme of public teaching on the value of family planning, As a result
it has become more widely accepted, In many Muslim counries, especially in
North Africa, more women have been going out to work,
They therefore
acquire greater independence and come less under the control of their
mother-in-law,

2.6 Law Reform in the 20th century

1 ) Modern law codes
Vivienne Stacey describes the problems Muslims have had to face in making
the traditional shari'a law relevant and applicable in different situation
in modern times;
"Traditionalists and modernists in Islam are never so divided as on i-ne
question of the position and rights of women. New laws relating to the
position of women have been introduced in many Muslim lands, Reform laws
have often been linked to a new way of interpreting the Qur'an, How can
a divine law be amended? In adapting and interpreting Qur'anic teaching
for the modern world four principles can be observed,
First, a
procedural device by which the reformers did not change the divine law
but gave orders that it was not to be applied,
The courts in certain
circumstances were not to hear a case,
Secondly, laws were formulated
partly from one school of law and parly from another or from several,
Thirdly, a new use of consensus i j...ima' a) has developed which involves a
going back to the original sources and making fresh deductions,,,
Finally, administrative orders based on one or the three principles
described above sometimes with something added which is not contrary or
repugnant to Islam has made possible the adoption of reforms even in
Islamic states." (pp24-25)
Turkey was the first Muslim country to bring in a Family Law in 1917,
In
Egypt a series of laws were passed between 1920 - 1929, and in 1943 a new
Law of Inheritance was passed, Similar laws were passed in Jordan in 1951,
and in Syria in 1953,
In 1979 amendments to the 1929 personal status law
were passed, giving women better rights in divorce and for alimony and
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child custody, Tunisia made polygamy illegal in 1956, and in 1959 made all
sex discrimination illegal,
Amir Taheri describes some of the obstacles to the reform of laws relating
to the status of women in countries of the Middle East;
'The 1980s could be described as a period of retreat for those who
supported the cause of legal equality and more individual liberties for
women,
Under pressure from Islamic fundamentalists most Middle Eastern
governments have either postposed or cancelled earlier policies in favour
of more rights for women,'
2) The Feminist Movement in Islam
Abdur Rahrnan I, Doi, an Indian Muslim now teaching in Malaysia after manyyears' experience in Nigeria, traces the feminist movement in the Muslim
world back to the 19th Century, when 'the Christian West had almost
dominated the Muslim world', Reforms initiated by rulers like Muhammad Ali
and Isma'il Pasha were intended to enable Egyptians to attain the same
cultural level as Europeans, and therefore forced Egyptians to abandon
their traditional Islamic way of life.
Reformers like Jamal ad-Din alAfghani, Muhammad Abduh and Qasim Amin pressed, for example, for bettereducation for girls and women, and spoke against the practice of polygamy.
In 1919 the leadership of the movement passed to Huda Sha'rawi (1873 1947), the chairperson of the Women's Executive of a major political party
in Egypt. In that year she led a demonstration of veiled women to support
Egyptian nationalism,
In 1923 she led an Egyptian delegation to the
meeting of an International Alliance for Women in Rome, and threw her veil
into the sea as she disembarked from the ship on her return to Egypt,
Through the growing influence of the movement a new Marriage and Divorce
Law was passed in 1928,
The feminist case, however, has been argued strongly in recent years by a
growing number of Muslim women who have tried to understand the culture of
both the Muslim world and the Western world, Fatna Sabah, for example, a
North African sociologist, is critical of the record of traditional Islam
over its attitudes to women. This is how she explains 'the ideal of femalebeauty in Islam';
'The ideal of female beauty in Islam is obedience, silence and
immobility, that is inertia and passivity,
These are far from being
trivial characteristics, nor are they limited to women,
In fact, these
three attributes of female beauty are the three qualities of the believer
vis-a-vis his God,
The believer must dedicate his life to obeying and
worshipping God and abiding by his will,,,
'In the sacred universe, the believer is fashioned in the image of woman,
deprived of speech and will and committed to obedience to another (God),
the female condition and the male condition are not different in the end
to which they are directed, but in the pole around which they orbit, the
lives of beings of the female sex revolve around the will of believer? of
the male sex, And in both cases the human element, in terms of multiple,
unforseeable potentialities, must be liquidated in order to bring about
the triumph of the sacred, the triumph of the divine, non-human,'
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Using Sabah's analysis, Fatima Mernissi, a sociologist working at the
Research Institute of the University of Rabat in Morocco, tries to explain
why some recent feminist thinking represents such a threat to traditional
ways of thinking in Islam;
'What happens when a woman disobeys her husband,
who is the
representative and embodiment of sacred authority, and of the Islamic
hierarchy? A danger bell rings in the mind, for when one element of the
whole structure of polarities is threatened, the entire system IE
threatened.
A woman who rebels against her husband, for instance, is
also rebelling against the umrna. against reason, order and, indeed, God,
The rebellion of woman is linked to individualism, not community Cumioa.),'
passion, not reason; disorder, not order; lawlessness (f i tna). not
law...'
This is how she explains the dilemma facing many Muslim women in the modern
world;
'In the struggle for survival in the Muslim world today, the Muslim
community finds itself squeezed between individualistic, innovative
western capitalism on the one hand, and individualistic, rebellious
political oppositions within, among which the most symbolically "loaded"
is that of rebellious women,
The common denominator between capitalism
and new models of femininity is individualism and self-affirmation.
Initiative is power, Women are claiming power - corroding and ultimately
destroying the foundation of Muslim hierarchy; whence the violence of the
reaction and the rigidity of the response,
Femininity as a symbol of
surrender has to be resisted violently if women intend to change ite
meaning into energy, initiative and creative criticism,
Christian readers will have to recognise the uncanny parallel with the
tensions among Christian over traditional responses to feminism!
3) Islamisation and the demand for a return to the shari'a
In several countries groups of Muslims are calling for their governments to
adopt a new legal code which is based on the shari 'a rather than on any
western law codes.
Abdur Rahman I. Doi expresses the feeling of many that Muslims have
absorbed too much from the West in their attitudes to women, and need to
recover a more traditionally Islamic approach;
'During the days of European colonialism and the scramble to take over
the Muslim world, the influence of feminism spread into Muslim countries,
The first victims of the glittering Western way of life were the Muslim
rulers of various Muslim countries, In the days of the political decline
of Islam, they were made to believe that the Muslim world was lagging
behind because of the "maltreatment and slavery of women"...
'Without any disrespect for Shaykh Jarnal ad-Din al-Afghani and his pupil,
Shaykh Muhammad Abduh, I would like to appeal to Muslim scholars the
world over to re-examine the role they played in this most difficult
period of Islamic history when the Christian West had almost dominated
the Muslim world,
I have a feeling that perhaps they went too far in
proposing reforms in the Shan'ah, Perhaps with the best of intention?,
they proposed so-called "reforms" in the matter of Shari'a and galloped
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on the unbridled horse of reason and imagination, giving fatawa (juristic
opinions) which did great damage which they did not live long enough to
see, . .
'Many of my Egyptian friends will not be happy to read that not only did
Egypt shelve, and to a great extent discard, the Islamic system of values
as taught by the Qur'an and the Sunnah by adopting Western culture and
the Western way of life, but it also exported it to other Arab and Muslim
countries,
Walking in the streets of many cities in Egypt, one feels
that one is in Europe,,,'
It must not be thought, howver, that a return to the requirements of
shari'a necessarily means putting the clock back and keeping women isolated
in the modern world.
Muslim women who wear the veil can be highly
educated, working women, There is nothing strange in many countries about
seeing a professional woman wearing a veil and working at her computer,
Hinde Taarji, a Moroccoan journalist, wrote a book in 1991 entitled l_£S.
Voilees de 1'Islam, in which she recorded the results of interviews with
women throughout the Arab world who had decided to wear the veil (hi.iab) .
These are some of the reasons given for wearing the veil;
- It can liberate women by helping them to escape from masculine aggression
in public and encouraging men to respect them,
The veil will not
necessarily destroy the emancipation of Muslim women,
- It is a sign of total commitment to Islam, and provides the security and
stability of a familiar code in a changing society,
- It has little or nothing to do with a desire to remain
home, since many who wear the veil want to go out to work,

secluded in the

- It indicates to men that Muslim women can have their own interpretation
of Islam, in spite of the fact that men have traditionally been the
guardians of orthodox Islamic teaching,
These veiled women are 'entering
the centre of Islam 1 - with the approval of men,

Throughout this chapter Christian readers will inevitably have been making
comparisons with the place of women in Christianity,
Are there any firm
conclusions that we can draw from such comparisons?
In the first place, we need to be careful when we speak about 'the teaching
of the Bible' with regard to women and marriage,
The early chapters of
Genesis speak about origins, and describe the marriage of one man and one
woman as something instituted by God since the beginning (Sen 2;18-24),
Sadly, however, there are many examples in the rest of the OT of great
characters, like Abraham, David and Solomon, who did not always live up to
the ideal described in Genesis, Was it that they didn't know that monogamy
was God's ideal for the human race, or that God was allowing the Jewish
people to learn the hard way, through experience?
When we come to
the teaching of
of love between
between husband

the NT, Jesus bases his teaching about marriage squarely on
Genesis (Mark 10:1-12), whereas Paul sees the relationship
Christ and his Church as the pattern of the relationship
and wive in marriage (Eph 5;22-33). While we may find it
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difficult to explain some of the behaviour described in the Bible, most of
us would feel that when we take the whole of the Bible's teaching, there
are significant differences between Biblical and Qur'anic teaching about
marriage,
We need to resist the temptation, however, to exaggerate these differences
or to compare the best in our own tradition with the worst in the other.
Ue also need to be extremely careful about our motives in making the
comparisons or speaking about the differences with Muslims,
Although we may believe that the Christian faith provides a better basis
for the dignity of women than any other faith, we need to admit that the
Christian Church has not always had a very good record over its attitudes
to women,
We may be able to explain this to ourselves by saying that at
certain periods Christians cannot have been fully aware of the distinctive
Christian teaching, or that they were more influenced by their culture than
by the Gospel,
Our problem often is, however, that Muslims do not
generally find it easy to distinguish between Christian teaching and
Christian practice..
This, for example, is how one Muslim in Britain today thinks of the record
of Christianity over women;
"In France in 587CE, a meeting was held to study the status of women and
to determine whether a woman could truly be considered a human being or
not!
Henry VIII in England forbade the reading of the Bible by women,
and throughout the middle ages, the Catholic Church treated women as
second class citizens, In the Universities of Cambridge and Oxford, male
and female students were not given the same rights until 1964,
Before
1850, women were not counted as citizens in England, and English women
had no personal rights until 1882,
"If we keep this picture in mind and look into the position of the
women in Islam, we must conclude that Islam liberated women from the
dark age of obscurity, fourteen hundred years ago!"
We must also beware of trying to let Christianity get the credit for what
we think of as the gcoji things that are part of our own culture, and
blaming the modern world for all the b&oL things,
All of us are more
influenced by our culture than we realize,
Does this seem
on 'Women in
'Understanding
the complexity

a strangely inconclusively point at which to end a chapter
Islam' and a whole section of the book which deals with
Islam'?
If so, at the very least we should have realized
of the subject we are dealing with.

We have not, I trust, acquired a new armoury of weapons to use against
Islam and Muslims, I hope rather that we have gained some insight into the
role of women in Islam and developed some sympathy for the aspirations of
women in different Muslim communities,
If we have also recognized the need for greater humility and deeper
repentance over Christian failures to live up to the standards set before
us in the Christian tradition, we may have added something to our
reflection in Part 1 on meeting our Muslim neighbours, and be better
prepared for the kind of discussion and dialogue we need to explore in Part
3.
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Part 3

Ij'NTFRTNq 1'NTO DJSCUSSION AND DIALOGUE

'Before I gained an entree into the House of Islam I used to ask myself
the question; "How should we Christians approach Muslims?" Having got
inside I immediately found that this was the wrong question, The real
issue was rather, how should I react to their approach to me ? ,,, The
areas of conscious difference with Christians seem to act like a magnet
which draws their mind in any conversation,,,'
(Roger Hooker)

'It is hardly too much to say that the intellectual challenge to
Christianity from Islam at the present time is greater than any
challenge Christians have had to meet for fifteen centuries, not
excluding that from natural sciences'
(W. Montgomery Watt)

'0 that I could converse and reason, and plead, with power from on
high,
How powerless are the best directed arguments, till the Holy
Spirit renders them effectual.'
(Henry Martyn)

'For far too long evangelical missions have been limping along without
an effective apologetic to Islam, Since the demise of the nineteenthcentury polemical method, known as "The Mohammedan Controversy", no
significant Christian apologetical work for Muslims has been written, 1
(Sam Schlorff)

Having tried in Part 2 to gain a deeper understanding of Islam as a total
way of life, we turn now to consider the main controversial issues that
tend to arise in conversation between Muslims and Christians,
In some
cases these are issues over which Muslims and Christians have been talking
and arguing for centuries,
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i.l

QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIONS CONCERNING CHRISTIAN PRACTICF

In each case the question is followed by an outline of a possible answer,
It is important, however, for Christians to try to understand the thinking
behind the question,

1, "Uhy do you sat pork which is unclean?"
Possible answer; The Jews were taught in the tawrat (the Torah) that pork
People today think that this was partly because of hygiene;
was unclean,
Jesus,
but it was also a sign that they were God's special people,
however, taught that cleanness and uncleanness in God's eyes is more a
matter of what goes on secretly in our hearts than of what we eat or don't
This is the teaching that he gave when he had a dispute with the
eat,
'Nothing
Jewish teachers about keeping traditions concerning cleanliness:
outside a man can make him "unclean" by going into him, Rather, it is what
comes out of a man that makes him "unclean",,, Don't you see that nothing
that enters a man from the outside can make him unclean? For it doesn't go
into his heart but into his stomach, and then out of his body,,, What comes
For from within, out of men's
out of a man is what makes him "unclean",
hearts, come evil thoughts, sexual immorality, theft, murder, adultery,
greed, malice, deceit, lewdness, envy, slander, arrogance and folly, all
these evils come from inside and made a man "unclean"' (Mark 7;15-23),

2, "Uhy do you drink alcohol?"
In the tawrat there is no command to refrain from
Possible answer;
drinking alcohol, although any individual could take a special vow not to
In the imil we are taught
drink alcohol, and call himself a 'Nazarite 1 ,
that Jesus 'lid drink wine, but that John the Baptist (Yahyah in the
This
Qur'an), his cousin, who prepared the way for- him did ncii. drink,
means that since there is no law on the subject, we are free to follow the
spirit of the teaching of Jesus, which is that we should practise selfAll
control and be careful stewards of what God has given to us,
Christians believe that it is wrong to be drunk, Some choose voluntarily
not to drink alcohol, but others feel free to drink in moderation,

3, Do you drink wine in church?"
We do have a special service that Jesus commanded us to
Possible answer;
keep, which we call 'the Holy Communion 1 or 'the Lord's Supper 1 or 'the
It is a time when we remember the death and resurrection of Jesus,
Mass',
We have just a taste of wine and a small piece of bread, following the
command that Jesus gave at the last meal before he died,
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4, "Christianity makes impossible and unrealistic moral demands (like
'turning the other cheek'). Islam doesn't demand more than is reasonable,
or expect an unnatural degree of self-denial,"
Possible answer;
We agree that Christianity does set very high moral
standards, but this is because God is holy and says many times in the
Bible, 'You shall be holy, for I am holy 1 (eg Leviticus M;44). When we
read the teaching of Jesus, we try to understand the spirit of what he said
rather than treat his words as a series of laws which have to be obeyed to
the letter. 'Turning the other cheek', for example, means that when I am
insulted, I don't reply with an insult,
Although we recognize that the standards set by Jesus are very high, we
believe in God's forgiveness.
When, therefore, we know we have fallen
short of God's standards, and ask forgiveness, we can be sure that God has
forgiven us, We also believe that the Holy Spirit of God lives within us
when we trust Jesus, He works in our conscience, prompts us about how we
should behave in particular situations, and gives us power beyond our own
natural power to follow the way of Christ,

5, "Islam has no priesthood, no special cast of people who are set aside to
perform priestly functions which no one else can perform,"
Possible answer;
In most churches there are certain services (like Holy
Communion or Lord's Supper, [Baptism and Marriage) which can only be led by
a priest or an ordained minister, although in sojae. churches there are no
ordained ministers,
Different churches give different reasons to explain
the reasons for this, but all agree that these ceremonies are not a special
kind of magic. They believe that for the sake of good order in the church,
the service should be led by a person who is authorised by the whole church
to lead them, There is no suggestion that the priest is a kind of mediator
without whom we cannot come into the presence of God.
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AND nRTFrTIOMS CONCERNING CHRISTIAN BELIEFS

The following are some of the main objections which Muslims tend to put to
Christians about their beliefs,
It should be emphasised that what is set
out here is nothing more than suggestions for immediate answers which can
be given,
They are not intended to be exhaustive, and are no substitute
for hard thought and study on our part, All we are attempting to do here
is to suggest the kind of short answers that we can give, which (hopefully)
will lead into further discussion,
3,5 goes into some of these issues in
greater depth.

1, "Uhy do you believe in the Trinity?

Do you believe in three gods?"

Possible answer; We don't believe in three gods! We believe in One God as
strongly as any Muslim, When we speak of God the Father, God the Son and
God the Holy Spirit, we are not thinking of three separate and distinct
gods, Christianity is a monotheistic religion, as much as Islam, The
'Trinity 1 is not found in the Bible; but the id£a_ is taught in the Bible,

2, "Uhy do you say that Jesus is the 'Son of God'?
Possible answer;
Because Jesus called himself 'the Son' and spoke of God
as 'the Father' and 'my Father', We don't believe that Jesus was the Son
of God in any physical sense; this idea is as repugnant to us as it is to
Plus 1 i ms,
We believe that 'God is love 1 in his very nature, and that there has always
been a relationship of love between God the Father, God the Son and God the
Holy Spirit, even before the creation of the universe,
Jesus of Nazareth
is 'more than a prophet', since he was fully human and fully divine, When
we say that Jesus is the Son of God, what we mean in the simplest possible
language is that he was like God in a way that no other human being has
ever been, When we look at Jesus, therefore, and see what he was like, we
have some idea of what God is like,

"Uhy do you believe that Jesus was crucified':
Possible answer; Because this is what our Scriptures teach,
The i n .1 i 1
explains that it wasn't out of weakness that God allowed Jesus to be
crucified,
It was his way of showing up the evil in human nature in its
true colours. But it was also his way of showing how much he loves us and
wants to forgive us for all our sins,
God allowed Jesus to experience
death because all human beings have to die,
But by raising him from the
dead, God not only vindicated Jesus and revealed hi-? true identity, but
also destroyed the power of death once and for all for all who trust in
-h i m,
4 .(.-..-£:_
=1

4, "Your Scriptures have been corrupted"
I know this is what you have been taught. But have you
Possible answer;
read them? According to the Holy Qur'an, the message which 'wcl revealed to
the Prophet Muhammad was a confirmation of the previous Scriptures, ie the
tawrat revealed to Moses, the zjatiUL. revealed to David, and the in.i j 1 to
If these Scriptures which were in the hands of the Jews and the
Jesus,
Christians at the time of the Prophet Muhammad were alr_ejidy_ corrupt, how
could the Qur'an be a confirmation of these Scriptures? Can you tell me
!iuo_ corrupted the Scriptures, and aheja it was done?
Would you like to read the life of Jesus as it is recorded in our in.i il?
How can you say that our Scriptures are corrupted if you haven't read it?

5,

'Your Scriptures are full of mistakes and contradictions'

Possible answer; Christians are aware of the so-called contradictions that
you find in the Bible, because Christian scholars have been aware of them
But they have their own way of explaining these
for a long time,
differences, and some of them can be explained very easily. Others raise
harder questions of interpretation, Are you prepared to listen to the way
we explain these difficulties?
Some Christians say that they find
Two can play the same game!
How would you feel if I were to criticize
contradictions in the Qur'an,
But I don't want to do so, because I am not interested in
the Qur'an?
If Muslims don't like Christians criticising the
criticizing the Qur'an,
Qur'an, why do Muslims criticize the Bible?
The basic reason why you have problems with the apparent contradictions in
the Bible is that you are comparing the Bible with the Quv'an, You believe
that the Qur'an is the very words revealed directly to Muhammad, and you
assume that the Bible was revealed in exactly the same way, Christians d.Ci
believe that the Bible is the Word of God, and that God through his Holy
Spirit inspired those who wrote the different books of the Bible, But the
Word of God in the Bible has come through a large number of different
authors, The Bible is therefore for us both the Word of God and. the words
of human beings, The fundamental problem between us at this point is that
') Muslims believe
we have different views of revelation, (See further &,
that the supreme revelation God has given was in the form of a book, the
Qur'an. Christians, however, believe that the supreme revelation was given
in a p<erson. Jesus,

6. "Ue recognize Jesus as a Prophet,
Prophet?"

Why don't you recognize Muhammad as a

Possible answer; If we did recognize Muhammad as a Prophet in the way that
We are glad to accept the teaching of he
you do, we would be Muslims.
Qur'an about the One true God which we also find in our Scriptures, But we
cannot believe the whole Qur'an, because its teaching is different at many
points from the teaching of our Scriptures.
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We believe that Jesus was the last of the prophets, God's final word to the
world, We see Jesus as the most complete revelation of God in the form of
a human being.
We cannot believe that there could be any more complete
revelation of God after Jesus,

7, Uhy do
Muhammad?

you not

recognise

that

the Bible

foretells

the coming of

There are two verses which are often used to support this argument; fa) The
words from Deuteronomy about a new prophet who was to come; 'The Lord your
God will raise up for you a prophet like me from among your own brothers
,,,' (Deut 18;15)
This could hardly refer to Muhammad since Moses says
that this prophet is to be raised up 'from among your own brothers', ie
from among the Childen of Israel,
(b) The words of Jesus about the coming of the Paraclete; 'I will ask the
Father, and he will give you another Counsellor to be with you for ever the Spirit of Truth ,,,' (John 14;16; cf 14:26; 15;26; 16;7) Christians
have always interpreted these as predictions about the corning of the Holy
Spirit, Jesus never spoke about another prophet who was to come after him.

8, fill religions are basically the same,

Uhy worry about the differences?

This attitude comes as a surprise to Christians who have been accustomed to
the kind of questions which are highly critical of Christian beliefs,
It
is also often much harder to answer, simply because it seems to be so
generous and tolerant towards Christians,
This apparently charitable and
tolerant view of other faiths springs in some cases from a genuine desire
to avoid all the painful controversies of the past,
In other case?,
however, it arises out of complacency and indifference, and may suggest
that the person is not interested in the search for truth and wants to
avoid discussion of differences between faiths,
Possible answer;
This is not how the Qur'an speaks about other faiths!
Although it is generous towards Jews and Christians, because they are
'People of the Book', it is very critical of them in certain respects,
Muhammad therefore openly invited them to reject some of their distinctive
beliefs and to accept the religion of Islam,
The Qur'an is much less
generous, however, towards 'idolaters'; and during the first few centuries
of the spread of Islam, those who were not Jews or Christians were offered
the choice of accepting Islam or death,
This kind of tolerance towards
other faiths,therefore, is quite different from the teaching of the Qur'an
and of orthodox Islam in the past,
Do you actually know what we believe about Jesus? A detailed comparison
between the Muslim's understanding of Muhammad and the Christian's
understanding of Jesus should indicate that there are very significant
differences between the two faiths,
There are dangers in making such
comparisons, since the role of Muhammad in Islam is quite different from
the role of Jesus in Christianity (See 2,
'). But if you are prepared to
take the trouble to understand what Christians believe about Jesus (even if
you don't believe it), you can hardly say that the differences between the
two religions are insignificant,
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3,3

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ISSUES

1. "Children don't obey their parents in the Uest like they do in Muslim
countries,"
Possible answer: We recognise that Islam emphasises obedience to parents
very strongly, and as Christians we agree with this teaching because one of
the Ten Commandments says, "Honour your father and mother ..." (Exodus
20;12). So both Christianity and Islam have the same teaching at this
point. This is an example, however, of how Christian way of life is not
being followed in the West. The methods of discipline that are used in
some societies rely on the pressure of the extended family and the pressure
of the community. But these pressures tend to become weaker in Western
societies, with the result that young people of aLL religious communities
don't see the same need to obey and respect their parents,
As Christians living in a society that is not Christian, we try to teach
our children the right way to live and behave; but when they reach a
certain age we don't feel we can force them against their will to live in a
certain way. We want to leave them free to choose the right way for
themselves, because we believe that they may be stronger in the end if they
follow this way without being forced to.

2. "Look at how degenerate the West has become! If this is what
Christianity has done for the West, it isn't a very good advertisement for
Christianity, "
Posible answer; For many centuries during the Middle Ages, it was assumed
that almost everyone in western countries was a Christian, just as in
Muslim countries today everyone is regarded as a Muslim, unless he/she
belongs to another religion. The situation today, however, is very
different; only a minority would call themselves committed or convinced
Christians, while the majority would say that they are Christians only in
name, that they believe in God but not in Jesus, or that they have no
religious beliefs at all,
Christians would argue that violence and permissiveness in the West todayare not the result of following Christian teaching, but of refusal to
follow Christian teaching, If Muslims say that the West is in a bad state
becajusa of Christianity, it's all too easy for the Christian to reply that
the Muslim world is in a bad state because of Islam, We need to get beyond
this kind of accusation and try to understand that both Christians and
Muslims face the same difficult problems and challenges in the modern
world.

3. "Why do Christians tend to support the State of Israel without
question?"
Possible answer; We have to admit that many Christians do give strong
support to the Zionist state, partly because of their sympathy with the
Jewish people, and partly because they have been taught that the
establishment of the state of Israel is the fulfilment of promise and
prophesies given by God in the Bible. A growing number of Christians,
however, disagree with this way of interpreting the Bible. They are also
becoming critical of the policies of Israel, and are questioning the idea
of having a Jewish state, Official statements from church leaders have
encouraged Christians to have a more balanced view of the conflict. They
are very aware of all the injustices suffered by the Palestinians Arabs,
and want to work for a just solution which allows Jews and Arabs to live
side by side in peace.

(possibly cut - too limited to British context?)
4. The government accepts private, independent Muslims schools, But if
Anglicans, Catholics and Jews can get state funding for grant-aided
schools, why can't Muslims do the same?"
Possible answer; There are differences of opinion among Christians and
among people in general in this country on this issue. Some believe that
the Muslim community should have the opportunity of state funding for
Muslim schools, provided they fulfil all the requirements for schools laid
down by the government and follow the National Curiculum etc, Others
oppose the idea, however, because, for example, they are afraid that grantaided schools would make Muslim communities more self-contained than they
already are and become more like ghettos,
In this situation there is a need to listen carefully to what Muslims are
saying and recognise where they have genuine grievances, But it is also
important for Muslims to listen to the reservations and objections being
expressed, In some situations it may be possible for Christians to play a
role as mediators between the Muslim community and the host community,
because they are (or at least ought to be) in a unique position to be able
to interpret the feelings of each side to the other,
In some situations we may also want to ask what the response would be if
Christians in Muslim countries were to make the same kind of request that
is being made in this country,
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3,4

ayLK£LIMLSi^ND_ai±l£_JLtiJlL

Some basic DOs and DON'Is

1, Don't start an argument if you can possibly help it!

Whenever we see the warning signals in ourselves, we need to be reminded of
Paul'5 words addressed to Timothy, the young and enthusiastic Christian
worker; 'Don't have anything to do with foolish and rtupid arguments,
And the Lord's servant must not
because you know they produce quarrels,
quarrel; instead, he must be kind to veryone, able to teach, not
resentful,' (2 Tim 2;23-24)
2. Resist the temptation to criticize Islam,

The words of Jesus about standing in judgement on other people are surely
relevant to our dealings with Muslims; 'Do not judge, or you will be
judged, For in the same measure you judge others, you will be judged, and
with the measure you use, it will be measured to you,' (Matt 7;1-2). In
other words, if we criticize Islam, its civilization, its beliefs and its
whole way of life, we may be inviting Muslims to do the same to us and our
faith.
'Why do you look at the speck of
The words that follow are also relevant;
sawdust in your brother's eye and pay no attention to the plank in your own
eye ,,, You hypocrite, first take the plank out of your own eye, and then
you will see clearly to remove the speck from your brother's eye,' (Matt
7;3-5)
3, Do all you can to remove misunderstandings (eg about Christians
worshiping three gods, about Jesus being 'Son of God' in a physicial sense,
about the west being Christian etc),

Even if we don't feel we have achieved very much by doing so, we may at
least be clearing the ground, making it easier for someone to see Jesus and
understand the Christian way more clearly, Robert Bruce, a missionary in
Persia in the 19th century used to say; "I cannot say I am reaping a
harvest; I am not even planting seed, Perhaps all I am doing is removing
the stones."
4. Try to distinguish between what is important and what is less important.

For example, don't spend all your time debating secondary issues (.like
eating pork and drinking wine), if you then have no oportunity to deal with
the more important issues like the role of law, the need of man,
forgiveness etc.
5, Be prepared to admit the mistakes and crimes of Christians in the past
and present,
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We need to be willing to accept that Paul's words in Romans 2;24 about the
Jews of his time can easily be paraphrased and made to apply to the
Christian church throughout its history;
'Christ's name is blasphemed in
the Muslim world because of you.'
Ue need to be willing to say with the Psalmist;
'We have sinned, even as
our fathers did; we have done wrong and acted wickedly, 1 (Psalm 106;6)
This means, for example, admitting our shame about the Crusades,
6, Be positive.
Don't always be defending Christianity. Take every opportunity to say what
you believe and why you believe it. 1 Pet 3;15
7. Love is more persuasive than argument,
Even if you win an argument, you may lose the person, Even if you lose an
argument, you may still win the person if you show that you really love him
or her,
8. Don't underestimate the power of personal testimony,
If you believe that you know Sod in a personal way, don't be afraid to say
so, and to say why you believe that this kind of personal relationship is
possible, If you believe your sins have been forgiven and that you have no
fear of the Day of Judgement, explain the basis of your confidence in God's
forgiveness. 1 Peter 3;15
3, Be content to explain one small aspect of the Gospel at a time,
Don't feel you have failed if you haven't been able to explain 'the whole
gospel' at one time.
There is no single technique for explaining the
Gospel to a Muslim, we must resist the temptation to think that one simple
technique is bound to produce results and save us from much heartache and
agony, You can sometimes convey more of the gospel in an indirect way that
in a direct way,
10, Make it a priority to encourage your friend at the appropriate time to
read one of the Gospels,
If they say that the Bible has been corrupted,
say that you are willing to discuss the question after he has read some of
the Bible,
Luke is perhaps the best gospel to start with (See 5,2 Using the Bible),
Matthew is a7so valuable, and the Sermon on the Mount is specially powerful
for Muslims. But some Muslims find it difficult because it is so Jewish,
Mark introduces a stumbling block in the very first sentence by speaking of
Jesus as 'the son of God',
John may be helpful as a second gospel to read, or with Muslims who have
been influenced by Sufism,
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3.5

A PFFFFR I ''"''K AT TH^ ^AIN MUSLIM OBJECTIONS TO CHRISTIAN BELIEF.

We want here to go deeper into some of the objections touched on in 3,2,
In each case we need first of all to listen carefully to what is behind the
objection; only then can we reflect on how we can respond,
1, 'The Bible has been corrupted'
The Qur'an speaks of three Scriptures that were revealed before the Qur'an;
- the tawrat (Torah), revealed to Moses (eg Q 3;93)
- the satlUIl (Psalms), revealed to David (eg 4; 163; 17;55; 21; 105)
- the in.i il ('Gospel'), revealed to Jesus (eg 5; 46),
Jews and Christians are called 'People of the Book' (eg 2;105; 3;64), and
Muslims are told that they must believe the previous Scriptures as well as
the Qur'an;
'0 ye who believe! Believe in Allah and His messenger and the Scripture
which He hath revealed unto His messenger, and the Scripture which He
revealed aforetime,
Whoso disbelieveth in Allah and His angels and His
scriptures and His messengers and the Last Day, he verily hath wandered
far astray' (Q 4;136; cf 5:66,63).
Muslims are to believe the previous Scriptures because the Qur'an confirms
the truth of the previous Scriptures;
'As for that which We inspire in thee of the Scripture, it is the Truth
confirming that which was (revealed) before it,' (35;3l; cf 2;97),
There are, however, four verses in the Qur'an which speak about
'corruption' of 'falsification' (tahrif) of these previous Scriptures;

the

' ,,. a party of them used to listen to the Word of Allah, then used to
change it, after they had uncle rs tod it, knowingly' (2; 75)
'Some of those who are Jews c hange the words from their context , , ,
distorting with their tongues and slandering religion ,, ' (or 'pervert
words from their meanings' (Bell) (4;46),
'They c hange words from their context and forget a part of that whereof
they were admonished' (5; 13).
' , ,,the Jews; listeners for the sake of falsehood, listeners on behalf of
other folk who come not unto thee, changing words from their context ,,,'
<5; 41 ).
How should we attempt to answer this charge that the Scriptures have been
corrupted?
1 ) None of these verses suggest that the text of the Bible has been
corrupted.
One of the accusations seems to be that certain Jews
deliberately mispronounced words spoken by Muhammad, probably playing on
the resemblance between certain Arabic and Hebrew words (See 3;73).
They
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are also accused of taking words in their Scriptures out of context and
changing the meaning of words,
In other verses the Jews are accused of
Scriptures;

'hiding 1

or

'concealing'

their

'a party of them knowingly coneea1 the truth' (2; 146; cf 2; 159, 174;
3;72),
'0 people of the Scripture!
Now hath Our Messenger come unto you,
expounding unto you much of that which ye used to hide in the Scripture. . . ' C5;1S; cf S;92).
This probably means that in discussion with Muslims, the Jews refused to
quote verse which would support the teaching of Islam,
This could have
included predictions about prophets to come in the future, which might be
interpreted as referring to the corning of Muhammad,
There are only two verses in which accusations of this kind are made
explicitly against Christians,
In one of these the Christians are accused
of bJ-diJQS. c' r concealing., parts of what Gocl had revealed in their Scriptures
(2; 140),
In the other they are blamed for forgetting, part of Sod's
reve 1 ation in Scripture (. 5; 14).

2), The accusation about the corruption of the text of the Bible was
developed by later Muslim apologists.
Muslims writers from the time of
Muhammad to the llth century consistently understood the Quranic verses
about 'corruption 1 to mean that Jews and Christians had misinterpreted
their Scriptures,
- 'Umar, for example, the second caliph, believed that Christian monks and
teachers had distorted the teaching of the Bible by giving false
interpretations, or simply by covering up clear teaching (eg about the
coming of Muhammad),
- Similarly, Al-Tabari (839 - 923), one of the earliest authoritative
commentators on the Qur'an records a saying of Muhammad in which he admit?,
that the Torah is God's truth, but accuses the Jews of suppressing its
teaching, and altering its contents,
- A work attributed to Al-Ghazali <d, 1111), called tiii_££X^dJ^D.t_Be.tu:tatJjria
oJL the Divinity of Jesus According to the Gospels, quotes many passages from
the Bible, and especially the New Testament, without ever questioning the
trustworthiness of the text,
The accusation that Jews and Christians had tampered with the text of their
Scriptures first appeared in the writings of Muslim apologists from the
llth century onwards,
It was probably developed to explain the many
discrepancies between the Bible and the Qur'an,
- Al-Juwayni (cl 1085), for example, wrote a treatise in which he argued
that the Scriptures must have been corrupted because (a) the Qur'an says
that the coming of Jesus wag; foretold in the previous Scriptures, but fa)
Christians say the coming of Muhammad is not foretold in 'them,
He based
his argument also on the differences between the four gospels,
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Ibn Hazm (994-1064), a more polemical writer from Spam, lists
contradictions within the Bible and discrepancies between the Qur'sn and
the Bible to prove that the text has been corrupted,
Not all Muslim apologists, however, have adopted this argument about the
corruption of the text,
Muhammad Abduh (1849-1905), for example, &n
Egyptian reformer who worked for the renewal of Islam, wrote in his
commentary on the Qur'an that although he believed the Jews had altered
their Scriptures, he accepted the text of the gospels as authentic.

3) In answering Muslims who say that our Scriptures have been corrupted, we
can politely but firmly ask in reply, 'When do you believe they were
corrupted and by whom?

If they say they were corrupted before the time of Muhammad, we can ask
them to explain why the Qur'an says that the message revealed to Muhammad
was a confirmation of previous Scriptures;
"He hath revealed unto thee (Muhammad'' the Scripture with truth,
confirming that which was (revealed) before it, even as He revealed the
Torah and the Gospel" 3,3 Ccf 2;136; 4;136; 10;95; 41;43),
It is clear that the Scriptures referred to here must be those which the
Jews and Christians had in their hands at that time:
"Believe in what We have revealed confirming that which ye possess.." 4;47
(cf 2; 91),
"And unto thee We have revealed the Scripture with truth, confirming
whatever Scripture was before it, and a watcher over it" 5;48 (cf 6; 116;
10;65; 18:28).
How, then, could Muhammad say, on the one hand, 'The revelations contained
in the Qur'an are simply a confirmation of the Scriptures of the Jews and
Christians', and on the other hand claim 'the Scriptures which the Jews and
Christians have in their hands have been corrupted'?
If they say that they were corrupted after the lime of Muhammad, we can
point out that the manuscripts on which our present Bible is based were
written centuries before the time of Muhammad,
For example, the Depd Sea
Scrolls, which include manuscripts of every book of the Old Testament
except one, were written before AD 68, One of the oldest Greek manuscripts
of the whole of the New Testament, the Codex Alexandrinus, dates from the
5th century AD, and can be seen by anyone in the British Museum in London;
and manuscripts of some parts of the New Testament can be dated to the 2nd
century AD.
4)
There are verses in the Qur'an which speak about God 'watching over'
Scripture:

'Lo!
We, even We,
Guardian' (15;9).

reveal

the Reminder,
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and lo!

We verily are its

This suggest that it is unthinkable
Scriptures to be corrupted,

that God could allow any of

his

5) If Muslims claim that the Gospel of Barnabas is the original iaiil. which
was revealed to Jesus, it is not difficult to show from internal evidence
that it cannot be an authentic gospel from the 1st century,
- It contains historical anachronisms; eg the custom of a vassal owing his
lord a portion of his cup; a notary recording a case in court; wine casks
made of wood,
- It contains elementary errors in geography; eg it locates Nazareth on the
shores of the Lake of Galilee.
- It contradicts the Qur'an at several points; eg. it claims that Jesus
said that he was not the Messiah, whereas in the Qur'an Jesus is frequently
called 'The Messiah 1 ; it supports the doctrine of free will.
- Certain images seem to come from Dante, the 14th century poet; eg the
idea of 'circles of hell'.

From other internal evidence, it is generally thought that the Gospel of
Barnabas was written in Italy in the 16th century. The author was probably
a Spaniard of Jewish background who had recently converted to Islam, The
Italian manuscript was discovered in Amsterdam in 1709, and there is no
evidence of its existence before that time.

6) We need to recognise also that underlying the charge of Corruption is
the Muslim understanding of revelation and inspiration of Scripture, which
is different from the Christian understanding. As long as Muslims approach
the Bible with the idea that it must have been revealed directly to the
minds of prophets in precisely the same way as the Qur'an was revealed to
Muhammad, they are bound to have problems, since the Bible does not read as
if it is the very words of God, (See further Part 4.
)

7) Even if we can convince Muslims with these arguments, however, we have
not solved the problem for them! As far as they are concerned, since the
New Testament speaks of Jesus as God, or as the Son of God, it must by
definition be corrupted - regardless of what the Qur'an or Muslim
apologists say. Our arguments, therefore, have limited value unless we can
persuade our Muslim friends to read one of the gospels with a slightly more
open mind,
And we will then need to be able to tackle other fundamental
issues, like the divinity of Christ, the Trinity and the Crucifixion,
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'Jesus was not the "Son of God"
The Muslim denial of the divinity of Christ is based on passages like the
f ollowing;
'And they say; Allah hath taken unto Himself a Son,
Be He glorified!
Nay, but whatsoever is in the heaven and the earth is His,
All are
subservient unto Him' (2;lib),
'And the Jews say; Ezra is the son of Allah, and the Christians say; The
Messiah is the son of Allah,
That is their saying with their mouths,
They imitate the saying of those who disbelieved of old. Allah (Himself)
fighteth against them, How perverse are they!
'They have taken as lords beside Allah their rabbis and their monks and
the Messiah son of Mary, when they were bidden to worship only One God,
There is no god save Him, Be he glorified from all that they ascribe as
partner (unto Him)! (9;30-31).
'Say; He is Allah, the One!
'Allah, the eternally Besought of all!
'He begetteth not nor was begotten,
'And there is none comparable unto Him' (112;1-4).
'They indeed have disbelieved who say; Lo! Allah is the Messiah, son of
Mary,
Say; Who then can do aught against Allah, if He had willed to
destroy the Messiah son of Masy and his mother and everyone on earth?
Allah's is the Sovereignty of the heavens and the earth and all that is
between them,
He createth what He will.
And Allah is Able to do all
things' (5;17; cf 5;72)
'It befitteth not (the majesty of) Allah that He should take unto Himself
a son,
Glory be to Him!
When He decreeth a thing, He saith unto it
only; Be! and it is 1 (19;3S; cf 19;91-92).
The following are points that can be made in working out our response;
1) The original background to these denials of the divine sonship of Jesus
seems to have been Muhammad's crusade against the gods and goddesses in
Mecca who were thought to have sons and daughters. Although Muhammad
certainly had contact with some Christians during his early ministry in
Mecca, his main conflict was with the pagan idolaters who worshiped, for
example, Allat, al-Uzzah and Manat, the daughters of Allah.
Muhammad also certainly directed his protests at Christian beliefs about
Jesus, which must have seemed to him to come into the same category as
these pagan ideas,
But his original protest was against the very debased
kind of polytheism which he encountered at Mecca,
This is clear from
passages 1i k e the foilow i nq;

'Yet they ascribe as partners unto Him the jinn, although He did create
them, and impute falsely, without knowledge, sons and daughters unto Him,
Glorified be He and high exalted above (all) that they ascribe (unto Him)
(6;ioi).
We will want to say to Muslims that we reject the idea of Jesus being the
son of God in any physical sense as strongly as they do, The ide-n of Jesus
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being born of a union between God and the- Virgin Mary is utterly abhorrent
to us as Christians, If this is what Muhammad understood by this term, it
is as blasphemous to us as it is to Muslims.

2) There are good reasons for believing that the 'Trinity rejected by
Muhammad was not the Trinity of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, as we
understand it.

The following verse is attempting to correct the misunderstanding that
Jesus and Mary had been made into gods by Christians;
'And when Allah saith; 0 Jesus, son of Mary!
Didst thou say unto
mankind; Take me and my mother for two gods beside Allah? he saith; Be
glorified!
If was not mine to utter that to which I had no right'
"
It is not hard to understand how the portrayal of Mary in Christian art at
the time could have given any observer the idea that Mary was to be
honoured and worship in the same way as Jesus,

3) There is no need to make too much of the title 'Son of God 1 in
discussion with Muslims, and there is good biblical precedent for avoiding
names and titles that cause offence and create misunderstandings. Although
the word "Messiah" came from the OT, the idea had been distorted by the
Jews in their speculation about the corning
Messianic Age, Since Jesus
never referred to himself as the Messiah, it must have been because he
refused to conform to the popular conception of the Messiah as a political
and military figure, He preferred to speak of himself as "the son of Man"
(a title almost certainly taken from Daniel 7,13ff) and the Suffering
Servant (from Isaiah 53, etc), Thus when Peter confessed that Jesus was the
Messiah, Jesus went on to say "the, son of Man must suffer,,," (Mark 8,31),
Similarly when the High Priest asked "are you the Messiah?" Jesus answered;
"So you say. But I tell you; from this time on you will see the son of.
Han.,," (Matthew 26,63-64). It was as if Jesus was saying, "I am not the
Messiah in the sense that you understand the word, And because the term is
so open to misunderstandings, I prefer to speak of myself as the 'son of
Man',"

When Pilot asked the similar question "are you the King of the Jews?" Jesus
answered; "So you say" (Matthew 27,11), In John's version, Jesus went on to
describe his ministry in terms of declaring the truth.
If Jesus avoided the term Messiah so deliberately, we today have every
justification for avoiding the title "son of God" as much as we can :i n
speaking with Muslims,
There is no dishonesty or compromise in trying to
find othe.r ways of speaking about Jesus,
4) Our belief in Jesus as the Son of God is based on the words and actions
of Jesus himself, and not only on the teaching of John, Paul and the other
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apostles.
When Muslims say it was Paul and the early Christians who
corrupted the simple jn.i il which Jesus proclaimed, we need to show that
Paul's teaching was entirely consistent with the teaching of Jesus,
According to the gospels, Jesus said and did things which amounted to a
claim that he was equal with God:
- he said he would one day judge all men

('Matthew 25.31-46; John 5,22-23),

- he said he could give men eternal life (John 5,19-21; 11,25-26),
- he forgave sins (Mark 2,5-7),
- he called God "Father" or ''my Father" and when speaking to his disciples
spoke of "your Father", He never spoke of "our Father", He therefore made a
clear distinction between his own relationship with God and his disciples'
relationship with God (Matthew 12,50; 6.6; John 20,17).
There are at least two important ideas implied in this Father-=.on
relationship; (a) Jesus was claiming to know God in a unique way (Matthew
11,25-27), (b) Jesus claimed to be completely obedient to the will of God
(John 8,27-29; 55). When the Jews heard him speaking of God as his Father,
they understood that he was claiming to be equal with God, and it was this
claim which was one of the main reasons for the opposition which led to his
death, There are about 150 verses in the Gospels in which Jesus speaks of
God as "Father". They are an integral part of the teaching of Jesus, and
cannot be cut out without changing the whole message,
5) It may be helpful to speak from the point of view of the first disciples
of Jesus.
They were not pagans who believed in many gods, but orthodox
Jews who believed in the oneness of God, As Orthodox Jews they would have
been brought up to recite these words from the she-ma' daily; "Hear, 0
Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord.,," (Deuteronomy 6,4), They were
therefore as convinced and passionate monotheists as Muslims are,
At first they followed Jesus simply as a rabbi, a religious teacher, When
they were impressed by his miraculous powers, they still thought of him as
an ordinary man; ''who is this man? Even the winds and the waves obey him!"
(Mark 4.41), Eiut when he said and did things that only God can do, they had
to find some way of saying that he was in a much closer relationship with
God than that of a prophet or any other ordinary human being, Their belief
in Jesus developed gradually, and it was a long time before they were able
to formulate their convictions about him in precise theological language.

6) Our belief in the divinity of Christ is not tied to this
The Apostles used many different names to speak about Jesus,
period, a person could express his belief in the deity of Christ
himself to Christ in many different ways, without necessarily
title "Son of God",

one title.
In the NT
and commit
using the

These, for example, are some of the terms which were used and which could
be understood by Jewish Christians;
Lord, Acts 2,36
Christ, Acts 2.36
the Pr i nce of life, Ac ts 3,15

thy
the
the
the
the
the

holy servant, Acts 4,27
Word John, 1.1
wisdom of God 1 Corinthians, 1,24
image of the invisible God, Colossians 1.15
firstborn of all creation, Colossians 1.15
man from heaven, 1 Corinthians 15,49

These are terms which would have been understood by non-Jewish Christians;
Sod's secret (mystery), Colossians 2,2
Lord (Gk kurios), Romans 10.9
the one whom 6'od has appointed
judge of the living and the dead, Acts 10,43
a man he has chosen, Acts 17,31
Saviour (Gk soter)
7) The question of the sonship of Jesus is not a purely theological issue,
but has profound implications for our understanding of who we are and the
kind of relationship God wants to have with those who trust in him.

If the Qur'an teaches us to think of ourselves as slaves or servants of
God, the New Testament offers us the possibility of becoming sons and
daughters of God who know, love and obey God as Father. Jesus spoke of God
as 'my Father' and shocked his contemporaries by addressing God as abba
(almost the familiar 'Father 1 or 'Daddy'), The wonder of the Gospel is that
Jesus also gave his disciples the right to address God as 'our Father'
(Matthew 6:9). Paul shows the same familiarity in speaking of God as ahbji.
(Romans 8;15), When we trust in Jesus, he gives us the right to bfitojflg. sons
of God (John 1;12-13).

8) There are certain possible starting points for further discussion within
the Qur'an itself.

(a) The Qur'an recognises that the expression 'son of' can be used in a
metaphorical sense. The expression 'son of the way' in 2;215 is translated
'wayfarer' ,
(b) There are two verses which suggest a different idea of what it might
mean for God to have a 'son';
'If Allah had willed to choose a son, he could have chosen what he would
of that which He hath created,
Be He glorified! He is Allah, the One,
the Absolute' (39:4).
In these words which are put into the mouth of Muhammad, the possibility of
God having a son is not ruled out, although the idea of sonship assumes
that the son is a creature and not of the same nature as God himself,
In the following verse, however, there is no such assumption about the kind
o f sonsh i p implied;
'Say;"If (God) Most Gracious
had a son, I would
Be the first to worship 1" C43;81

A, Yusuf Ali's translation).
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The implication of this verse seems hard for some Muslims to accept, and
this must explain why Pickthall gives a completely different translation;
'Say CO Muhammad.); The Beneficent One hath no son.
worshippers'.

I am first among the

Cc) Although the Qur'an frequently says that God makes no difference
between the prophets, there are many ways in which Jesus, son of Mary, is
quite unique among the prophets; he was born of a virgin; he worked
miracles; and he was given titles which no other apostle or prophet was
given; eg, "exalted (above others) in degree.,,supported,,, by the Holy
Spirit" (2.253)
"a messenger of Allah, and His word which he conveyed unto Mary,
and a spirit from Him" (4.171-172.)
"illustrious in the world and the Hereafter, and one of those
brought near (unto Allah)" (3,45)
It can sometimes be helpful to ask Muslims to give their explanation of the
uniqueness of Jesus, and then to offer our explanation from the in.1 i 1.
(d) Many Christians have found that one of the most fruitful bridges in the
Qur'an is the following verse which speaks about Jesus;
'0 People of the Scripture! Do not exaggerate in your religion nor utter
aught concerning Allah save the truth.
The Messiah, Jesus son of Mary,
was only a messenger of Allah, and His Word which He conveyed unto Mary,
and a spirit from Him, So believe in Allah and His messengers, and say
not "Three" - Cease! (it is) better for you! - Allah is only One God,
Far is it removed from His transcendent majesty that he should have a
son,
His is all that is in the heavens and all that is in the earth,
And Allah is sufficient as Defender' C4;171)
This verse accuses Christians of claiming too much for Jesus, although it
seems to suggest that Christians believe in three gods rather than in One.
In spite of this, however, if we are prepared to listen to Muslims'
understanding of the titles 'Word' and 'spirit', they may be open to listen
to what we mean when we speak of Jesus as 'the Word', Our words are a part
of us - they express our mind and our will,
Similarly if we cannot
separate our words from ourselves, how can we separate Jesus from God?
Muslims believe that Jesus is
created by divine LLa±, by the
the Word of God in the sense
will of God most fully to men,
unique way, (See further Part

a Word
word of
that he
Through
5.
),

from God in the sense that he was
God, Christians believe that he is
the one who expresses the mind and
Jesus, God has spoken and acted in a

In using the Qur'an in this way, we are not trying to 'prove from the
Qur'an' that Jesus is divine, Rather we are using the Qur'an as a bridge,
and trying to understand the differences between the Muslim and the
Christian understanding of the same titles given to Jesus in the Qur'an and
the Bible.
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£.i f,
The most important verses in the Qur'an about the crucifixion come in a
passage which lists many of the sins of the Jews; they worshipped the calf
(4;153); they broke the covenant made at Sinai; disbelieved the revelations
of God; killed his prophets (4;155); and spoke against the Virgin Mary 'a
tremendous calumny'(4;156) , The passage continues;
'And because of their saying; We slew the Messiah Jesus son of Mary,
AllEih's messenger - They slew him not nor crucified, but it appeared so
unto them; and lo! those who disagree concerning it are in doubt thereof;
they have no knowledge thereof save pursuit of a. conjecture; they slew
him not for certain,
'But Allah took him up unto Himself, Allah was ever Mighty, Wise.
'There is not one of the People of the Scripture but will believe in him
before his death, and on the Day of Resurrection he will be a witness
against them .,,' (4;157-159).
The traditional interpretation of this passage is that God raised Jesus up
to heaven in a miraculous way before he was actually crucified, and that
someone else who looked like him was crucified in his place,
This
interpretation has been linked with a saying of Muhammad about the return
of Jesus to earth at the end of the world,
Many Muslims today, therefore, believe that when Jesus returns, he will
establish Islam as the one true religion, Jews and Christians will believe
in him in the same way that Muslims believe in him now, He will die and be
buried, Finally on the Last Day he will be raised along with all people,
exposing the false beliefs about him held by Jews and Christians,
There are at least two ways of understanding
traditional interpretation of the text;

and

responding

to

this

1) It can be argued that the Qur'an does not actually deny the crucifixion;
all it denies is that it was the Jews who carried out the crucifixion.
It is pointed out that a verse in another sjjjiaii refers in similar terms to
the victory of the Muslims over the forces of Mecca at the Battle of Badr;
'Ye (Muslims) slew them not, but Allah slew them,
And thou (Muhammad)
threwest them not when thou didst throw, but Allah threw, that He might
test the believers by a fair test from Him 1 (8;17).
David Brown gives the following suggestion as to how the reference to the
crucifixion in 4;156-158 can be explained in the light of this verse;
'These verses are intended to be a rebuke to the Jews, and particularly
to Muhammad's contemporaries in Medina, for various acts of unbelief, and
they only refer in passing to the stor/ of the crucifixion, Within this
context of an attack on the Jews for their opposition towards Muhammad as
well as for other acts of unbelief, the reference to the crucifixion does
no more than dispute the claim made by the Jews that they had disposed of
the Christian Messiah and repudiated his claims to be an apostle of God
by c ruc i f y i ng h i m,
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'In particular, the phrases "they did not kill him, nor- did they crucify
him", do not necessarily mean that there was no crucifixion, but that,
even if there was, it was God who was responsible for all that happened
during the last hours of the Messiah's life and that the Jews had clone
whatever they did only by permission of God's will, A similar figure of
speech occurs in 8.17 (.'quoted above) in which the Muslims' actions at the
Battle of Badr are attributed to God and not to their own volition; they
did in fact fight and kill, but only by God's permission and direction,
'These verses, therefore, do not explicitly deny the Christian story of
the crucifixion, for they refer primarily to Jewish claims against the
Christians ... ' (David Brown, The Cross of the Messiah. SPCK, 1969, pp
31-32)
This interpretation can perhaps be supported by three other passages in the
Qur'an which appear to speak about the death of Jesus and imply that he
died like evey other human being;
(a) In the account of the birth of Jesus, the infant Jesus speaks to the
people from the cradle; 'Peace on me the day I was born, and the day I die,
and the day I shall be raised alive!' C19;33)
Similar words are used in the same surah about John the Baptist (19;15),
where they presumably refer to his death and to the general resurrection of
all people,
(b) In another passage God says to Jesus; '0 Jesus! Lo!
J am gathering
thee and causing thee to ascend unto Me, and am cleansing thee of those who
disbelieve and am setting those who follow thee above those who disbelieve
until the Day of Resurrection,' (3;55>
(c) In the third passage, Jesus is speaking to God; 'I spake- unto them only
that which Thou commandest me (saying); Worship Allah, my Lord and your
Lord,
I was a witness of them while I dwelt among them, and when Thou
tookest me Thou was the Watcher over them, 1 (5.117)
The underlined words in the last two passages are forms of the same Arabic
word tawaffa.
The first passage could also be translated 'Truly I am he
who calls you to death' or 'It is I who am causing you to die',
David Brown comments;
'Both these verses refer to the return of Jesus to God at the end of his
life, and the most straighforward interpretation of them is to suppose
that they refer to a natural death of Jesus at the end of his earthly
life,
Tawaf fa is often used in the Qur'an in the sense of bringing a
soul to God at death, both when the subject of the verb is God (eg.
3; 193; 10;46), and when the subject is the angels (eg, 16; 28,32),
The
word tawaffa, however, was originally used of a person receiving the full
payment of his due or his rights, and when used of God in the Qur'an
refers to men being called to pay their account in his presence, either
at death, or in sleep when the soul comes to God but is returned to the
body for a further term of life on earth ,,,
'Thus the use of the word tawaffa, in these two passages with reference to
the Messiah, is ambiguous and its exact meaning must be determined by
consideration of other verses in the Qur'an; it ecu Id mean that Jesus
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died a natural death, but it can also mean that he was taken to heaven
without undergoing the experience of physical death' (pp. 29 - 30),
If these verses, therefore, are interpreted as meaning that Jesus died a.
natural death on the cross, and if the crucial passage in 4; 156-159 is
taken to mean only that it was the Romans who crucified Jesus, not the
Jews, it can perhaps be argued that the Qur'an does not in fact deny that
Jesus died on the cross.
In support of this argument it is pointed out that the early commentators
were not agreed about the interpretation of these verses,
For several
centuries there was considerable debate about the crucifixion, and many
different answers were given by orthodox Muslims, Some Muslims today who
are more liberal in their approach but still consider themselves to be
within orthodox Muslim tradition, reject all theories about a substitute
being crucified in the place of Jesus, Kamel Hussein, for example, writes
in the introduction to his book City of Wrong:
'The idea of a substitute for Christ is a very crude way of explaining
the Qur'anic text. They had to explain a lot to the masses, No cultured
Muslim believes this nowadays,
The text is taken to mean that the Jews
thought they killed Christ, but God raised him in a way we can leave
unexplained among the several mysteries which we have taken for granted
on faith alone' (p 222),
The main difficulty of this first approach, however, is that however
careful and convincing our exegesis of the Qur'an may be, it goes against
the traditional teaching which most Muslims today accept about the
Crucifixion, and means that we are putting ourselves in the position of
correcting traditional Muslim teaching, Although some more open-minded and
liberal Muslims are willing to accept this interpretation, the vast
majority accept as dogma that Jesus was not crucified.

2) Another approach to the question of the crucifixion in the Qur'an is to
proceed in the following stages;
a, We should start with the traditional Muslim interpretation that these
verses deny that Jesus was crucified, and accept the possibility that the
Qur'an may not be entirely consistent with itself, While some verses may
suggest a natural death, others suggest a miraculous deliverance.
b, We take care to distinguish between what the Qur'an seems to deny and
what it does QO_±. deny, Kenneth Cragg, for example, has drawn attention to
the fact that the Qur'an does noi deny that the Jews wanted- to kill. Jesus,
or that Jesus was wi11ing to be killed, All it seems to deny is that God
couId allow it to happen,
c, We should note that before the time of Muhammad there were heretical
sects which taught that Jesus was not crucified.
Muhammad may therefore
have heard the idea from sources of this kind,
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Geoffrey Parrinder describes some of these heretical ideas as follows;
"There early arose in some Christian circles a reluctance to believe that
I gnatiUK,
Jesus, as a divine being and Son of God, could really die.
writing about AD 115, said that some believed that Jesus 'suffered in
The apocryphal Gospel of Peter in the second century said
semblance'.
that on the cross Jesus was silent, since he 'felt no pain', and and the
end 'the Lord cried out, saying, "My power, my power, you have left me"
The apocryphal Acts of John.
And when he spoke he was taken up , , , '
about the middle of the second century, said that Jesus appeared ti-< John
in a cave during the crucifixion and said, 'John, unto the multitude
below in Jerusalem I am being crucified and pierced with lances and
But unto thee I
reeds, and gall and vinegar is given me to drink,
And later it is said, 'Nothing, therefore of the things which
speak,'
they will say of me have ! suffered ... 1 was pierced, yet ! was not
smitten; hanged, and I was not hanged; that blood flowed from them, and
it flowed not'," (Jesus in the Our'an, p 109)
Some of these ideas were found in the teaching of the Docetics (from the
Greek word meaning "to appear"), who taught that the suffering of Jesus was
apparent, not real,
d, If this was the background to the denial of the crucifixion in the
Qur'an, it might explain the difficult phrase shubbiha lahum ('it appeared
Muhammad could have first heard the idea from
so to them' 4;157),
heretical Christian circles, and accepted it - not because he believed the
teaching of the Docetics, but because the idea of Jesus not being crucified
fitted in with his understanding of the uniqueness of Jesus and of God 1 :;
Since Jesus was unique in that he
obligation to vindicate his Apostles,
was born of a virgin, worked miracles, and was the 'Word' of God and 'a
Spirit from Him 1 , it makes perfect sense to believe that God should rescue
him from death through a clearly supernatural intervention,
The Qur'an recognises that the Jews killed some of the prophets,
Generally, however, the Qur'an teaches that God
'wrongfully' (4;'155),
gives victory to his prophets and is bound to vindicate his servants, And
there is no record of any apostles being killed, 'Verily Allah helpeth one
'It is incumbent upon Us to save believers'
who helpleth him' (22;40),
Thus there are accounts of how God delivers Noah (21:76-77),
(10;104).
Abraham and Lot (21;71), and Moses (28:18-23),
There is a compelling logic in this kind of thinking. A government has an
obligation to protect its ambassador in a foreign country, because the
honour of the whole country is vested in its ambassador, and it cannot
stand by idly if he is insulted and humiliated in public, In the same way,
thinks the Muslim, God cannot and will not stand by idly if his apostle=
He has an obligation to step in to
and prophets are treated shamefully,
vindicate them, for in vindicating their honour he is vindicating his own
honour,
e, The greatest challenge for us is to find ways of helping Muslims to see
the deeper logic which demands that the Messiah must suffer before entering
We believe that God did. vindicate Jesus, but not in the way
his glory,
that the disciples expected, God did. vindicate and honour him, but not by
-1 44--

He allowed him to go through desth on our
rescuing him before death,
behalf, and only after that raised him from death,
Muslims believe that since forgiveness depends only on God's mercy and
man's repentance and belief, there is no need for any sacrifice or
Chistians believe that forgiveness somehow involves suffering.
atonement,
God cannot simply forgive, as it were by decree or a word, since
forgiveness that is an easy as this must inevitably undermine the divine
But by allowing Jesus to die on the cross, God demonstrates his
law,
judgement and condemnation on all that is evil, and at, the same time shows
his sacrificial and forgiving love to all who turn to him,
It may be helpful to remind ourselves that the first disciples had the
greatest difficulty in understanding how God could have allowed Jesus to be
Peter's reaction to Jesus' announcement of his cruel de-.th
crucified,
(Mark 8;31-38) is very close to the reaction of the Muslim to the idea of
After his resurrection Jesus had to
an apostle of God being killed,
explain the necessity of this sufferings and death to his disciples; 'Uas
it not necessary that the Christ should suffer these things and enter into
his glory? 1 (Luke 24;26 RSV),
If Muslims can begin to see the reason why God could allow Jesus to be
crucified, they may be more willing to accept the f ac t that he was
God and hi?
God and his Prophets;
(See further Part 5,
crucified,
the Lost Son)
Mercy; and
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3.6

LEfifi]iIJ\a^E!^IHEJ^

If Christians and Muslims have been locked in discussion and argument for
1400 years, are we any nearer to understanding each other? And are there
any lessons we can learn fjjiLJtfidjay. from the way these controversies have
developed over so many years?
The following are examples of people -- some Christians, some Muslims - who
have engaged in discussion and dialogue in different situations and with
widely differing styles,
It is important to notice in each case the
context in which the Christians and Muslims were meeting; which was the
majority community, and which the minority? Which side was in the position
of power?
It will also be helpful for us in several cases to try to
evaluate the different approaches, noting their strengths and weaknesses.

1) Muhammad. and the Christians of Na.irap (c632 AD)
It comes as a surprise to many to find that Christian communities had
existed in parts of Arabia centuries before the rise of Islam.
One such
community was based in Najran in the south west of the peninsula (in modern
Yemen) from the 4th century, and had its own cathedral and bishop,
Ibn
Ishaq's Lj.fe of the Apostle of God, one of the first Muslim biographies of
Muhammad written around
(see Part 2
), describes a meeting between
Muhammad and a delegation of 60 Christians who came from Najran,
This is a summary of the arguments put forward by each side at the meeting;
Christian a r cj u m e n t s
Jesus is God because (a) he worked miracles; eg he raised the dead, healed
the sick and declared the unseen; he also made clay birds and breathed into
them so that they flew away; (2) he had no human father - he was born of a
virgin; and he spoke while he was still a baby in the cradle to defend the
honour of his mother Mary,
Jesus is 'the third out of three', because God says 'We. created, w_e_
commanded' etc (using the plural).
If God were one in the strictly
mathematical sense, he would have said ' I. have created, L have commanded'
etc.

ttu.5 1 i m
Christians have not 'submitted to God' in the fullest sense, because they
say God has a son,1 they worship the cross and eat pork,
God is eternal,
If Jesus was God, how could he die? How could he leave
his place in heaven?
Christians ara guilty of 'association', ie they
'associate 1 a created being (Jesus) with Gocl, putting him on the same level
as God.
God's transcendence and unity must be protected, and they are
called in question by the idea of Jesus being God,
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Miracles do not prove the deity of Christ,
And although Jesus did work
miralces, his power was limited) for example, he did not hove the power to
change day into night. If he really was Gocl, he could have clone anything.
Jesus was born of a virgin, but he was created by divine f iat;
created without a human father-, like Adam.

he was

Christian interpretations of the Bible are arbitrary,
The Qur'an on the
other hand is one speech from God, and has one meaning that is plain to
all.
Christians should recognise their error and accept Islam.
This account was no doubt coloured by the way Christian and Muslim
apologetic developed after the time of Muhammad,
Some of the Christian
arguments clearly reflect Muslim beliefs which probably came originally
from heretical Christian sources. The account is valuable, however, as an
early Muslim account of Christian-Muslim dialogue,

2) St Johi1,.-C'f Damascus (675 - 753) was born 43 years after
Muhammad. His father was an important government official in
time when the population was still largely Christian but
Muslim rule. His grandfather had played an important role in
of Damascus to Muslim troops in 635,

the death of
Damascus at a
living underthe surrender

He knew both Arabic and Greek, and worked in government for about 30 years
in the Ministry of Finance, At the Eige of 50 heleft his position, perhaps
because top jobs in the civil service were being given only to Muslims, and
retired to live in the monastery of St Sabas near Jerusalem.
He devoted
himself to study and wrote several major theological works,
He is important for our survey since he was the first Christian theologian
to think seriously about Islam and to try to help Christians to know about
Islam and see how it differed from Christianity,
One part of his large
work The Fount of Wisdom dealt with Heresies, and he included Islam in this
section, describing it as 'Ih.e Heresy of_the_Ishmae 1 jtes' .
He therefore
thought of Islam not as a separate religion in its own right, but as a kind
of Christian heresy,
He has been described as 'one of the most serious originators of MuslimChristian dialogue',
Generally he avoided polemics, and put forward
serious and open-ended theological arguments,
He had had close dealings
with Muslims from childhood, and had accurate knowledge of the Qur'an and
of Muslim beliefs and practices, His writings had a considerable influence
on later generations of Christians,
Some of his arguments, for example like proving the divinity of Christ from the titles 'Word' and 'spirit'
given to Jesus in the Qur'an, and the argument that Muhammad could not have
been a prophet because his coming was not foretold in the Bible and because
he did not work miracles - became widely accepted in Christian apologetics,
Unfortunately those who followed him seldom had first hand experience O f
Islam and Muslims, and often used what John had written simply for
political purposes and to stir up the feelings of Christians against
Mus 1 i rns,
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3) Ql-Tabari (d 855.) was a well-educated Nestorian Christian physician from
Baghdad, who converted to Islam at the age of 70,
In the introduction to
his book Refutation of Christianity, he stated openly that his aim was to
destroy the faith of Chr i st i ans,
The main thrust of his attack was that Christian beliefs about Jesus are
absurd and self-contradictory, since Jesus is said by Christians to be bath.
God and. man, He asked Christians questions like these; Do you believe in
one God, or is Jesus a second God? Can God experience suffering and death?
Is Christ God or man? Is he the Creator or is he simply a creature?
As a Nestorian Christian for most of his life, Al-Tabari may well have held
a view of Christ which was very close to that of Muslims, namely that he
was an ordinary man, a prophet, who was used by God, The basic weakness of
this approach, however, was that it failed to recognize that most
Christians have generally understood Jesus to have had two.natures, divine
and human,
It also refused to recognise the possibility of paradox in
re1i gious 1anguage.

4-) Correspondence of al-Hashemi and al-Kindi (c 320) has been described as
'one of the most important writings in the history of Muslim-Christian
dialogue' (Jean-Marie Gaudeul),
The author of this correspondence must
have been a Christian, probably a civil servant living in Baghdad during
the time of the Caliph A1-Ma' mum (813-833),
By writing in the form of a
fictional correspondence between a Muslim and a Christian, he was able to
state his own views more openly than he could ever have done if he had
written in his own name,
The first letter of 37 pages is from the Muslim to the Christian, and gives
a full and reasonably fair presentation of the beliefs and practices of
Islam,
It accuses Christians of being in error and unbelief, and invites
Christian readers to become a Muslim and save themselves from unbelief,
In his reply of 230 pages, al-Kindi writes about the Christian
understanding of the Trinity,
He goes on to discuss Muslim claims about
the prophet Muhammad, boldly expressing objections and questions which
Christians at the time no doubt wanted to put to Muslims, but did not dare
to - for fear of death; for example;
- 'How could a man who raided caravans and was of doubtful morals be a
prophet?'
- 'Muhammad's claims to be a prophet are not supported by prophecies in the
Bible or by miracles.'
- 'Since there is nothing exceptional about the languge of the Qur'an, how
can Muslims say that the Qur'an is a. miracle?'
- 'The Pillars of Islam are useless and cannot purify the heart,'
- 'Although the Qur'an says "There is no compulsion in religion", Islam has
been spread by the sword,'
- 'Islam is a lax and easy religion compared to the "narrow way" of Jesus,'
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In the final section, al-Kincli. shows from the Gospel of Matthew how the
coming of Jesus was predicted by the prophets, and gives an outline of his
teaching, his life, death and resurrection, and the corning of the Spirit,
This work had a profound effect on Christian-Muslim relations for
centuries. Muslims felt they had to answer the challenges put by al-Kindi,
while Christians gained many of their ideas about Islam fror.i these
'letters' and tried to develop al-Kindi's approach to refute Islam.

5) Ibn Hazni (994 - 1064) is important because he represents 'probably the
most violent and systematic attempt to discredit Christianity in the whole
history of Christian-Muslims confrontation 1 , and 'has been adopted as
undisputed Master in the field of anti-Christian polemics' (Jean-Marie
Gaudeul).
He came from a Muslim family of Spanish origin and was brought up in the
court of the Umayyad Caliph in Cordoba, After periods as a prisoner during
several coups, then as prime minister, and again as a prisoner, he left
political life to give himself to religious studies,
Starting from a very strict and literal approach to all Scriptures, which
he regarded as the very words dictated by God, he concluded that the text
of the Bible had been corrupted.
He attacked Christian belief in the
Trinity as an invention of Christians and an absurdity; how can three
'things' be one? He also dismissed the doctrine of the incarnation since
it implies a 'change of nature'; if God beeame man, then he is no longer
God,
Listing all the discrepancies he could find in the Gospels, he
concluded that the Christian Scriptures were not revealed by God, but were
fabricated by their human authors,
Jean-Marie Gaudeul sums up his approach in this way;
1 Ibn Hazm does not try to enter into dialogue with Christians or with his
other (Muslim) adversaries,
He simply tries to crush and destroy his
opponents,
His method which reduced the meaning of words to simple
elementary notions makes it easy for him to win an argument; words are
just weapons for him,
But this same method prevents him from reaching
any real understanding of the thought of others.
Consequently, his
arguments may be devastating in a public discussion, but they do not
touch the real position of his adversaries,
'In a way, his approach is totally logical within his own system of
thought, but powerless to take into account another set of principles,
At the root of all his argument lies the idea he has of what a Revealed
Text should look like, and how this Revelation takes place,'

6) Raymond ...Uu.ll (1234 - 1315) was born in Majorca, and worked for several
years in the service of the king, first as a tutor and later as an adviser,
At the age of 31 he had a profound conversion experience through a vision
of Christ on the cross.
Soon after this he began to work out a plan for
the evangelism of Muslims, and joined the Franciscan order as a layman. He
spent the next 22 years preparing himself through the study of theology.
Islam and Arabic, and founded a training centre where other Franciscanr
could prepare themselves for missionary work among Muslims,
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At the age of 52 he began lecturing at universities in France and Italy,
and wrote more than 200 book of Christian apologetics for Muslims. Finally
he decided to engage in direct evangelism himself, and at the age of 60
made trips to Tunis, Cyprus and Algeria,
In each case he became involved
in public controversy, was arrested and expelled,
His last evangelistic journey (when he was 80!) took him to Sicily and
Tunis,
He seems to have begun to work in a less confrontational way, and
was allowed to engage in debate with Muslim leaders, Before long, however,
he changed his style, perhaps out of a desire to die as a martyr, He then
moved to Bugia (the modern Bejaia) in Algeria, and began preaching openly
in the market, He was stoned by the crowd who were angry at his criticism
of Muhammad, and died either at sea or in his native Majorca,
Lull was in many ways ahead of his time, He recognized, for example, that
the Crusades had been a terrible betrayal of the spirit of Christ,
He
therefore called the whole Church, including the Pope, to believe that the
Muslim world could not be won for Christ by force,
He saw the need for
Christians to study Islam carefully and to give missionaries a thorough
training, He also worked hard on developing an effective apologetic which
would convince Muslims by 'irrefutable logic',
Many Christians today are
still challenged by the example of this man who worked so hard to change
traditional Christian responses to Islam and who gave his life for Muslims
to come to faith in Christ,
At the same time, however, we need to be aware of the limitations of his
approach, His apologetic method probably depended too heavily on rational
arguments to demonstrate that Christian doctrines aire the most reasonable,
He may not have been a very good listener, and his reliance on argument
combined with his natural impatience tended to make him provocative in his
approach to Muslims,

7) Henry Martyn (1781 - 1812), after his time as a student at Cambridge,
went out to India, as a chaplain of the East India Company at the age of 24,
He was an extremely able linguist, and within seven years had completed a
translation of the New Testament into Urdu and a thorough revision of the
Persian New Testament, and had also started on a revision of the Arabic New
Testament,
The only Muslim who became a Christian as a result of his
ministry was Sheikh Salih (later known as Abdul Masih, meaning 'servant of
Christ'), who was a gifted evangelist and was the first Christian from a
Muslim background to be ordained in India,
Because of his poor health Martyn set out to return to England by land,
hoping to meet up with his beloved Lydia, a girl from his home area of
Cornwall whom he had known since childhood, During the months he spent in
Iran in 1813 on his journey home he spent a considerable time debating with
Muslim teachers in Isfahan,
After this he set out again on his journey,
but died in Turkey,
Part of the significance of Martyn is that while he believed in the need
for apologetics, he had real doubts about the value of certain kinds of
argument,
He was far more at home in personsJ conversations with small
groups of interested Muslim, and stressed the need for lasting friendships,
It was in this kind of context that he found he could 'share the religious
experience of the forgiveness and peace attained through Christ',
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He summed up these convictions in words like these; 'I have now lost all
hope of ever convincing Mahomedans by argument ,,, I know not what to do
but to pray for them,'

8) Earl. Qotlllsb Pfander (1803 - 1865) was a German missionary who began
his work in Persia at the age of 22.
After 12 years he moved to India,
where he spoke in public debates and wrote apologetic literature in what,
came to be known as 'The Muhammadan Controversy 1 ,
At the age of 5S, he
moved to Constantinople to continue his evangelism, until a change of
government policy forced missionaries to give up their work,
He wrote his famous Balance of Trjrih in German and Armenian 1829, when he
was only 26.
It was later translated into Persian, Urdu, Turkish, Arabic
and English, and has been widely used since then as a basic te>:t-book of
Christian apologetics with Muslims.
In the Introduction Pfander begins with the question; how can we know
whether Christianity or Islam is true, whether the Bible or Qur'an is the
Word of God? He goes on to suggest that any true revelation from God must
meet 6 criteria;
a,
b,
c.
d,
e,
f,

it
it
it
it
it
it

must
must
must
must
must
must

satisfy the human yearning for eternal happiness
accord with the moral law
reveal God as just
confirm the unity of God
make clear the way of salvation
reveal God so that people may know him,

Part I is a defence of the text of the Bible, answering the Muslim charge
of corruption,
Part II outlines the basic teaching of the Bible, showing
how biblical doctrine and morals meet the 6 criteria, Part III, 'A Candid
Enquiry into Islam's Claim to be the Final Revelation', answers Muslim
arguments about predictions of the corning of Muhammad in the Bible, the
miraculous nature of the Qur'an, Muhammad's miracles, and his behaviour,
He concludes that Islamic doctrine and beliefs do niii meet the criteria for
establishing genuine divine revelation. The book ends with a strong appeal
to Muslims to recognise the claims of Christ and put their trust in him,
Pfander was once defeated in a public debate in Agra by a Muslim scholar,
Rahmatullah al-Hindi, who later (in 1867) wrote a book called Manifestation
of the Truth as a reply to Pfander's Balance of Truth. This book has been
reprinted many times and is still used by Muslims today,
The book lists
contradictions and errors in the OT and NT, arguing that they cannot be
inspired, It goes on to give evidence not only for false interpretation of
the text by Jews and Christians (tahrif ma'nawi). but also for
falsification or corruption of the text itself (tahrif lafzi).
The next
stage is to argue that many biblical texts are 'immoral' and that certain
commands in the Bible have been abrogated or superseded by the Qur'an,
There then follows a refutation of the Trinity, proofs that the Qur'an is
the Word of God, and that Muhammad is the Prophet of God,
There were several strengths in Pf ander's approach in The_ Ba 1 anc e of Truth:
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- He knew a great deal about Islam and could quote from the Qur'an, the
had i th (Tradition) and from many other Muslim sources in different
languages,
- His style was courteous and polite,
- He could recognize common ground between Christian and Muslim beliefs,
- He appealed to reason as 'the supposedly neutral standpoint of natural
reason',
With hindsight, however, we can also recognise certain weaknesses and
limitations in his approach;
- His attacks on Muslim beliefs sometimes degenerated into polemics,
- He appealed too much to the reason and the intellect, and not enough to
the heart,
- The debate could hardly be an open-ended discussion, because he himself
had decided from the beginning the criteria by which genuine revelation is
to be determined.

9) Temple Gairdner (1373 - 1928) was an Anglican missionary who worked in
He was a gifted linguist and understood Islam well
Cairo for 31 years,
enough to be able to debate publicly in Arabic with sheiks from the alAzhar University, In his work with Muslims he believed that 'what was most
needed for the redemption of Islam was the living exemplification of
Christian brotherhood'. In addition to his work with Muslim, therefore, he
His
spent a great deal of his time in pastoral work in the churches,
approach to Islam and Muslims has been summed up in the words 'Other
teachers taught us how to refute Islam; he taught us how to love Muslims',
Constance Padwick in her well-known biography Temple Gairdner of Cairo
sumrns up what was most distinctive about Gairdner's approach;
',,, Gairdner ,,, found that the literature by which the Christian Church
had set forth her living truth to Moslems was a curiously arid, machineIt was as though the compilers, holy men though they
made literature,
were, had been caught into the argumentative machinery of the schoolmen,
and had expended all their vital strength in meeting Moslem arguments
The objector himself might be left on the field
with juster arguments,
The books were starved of personality and of
cursing,
but
prostrate
appeal to aught save logic and justice, Moreover he saw, and it was one
of his most fruitful perceptions, that the converts made by this
literature were often born in its image - with the spirit of disputation
rather than of worship and of love, and apt to hammer rather than to woo
and win.
'Gairdner believed (for was he not nightly battered with anti-Christian
arguments?) that there must needs be an apologetic literature, unafraid
Silence, he felt, was tantamount to denial of
of controversial points,
But the literature must be humanized and
the truth he knew and lived,
written for fellow-men, not only for the defeat of argufiers, Moreover,
to Gairdner, stories, history, drama, music, poetry, pictures, all that

could bear the impress of the Spirit of Christ, was a reasonable part of
the Christian apologetic to the whole man.'

10) Ahmad Deedst (
) is a South African Muslim apologist who
has been engaged from over 30 years in public debates with Christians.
Video tapes of debates before large audiences (.eg with Josh McDowell in
South Africa in 19 , with An is Shorrosh in London in 1985 and Birmingham
in 1987, and with Jimmy Swaggart in
.) have been distributed all over
the world.
Booklets and tracts written by Deedat, with titles like- What
the Bible Says about Muhammad. '5Q.QOO Errors in the Bible?'. 'Resurrection
or Resuscitation?'. C.rucjf jx j on_..or ...Cr.uc.J-~El£jtlQJb have given Muslims a wide
range of arguments to use in discussion with Christians.
Deedat's approach has much in common with that of Ibn Hazm (See No 5). His
style tends to be aggressive and polemical, and he gives the impression of
wanting to discredit the Christian faith and make Christian beliefs appear
ridiculous.
If this survey points out some of the pitfalls in discussions and debates
between Muslims and Christians over the centuries, is it possible to
explore more helpful and creative ways of engaging with Muslims in
discussion? The following chapter explores other possible models,
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3,7

EXPLORING DIALOGUE

The brief survey in the previous chapter could easily give the impression
that Christians and Muslims have been drawn up as if facing each other in
battle for centuries,
Both sides occupy fixed positions from which they
attempt to attack the other side,
Is it ever possible to get away from the
Christians and Muslims have been arguing
possible to talk freely and frankly with
which are indirectly linked with religious
with the traditional areas of controversy?

big theological questions which
about for 14 centuries?
Ts it
each other about other subjects
faith, but which avoid starting

In the kind of dialogue that we are exploring in this chapter, we are
attempting to break out of our fixed positions to find a deeper meeting of
minds. The following pages contain a kind of agenda for discussion of this
kind, outlining possible questions to be discussed - perhaps between a
Christian and a Muslim, or a group of Christians and Muslims meeting
together over a period of time,
If the format seems very formal and
artificial, this outline may at least suggest new models for dialogue that
can be explored in an appropriate way in different contexts.

I

WHO ARE WE?

The questions in this section are designed to help us to get to know one
another as people and to begin to share what our faith means to us,
We
want to discover each other's humanity before we learn about each other's
creed.
Thus a meeting of a group could begin with each person giving a
kind of 'testimony', saying who they are and speaking about their faith,
1. Who are we?
We're human beings
We be 1 ong to a f am i 1 y
We belong to a commmunity of faith
We live i n a pa r t i c u1ar soc i e ty
2. Why is it so important for us to meet one another as people before we
get involved in any discussion about religion?
3. What are our basic human needs?

We need;

health and well-being; what do we do when things go wrong?
values; how do we know the difference between right and wrong?
forgiveness; how do we gain forgiveness from God?
love; we need to be loved by others and to have people to love
truth; we want to know as far as we can the truth about
ourselves and the world
a model for humanity; we need an example of the kind of people
we ought to be; we need 'guidance', as we admit in the Fatiha
and the Lord's Prayer
life beyond death; we want to know what lies beyond death
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4, How are these needs met for us within our own faith?
II, WHAT ABOUT THE PAST?
Questions under this heading are designed to enable us to think together
about how relationships between Muslims and Christians today are affected
by what has happened in the past. This is therefore an opportunity for us
to try to clear the air and to begin to be open and honest about how we
feel about our history and about each other's religion,
In many situations it may be helpful not to discuss these questions in any
detail, or not to discuss them at all if we don't have enough background
If the
knowledge, or if the discusssion simply turns into argument,
questions don't help us to understand each other's point of view better,
they should probably be avoided altogether!
Each of the following events or developments is important because of the
way it affects how Christians and Muslims understand their history, and how
they see each other;
a. The conversion of Constantine,
religion of the Roman Empire,

who

made

Christianity

the

official

b, The early spread of Islam and the Islamic Empire
c. The Crusades and the Clash between Christian Europe and Islam
d. The spread of Islam in the east
e, European Colonialism
f. The Christian missionary movement
g, The establishment of the state of Israel
h, Secularization in the west
i, The Satanic Verses and the Rushdie Affair
j, The Gulf War
How do each of these events or developments affect how Christians think
about Islam and Muslims think about Christianity?
Is it true that both Christianity and Islam are missionary religions?
Is it possible to separate 'religion 1 and 'polities' in Christianity and
Islam?
Is there any value in comparing the record of the two religions?
Is it possible to 'let bygones be bygones' and for each generation of
Christians and Muslims to start all over again as if nothing had happened
in the past?
If not, is there anything we can do to help us to understand each other
better?
How has it come about that in some countries Christians are a minority
living among a Muslim majority, and in others the Muslim? are * minorityliving among a Christian majority? What does it feel like to belong to the
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minority community? Whichever situation we ourselves are in, can we put
ourselves into the shoes of the other commmunity and appreciate how they
feel?
III. WHAT ARE WE UP AGAINST?
Instead of constantly thinking in terms of 'us' and 'them 1 and imag ining
that we are facing each other across a great divide, can we recognize that
because we both believe in One Creator God, we have a great deal in common
in a world where most people ignore God and where there is so much
suffering? Does it help us to recognize that over many of the following
issues we face common enemies? Are there waiys in which we can and should
work together?
a, Hunger
b. War/peace
c, Stewardship of resources
d, Human rights
e, Materialism
f , Sec u1 ari zat i on
g, Racism
h. Other social problems - poverty, injustice, drugs etc.
How does our faith influence our thinking about these issues?
Are there ways in which we should be .joining hands to fight agamst evils
in our society and the world?
Eg, How have Muslims and Christians been
working together in South Africa to fight apartheid?
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IV. CAN WE FIND NEW WAYS OF BEARING WITNESS TO OUR FAITH?

One way to break out of the deadlock created by centuries of controversy
between Muslims and Christians is to start with basic convictions that
are common to both faiths, and from there move on to explore
differences. Or, to change the metaphor, we try to find how far wa can
walk along the same road together, arid then think about the points at
which our paths diverge,
So, for example, we can say that Muslims and Christians agree with the
following simple propositions within the overlap of the two circles;

od creates
Sod is one
God rules
God reveals
God 1oves
God .3 udges
God forgives

Both Christians and Muslims can assent to these statements without any
hesitation. But as Kenneth Cragg has said, 'The question is not
whether. but how' . The issue between us is not whether... God forgives,
but how he forgives,' not whether he reveals, but w.tiaj;. he reveals anf.
haw.. If, therefore we take these propositions one by one,, we can sse ho
w they can be explored in the context of dialogue.

1) God creates
Islam has such a clear doctrine of creation, that there is no chance rsf
After talking to Hindu or a
confusing the Creator with his creation.
Buddhist, it is quite a relief to talk to a Muslim! If we are looking
for areas to explore differences, we may want to find out to what extent
But
the Muslim thinks of man as being created 'in the image of God',
unless we really know what we are doing, perhaps it is better simply to
rejoice in the fact that we have so much in common in our doctrine of
creation,
2) God is one
In the
We can agree with the Muslim that 'There is no god but Goc! 1 .
Qur'an Muhammad is commanded to say to the Christians, 'We believe in
that which hath been revealed unto us and revealed unto you: our God and
Because we believe
your God is One, and unto Hun we surrender 1 (29;46)
that 'The Lord our God, the Lord is one' (Deut 6;4), we believe with
Muslims in the oneness of God. But the question at issue is; what kind
C "7
'II O
/

Are we talking about a strictly
of oneness are we talking about?
Or can we think of the more complex unity
mathematical kind of unity?
of the atom, or the unity that creates 'one flesh 1 in marriage?
3) God rules,
He rules as king in complete control of the world he has made, But how
does he exercise his kingly rule? And how, in particular, does he react
when people reject his lordship over their lives? Christians see God's
response coming to a climax in the life of Jesus, whose message is; 'The
Repent and believe the good
time has come .,, The kingdom is near,
news!' (Mark 1;15>, Jesus enters into his glory as the Messianic king
'Did not the Christ have to suffer these things
only through suffering;
and then enter his glory?' (Lk 24;25), Those who enter the kingdom of
God, therefore, are those who live under the authority of Jesus as
Muslims, on the
members of the new community he called into being.
other hand, associate the kingdom of God with the House of Islam, so
that entering the kingdom of God means living according to the law
revealed through the Prophet,
4) God reveals,
We believe that God has revealed himself:
But what does he reveal?
'No-one has ever seen God, but God the only (Son), who is at the
Father's side, has made him known '..Greek exegesato. literally, has given
In his high-priestly prayer Jesus
us an exegesis of God!)' (Jn 1;18'»,
prays; 'I have revealed you (or your name') to those whom you gave me out
of this world' (Jn 17;6).
Muslims, however, cannot generally make such a claim, The 99 'Names of
And the Sufis come
God' reveal something of the attributes of God,
close to Christian language in speaking about knowing God, The position
of Orthodox Islam, however, is summed up in these words of Al-Faruqi;
'He (God) does not reveal Himself to anyone in any way, God reveals
Remember one of the prophets asked God to reveal
only His will,
Himself and God told him, 'No, it is not possible for Me to reveal
Myself to anyone 1 .,,, This is God's will and that is all we have But Islam does not
and we have it in perfection in the Qur'an,
equate the Qur'an with the nature or essence of God, It is the Wore!
of God, the Commandment of God, the Will of God. But God does not
Christians talk about the revelation of
reveal Himself to anyone,
God Himself - by God of God - but that is the great difference
God is transcendent, and once you
between Christianity and Islam,
talk about self-revelation you have hierophancy and immanence, and
YOU may not have
then the transcendence of God is compromised,
complete transcendence and self-revelation at the same time,
>
(Chambesy Consultation, page
5) God loves,
John sums up the meaning of the incarnation with the words; 'God so
Paul similarly understands it all in
loved the world. . . ' (Jn 3; 16).
terms of love; 'God demonstrates his own love for us in this; While we
Christians have
were still sinners, Christ died for us.' (Rom 5;S).
sometimes refused to recognize that the Qur'an does, speak about the love
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of God, But while there are many verses which '"-peal: about God loving,
the crucial question is; who does he love? We shall see later that the
Qur'an states clearly which kinds of people God loves, and which he does
not love (See Part 5,
)
6) God j udges
We both believe in the Day of Judgement, and look forward either with
confidence or with dread to the end of the universe as we know it, But
on what basis does God judge? Paul sees that it is the function of the
revealed law in Scripture to expose 'the exceeding sinfulness of sin'
(Rom 7; 13 AV), while those who have not known the law will be judged by
the law that is within their hearts (Rom 2;14-15), Either way, all men
stand condemned before God (Rom 3;19, 23),
While Muslims would see the
function of the written law in similar terms, they do not share the
Christian convi c 11on that sin is sinfulness, ie that it is mor e 11ke a
fatal disease than simply weakness or a series of mistakes.
7) God forgives
But who does he forgive, and how does he forgive?
In Islam, when
people repent, God forgives, as it were, by a word,
But if the
sacrificial system of the OT taught the Jews anything, it was that
forgiveness involves suffering,
Divine forgiveness can never be a
simple amnesty or a reassuraing 'ma'1esh' - that wonderful word in
colloquial Arabic which means everything from 'never mind' to 'it
doesn't matter',
In the Parable of the Two Lost Sons, the father
himself suffers as he forgives his son and welcomes him back home, (See
Part 5, )

What then have we been doing? We have started from common ground - from
seven propositions which Christians and Muslims can affirm together
without hesitation,
We have then tried to recognize frankly the
differences between us in answering questions which arise out of these
basic convictions,
Instead of trying to dictate the criteria by which
we decide whether a particular belief is true or false, we are simply
asking; which of these answers makes the most sense of all that we know
about the universe and about ourselves?
And are we prepared to live
with all the consequences of what we believe about God?

If we can have the freedom to explore these issues at this kind of
level, there is at least a chance that we may be able to break out of
the fixed positions into which we have been forced by confrontation over
so many centuries, and experience a new meeting of minds.
In case this model for dialogue still sounds too vague and theoretical,
the following two examples give some indication of how it can work out
in practice, Roger Hooker describes how he was able to ent*r into this
kind of dialogue during his time in India;
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'In engaging upon this enterprise one discovers that there are
certain areas of human life where Islam is silent, or by Christian
standards, inadequate.
One of these areas is suffering.
Two or
three years ago I was at an jjjrs at the mad rasa. listening to some
hauntingly lovely Urdu poetry. I asked the man next to me what this
particular poem was about.
He replied that the poet was bemoaning
the fallen state of Islam and asking God to put it right, Here is a
tension which many a devout Muslim, like many a devout Christian,
must often feel, the tension between things as they are and things
as they ought to be,
A few days later when I was visiting the
rfiosque I asked one of my friends about this poem and said; "If God
is really almighty, then why does he allow Islam to remain in this
fallen state, why doesn't he clo something about it?"
The only
answer I got was a shrug of the shoulders; "Only God knows 1'. Some
time later I asked the same question of another man and this time
the answer went a little further; "He is testing us to see if we
really believe." This is the usual theme of the; addresses given in
the mosque in muharram.
Hussein was subjected to the most fearful
sufferings, yet in spite of all he remained unswervingly loyal to
God,
'The tension was most vividly brought home to me on another occasion.
This was after the meeting held to protest against the burning of the
Al- Aqsa mosque... After the meeting was over I was invited back to the
mosque for a cup of tea.
Four or five of us were sitting there in
silence when one of the company said; "Mau1 ana sahib, why do we Muslims
have so many enemies?" There was a long pause,
Then, "I don't know,
but it's true." This incident, and the Urdu poem, make me wonder what
we are trying to do vis-a-vis other men, Often it seems that the really
important things are not what the Christian hears said to him directly,
but what he overhears Muslims saying to each other, At this point the
word "presence" seems better than "dialogue",
'Are the stock Muslim answers enough to meet Muslim bewilderment at the
course their contemporary history is taking? Is not this the point at
which a Christian who is present as a friend can ask the most searching
questions?
Yet as he does so he must remember that his own history
poses the same question about the omnipotence of God,
We believe that
omnipotence is supremely manifested in the Cross which Islam so
tragically misunderstands,'
An American student describes how he attended a Qur'an study with some
Muslims in London;
'There were b women and 5 men at the meeting, mainly from South
Asia, but a few from Jamaica, all now living in England.
The
Muslims were studying the Qur'an like I used to study with other
college students during my IVCF days,
They were asking questions
about the text, seeking to interpret it. We studied Surah 55 (The
Beneficent), which deals in the latter verses with heaven or
paradise, It was interesting to hear how they dealt with the verses
about the physical delights of paradise,
I felt some of their
explanations were quite understandable, I have often hear Christian
criticise Islam because of these verses,
'After the study they proceeded to ask me questions about the Bible
for two hours or so,
I tried to be honest with them during the
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meeting and to ezplain that I had a real desire to learn something
about Islam not to debate about different religions, I avoided thf'
questions about the deity of Christ, and the crucifixion because I
felt trying to answer in a few sentences would not be helpful to the
I told them to read the Injil for themselves and then we
Muslims,
would talk about the message it speaks. The meeting opened my eyes
to the great value of talking openly and honestly and personally
with Muslims, More was accomplished in that meeting than my entire
time passing out tracs in London,
'At the end of the meting I again stresed my desire to known more
about Islam and to better understand what it was like to be a Muslim
in the so-called Christian west, They then apologized to me for not
allowing me to think about the questions before I came, They then
encouraged me to ask them questions, At the end of the meeting the
leader told me I was talking about Islam except for my understanding
of Jesus, One of the women then asked me w I deal with sin in my
life as a Christian, because she had struggled with sin herself,
They invited me back every Wednesday and said if there were a topic
I would like discussed, to let them know,
'I made no apology to them for being a follower of Messiah Jesus,
but through listening and seeking to understand them, I feel I have
gained their respect and the beginnings of a friendship , . , I am
excited about what God has done,'
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PART 4

FACING FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES

'.,. the problem in mission to Islam :is theological,'
CArne Rudvin)
'There are several ways of establishing contact or communication
between man and God,
The best would have been incarnation; but Islam
has rejected it.
It would be too degrading for a transcendent God to
become man, to eat, drink, be tortured by His own creatures, and even
be put to death, However close a man may approach God inhis journeying
towards Him, even in his highest ascension, man remains man and very
much remote from God,'
(Muhammad Hamd i 11 ah''
',,, the call of the minaret must always seem to the Christian a call
to retrieval, He yearns to undo the alienation and to make amends for
the past by as full a restitution as he can achieve of the Christ to
Whom Islam is a stranger,
The objective is not, as the Crusaders
believed, the repossession of what Christendom has lost, but the
restoration to Muslims of the Christ Whom they have missed ,,,'
(Kenneth Cragg)
'Islam is a one-way door,
leave,'

you can enter through it but you cannot
(Abul A'la Maududi)

In part 4 we consider some of the harder issues that come to the surface in
the meeting between the two faiths, In chapter 1 we consider three of the
thorny theological questions which are raised for Christians by the
existence of Islam. Chapter 2 explores the perceptions of Jesus in Islam,
This leads on in Chapter 3 to an attempt to pin-point the crucial areas of
difference in the two faiths,
Chapter 4 discusses different biblical models which may help Christianr in
their thinking about Islam, Chapter- 5 deals with some of the implications
of conversion to the Christian faith, while Chapter 6 explores possible
Christian responses to the political challenges presented by Islam in the
modern world.
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4. 1

THEOLOGICftL QUESTIQNS

Meeting with Muslims and engaging with the religion of Islam is hound to
force us to ask very fundamental questions about what we believe and what
we think about the religion of Islam,
This chapter includes a discussion
of three basic questions of this kind,
(1)

Is the God of Islam the same as the God of Christianity?

This is one possible way of atempting to answer this question;
1) The question itself is a kind of trick question, because it forces us to
answer with a simple 'Yes' or 'l\lo',
What we need to dois to break the
question down into several smaller questions;
eg, a. Is the Christian's idea of God the same as the Muslim's idea of God?
Most Christians would answer 'No! 1
b. Is there anything in common between the Christian's idea of God and
Muslim's idea of God? Here again most would not hesitate to
answer 'Yes',
c. Is there enough in common between the Christian's idea of God and
the Muslim's idea of God for us to be able to use the same word 7 for
'God'? This is probably the crucial question, Some Christians,
like Bishop Rudvin of Karachi, believe that there is not enough in
common, while others, like Kenneth Cragg, believe that there is
enough in common, In the words of Michael Nazir-Ali, "For Cragg
the similarity outweighs the disparity, whereas for Rudvin the
disparity clearly outweighs the similarity" U2\
2) Suppose, for the sake of argument, that there is a country somewhere in
the world where the sun is never clearly visible. People are aware of the
sun, because they can see the shape of the sun behind the clouds, and know
that the sun is the source of heat, But they can never see the sun in a
cloudless sky,
Contrast this with people who live in the Mediterranean,
They see the sun very clearly, and feel the heat of the sun,
Is it the
same sun for both people in both places?
It must of course be the same
sun, although their mental image of the sun and their experience of the sun
is very different,
If the analogy is acceptable, we can assume that Muslims
talking about the same God, even though their ideas of
experience of him may differ considerably. We must not,
analogy too far, since no human being can 'see God 1
knowledge of him. As Paul said, 'Now we see but a poor
mirror; then we shall see face to face' (1 Cor 13;12),

and Christians are
that Sod and their
however, press the
or have complete
reflection as in a

If we cannot accept the analogy, we have to think in terms of two
completely different planets, like the sun and the moon, and assume that
Christians and Muslims are talking about two totally different brings,
Such an assumption is likely to make communication between Christians and
Muslims extremely difficult, if not impossible,
3) When Paul is speaking to a Greek audience at the Areopagus in Act- 17,
he does riot hesitate to use the word theos both for the 'Unknown God' and
for the God who raised Jesus from the dead (Acts 17; ? ::-:.4, 30-31).
He
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believes that there is enough in common between the concept of God in the
mind of these pagan Greeks and his concept of Hoc! for him to use the s?ime
word.
4) The vast majority of the converts and enquirers from Muslim backgrounds
assume that there is some real continuity between their knowledge and
experience of God before and allex. their conversion, They speak as if they
have had some real knowledge of God as MUslims, and as if Jesus has brought
their idea of God into focus in a new way, The experience of people like
Bilquis Sheikh in l_ _ Da'" ed to call Hi m Fa the r points to continuity rather
than disc ontinu i ty,
When converts take a totally negative view and want to repudiate everything
in Islam, it is probably either because the only way they can feel secure
in their new faith is to cut themselves off from everything in their past,
o_r_ because the Christians who taught them have taken a very negative view
of Islam,
5) English translations of the Qur'an which keep the Arabic A11 ah for God
seem to waht to underline the difference between the God of Islams and the
God of Christianity,
Muslims are concerned here about the possible
confusion between God (with a capital G) and god (with a small g) .
For
these reasons Islamic governments in Malaysia and elsewhere have not
allowed Christians to use All ah in recent translations of the Bible,
Against this view, hnowever, it can be argued that such practice is not
true to the Qur'an and the practice of the Prophet, In one important verse
the Prophet is commanded; 'Say; 0 People of the Scripture!
Come to an
agreement between us and you; that we shall worship none but Allah, and
that we shall ascribe no partner unto Him ,,,' (Surah 3;64),
Nothing in
the Qur'an, therefore, suggests that Muhammad ever believed that Jews and
Christians, the People of the Book, were worshiping a different God,
When Christians today insist on using Allah for the God of Islam, they want
to make the theological point that the God of Islam is totally different
from the God of Christianity. 12 million Arabic-speaking Christians in the
Middle East, however, speak of God as Allah, and would never think of using
a different word,
There can, therefore, be no 1inguistic reason for
Christians choosing to such a contrived way of speaking about God and in
Islam and finding a different name for God, And it may be hard to find any
theological reason for trying to distinguish between the word Allah and
"God" i n Chr i s t i an i ty.
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2. Is there any revelation in Islam?

Once again we need to be cautious about the question itself, because it is
We
framed in such a way as to invite a simple YES or NO for an answer,
therefore need to break the question down into a number of sma'.ler
questions, which ought at the very least to alert us to the danger of
simp1i stic answers,
(1) Are we speaking about general revelation or special revelation?
Most Christians would probably want to reject the view that Muhammad
received special revelation, in the sense that he received new revelations
from God which had not been revealed before through the prophets, Jesus or
No doubt most would also be suspicious of the view that
the Apostles,
Muhammad's teaching was genuine revelation of a monotheism in s. form that
was specially relevant and appropriate for the Arabs, Many would probably
want to say that if he did receive any special revelation, it did not come
to him direct from God, but through what he learned from the Jews and
Christians,
If, however, we are simply speaking about general revelation, we could say
that any revelation Muhammad received was no different from the general
revelation that is available to all people, Or we might want to argue that
if Muhammad was a sincere seeker after God, any revelation he received was
no different in principle from that given to a man like Cornelius before
his conversion, or to other people who are seeking after God (Acts 17;27),
Or again, using Charles Kraft's memorable phrase, we may want to think of
In this
Muhammad as being 'chronologically AD, but informationally BC',
case, his experiences could have had something in common with people in the
OT like Gideon, or possibly even Elijah, even though he was in no sense
part of God's salvation history which was worked out through the
descendants of Abraham,
(2) How djd the religion of Islam compare with the religion of Arabia?
It could be argued that Islam was a distinct improvement on the pre-Tslamic
If the pre-Islamic religion of Arabia
polytheism and idolatry of Arabia,
had much in common with Canaanite religion, Islam must have had much in
On the other hand, we may want to
common with the monothesim of the OT,
argue that it is irrelevant to ask how close or how far Islam was from the
The final product seems to be 'a denial of
religion of the OT,
Christianity', and this is all that matters,
(3) How are we to understand the development in the experience of Muhammad?
Many Christians are prepared to acknowledge that earlier in his life
Muhammad was a sincere seeker after God, He had come to believe in the One
Creator God, but did not have the opportunity to read the Bible or find out
Because of choices that he made at certain stages
the truth about Jesus,
in his ministry, however, he wandered away from the truth that he knew, and
was further away from the truth at the end of hi? life than he was at the
beginning, Other Christians answer this question, however, by saying that
what matters is 'the finished product', namely his life and teaching as a
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whole, and that studying the development of his f.-:\ ...£••: ience is therefore'
irrelevant.
(4.) How are we to understand Muhammad's rejection of Christianity?
Here again there are at least two possible answers, We can say that what
Muhammad rejected was at best a misunderstanding of the gospel, and at
worst a travesty of the gospel. We simply do not know how Muhammad wxiulji
have responded if he had had an opportunity to hear the true gospel. But
because the Christianity he rejected was so imperfect, we cannot
immediatley put Muslims into the same category as Arians or Jehovah's
Witnesses, The other answer would be that since Muhammad denied the deity
of Christ and the cross, Islam must be seen as a heresy just like any other
heresy, ancient or modern.
It is irrelevant to ask "what would have
happened if he had known the true gospel?"
(5) How are we to understand the psychological processes of the so-called
'revelations' which came to Muhammad?
Some would say that the descriptions of Muhammad's practices and
experiences in the Qur' an and the Hadith suggest that they had strong
similarities with those of ascetics, monks and mystics etc.
But since
there is not enough clear evidence, we need to look at the content of the
revelations rather than the psychological processes involved, On the other
hand, many Christian would not hesitate to say that Muhammad must have had
dealings with the occult, and that any 'revelations' he received must have
come from evil spirits,
Working through questions like these should force us to recognise all that
there is in Islam which is thoroughly consistent with Christian beliefs,
We will probably still want to make a distinction between 'truths' (plural)
and 'the truth 1 (singular), and will remain genuinely puzzled about the
mixture of truth and error which Christians find in Islam, But at least we
will have been alerted to the danger of simplistic answers which either
repel Muslims (because they convey such a negative view of Islam) oralternatively leave them confused (.because they blur the distinctives of
the two faiths).
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Is Islam inspired by the Devil'

Some Christians would never think in these terms, and would be embarrassed
to think that Muslims might overhear Christians posing the question in such
a blunt way,
Others, however, feel compelled to ask the question at one
time or another, because they need to explain the source of all the error
that they perceive in Is1 am.
One possible starting point would be to take texts like these from the
letters of Paul; 'the god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers
, . . ' (2 Cor 4;4); 'our struggle is .., against the powers of this darkworld and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms" CEph
6; 12); and "Satan himself masquerades as an angel of light" (2 Cor 11:14).
All these verses are no doubt thoroughly relevant to our thinking about all
f a i ths and i deo1ogi es.
There are several reasons, however, for suggesting that there can be real
dangers in Christians corning too easily and too quickly to the conclusion
that Islam is a religion inspired by the Devil.
a, Why single out Islam for special mention?
What about, the godless
humanism and materialism of the West today? What about some of the demonic
forces at work in parts of the Christian world? When some Christians speak
as if Islam is 'Enemy No 1' in the world today, there is a real danger of
getting things out of proportion.
b, An overemphasis on the role of Satan in Islam can easily prevent
Christians from facing up to the terrible record of the Christian Church in
its relations with Muhammad and his followers, Attributing everything we
dislike or disagree with in Islam to demonic forces allows us, so to speak,
to "pass the buck", and fail to recognize the responsibility of the
Christian Church in all that has happened. The very existence of Islam can
be see as a judgement on the Christian Church, and the record of the Church
over 14 centuries in its relations with Islam should leave us with a sense
of shame,
In talking with Muslims we will of course want to disassociate ourselves
from the Crusades, just as some Muslims have disassociated themselves from
the Amans, the Khomeinis or the Qadhdhafies of the Muslim world,
But
resorting too quickly to the explanation that Islam is inspired by the
Devil may mean that we are letting ourselves off the hook too lightly, and
that we never recognize the responsibility of the Christian Church for all
that has happened in the past,
c. If we teach that all other religions are inspired by the Devil, some
Christians jump to conclusion that people of other faiths must therefore by
definition be possessed by evil powers. It is obvious that there are occult
practices in some forms of 'Folk Islam 1 , and many Christians have no
difficulty whatever in believing in demon possession,
But it is neither
true or helpful to suggest that every Muslim must be treated as a case of
demonic possess i on,
d. We are probably influenced more than we
which we have inherited from the past, It
theological reasons that our forefathers
Europe thought of Islam in these terms,
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realize by stereotypes of Islam
was not for purely biblical arid
in the Eastern Churches and in
There were many other cultural,

political and psychological factors which are at work not so far below the
This is how Jean-Marie Gaudeuil makes the point, writing about
surface,
the Middle ages;
'Europe elaborated instinctively an image of everything it repudiated and
projected this image on Islam, the symbol of all that was "un-Christian"
...This was not deliberate, but instinctive; Europe had felt inferior to
the Islamic civilization, it had received much from it; philosophy, the
unable as yet to express its own Culture in
sciences, technology;
positive terms, Europe rejected in Islam whatever seemed to threated its
Christian identity'.
Norman Daniels, in his book Islam and the West: the Making of_an Image
shows that many of the popular images and stereotypes of Muslims and Islam
in the minds of Europeans and westerners today can be traced back to the
writings of Christians in the Middle East and Europe in the Middle Ages,
e, When Christians interpret the contemporary resurgence of Islam,
especially in the Middle East, simply in terms of the work of Satan, they
are probably guilty of resorting to a terrible oversimplification of
complex issues. This revival is to some, extant a response to centuries of
European colonialism, and we cannot understand what has been happening in
countries like Iran and Iraq if we do not even attempt to appreciate the
many cultural, political and economic factors that have been involved,
Simple explanations expressed in purely spiritual terms can easily have the
effect of preventing us from getting to grips with the complexities of
history and po1i tics,
f. Explaining Islam in terms of the demonic can sometimes simply be a way
of coming to terms with all that is culturally strange and foreign in
Islam. Simple explanations of this kind seem to save us from the hard work
of coming to terms with all those pastoral, psychological, political and
cultural factors which come into the equation,
If some Christians, therefore, refuse to answer the question 'Is Islam
inspired by the Devil?' others will answer with a simple 'Yes 1 . But there
ought to be many who will want to answer 'Yes, taut .,,' All these 'buts'
But they should at least make us
should not turn the 'Yes 1 into a 'No 1 ,
recognise that simple black and white categories cannot really help us in
coming to terms with all that we find both in the religion of Islam and the
actual Muslims that we meet,
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4 .2

THE ISLAMIC VIEW OF JESUS

'We believe in Jesus and all the prophets;', says the Muslim to the
'But what kind of Jesus do you believe in? 1 replies the
Christian.
Christian. 'What precisely is your picture of him?'
an areas where Christians and Muslims appear to have much in
This is
But how
common because of the important place they give to Jesus,
significant are the differences in the way the two faiths think of Jesus?
Does the amount of common ground make the differences seem minimal? Or are
the differences so important that they point to fundamental differences
between the two faiths?
The Islamic view of Jesus is based primarily on the Qur'an, but has also
been coloured by centuries of tradition,
1 ) Jesus in the Qur'an

The following are the main features of the picture of Jesus which emerges
from the 93 verses in the Qur'an which speak about him, The quotations in
this chapter are taken from Kenneth Cragg's translation, Readings in the
Qur'an (Co 11i ns '38),
a, Jesus is seen as one in the line of prophets sent by God;
'We have granted revelation to you (singular, ie Muhammad) as We gave
revelation to Noah and the prophets who came after him, To Abraham also
We gave revelation, and to Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob and the tribes, and to
Jesus and to Job, to Jonah, Aaron and Solomon, To David We brought the
Psalms, 1 (4;163)
'Say; "We believe in God and in what He has revealed to
revelations to Abraham and Ishmael, to Isaac and Jacob and
and in what was brought to Moses, Jesus and the prophets,
We do not discriminate between any of them and to
Lord,
surrender ,,, "' (3;84-85)

us and His
the tribes,
from their
God do we

b, Jesus was born of a virgin; his birth was announced to Mary by an angel;
'To Mary the angels said; "Mary, God gives you glad news of a word from
Him, His name is the Messiah Jesus, son of Mary, Eminent will he be in
this world avid in the age to come, and he will have his place among those
who are brought near to God's Throne, He will speak to men in the cradle
and in his mature years, and he will be among the righteous,"
'Mary said; "Lord, how shall I bear a
replied; "The will of God is so, for
purpose is decreed He only says; 'Be!'
Scripture, the wisdom, the Torah and
to the people of Israel,,,' (3;45-49),
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son when no man has known me?" He
When His
He creates as He wills,
and it is, God will teach him thf
the Gospel, making him a messenger

c, He performed many miracles;
'And to Jesus He will say: "Jesus, son of Mary, remember My grace towards
your mother when I aided you with the holy spirit, so that i.n your cradle
and in your mature years you spoke to men.
Remember how I gave you
knowledge of the Book, and the wisdom, the Torah and the Gospel, and how
by My leave you fashioned clay into the shape of the bird and when you
breathed into it it became a bird by My leave, and how, by My leave too,
you healed those born blind and the lepers and how, by My leave again,
you brought the dead to life once more,.,' (5;110)
d, It is blasphemy to elevate Jesus to the level of God;
'Truly they have lied against the truth who say; "God, He is the Messiah,
son of Mary." Say; "Who can arrogate sovereignty from God in anything?
If God but wills it His power could annihilate the Messiah and his mother
and every one else in the world, To God belongs the sovereignty of the
heavens and of the earth and all that is within them and He is omnipotent
over all.' (5;17)
'They have ascribed invisible beings as partners to God, though He
created them, and in their total ignorance they have attributed to Him
sons and daughters,
Glory to Him and exalted be He above what they
allege.
The very Creator of the heavens and of the earth, how could
there be a "son" to Him there never having been a "spouse" to Him - He
who created everything and who is omniscient over all things?' (6:95-101)
e. While Jesus is not divine in any sense, he is quite unique among the
prophets of God and is given titles like 'word' and 'spirit' which are not
given to any other human beings;
'People of the Book, do not go to unwarranted lengths in your religion
and get involved in false utterances relating to God,
Truly, Jesus,
Mary's son, was the messenger of God and His word - the word which He
imparted to Mary - and a spirit from Him. Believe, then, in God and His
Messengers and do not talk of three gods,
You are well advised to
abandon such ideas. Truly God is one God, Glory be to Him and no "son"
to Him whose are all things in the heavens and the earth, their one and
only guardian.
'That He should be servant to God will never be disdained by the Messiah
as beneath his dignity, nor indeed by the angels who dwell in the divine
presence. Servants of His who take on arrogant airs and think themselves
above serving - well, God will have them all summoned to answer for it, 1
(4;171-172)
f. Jesus is to be thought of as similar to Adam in that they were both
created by the word of God;
'God would have you think of Jesus as you think of Adam, created by God
from the dust, saying to him "Be" and into being he came,
This is the
truth from your Lord, so do not be among those who sre dubious,' (3;5960)
g. Jesus was not crucified,

In a passage about the Jews we are told;
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'As for their claim that they killed the Messiah Jesus, son of Mary, the
messenger of God, the truth is they did not kill him nor did they crucify
him.
They were under the illusion that they had,
There is a lot of
doubt about this matter among those who are at odds over it, They have
no real knowledge but follow only surmise, Assuredly, they did not kill
him,
On the contrary, God raised him to Himself- God whose are all
wisdom and power. And before they come to die, the people of the Book,
to a man, will surely believe on him. On the Day of Resurrection he will
be a witness against them. 1 (4;157-159)
The picture of Jesus that emerges from the Qur'an is summed up by M, fill
Merad, a Muslim scholar of Algerian origin, as follows;
'Prophet, Apostle of God, servant of God, these are titles which are
applied in the Qur'an to many othe prophetic figures. But Christ is more
than that,
Everything in the Qur'an inclined us to represent him as
being above the common condition of men,.,
An exceptional divine work,
an exceptional messenger, favoured in all things by Sod, Christ witnesses
to an exceptional divine concern, Through all that the Qur'an has to say
about Jesus, we cannot fail to recognize an unquestionable convergence;
everything it gives leads to the declaration of Christ's surpassing
greatness.'
The traditional Islamic interpretation of the death of Jesus is summed up
by the same writer in this way;
'The Muslim's conviction is ... strengthened by everything he reads in
the Qur'an, namely that God does not abandon His own; how then could He
have abandoned Jesus, a being whom he produced miraculously, by His
Ka 1 i ma, a being whom He assisted by His Spirit, whom He had singularly
favoured, conferring on him the remarkable power of giving life and of
raising from the dead?
God cannot hand over to the fury of some
executioners a being with a nature like Jesus,
'Islam refuses to accept this tragic image of the Passion,
Not simply
because it has no place for the dogma of the Redemption, but because the
Passion would imply in its eyes that God had failed,
'Islam rejects the idea of the death of Christ. This attitude safeguards
at one and the same time the idea found in the Qur'an of God's honour and
of man's dignity. For in Jesus mankind attains its supreme dignity, its
consummation,'
2) Jesus in later Islamic tradition
Since Jesus in the Qur'an is such an enigmatic figure, Muslims after the
time of Muhammad felt the need to explain the references to Jesus in the
Qur'an in order to add to and fill out its picture of Jesus,
In the
traditions which develolped, the main focus of interest was on three areas;
a, His miraculous powers,
One story tells how he dyed ten garments in
different colours in one single vat, Another story tells how he turned a
group of children into pigs,
b, His asceticism.
Jesus is described as wearing a robe of wool, which
indicates that he lived very simply,
He is quoted as saying, 'I have
become worn out by my labours, and there is no poor person poorer them I
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am'.
He has no human ties, except to his mother, and is known as 'the
prince of wanderers',
c. His role at the end of history.
Various traditions say that he will
come down to earth at the eastern gate of the Great Mosque at Damascus, He
will then go to Jerusalem to worship God in a mosque along with other
Muslims,
He will kill all the pigs, break the crosses, destroy Jewish
synagogues and Christian churches, and kill all the Christians who do not
believe in him, and kill the Anti-Christ, All the People of the Book will
therefore believe in him. Justice and peace will reign all over the world,
and after 40 years Jesus will die a natural death and be buried in Medina
alongside Muhammad. The purpose of the Second Coming of Jesus is therefore
to vindicate Islam and demonstrate its triumph to the whole world,
Another significant
Muslims' picture of
picture of Christ,
at least in measure

development that took place over centuries was that the
Muhammad became deeply influenced by the Christians'
Samuel Zwemer speaks of Muhammad as being 'transformed
into the character if not into the image of Christ';

'The sin and guilt of the Muslim world is that they give Christ's glory
to another, and that for all practical purposes Muhammad himself is the
Muslim Christ. The life and character of Muhammad as portrayed for us by
his earliest biographers, who were all his faithful followers and
admirers, leaves no doubt that he was thoroughly human and liable to
error,
Later tradition has changed all this, and made him sinless and
almost divine,
Two hundred and one titles of honour given to Muhammad
proclaim his apotheosis,'
The Ahmadiyya Movement, which began in Pakistan in 1879, has taught that
Jesus was taken down from the cross before he actually died, and laterrevived in the tomb,
He then escaped from Jerusalem, and travelled to
Kashmir, where he died,
Although the Ahmadis are a strong missionary
group, they have been officialy declared to be non-Muslims by the
government of Pakistan.
Early in this century Muslim apologists began to use the so-called 'Gospel
of Barnabas', claiming that this is the only authentic account of the life
of Jesus, It can easily be demonstrated, however, from its historical and
geographical errors, and from teaching which contradicts the Our'an, that
the book is a mediaeval forgery.
The author was probably an Italian
Franciscan monk who converted to Islam in the 16th Century,
If Muslims today know only the Jesus of the Qur'an and of later Muslim
tradition, they insist that he was no more than a prophet and that he did
not die on the cross,
Many of them have little or no desire to read the
Gospels or to explore Christian beliefs about him, because they think that
all they need to know about him is revealed inthe Qur'an, If they do read
the gospels and admire his teaching, they tend to regard it as hopelesslyunrealistic.
Although they are often impressed by his miraculous power?
and may even be moved by the story of the crucifixion, they find it
impossible to believe that God could have allowed it to happen, or to see
Jesus as anything more than an ordinary man and a great prophet.
3) Christian responses
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a. While some aspects of the Qur'anic Jesus fit with the picture given in
the New Testament (the Virgin Birth, some of the miracles etc.), several
other aspects appear to have come from unorthodox, of not heretical,
Christian sources (eg miracles performed during the childhood of Jesus, the
idea of a substitute that was crucified in place of Jesus etc), Christians
have to recognise, however, that such an interpretation is totallyunacceptable to Muslims who believe that the Qur'an was revealed directly
by God to the mind of the Prophet, and that the contents of the Qur'an
cannot therefore be traced back to and human sources,
b. The basic reason why Jesus cannot be seen by the Qur'an as 'more than a
prophet' is that he does not fit into the Islamic understanding of how God
has revealed himself to the world. The contrast between the two faiths at
this point is summed up vividly by Jens Christensen when he writes; 'Islam
says; Book from God = Revelation from tiod, Christianity says; Christ from
God = Revelation of God,' Islam rules out the possibility of God revealing
himself through an incarnation.
For Muslims, therefore, however exalted
Jesus may be, he cannot possibly be anything more than a person of
'surpassing greatness',
c, Christians feel compelled to point out to Muslims that the Jesus of the
Qur'an is a very pale reflection of the Jesus of the New Testament. This
fel ing is expressed by Kenneth Cragg in this way;
'This is the inward tragedy, from the Christian angle, of the rise of
Islam, the genesis and dissemination of a new belief which claimed to
displace what it had never effectively known,
The state of being a
stranger to the Christian's Christ has been intensified by further
failures of love and loyalty on the part of institutional Christianity in
the long and often bitter external relations of the two faiths through
the centuries,
'It is for these reasons that the call of the minaret must always seem to
the Christian a call to retrieval. He years to undo the alientation and
to make amends for the past by as full a. restitution as he can achieve of
the Christ to Whom Islam is a stranger,
The objective is not, as the
Crusaders believed, the repossession of what Christendom has lost, but
the restoration to Muslims of the Christ Whom they have missed,,,'
(The Call of the Minaret, p 245-24.6)
d. Instead of putting an end to the discussion, the Qur'anic picture of
Jesus can be used effectively as a starting point by Christians wno know
what they are doing. Henri Michaud makes this point in a study of Jesus in
the Qur'an;
'After having tried to understand what the Qur'an says about Jesus, we
shall ask our brothers of Islam with very great anxiety; "Is this indeed
what you believe about Jesus?"
If there is a reply without ambiguity,
then an eirenical dialogue can begin,'

4 3

CRUCIAL DIFFERENCES - THE PARTING OF THE WAYS

If some Christians concentrate on all the differences between Christianity
and Islam, others tend to emphasize the common ground without ever getting
to grips with the areas of disagreement. Is it ever possible to strike the
right balance between these two approaches?
While attempting to be
scrupulously fair and honest, is it possible to recognise and rejoice in
all that is in common between the two faiths, and at the same time to
articulate the fundamentally different assumptions which lie behind all the
disagreements in other areas of belief?
What we find in practice is that in their discussions with one another,
Christians and Muslims can often feel that for part of their journey at
least they are walking together in the sajae. direction along the same. road.
But then they come to a fork in the road, and find themselves going in
different directions. Where then are these forks in the road, and what are
the issues over which Christians and Muslims find that their paths diverge?
In this chapter we take six different subjects, and attempt to summarize
what most Muslims believe (the column on the left) alongside what most
Christians believe Cthe column on the right).
The summary of beliefs on
both sides is followed by further reflection on the similarities and
differences.
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1) Revelation! Can god be known?

While the Qur'an uses expressions like
'seeking the face of God' (eg 2:272),
orthodox Islamic theology teaches that
God himself cannot be known; only his
will can be known.

Christian theology teaches that
God can. be known because he has
revealed himself - through the
universe, through human
conscience, through the Bible,
and supremely through Jesus.

The 'names of God 1 reveal something of
the character and attributes of God;
but God is so 'Wholly Other', so
different from humans that the meaning
of these names when applied to God
is not the same as when applied to
people.

We need not be so sceptical
about the meaning of such words
When God says 'Be holy, for I am
holy', he defines the meaning he
gives to the word 'holy 1 , and
does not leave it to humans to
decide what it may mean.

God has revealed his will for the
human race through the Qur'an,

Jesus spoke about the possibility of knowing God, and related
this possibility to his own
coming into the world
(John 17:3)

The Christian perception of Islamic teaching about revelation is summed up
by Michael Nazir-Ali in this way;
'Islam not only believes in the hiddenness of God, but, more seriously,
in the impossibility of ever knowing Him. The most that can be said is
that believers know His will which he has revealed to them, 1
In case it is suggested that this is a misrepresentation of orthodox Muslim
teaching at this point, it is worth quoting from a recent Muslim
In response to a Christian speaker at the Chambesy
theologian.
Consultation on Christian Mission and Islamic Islamic Da'wah, held in 1976,
Isma'il al-Faruqi summed up orthodox teaching about the possibility of
knowing Sod in the following way;

'You spoke of God "willing and wanting to reveal Himself to man', God
He does not reveal Himself to anyone in any
does not reveal Himself.
way. God reveals only His will, Remember one of the prophets asked Sod
to reveal Himself and Sod told him, "No, it is not possible for Me to
reveal Myself to anyone ,,,
',,, This is God's will and that is all we have - and we have it in
perfection in the Qur'an, But Islam does not equate the Qur'an with the
nature or essence of God, It is the Word of God, the Commandment of God,
the Will of God, But God does not reveal Himself to anyone, Christians
talk about the revelation of Sod Himself - by Sod of God - but that is
Sod is
the great differernce between Christianity and Islam.
and once you talk about self-revelation you have
transcendent,
hierophancy and immanence. and then the transcendence of Sod is
compromised, You may not have complete transcendence and self-revelation
at the same time,'
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INSPIRATION: In what sense is Scripture...'the word of God'"
The very words of the Qur'an were
revealed to Muhammad (12;2-3)
Muhammad did not write the Qur'an,
he simply received it and recited
it, so that his own thoughts and
ideas did not contribute to the
reve1 at ions (7;157 and 29;48).

The writers of the Bible were
inspired by the Holy Spirit
'Men spoke from God'(2 Peter 1;21),
The Bible is therefore b_a±h_ the
word of God and, the word of men,
The writers were not passive
instruments used by God like typewriters; they thought about what
they were doing and wrote in the itown i ndi v i dua1 sty 1e.

It is unnecessary and wrong to
try to find the 'sources' of the
Qur'an, si nc e i t came directly
f rom God to the Prophet Muhammad.

A1 though the wr i ters were inspi red,
there is no reason why we should
not ask questions about sources
etc

Because the Qur'an was revealed in
Arabic, it is vital to read and recite
it in Arabic, Translations of the
Qur'an may or may not be permitted;
but even when permitted, they do not
convey the full meaning of the
original,

Almost all the OT was written in
Hebrew, and the NT writers wrote
in Greek and used Greek translations
of the OT, We encourage translations
of the Bible because we believe God
wants all people to understand as
best as they can, A translation of
the Bible is just as much 'the
Bible' as the original Hebrew and
Greek, The meaning of the original
can. be conveyed adequately in any
language,

Underlying all the Muslim's questions and objections about the OT and NT is
the Islamic understanding of what scripture is. Anything that claims to be
scripture but does not read like the Qur'an or have the same message as the
Qur'an cannot be Scripture inspired by God,
Everything in the Qur'an including stories about the prophets, warnings of judgement, and the
detailed provisions of the law - comes directly from God, So if the Jewish
and Christian Scriptures record immoral actions done by the prophets,
include love poetry (as in the Song of Songs) and letters written by the
Apostles, or give four different versions of the life of Jesus, how, ask
Muslims can such a variety of different kinds of literature be regarded as
revealed scripture?
Muslims are critical of the Jewish and Christian
Scriptures, therefore, because they judge them by the standard of the
Qur'an,
In this situation Christians want to point out, firstly, that Christians
have a different understanding of the process of inspiration,
Then,
secondly, they will want to say that the supreme revelation of God to the
human race came not in the form of scripture. but in the form of a person,
that is, Jesus of Nazareth, Christians can say with the Apostle John, 'The
Word became flesh and dwelt among us ' (John 1;14), whereas Muslims would
no doubt have to say 'The Word became book',
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3, THE UNITY OF GOD

What do we understand ....by. the..' oneness of

God is One, not three - he cannot
possibly have a 'son' (112;1-4).

Christians are as convinced
monotheists as Muslims are,
'The Lord our God, the Lord is
one 1 (Deut 6;4)

Idolatry (shirk,) means putting anything,
a human being, an angel or any other
'god' on the same level as the One True
God, or assocaiting them with God in
any way (7;191-194>.

We think of God the Father, God
the Son and God the Holy Spirit
as three 'persons' within the UrnGod, bound together in a
relationship of love, not as
three distinct 'gods',

'God is greater 1 - eg He is greater
than all our ideas of him. He is 'the
Lord of all worlds', the Creator and
Sustainer of the universe (3;189).
Although there is a radical difference
between God and humans, God is nearer
to man 'than the jugular vein' (50;16)

Christians have a similar belief
about the sovereignty of God, but
tend to put more emphasis on the
nearness of God to man, and use
more personal terms for God like
"Father',

God is almighty and predestinates
every thing i n the universe, i nc1udi ng
both good and evil, At the same time
man is still held responsible for his
actions (4;73),

Christians also try to maintain a
balance between God's predestination and man's f r e e d o m and r e s p onsibility; but they tend to put
less emphasis than Muslims on
God's predestination of
everything, and never speak of
God decreeing or creating evil,

If we have listened to Muslims long enough to understand the passionate
protest against idolatry that is implied in the words 'There is no god but
God' and 'God is greater 1 , we may remember that our own scriptures sound
the same call in many different ways,
There is the uncompromising demand
of the law; 'I am the Lord your God ,,, You shall have no other- gods before
me,
You shall not make for yourself an idol in the form of anything in
heaven above or on the earth beneath or in the waters below, You shall not
bow down to them or worship them; for I, the Lord your God, am a jealous
God ,,,' (Ex 20;4,5).
The prophets speak with the same voice; 'I am the
Lord; that is my name! I will not give my glory to another or my praise to
idols,' (Is, 42;8).
We find that Jesus himself reaffirmed the Old
Testament command to worship God alone; 'It is written; "Worship the Lord
your God, and serve him only" 1 (Matt 4.; 10, And the Apostle John ends his
first letter with the urgent plea, 'Little children, keep yourselves from
idols' (1 John 5;21 RSV).
If Muslims and Christians agree in denouncing idolatry, how much further
can we go before finding ourselves entangled in misunderstanding and
disagreement?
It should not take us long to realize that we are not the
first to have passed this way,
If the disciples were orthodox Jews who
recited daily 'Hear, 0 Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord ,,,' (Deut 6;4
RSV), did they not start with the very same assumption as the Muslim sbout
the oneness of God?
Yet they were constantly being forced to say about
Jesus "What manner of man is this that ,., ? ' (Mark 4;41 AV) ,
It tootPeter some time before he could say 'You are the Christ 1 iflk 8; 29); and it
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was only at the end of three years and after the resurrection that Thomas
could say 'My Lord and my God' (Jn 20;28), Because we have the advantage
Cor disadvantage?.) of many centuries of Christian theology and devotion
behind us, it is hard for us to realize how much of a revolution had to go
on in the minds of the disciples before they could see Jesus as anything
more than 'a man sent from God',
It was a gradual process, with each of
them moving at his own speed in making the necessary adjustments to enable
him to reconcile all that Jesus was saying and doing with the basic
conviction that God is one.
If, therefore, we find in the Gospels that Jesus himself affirmed the Old
Testament command to worship the one true God, and at the same time said
and did things which challenge our interpretation of what God is like, our
search for truth should make us look for the simplest theory which can hold
together a_LL the different data, Instead of abandoning our belief that God
is one, we will have to go through the painful (and probably slow) process
of redefining what that oneness means, If in the end we can still declare
'the Lord our God is one Lord', and at the same time say to Jesus 'My Lord
and my God 1 , we will not be guilty of misusing words any more than we are
when we say that a man and a woman become 'one flesh 1 in marriage, We have
not rejected our basic assumption about the oneness of God; we have only
redefined it or reinterpreted it in the light of all that we have seen and
heard,

4, Human nature: what is...J±i&_jjiuj5_cliagnosia o.f.__the human, .condition?
The proper relationship of man to
God is that of a servant to his
Master, 'To be the slave of Allah
is the proudest boast of the Muslim,
bondage to Allah liberating from all
other servitudes' (Pickthall),

Peop 1 e are creature?s creato?d in
the 'image and likeness of God',
This image has been spoiled and
marred, but not completely destr
oyed. God wants people to he his
'sons' and 'daughters' who know
him as Father,

People have been created as stewards
to look after the world God has made
(2.30).

We believe similarly that people
were created to 'subdue the? earth 1
(Genesis 1 :28).

When Adam sinned, this did not
amount to a 'Fall' for the whole
human race.

Original sin means that we inherit
the fallen human nature of our
parents, and are born in a state of
alienation from God, We are not
guiIty before God because of our
parents' sin, but we inherit the
tendency to sin,

God's requirements for people are
contained in the law (shari'a); and
the most important are summed up
in the Five Pillars,

God's requirements are revealed
supremely in the Ten Commandments
which cover our relationship with
God and with our neighbours, This
basic law is explained and amplified
in the rest of the OT and the?
teaching of Jesus.

Repentance means confessing our sins
and turning from the wrong
that we have done,

Repentance needs to go deeper than
the confession of sins, and include
the confession that there is
something wrong not only with our
ac11ons, but also with our nature.

Apart from what is prescribed in the
iaji, the life and teaching
of Muhammad as revealed in the
Qur'an and the Traditions give us
a standard of the way we should live
as individuals and as a community.

Christians think of Jesus as the
supreme example of the kind of
person God wants us to be, They
believe that the Holy Spirit of God
lives in the hearts of those who
want to be followers of Jesus,
helping them to become more and more
like him in their attitudes and
behaviour,

(Some Muslims believe that Muhammad
was sinless and even pre-existent,
though this is not supported by the
Qur'an.>
If Christians trace the problem of human nature back to the fall
and the inherent sinfulness of human nature, Muslims believe that
They do
an unnecessarily serious view of the human condition.
Adam's sin as a 'fall' affecting the whole human race, but rather
that every person starts life with a clean sheet, completely
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of Adam
we take
not see
believe
innocent

People need the law of Gocl, as revealed in the Qur'an, and
before God,
when they break it, need to turn to God in repentance and faith to =>sk
Msuslims therefore s&e divine law and divine forgiveness as
forgiveness,
being sufficient remedy for human dosibedience.
Christians who understand anything of the moral conflict described by Paul
in Romans 7 feel bound to say that the Muslim diagnosis is too optimistic,
Instead of
and does not make sense of the facts of our moral experience,
solving the problem of human disobedience, the law seems only to intensify
it, by showing that our problem is not simply individual 'sins', but rather
our 'sin' - our sinful human nature which is contantly dragging us down,
This does not mean that there is anything wrong with the law; it merely
Its
means that it was never intended to provide the final solution,
purpose was rather to explose the problem in its true light; 'The law
itself is holy, and the commandment is holy, right and good, But does this
mean that what is good caused my death? By no means! It was sin that did
it; by using what is good, sin brought death to me, in order that its true
nature as sin might be revealed, And so, by means of the commandment sin
is shown to be even more terribly sinful' (Rom 7; 12,13), The more intense
the conflict between our desire to obey God's law and the downward pull of
our human nature, the more we will find ourselves agreeing with Paul's
final analysis of the problem; 'This, then, is my condition; on my own I
can serve God's law only with my mind, while my human nature serves the law
of sin 1 (Rom 7;25).
The difference between the two faiths on this issue has far-reaching
When we put ourselves under the law of Sod,
consequences in many areas,
Do we find ourselves nearer to the confidence and
what do we find?
optimism of the man who said to Jesus 'Ever since I was young, I have
Or do we find ourselves
obeyed all these commandments' (Mark 10;20)?
Who will
echoing Paul's cry of desperation, 'What and unhappy man I am!
rescue me from this body that is taking me to death?' (Rom 7;24)?
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forgive? What is

5 , Forgiveness and Salvation:
salvation?

..meaning of

God is merciful and willing to
forgive all people who sincerely
repent, believe and devote themselves to good works. God forgives
simply by pronouncing forgiveness,
There is no need for any sacrifice
or atonement, Forgiveness depends
simply on the mercy of God and his
declaration of forgivedness, God
forgives as he wills,

Since God is both loving and. holy,
forgiveness cannot depend on a mere
declaration of forgiveness in words;,
If the law of the holy God have been
broken, simple forgiveness would
undermine those laws, So how can
God remain just and holy, and at the
same time pardon sinful people who
have turned their backs on him?

Our good deeds and our bad deeds
will be weighed in the balance byGod on the Day of Judgement, But we
can trust that if we live a good
life, our good deeds will outweigh
our bad deeds; but we cannot know
until the Day itself (2;82), since
God forgives as he pleases,

It is in the death of Jesus on the
cross that we get a clue to the way
this tension is resolved; Jesus
in his death was bearing the judge
ment on all human sin, and at the
same time was demonstrating his
self-giving, sacrificial love for
all peop1e,

(Many Muslims believe they can
trust the intercession of the
Prophet to help them,)

We have no reason to be afraid of
the Day of Judgement, if we believe
that Jesus has already taken upon
himself the judgement that each of
us deserves,

If God accepts us, we will be
admitted to ParEidise; if not, we go
to Hell (7:40-46).
(Some Muslims are more univeralist and believe that God's mercy
will reach to all,

This assurance of forgiveness and
this confidence about, the Day of
Judgement produces a profound
gratitude and peace, and need never
turn into complacency or presumption,

Christians take it for granted that some kind of atonement is needed,
spend a great deal of
time trying to explain the rationale for
atonement,
Muslims, however, are not interested in challenging
particular theory of the atonement; they cannot see the need for
atonement,

and
that
any
any

If the law of God can be obeyed by all who genuinely desire to live by it,
and if any disobedience to the law is simply seen as individual 'sins', it
is natural to believe that these sins can be forgiven simply by a 'word'
from God,
Provided we are sincere in our repentance and trust in God's
mercy and compassion, he can forgive us, so to speak, by divine decree,
There is no need for any sacrifice to atone for our sins,
This understanding of forgiveness, however, leaves us open to a frightening
uncertainty, since we can never have any assurance about God's verdict for
each individual on the Day of Judgement,
This is how Jens Christensen
comments on this uncertainty;
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'One of the thing?; that often surprised me in my first studies of Islam
was the note of despondency and insecurity that is found in the deathbed
utterances of so many of Islam's great men, For example; Abu Bakr was a
prince among men of sterling character and a true Muslim, It is said of
him that he was so fearful of the future and laboured so much under
distress that his breath was often as of a roasted liver. According to
two traditions he is supposed to have said to Aisha on the day of his
death; "0 my daughter, this is the day of my release and of obtaining my
desert; - if gladness it will be lasting; if sorrow it will never
cease".,,
'Likewise when Umar was lying on his death-bed he is reported to have
said; "... I am none other than as a drowning man who sees possibility of
escape with life, and hopeth for it, but feareth he may die and lose it,
More desperate than the
and so plungeth about with hands and feet,
drowning man is he who at the sight of heaven and hell is buried in the
vision ,,, Had I the whole East and West, gladly would I give up all to
And
be delivered from this awful terror that is hanging over me,"
finally touching his face against the ground he cried aloud; "Alas for
Urnar, and alas for the mother of Umar, if it should not please the Lord
to pardon me"'.
The Christian answer to the question about forgiveness and salvation sppsks
If the
of the possibility of real assurance about the Day of Judgement,
Gospel can hold out a clear hope, however, it can only do so (a) because it
starts out with a more radical diagnosis of the human condition (see No.
4), and (b) because the basis for divine forgiveness is not a divine decree
on the Day of Judgement, but the death of the supreme mediator at a
particular place and time in history; the ground of God's forgiveness and
the suprememe demonstration of his willingness to forgive is to be seen in
the death of Jesus on the cross,
This Christian understanding of forgiveness is not totally unrelated to our
experience of forgiveness in human relationships, where we find that
forgiveness usually costs something, The greater the wrong that is done to
me, and the deeper the wound, the more it costs me to forgive and to bear
If Sod is the lawgiver,
the wrong and the injury without hitting back.
there must surely be some problem as to how he can both uphold his own laws
If God is also the
and at the same time forgive those who break them,
personal Creator who has made people in his own image, would we not expect
his way of forgiving to have something in common with forgiveness between
people as we know it, and not simply be like the pardon extended by an allpowerful ruler to his subjects at little or no cost to himself?
Even after the disciples had met the risen Jesus, they were still slow to
understand the meaning of his death, Jesus therefore had to explain why hehad to die; ' "0 foolish men, and slow of heart to believe all that the
Was it not necessary that the Christ should suffer
prophets had spoken!
these things and enter into his glory?" And beginning with Moses and all
the prophets he interpreted to them in all the scriptures the things
concerning himself 1 (Luke 24:26,27 RSV). The scriptures said that this is
how it must be, But why did it have to be this way? This is a legitimate
question which demands some kind of answer, The Old Testament proof-texts
will not by themselves help us to meet the Muslim challenge unless they
enable us to grasp something of the divine logic which demands that
forgiveness can only be proclaimed to people in the name of one who
suffered and died,

The New Testament understanding of the atonement, however, is even more
comprehensive than this, since it also introduces us> to the? Holy Spirit,
who is given to enable us to live up to the rightous demands of the law;
'What the law could not do, because human nature was weak, Sod did.
He
condemned sin in human nature by sending his own Son, who came with a
natute like man's sinful nature, to do away with sin. God did this so that
the righteous demands of the Law might be fully satisfied in us who live
according to the Spirit, and not according to human nature' iRorn 8;3-4),
If, therefore, the Christian understanding of the divine remedy covers
every dimension of the human problem and involves the work of the whole
Trinity, our ability to enjoy this remedy depends on our willingness to
accept the Christian diagnosis of our need, and our willingness to try to
grasp the divine logic which demanded that it could only be met in this
way,
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S. POL ITI CS ANQ..jrH£_SJM£L.. what As_._tbe._Rla^e^':LlL-£__J5..ta ta i n the kingdom of
God?
Muhammad was both 'prophet 1 and 'statesman' , Not only did he receive the revelation from God in the Qur'an; he
believed he was called to establish an
Is1am i c Soc i e ty in Med i na,

While Jesus was certainly a
prophet, he was not a statesman
in the sense that Muhammad was,
He taught that the kingdom of God
was being established on earth
through him (Mark 1;15); and
in the Sermon on the Mount he
explained what it means for
individuals and communities to
live under his authority,

Muslims therefore find it difficult, if
not impossible, to separate
'Church'/'Mosque 1 and 'State 1 , between
'the things that are Caesar's and
'the things that are God's', between
what is religious and what is secular,
Muslims generally believe that the rule
of God in the world needs to be embodied
in an Islamic State, and have the
conviction that 'Islam must rule 1 ,

Jesus' words 'God to Caesar what
is Caesar's and to God what is
God's' CMark 12;17) suggests that
there can often be a tension, if
not a conflict, between obedience
to the state and obedience to
God,
During his trial before Pilate,
Jesus said, 'My kingdom is not of
this world, If it were, my
servants would fight to prevent
my arrest by the Jews, But now
my kingdom is from another place'
(John 18;36).

In the early years of Muhammad's ministry in Mecca, he had a limited number
of followers, and was despised and rejected by the majority of his own
people,
It has been said that during this period he must have had
something like a 'Gethsemane experience', He must have realized that the
whole Islamic movement could easily be suppressed by persecution,
What was he to do? Was he to be patient and trust that God would vindicate
him in his own time and in his own way?
Or would he be cowardly and
irresponsible if he were to take such an enormous risk with the final
revelation from God? The answer to this dilemma seemed to come through the
overtures of the delegation from Medina who invited him to take over the
leadership of their city, and so bring to an end the feuds between its
different groups, Muhammad must have seen that this invitation offeree! him
the possibility of establishing as a political leader the kind of society
which he had until now been calling for simply as a prophet, In this way
the Prophet became both Prophet and. Statesman,
The Jewish-Christian scriptural tradition, however, has always been
suspicious of such a union of different kinds of power, In the Old
Testament there were certain safeguards to prevent the king from assuming
absolute power, The book of Deuteronomy, for example, speaks of any future
kings not as lawgivers, but as those who submit to the law that has already
been revealed to Moses; 'When he becomes king, he is to have a copy of the
book of God's laws and teachings made from the original copy kept by the
levitical priests, He is to keep this book near him and read from it all
his life, so that he will learn to honour the Lord and obey faithfully
everything that is commanded in it' (Deut 17;18-19).
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Moreover, God frequently raised up prophets who spoke with an independent
voice, condemning disobedience to the revealed law, and at times calling
for particular policies and actions. Nathan, for example, had to challenge
the great king David and condemn him for adultery and murder (2 Sam 11 ; 1 12; 15.), while Jeremiah had the unwelcome task of telling king Zedekiah to
surrender to the Babylonian invaders (Jer 27;12'ff).
In Islam, however, the one who begins simply as a prophet soon assumes in
addition the role of the 'king 1 ; for after the Hijrah, there can no longer
be any distinction between 'the things that are Caesar's' and 'the things
that are God's'.
If God's kingdom is to be established on earth, +he
things that are God's must coincide with the things that are Caesar's. The
law of God must be embodied in a particular kind of society; it must be
commended and enforced by some executive power and not left to the
conscience of the individual or entrusted to a minority group,
The difference between these two ways of thinking is also evident in the
confrontation between Jesus and Pilate,
When Jesus is ask eel what he had
done, he replies, 'My kingdom does not belong to this world; if my kingdom
belonged to this world, my followers would fight to keep me from being
handed over to the Jewish authorities.
No, my kingdom does not belong
here!' (.John 18;36).
Muhammad would not have accepted this distinction
between the different kinds of kingdom; and once he had concluded that the
kingdom he was concerned about did belong to this world, it was an
inevitable corollary that his followers would fight to protect him and to
extend his authority,
Perhaps it is this factor - the attitude to political power - which more
than any other makes Islam different from Judaism (and Christianity) in the
New Testament, Although the first Jewish Christians were tolerated by the
Roman authorities as a sect within Judaism (the followers of 'the Way'),
they frequently found themselves up against the power of the synagogue and
the Sanhedrin,
From the early 60s, however, the Roman authorities became
moe and more intolerant towards them, and as the emperors increased their
powers and made bolder claims for themselves, Christians found themselves a
persecuted minority, Thus, whereas Paul inthe 50s and 60s had been able to
enjoy some of the priveleges of being a Roman citizen and could appeal to
Caesar for protection against the plots of the Jews, by the time we come to
the apostle John in the 90s, Rome has become more like a totalitarian
state.
It is therefore symbolized as 'the Beast', whose ways are totally
opposed to those of 'the Lamb'; and only those who bear the mark of the
Beast and consent to all that it stands for can live as full members of
society.
In many parts of the Muslim world today Christians enjoy very considerable
freedoms,
There are other situations, however, in which Christians have
good reason to feel they are up against the combined powers of Mosque and
State, Whenever there is such an alliance, Muslims are simply working out
the logic of Muhammad's thinking about the things that are Caesar's and the
things that are God's,
In this situation Christians need to sit with the apostle John and hear the
voice in heaven which gives a different understanding of the way by which
God establishes his kingdom on earth; 'Now God's salvation has come! rlnw
God has shown his power as King! Now his Messiah has shown his authority!
For the one who stood before our God and accused our brothers day and night
has been thrown out of heaven,
Our brothers won the victory over him by
the block of the Lamb and by the truth which they proclaimed; and they were
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willing to give up their lives and die,
you that live there! 1 (Rev 12;10 - 12),

And be glad, you heavens, and all

In discussing this issue, however, Christians cannot simply stop at the New
They need to go on in history and recognise the many
Testament period,
situations in the history of the church in which Christians have been in
positions of political power, and have developed a relationship between
Church and State that is close to the Islamic understanding of the
Examples here would include
relationship between Mosque and State,
Constantine's Holy Roman Empire, Luther and the state churches of Germany,
and Ca1vin's Geneva.
But if Muslims and Christians go back to their Scriptures, they can hardly
fail to recognise the clear contrast between the attitudes of Jesus and
Muhammad to political power, It is in pointing out the differences in the
attitudes of Jesus and Muhammad in this area that Kenneth Cragg, inspite of
his uniquely eirenic approach, feels compelled to say;
'In their origins, an abiding, and irreducible, disparity persists,
must be allowed to stand without compromise and without concealment',
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It

Is there any common denominator in our1 discussion of these six issues?
Where there has been a parting of the ways between Christians and Muslims,
perhaps it is because we are faced ultimately with a choice between two
ways of thinking which cannot be reconciled,
perspective. , Islam is utterly rational and reasonable in each of these
areas - but reasonable only by the standards of human reason,
If Jesus had to rebuke Peter for his very 'Islamic' thinking over the
question of his suffering and death with the words 'You think as men think,
not as God thinks 1 (Mark 8;33 NEB), could it be that the words might be
applied also to the thinking of Islam at these other points as well ? RlQia.
the point of view of the revelation of God in Christ. Islam seems to be
thinking 'as men think' in each of these areas;
- By ruling out the possibility of incarnation and by reducing Jesus to the
level of a prophet, it claims to be able to tell God what he can do and
what he cannot do in revealing himself to the human race,
'There are
several ways of establishing contact or communication between manand God,
the best would have been incarnation; but Islam has rejected it' (Muhammad
Hamdillah),
- In its concept of inspiration it is ruled by an almost mechanical view of
divine communication through a Book as the final and supreme and final
disclosure of God and the only guarantee of a reliable revelation,
- Over the oneness of God, it refuses to contemplate the possibility that
the oneness could be more complex than that of a single mathematical unit,
- Its diagnosis of human nature is too superficial and optimistic, and
hardly touches the root of the problem, since it has litle or nothing to
say about the deep-seated corruption of human nature,
- Its message about forgiveness generally seems to leave people at best in
uncertainty, and at worst in abject fear of what to expect on the Day of
Judgement, and refuses to see in the life, death and resurrection of Jesus
a demonstration of God's love,
- By linking truth to power, it seems blind to the corruption that so often
goes with political power, and in offering the world its vision of a
society under Islamic law, associates the kingdom of God too closely with
'the things that are Caesar's 1 ,
What we know of Peter aJLtejL that decisive encounter at Caesarea Philippi
suggests that he must have accepted this stinging rebuke from Jesus, 'You
think as men think, not as God thinks', He must have changed his thinking
about God because of what he saw in

4,4 THINKING BIBLICALLY flROUT ISLflM

Are there any ways in which we can use our own Scriptures to help us to
If our own thinking about Islam is deeply coloured by
evaluate Islam?
historical, political and sociological factors (.whether we live in the East
or the West), should we not be able to find in the Bible a more objective
reference point which will challenge our prejudices and help us to think in
a more deeply Christian way about Islam?
The attempt to 'think biblically' may turn out to be a new discipline which
cannot be taught by text-books and cannot be included under any one of the
There will be little
basic disciplines of traditional theological study.
We shall rather need to draw on
place for simply collecting proof-texts,
all the resources of biblical scholarship at our disposal to help us to
understand the text in its proper historical context and then draw
legitimate parallels with Islam,
We focus here on four specific points at which Christians have tried to
relate the biblical text to the life and teaching of Muhammad,
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1, 'False prophets' and 'the Antichrlsll.
Many Christians turn instinctively to Matthew 24;23 -- 27, believing that it
provides the only truly biblical category for understanding Muhammad;
'False Messiahs and false prophets will appear,' Alternatively, they turn
to 1 John 2;22 - 23; 'Who is the liar? It is anyone who says that Jesus is
not the Messiah,
Such a person is the Enemy of Christ - he rejects both
the Father and the Son,
For whoever rejects the Son also rejects the
Father; whoever accepts the Son has the Father also,'
There is a certain danger, however, in thinking that this is the beginning
and end of thinking biblically about Islam,
If we bind ourselves
exclusively to these categories, we may find it impossible to enter
sympathetically into the mind of Muslims,
We will find it hard to
appreciate the development of Muhammad's teaching; and we may fail to
understand the tru context and the real intention of Muhammad's denial of
the divinity of Jesus,
Muhammad's public ministry did not begin with a rejection of Christian
beliefs, It began with a passionate rejection of the idolatry of Mecca and
a recall to the worship of the one Creator God, Muhammad must have been in
contact with individual Christians, and groups of Christians at many stages
of his life, But it was only at a later late in his public ministry, when
he came in contact with Christians at Medina and elsewhere, that he felt
compelled to extent his denunciation of idolatry to include Christian
beliefs about Jesus as the Son of God,
There are good reasons for believing, however, that Muhammad did not really
understand the Christian claim that Jesus was the Son of God, He may have
rejected what he thought was a Christian belief because it seemed to be as
crude as the polytheistic beliefs of the Meccans.
We do not know how
Muhammad would have responded if he had had first-hand knowledge of the
gospel, and had understood how the Christian faith can be both monotheistic
and. trinitarian at the same time, But if what he rejected as blasphemous
was at best a distortion, and at worst a travesty of Christian beliefs, are
we really justified in thinking of Muhammad simply as a post-Christian
heretic?
Could it be that we are influenced too much by our historical
sense which tells us that since Muhammad lived centuries after Jesus, he
must be considered purely and simply as a false prophet who rejected and
denied the New Testament gospel about Jesus?

2, 'Allah' - the God of Islam?.

Christians often feel uneasy with 'Allah', because the
foreign, and 'Allah' is thought of simply as 'the God of
some of the theological issues have been discussed in 4,1,
here can focus on some of the words for 'God' used
particularly in the Old Testament.

word sounds so
Islam 1 ,
Since
our discussion
in the Bible,

Allah in Arabic probably originally meant something like 'the God', ie 'the
High God', the highest deity at the head of the whole pantheon of gods and
goddesses in Arabia at the time of Muhammad, 'the supreme but ignored deity
of the Arabs' (Michael Nazir-Ali),
Arabic and Hebrew are both Semitic languages and have a great deal in
common, just as two Romance languages like French and Spanish have much in
common,
Thus the Hebrew word el is translated either 'god' or 'God',
depending on the context,
The Arabic word for 'god' (meaning 'a god') is
ilah. Allah is probably this same word combined with the definite article,
meaning 'the God', ie 'the one and only God'.
The Shahadah (The
Confession) uses both words; la ill aha (there is no 'god') ill_- allah
(except 'God', Allah).
The Hebrew e_L is sometimes found with the article, and becomes ha'el. as in
Gen 46;3; 'I am God (literally the God). the God of your fathers ,.,' (cf
Gen 31:13; 35;1; 2 Sam 22;31, 33, 48; Psalm 68;20,2l; 77;15 etc.) The more
common word for God in the OT, however, is the plural form el oh iff'.,
It seems, therefore, that e_l_ was thought of as the High God of all the
Semitic peoples of the ancient Middle East, This is the kind of situation
that is reflected in the account of Abraham's meeting with Melchizedek in
Genesis 14,
We are told that Melchizedek, the king of Salem, was 'priest
of God Most High' (el el yon). and that he blessed Abraham with the words
'Blessed be Abram by God Most High, Creator of heaven and earth,
And
blessed be God Most High, who delivered your enemies into your hands'
(14;13-20), Abraham did not assume that Melchizedek was worshipping a god
who was totally different from the God he himself worshipped, He- seemed to
assume that they were worshipping one and the same God when he went on to
say, 'I have raised my hand to the Lord (ie Vahweh). God Host High, Creator
of heaven and earth ,,,' (Gen 14;22),
If therefore el and elohim. are the Hebrew words for 'God 1 , 'Yahweh' is his
personal name, the name that distinguishes him from the gods of otherpeoples, like Baal and Astarte (Canaanites), Dagon (Philistines), Chemosh
(Moabites and Ammonites), Molech (Ammonites), According to Exodus 3 and 6
the name of 'Yahweh' was first revealed to Moses at the time when God met
him in the desert and commissioned him to lead the Children of Israel out
of Egypt; 'I am the Lord (ie Yahweh '
I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac and
to Jacob as God Almighty, but by my name the Lord (Yahweh!' I did not make
myself known to them ,,,' (6;2-3).
If, however, the name 'Yahweh' was first revealed to Moses, how are we to
explain the references to Yahweh before the time of Moses?
How, for
example, do we explain the sentence in Gen 4;26, 'At that time men began to
call on the name of the Lord (ie Yahweh)' ? The apparent inconsistency is
removed if we understand that the writer of Genesis assumed that the God

who had revealed himself more fully to notes as Yahweh was the one God who
had been worshipped since the beginning,
The revelation of the name
'Yahweh 1 was not introducing a new god to Moses and the Children of I?rF*el;
rather the one true God who had been worshipped from the beginning was now,
through the experience of Moses, revealing more of himself and his nature
as a holy and loving God who cares for his people,
This would also explain why Job is portrayed as someone who has personal
dealings with Yahweh in spite of the fact that he is a foreigner from the
land of Uz (perhaps Edom or Aram?), with no connections with Israel, and
living around the time of the patriarchs, At the beginning of the book we
are tolcl that Job 'fears God de elphjffi) and shuns evil' (1;8). But at the
end of the book it is Yahweh, the covenant God of Israel who speaks to Job
out of the storm (38; 1 ; 40; 1; 42; D.
The message of the OT, therefore, is that there is only one true God, and
that this God has revealed himself in a unique way through the history of
the Children of Israel,
The prophets are constantly denouncing all the
lower gods and goddesses, like Baal and Astarte, who are worshipped by the
surrounding peoples,
They are recalling people to the worship of the one
and only God who has revealed himself in a special way to the Children of
Israel in order to reveal himself more fully to the nations. Since there
is no God apart from him, the prophets feel secure in pouring scorn on the
gods of the nations who are nothing but 'idols' (Psalm 96;5; Deut 32:16-17;
Isaiah 44;9-20).
At this point we can recognise certain similarities between the work of
some of the OT prophets and Muhammad,
Just as the prophets campaigned
vigorously against idolatry in all its forms and called the people back to
recognize the one God, so Muhammad called his people to worship Allah the
High God of the Arabs, who had become obscured by the 300 or more different
gods and goddesses who were worshipped by the people of Mecca,
There is also a parallel with what happened when the Christian gospel first
came to western and northern Europe, Christian missionaries used the words
for the High God in the pantheon of different tribes, and it is from these
that we get the words that we use today for 'God' - Gott, dieu etc, As the
Christian faith became more widely accepted, all the other gods and
goddesses lost much of the power that they had had in people's minds, and
eventually came to be remembered only, for example, in Norse mythology and
in the English names of the days of the week (Thieu - Tuesday; Woden Wednesday; Thor -- Thursday; Frei - Friday; Saturn - Saturday;,
Much of the foreignness in the name 'Allah' begins to disappear when we see
how close it is linguistically to the Hebrew words for 'God',
We should
not, however, fall into the trap of saying that 'the God of the Bible is
therefore the same as Allah, the God of Islam', But this kind of study of
the words for God in the Old Testament should at least clear the air and
help us to tackle the bigger theological questions involved in discussions
of this kind,
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3, G i deon
The picture of Muhammad which emerges from the earliest Meccan Surahs of
the Qur'an and from the earliest traditions is of a man who combined a
strong protest against idolatry with an attempt to bring unity among the
tribes around Mecca and further afield in the Arabian peninsula, Uhen we
remember the thoroughly degenerate state of Arabian religion at the time of
Muhammad, as well as the continuous conflicts between the tribes, we cannot
but feel genuine amazement and admiration for all that he achieved in his
lifetime in both these areas.
This picture bears a striking resemblance to the picture of Gideon in
Judges, Here too is a man who combined ~-i. protest against idolatry ('Tear
down your father's altar to Baal', 6;25ff) with political artel military
action for his people ('Rescue Israel from the Midianites', 6;14),
If Muhammad's ministry began with the same kind of fervour and righteous as
Gideon's ministry, something certainly went wrong at a later stage,
It is
only right to remember that something also went wrong later in Gideon's
life; 'Gideon made an idol from the gold and put it in his home town,
Ophrah,
All the Israelites abandoned God and went there to worship the
idol. It was a trap for Diedon and his family' (8;22 - 28).
Is it too dangerous, therefore, to draw this kind of parallel between
Muhammad and Gideon?
It must be emphasized that we are talking of
similarity and not identity,
Moreover, while we can see how Gideon fits
into the total plan of biblical history from Abraham to Jesus, we cannot
fit Muhammad into the same scheme. But if there is any parallel at all, it
should help us at the very least to feel more sympathy for the vision with
which Muhammad began his ministry - the vision of the Arabian tribes united
as one people, and united in the worship of the one true God,
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4, Judaism and Islam

From his early contact with Jews, particularly with the Jewish community in
Medina after the Hijra in AD 622, Muhammad must have absorbed something of
the spirit and ritual of Jewish worship, as well as many stories from the
Old Testament and later rabbinic legends.
This background should help us
to understand not only the most obvious similarities between the doctrines
of Judaism and Islam (eg their understanding of the oneness of God), but
also some of the deeper similarities between the spirit of the two
religions (eg their understanding of the role of the law),
It should
therefore make it easier for us to put ourselves into the shoes of Muslims
and to see Jesus as they see him.
It requires a certain effort and discipline, however, to read the Gospels
in this way.
We naturally tend to think of the disciples as Christian
believers right from the start instead of seeing them as devout, orthodox
Jews, But what if we take off our 'Christian spectacles' for a moment and
try to see Jesus against the background of Old Testament assumptions and
several centuries of Jewish traditions?
We then begin to realise that
Muslims react to Christian claims about Jesus (if they have not
misunderstood them) in the same way as the High Priest reacted to Jesus'
claims about himself; 'You hear his blasphemy' 'Mark 14;63 - 64).
It is
the same instinct, the same jealous concern for the oneness of 6od that
makes it unthinkable that a mere man could be associated with
God in
anything other than a creature-Creator relationship. We begin to see .also
that there is an understandable logic behind Peter's objection to the idea
that the Messiah must suffer and die; how c ou1d God let his representative
on earth by humiliated so deeply before men? Surely God must vindicate his
servants the prophets in the eyes of the world?
This parallel between Judaism and Islam needs to be qualified at three
points.
In the first place, we need to recognise that Muhammad was too
much of a creative genius to be described as one who simply 'borrowed' from
Jewish sources,
Everything that he absorbed was stamped with the imprint
of his own creative mind, as we see in the distinctive thrust thst is given
to the story of Joseph (.Sura 12).
Secondly, some of Muhammad's teaching was influenced, if not actually
determined, by the negative response he received from the Jews in Medina,
His early openness soon turned to bitter hostility when he finally realised
that he had no chance of winning them over as a community,
Thus, for
example, having earlier prayed with his face to Jerusalem as the Jews did,
he now began to pray facing Mecca,
Again, there had been nothing in the
Old testament or in rabbinic tradition which linked Abraham with Mecca,
But Muhammad now claimed that Abraham and Ishmael had been associated with
the building of the Ka'aba in Mecca, He claimed that Abraham was a Muslim,
and in the words of Alfred Guillaume, 'thus at a stroke the primitive and
apostolic character of Islam was established', Any attempt, therefore, to
draw a parallel between Judaism and Islam must take into account this
tortuous love-hate relationship between Muhammad and the Jews, which has
coloured relations between Muslims (particularly Arabs) and Jews ever
since?, not least in the twentieth century,
Thirdly, in spite of all the similarities between the two religions, the
Jewish people had special priveleges because of their place in God's plan
of salvation; 'They are God's people; he made his covenants with them and
gave them the Law; they have the true worship; th'_ ', have received God's
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promises; they are descended from the famous Hebrew ancestors; and Christ,
as a human being, belongs to their race.' (Rom 9;4 - 5), This was Paul's
understanding of the priveleges of the Jewish people simply by virtue of
being descended from Abraham through the line of Isaac, and can only be
applied to the Muslim in the sense that the covenant promises of Sod are
now open to all who turn to Jesus, as Peter says on the day of Pentecost;
'God's promise was made to you and your children, and to all who are far
away - all whom the Lord our God calls to himself' (Acts 2;.-":r>,
If, however, these qualifications are not serious enough to make us abandon
the attempt to see Islam in the light of New Testament Judaism, this
approach may also help us to come to terms with the bewildering variety of
Christian responses to Islam, Is it a religion inspired by the devil, or a
'valid' religion which offers valuable insights for all? Is it a Christian
heresy like Jehovah's Witnesses, or can it sometimes be a genuine
preparation for the gospel?
We find similar problems in the responses to Judaism in the pages of the
New Testament,
Paul's verdict about the Jews in his letter to the
Thessalonians (.written about 50/51 AD)) sounds very harsh; 'The Jews .,,
killed the Lord Jesus and the prophets, and persecuted us, How displeasing
they are to God!
How hostile they are to everyone!
They even tried to
stop us from preaching to the Gentiles the message that would bring them
salvation, In this way they have completed the full total of the sins they
have committed,
And now God's anger has at last come down on them!' (1
Thess 2; 14 - 16), In his letter to the Romans (written in 57 AD), however,
he reveals how he actually prays for his fellow Jews; 'I am speaking the
truth; I belong to Christ and I do not lie,
My conscience, ruled by the
Holy Spirit, also assures me that I am not lying when I say how great is my
sorrow, how endless the pain in my heart for my people, my own flesh and
blood!
For their sake I could wish that I myself were under God's curse
and separated from Christ 1 (Rom 3;1 - 3),
In his travels in Asia Minor he made it a matter of policy to go first to
the synagogue in every city, believing that those who knew the Old
Testament scriptures would be the first to respond to the Good News about
Jesus, When we come to the book of Revelation (written some thirsty years
after Paul's death), however, the risen Lord's description of one
particular synagogue in Asia Minor paints it in a very different light; 'I
will make those of Satan's synagogue, who claim to be Jews but are lying
frauds, come and fall down at your feet; and they shall know that you are
my beloved people ' (Rev 3;9 NEB),
If we are completely confused by this ambivalence, we need to go back to
the words of Jesus himself and ask how it was that he could say to one Jew,
'You are not far from the Kingdom of God 1 (Mark 12;34), but on another
occasion to a group of Jews, 'You are of your father the devil' (John 8;44
RSV),
Part of the answer needs to be that there is a difference between
'Judaism' and 'Jews' - between the body of beliefs and traditions, and the
people who hold them with varying degrees of conviction, We also need to
be suspicious of sweeping generalisations and simple categories, whether
they spring from an attitude that is excessively generous or excessively
negatives,
If we base our understanding of Judaism only on the scribes and
Pharisees described in the New Testament, we may be incapable
recognising a Nicodemus who has qrown up in the same tradition but
reaching out for something more (John 3;1 - 13).
If we think that all
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Muslim friends are as dogmatic as Caiaphas (Mark 14:63 - 64), we will fail
to recognise others who are as open, but as cautious, as Gamaliel (Acts
5;33 - 39),
If we think that all Muslims are in the same category as the
members of the synagogue of Philadelphia (Rev 3;9), we can hardly fail to
rebuff any leader like Jairus who comes with his deep personal need and a
faith that reaches out to Jesus (Mark 5;22ff),
If the practice of Islam
can make some Muslims as self-confident as the Pharisee (Luke 18;llff), can
it not sometimes lead others to the point where God can say to them, as he
did to the God-fearing proselyte Cornelius, 'God is pleased with your
prayers and works of charity, and is ready to answer you,
And now send
some men to Joppa for a certain man whose full name is Simon Peter ,.,'
(Acts 10;4ff).
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4,5 COUNTING THE COST OF CONVERSION

'Islam is a one-way door,' says Abul A'la Maududi, 'you can enter through
it but you cannot leave 1 ,
The Christian response to this assumption is
summed up just as sharply by Kenneth Cragg; 'A faith which you are not free
to leave becomes a prison, and no self-respecting faith should be a prison
for those within it',
It is a sad fact that in spite of its tolerant attitudes in many areas,
Islam does not find it easy to accept the idea of Muslims becoming
Christians,
Conversion to Christianity (or to any other religion) is
generaly regarded as a betrayal of family and community, and as apostasy
which deserves the severest punishment.
Muslims who express an interest in the Christian faith are often subject to
strong pressures, and those who take the step of being baptized frequently
experience opposition and hostility in the home, at work and in the wider
community,
Many converts in the past have had to leave their homes for
safety, and some have been killed,
In some communities attitudes are
becoming more liberal and tolerant,
And we need to recognise that
Christians find it hard to accept the idea of fellow-Christians renouncing
their faith to accept a different faith, When this has been said, however,
we can hardly escape the conclusion that Islam seems to have its own
l reasons for reacting strongly to the idea of conversion,
At some stage in our study, therefore, we need to stop and consider the
possible implications of what we are doing,
Does our concern for Muslims
go beyond good neighbour 1iness and the desire for mutual understanding and
tolerance? Are we working for anything more than racial harmony and social
justice? What if Muslims are attracted by the person of Christ and want to
express their faith openly in some way?
Do we have any idea of the
possible cost for Muslims who want to become disciples of Jesus? And if we
personally are involved in any way in the process, do we realize the
possible cost for ourselves?
In facing these questions, we need, firstly, to understand how Muslims view
the thought of fellow Muslims leaving their faith and their community, and
secondly, how to think through the specific issues that need to be faced,

1, 'CONVERSION' AS SEEN BY ISLAM

1) The following are the main passages in the Qur'an which teach how
Muslims should deal with Muslims who renounce the faith of Islam;
'They long that ye should disbelieve even as they disbelieve, that ye may
be upon a level ('with them). So choose not friends from them till they
forsake their homes in the way of Allah; if they turn back (to enmity)
then take them and kill them wherever ye find them, and choose no friend
nor helper from among them ,,,' (4;89)
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'Lo! those who disbelieve after their (profession of) belief, and
afterward grow violent in disbelief; their repentance will not be
accepted, And such are those who are astray,
'Lo! those who disbelieve, and die in disbelief, the (whole) earth full
of gold would not be accepted frmii such an one if it were offered as a
ransom (for his soul). Theirs will be a. painful doom and they will have
no helpers' (3;90-91).
'0 ye who believe! Whoso of you becometh a renegade from his religion,
(know that in his stead'' Allah will bring a people whom He loveth and who
love Him, humble toward believers, stern towards disbelievers, striving
in the way of Allah, and fearing not the blame of any blamer, Such is
the grace of Allah which He giveth unto whom He will,
Allah is Allembracing, All-Knowing' (5;54),
',,, whoso becometh a renegade and dieth in his disbelief; such are they
whose works have fallen both in the world and the Hereafter,
Such are
rightful owners of the Fire; they will abide therein 1 (2;217),
'Whoso disbelieveth in Allah after his belief - save him who is forced
thereto and whose heart is still content with Faith - but whoso fincleth
ease in disbelief; On them is wrath from Allah, Theirs will be an awful
doom,
'That is because they have chosen the life of the world rather than the
Hereafter, and because Allah guideth not the disbelieving folk' (16;106107),
It should be noted that these verses in the Qur'an speak only of punishment
in the life after death,
If we want to find out how Muslims in the past
and present have interpreted these verses and applied them to the issue of
conversion, we need to consult Quranic commentaries, the Hadj.th. literature
(Tradition), Shari'ah Law, and note the variety of modern statements on the
subject,
2) A study of Muslim commentaries shows that, in their original context,
none of these verses are concerned with Muslims becoming Christians, Most
of them deal with those who were known as 'Hypocrites', ie idolaters who
made a profession of Islam, but were not sincere and later went back to
their former way of life,
There is considerable diversity
interpretation of the key verses;

among

Muslim

commentators

in

their

- Al Baidhawi, the famous commentator of the 13th century, gives a very
strict interpretation in his comment on the verse 4;89;
'Whoever turns back from his belief (lr.ta.da.), openly or secretly, take
him and kill him wheresover ye find him, like any other infidel,
Separate yourself from him altogether, Do not accept intercession in his
regard,' (quoted in Samuel Zwemer. p 33f)
- V'usuf All, a modern commentator, relates the same verse (4;89) to the
special circumstances after the Battle of Uhud;

'When the desertion of the Hypocrites at Uhud nearly caMsed a disaster to
the Muslim cause, there was great feeling among the Muslims of Medina
aganist them,
One party wanted to put them to the sword; --another to
leave them alone,
The actual policy pursued avoided both extremes, and
was determined by these verses, It was clear that they were a danger to
the Muslim community if they were admitted into its counsels, and in any
case they were a source of demoralisation,
But while every caution was
used, no extreme measures were taken against them, On the contrary, they
were given a chance of making good, If they made sacrifice for the cause
("flee from what is forbidden"), their conduct purged their previous
cowardiced, and their sincerity entitled them to be taken back,
But if
they deserted the Muslim community again, they were treated as enemies,
with the additional penalty of desertion which is inforce by all nations
actually at war'.
- Maulvi Muhammad Ali's comment on 2;117 probably represents the attitude
of many more liberal (but orthodox) Muslims;
'The persons spoken of in this passage are the apostates, or those who
"turn from their religion", A wrong impression exists among non-Muslims,
and among some Muslims as well, that the Holy Qur'art requires those who
apostatize from Islam to be put to death, but this is not true ,,, As the
plain words of the Qur'an show, what is stated here is that the opponents
of Islam exerted themselves to the utmost to turn back the Muslims from
their faith by their cruel persecutions, and therefore if a Muslim
actually went back to unbelief he would be a loser in this life as well
as in the next, because the desertion of Islam would not only deprive him
of the spiritual advantages which he could obtain by remaining a Muslim,
but also of the physical advantages which must accrue to the Muslims
through the triumph of Islam, And neither here nor anywhere else in the
Qur'an is there even a hint at the infliction of capital or any other
punishment on the apostate' (The ..Holy Qur 'an, Arabic text with English
translation and Commentary, Ahmadiyya Anjuman-i-Ishaat-i-Islam, Lahore,
1320, pp 9:3-99) ,
3) The Had i th literature (Tradition) contains a variety of sayings of the
Prophet about apostasy, and it is here that we find reference to the death
penalty, which is not mentioned in the Qur'an.
One saying reported by ?1
Bukhari (9th century) has been widely quoted both by Muslims and by critics
of Islam;
'It is related from Ikrimah that he said, "Hypocrites were brought to Ali
and he burnt them," The news of that reached Ibn Abbas, and he said, "If
it had been I, I would not have burnt them, because of the prohibition of
the Apostle of God; Do not punish with the punishment of God; but I would
certainly have killed them according to the word of the Apostle; Whoever
changes his religion, kill him,"' (Samuel Zwemer, Ifae. Law of Apostasy in
Islam i Marshall Brothers, 1924, p 38)
The Encyclopedia of Islam quotes the following as a saying of the Prophet
reported by Ibn Abbas; "Slay (or behead) him who changes his religion',
According to another tradition reported by Ibn Abbas and A'ishr., the
Prophet said; 'The blood of a fellow Muslim should never be shed except in
three cases; That of the adulterer, the murderer and whoever forsakes the
religion of Islam',
The traditions differ, howivvev1 , on the subject, of
whether or not apostates should be given an opportunity to repent,
Some

traditions say that God does uojk. accept the repentance of an apostate,
while others say that in some cases even the Prophet forgave apostates.

4) Shari'a Law
A Sudanese Islamic scholar, Abdullahi Anmed An-Na'im sums up the consensus
of orthodox Islam in these terms;
'On the basis of these SUDDB.I and standard commentaries on the Qur'an,
traditional Islamic schools of jurisprudence are unanimous in holding
that apostasy is punishable by death, although they differ on such
questions as to whether to execute the sentence immediately or grant the
apostate a reprieve of a few days in order to allow him time to reflect
and reconsider his position in the hope that he may recant and re-embrace
Islam, thereby saving his life as well as his soul.
There is also
disagreement on whether a female apostate is to be killed or merely
imprisoned until she returns to the faith. Her offense is not regarded
by any school or jurist to be of less magnitude, the disagreement merely
relates to whether the appropriate punishment is death or life
imprisonment,'
The Encyclopedia of Islam sums up the situation that has prevailed since
the last century;
'In former Turkish territory and Egypt as well as in Muslim lands under
European rule since the middle of the xixth century, under European
influence the execution of an apostate on a kadi's (judge's) sentence has
been abolished, but we still have imprisonment and deportation;
nevertheless renegades are not sure of their lives as their Muslim
relatives endeavour secretly to dispose of them by poison or otherwise,
Occasionally modern Islamic writers (Ahmadiya movement) endeavour to
prove that Islam knows of no death penalty for apostasy; the Indian
apologist Muhammad Ali lays great stress on the fact that there is not
once am indication of the death penalty in the Qur'an.'
5) Muslim views today cover the same spectrum of position?-, that we have
noted in the past,
Rafiq Zakaria, for example, an Indian Muslim, writing after the Sal man
Rushdie Affair, is at pains to give a very liberal interpretation of
Islamic teaching on apostasy;
'For an apostate, or murtadd, 'one who turns back' from Islam, there is
no punishment in the Qur'an, According to one verse; "0 true believers,
whoever of you apostatizes from his religion, God will certainly bring
other people to take his place, whom He will love and who will love Him,
who shall be humble towards the believers, but severe to the unbelievers,
They shall fight for the religion of God and shall not fear the obloquy
of the detractor" C5;54).
There are no recorded cases of the Prophet
punishing those Muslims who renege upon their faith, There is, however,
misconception about the punishment for apostasy, which has distorted the
image of Islam,
It has arisen because of classical jurists who have
opined that the punishment for apostasy in Islam is death, But ilus] imsubscribe to the concept of "freedom of worship", and demand f-he right to
convert non-Muslims,
The Qur'an makes it clear that "there is no
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compulsion in religion"; how then can it pronounce the death penaly on
those who "turn away" from Islam, or "turn back" on it? On the contrary,
the Qur'an mentions that irt place of those who have given up the right
path, God will bring better and more faithful ones .,,
'It is true that if, during a war, some Muslims committed treason and
went over to the other side, then they were put to death on being
captured, But that was for being traitors, not apostates, This is clear
from many traditions reported in Sahih, .ai-Bukhari. the most reliable book
of traditions. Unfortunately, there is one tradition - "Whoever changes
his religion shall be put to death" - which contradicts the entire tenor
of a mass of other traditions and, therefore, cannot be relied upon,
It
also contradicts the verses in the Qur'an that speak of freedom of
worship.
Besides, it makes a general proposition and does not
specifically refer to a change of religion by Muslims alone.
The
Enc yc1oped i a of Is1 am has correctly pointed out; "In the Qur'an, the
apostate is threatened with punishment in the next world."
He can be
killed if he joins the enemies of God and forsakes his religion, but that
would not be merely for changing religion,'
(Muhammad and the Qur'an,
Penguin, 1931, pp 86 - 87)
The late Isma'il al-Faruqi, a professor of Islamic Studies in the USA, sums
up the attitude of most orthodox Muslims;
'Islamic law dees, a How a person to exit from the Islamic state,
'However, the Islamic state has, of course, to protect itself - and ...
conversion so ofen seems to be tantamount to subversion of Islamic values
and existence.
'This was the situation certainly which existed in the original Islamic
state in Madinah during the prophet's life, where for a person to convert
out of Islam meant joining the polytheistic camp of Makkah which was in a
constant state of war against the Muslims.
Now obviously that was thesituation in which, for political reasons, legislation was formulated
that conversion out of Islam is not to be tolerated. When, later, Islam
became dominant in Madinah and Makkah, and subsequently built an empire
for itself, this legislation continued to be observed although you might
argue that there was empirically no use for it; conversion represented no
threat at all to the security of the Muslim community,
'But would you really consider revoking that legislation altogether and
grant unrestricted freedom to anyone to change his religion according to
the Islamic principle that everyone has the right to "convince and be
convinced", when we have hear of what is happening in Indonesia? What we
have heard about the situation confronting is.lam in Indonesia is like a
re-enactment of Madinah and Makkah,
When politics get so intermingled
with Christian mission, what sort of situation would you expect if total
religious freedom were allowed 7
Give us the assurance that political
involvment in mission will cease, and that power politics will no longer
intrude, then the principles of religious freedom would be approved by
every sensible Muslim on earth,
We Muslims are at the receiving end of
the line of injustice.
We haven't emerged yet from two centuries of
colonialization,'
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6) The most significant test of Muslim attitudes to conversion, however, is
not the statements of jurists and theologians of the past and present, but
what actually happens in practice,
However liberal and tolerant Muslim
leaders can be, what really seems to count at the end of the day is the
attitude of a particular family to one or more of their number who seem to
be turning their backs on their religion, and bringing shame and dishonouron the whole family.
Al-Faruqi explains that when this happens, 'we are not talking about sn
Islamic state acting under Islamic law, but a village group or a city group
aroused by the idea that they have lost one of their fellow members so they
go and kill him or put difficulties in his path,
This is not an
application of the Islamic law,'
In many cases, however, it is hard to
draw a clear dividing line between what happens in a local community and
what is done by the group in the name of Islam. However charitable we want
to be, we have to reckon with the fact that in the majority of cases
Muslims who want to become disciples of Christ are thought of and treated
as apostates and outcastes from their family and community,

7) It needs to be pointed out that there is a real tension, if not an
inconsistency, at this point between the traditional Islamic responses to
conversion and the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, This charter
has been officially accepted by most countries, including Islamic states,
and states in which Muslims are a majority, It allows the freedom not only
to hold and practise one's own religion, but also to change one's religion,
Article 18 states;
'Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion;
this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and
freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or
private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice,
worship and observance,'
The tension, if not inconsistency, between this Declaration of Human Rights
and the practice of many Muslim states is pointed out by Abdullahi Ahmed
An-Na'i m as foilows;
'The inescapable conclusion ,,. is that it is inconsistent with modern
notions of religious freedom, an internationally acknowledged basic human
right and generally accepted fundamental civil liberty guaranteed by most
constitutions throughout the world,'

2. ISSUES INVOLVED |IM CONVERSION
What are the practical questions that Muslims have to face when they feel
themselves being drawn to the person of Christ 7
And how can Christians
help them in thinking through the sensitive issues involved?
The remainder of this chapter consists of discussion material based on a
number of biblical passages that can be used in talking through these
question with enquirers,
It is important that we should understand the
difficulty and the complexity of these questions, and that we recognise
that in several cases there are different ways of interpreting the passages
and applying them to a particular situation,
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CONFESSION
(Read Matthew 10.32-33; Romans 10.9-10)
Q. - What is the importance of confession for the new believer?
- Does the confession always have to be public? Must the convert
always confess his faith openly to his family and friends from
the very beginning?
ISA "SECRET DISCIPLE" A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS?
(Read John 3.1-10, 7.50-52, 19.38-42, 12.42-43)
Q. - Does the gospel account imply any criticism of Nicodemus,
Joseph and other Jews who believed, for being secret disciples?
- Did they in any way deny Jesus by hiding their commitment to
him?
- Did their actions amount to a public confession of Jesus?
- Is there any reason why a Muslim convert should not in certain
circumstances remain a secret disciple until the time is ripe to
declare his faith openly?
LEGITIMATE COMPROMISES? (Read 2 Kings 5.15-19)
When Naaman the Syrian was healed, he recognized the uniqueness
of Yahweh, the God of Israel. Since he associated Yahweh with the
land of Palestine, he asked Elisha if he could take home some soil
from the country, so that he could offer sacrifices to Yahweh in his
own country. He also asked Elisha about the situation he would face
in his work: as commander of the army he would have to attend
sacrifices with the king in the temple of the god Rimmon. Although
he now recognized the unique claims of Yahweh, would it be
unforgiveable compromise for him to fulfil his official obligations
and take part in such worship, even though he no longer recognized
the god Rimmon?
Q. - What was Elisha's response to these two questions?
- Was Naaman's dilemma similar to the dilemma of the Muslim
believer?
Are there ever circumstances in which the Muslim believer
should adopt a similar attitude?
HONESTY AND WISDOM (Read Matthew 26.62-64, 27.11-14)
There were at least two occasions when Jesus was very careful in the
way he answered direct questions:
When he was on trial before the Sanhedrin, he was silent at first
when accusations were brought against him. When he was forced to
say whether or not he was the Messiah, the son of God, he gave a
careful answer: "The words are yours. But I tell you this.. ."(NEB). If
he had answered with a straightforward "Yes", he would have given
the impression that he was the kind of political leader which many
Jews expected the Messiah to be. He gave the same kind of answer
during the trial before Pilate, when he was asked the direct question
"Are you the king of the Jews?"
In both these situations Jesus refused to answer some of their
accusations. When he did answer, he gave answers which were not a
straightforward "Yes" or "No", because he wanted to avoid creating
misunderstandings. We believe that Jesus was indeed the Messiah,
the son of God, the king of the Jews - but not in the sense that his
accusers understood these titles.
Q. If a Muslim asks a Muslim who believes in Jesus, "Have you
become a Christian?" what idea does he have in his mind about
the word "Christian" and "becoming a Christian"?
- Should the believer answer with a straightforward "Yes" in spite
of the possible misunderstandings? Would it be dishonest if the
believer were to give an indirect answer and say, for example, "I
am a disciple of Jesus"?
- If a Muslim asks us "Do you believe in the Qur'an"? or "Do you
believe Muhammad was a prophet?" how should we answer?
We could hardly answer with a simple "Yes"; but a straight
"No" would probably close the conversation. How can we be
honest but sensitive at the same time? - 2. ol_
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FAMIL Y LOYALTIES
(Read Luke 14.25-33, Matthew 10.16-23, 34-39, and Mark 10.23-31)
Q. - Will the family be tolerant, critical or hostile?
- Will he be able to remain within the family?
- Is the opposition likely to be such that he will have to leave his
family for his own safety or peace of mind?
THE SOLIDARITY OF THE FAMIL Y
(Read Luke 19.9, John 4.39-42, Acts 2.39, 9,32-35, 16.31-34)
Q. - Should we work towards the conversion of the whole family
(and even the whole community) and not only of an individual
in the family? If so, how?
- If we were to take the principle of the solidarity of the family
seriously, how would it affect our approach?
Would it mean, for example
- deliberately deciding to meet with the whole family and not
just with one individual from the family?
- addressing ourselves primarily to the head of the family
rather than to the children or the wife?
- delaying baptism of an individual until the whole family
is convinced and wants to be baptized?

QUESTIONS RELATING TO MARRIAGE
(Read 1 Corinthians 7.1-40)
Paul is here dealing with questions about marriage raised by new
converts living in a non-Christian society.
Q. - When a Muslim becomes a disciple of Jesus, how will it affect
his thinking about marriage and the family (whether he is
married or single)?
Can we apply any of the principles given here to the situation a
Muslim convert is likely to face?

g .

The Five Pillars
Read the following three incidents in the life of Paul and ask if they
shed any light on the question of whether a Muslim can continue to
practise any of the Five Pillars, or whether he must inevitably give
them all up:
ACTS 16.1-3
Timothy's mother was a Jewess, which made him technically a Jew;
but his father was a Gentile, and Timothy had not been circumcised
as a child. The Jerusalem decrees had said that it was not necessary
for Gentile believers to be circumcised (Acts 15.1-35).
Paul probably expected Jewish believers to continue to circumcise
their children; but he taught that Gentile believers should not ask for
circumcision, because this would imply that they were obliged to
keep the law of Moses (Galatians 5.2-6).
Paul probably circumcised Timothy either because he believed
that as a Jew he should have been circumcised, or in order to make
sure that no Jewish critics could say that Paul had encouraged Jewish
believers to abandon the law of Moses.
ACTS 18.18
This was presumably a Nazirite vow (see Numbers 6.18), although
Luke does not explain the reason in Paul's mind. This ceremony
could have marked the end of a vow Paul had previously taken
(perhaps in connection with his mission), or the taking of a new vow
(possibly connected with his mission to Jerusalem).
ACTS 21.17-26
The Jewish believers in Jerusalem were still staunch upholders of the
Law and were worried at rumours that Paul was encouraging Jewish
converts to ignore the Law of Moses. They therefore wanted Paul to
prove to the Jews that he was still a devout, practising Jew.
The four men concerned had probably taken a temporary Nazirite
vow, like Paul's earlier vow (see 18.18). Paul was not asked to take the
vow himself; he simply agreed to pay the expenses of the sacrifice and
go through the ritual purification with them.
Q. - What was Paul's motive in each case for carrying out these
Jewish rites?
a. Was this something Paul did out of personal conviction,
because he still considered himself a practising Jew and believed
in the value of these rites (even if he didn't expect other Jewish
and Gentile believers to practise them)?
b. Was this something Paul did simply as a concession to the
feelings of Jews, in order to avoid giving them reasons for
criticising him?
c. Was this something Paul did deliberately in order to "live like
the Jews", even though he didn't believe he was any longer subject
to the law of Moses? Was his motive evangelistic, "in order to win
the Jews"?
Is there any parallel between the traditions of Judaism and the
traditions of Islam? If so, can the example of Paul help us to
answer similar questions about Muslim practices? If Paul did
not give up everything in his Jewish past, does the Muslim
believer have to give up everything in his traditions?
He will have difficulty in declaring "Muhammad is the apostle
of God", and he may have no desire to make the Pilgrimage. But
does he have to give up the prescribed prayers, fasting and alms
giving if he feels they are an important part of his worship of
God?

4-.

WELCOMING THE NEW BELIEVER (Read Acts 9.10-19)
Q. - How easy was it for Ananias to go to Saul and say "Saul, my
brother.. ."? What were the fears and prejudices in Ananias'
mind which had to be dealt with?
- What can we do to help the new Muslim believer to feel that he
is fully accepted as a brother?
OVERCOMING SUSPICIONS (Read Acts 9.26-28)
Q. - Why were the Christians in Jerusalem so suspicious about Saul
after his conversion?
- Does this help us to understand our suspicions and fears about
converted Muslims?
- What would it mean for us to repent of our prejudices and our
lack of love towards converts?
- What was the special role which Barnabas played in this
situation?
- What can we do to help converts to feel that they are totally
accepted in the community of believers?
- What can we learn from the experience of Muslim converts in
the past and their relationships with existing churches?
- Are there situations in which it is so difficult for Muslim
converts to join an existing church that they should think of
starting a church on their own?
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BAPTISM
(Read Matthew 28.18-20; Mark 16.15-16)
Note that these verses in Mark are from an old ending of the Gospel
which is not found in the earliest manuscripts. Even if it is genuine, it
should be noted that it does not say that the person who believes but'
is not baptized will be condemned.
The Jews were familiar with the practice of ceremonial washing
for purification. They also baptized proselytes, ie, non-Jews who
wanted to accept the faith of Judaism. At the time ot'Jesus, therefore,
the practice of baptism was known, and it was already connected in
people's minds with the idea of cleansing from sin. What Jesus did
was to take a practice which was already known, and make it a once
and for all act of initiation, performed in his name.
The Gentiles were not familiar with the practice of baptism, and it
would have been entirely new to them. They would not bring to
baptism any negative ideas or misunderstandings from their own
background.
To the Muslim, baptism means nothing more nor less than
apostasy from Islam. It means that the Muslim has cut himself off
from his family and his society; he is renouncing his religion and his
community, accepting a new religion and joining a different
community.
Q. Are we to say that every Muslim convert must be baptized? Or
are there circumstances in which a Muslim convert might delay
his baptism - perhaps indefinitely - because he does not see
baptism in the same light as his Muslim family?
We want Jesus and the message of the cross, and not any
secondary issues, to be the only stumbling block. Are there
situations in which baptism creates an unnecessary stumbling
block for the rest of the Muslim community, because it is seen
not only as a sign of public confession of Jesus but as a final
repudiation of the Muslim community?
- If Jesus was simply adapting a ceremony already familiar to
Jews, could we not on the same principle consider adapting a
similar ceremony already known to the Muslim?
The Muslim practises a ceremonial washing before he says his
soldi five times a day. Is it conceivable that a ceremony similar
to the ritual washing could be evolved in which, for example,
the Muslim disciple of Jesus has water poured out for him as it
would be in the preparation for the ritual prayer? The significant
thing in this case, however, would be that the one who pours
water for him would do it "in the name of Jesus" and in the
presence of the community of believers.

THE DISCIPLE AND HIS MASTER (Read Matthew 10.24-25)
Q. - What kind of treatment does Jesus warn his disciples to expect?
REJOICING IN SUFFERING (Read Acts 5.40-42)
Q. - Why were the apostles being persecuted? •
- How did they accept this persecution and suffering?
SUFFERING AND GLORY (Read 1 Peter 4.12-16)
Q. - How had Peter learned to associate suffering with glory?
- Peter distinguishes carefully between suffering as a Christian
and suffering for other reasons. Is it possible to distinguish
between the suffering of a convert which is simply because of
his allegiance to Jesus Christ, and the suffering which is caused
by other secondary things (eg, the convert's attitude to his
family and his culture)? Can the Muslim believer understand
the difference, even if his community does not?
THE SHAME OF REJECTION (Read Hebrews 13.10-14)
Q. - How can the example of Jesus help us when we find ourselves
rejected by our own community and covered with shame in
their eyes?

4.6 FACING THE POLITICAI

CHALLENGE OF ISLAM

'In our day,' says Jens Christensen, 'the subject of politics is one of the
most fundamental and difficult problems we have to contend with in coming
to grips w ith Is1 am,'
This is particularly the case in situations where Christians are a small
minority living among Muslim majorities or in Islamic states, But even in
western countries where Muslims are minorities, they are making their
presence felt through requests and demands in different areas of public
life.
In education and family law, for example, they are asking for
certain rights to be granted to them,
We are therefore forced to ask certain general questions like these;
- Why does Islam seem to be such a political religion - so much more
political than Christianity as we know it today?
- What is the Muslim vision for the world? Do all Muslims want or expect
Islam to triumph?
If so, is it to triumph through persuasion or through
force or through both 1?
We also need to ask detailed questions like these;
- How are Christian minorities treated in different Islamic countries?
What are their rights as minorities? What kinds of discrimination do they
experience? How should they respond, for example, to pressures for further
implementation of shari'a law?
- How are Muslims treated as minorities living in non-Muslim countries'7
What kind of discrimination do they experience? What should be the
Christian response to complaints about the way they are treated in this
k i nd of s i tua t i on?
In order to begin to answer these questions, we need to trace the
development of Islamic teaching about the treatment of non-Muslims since
the time of the F'rophet to the present day. Only against this background
will we be able to consider what might be distinctive about Christian
attitudes and responses to these aspects of the challenge of Islam,

1 . ISLAMIC THEORY AND PRACTICE IN THE PAST AND PRESENT

1 ) Muhammad - prophet and statesman
For the first twelve years of his ministry, Muhammad wa^ essentially a
prophet calling the people of Mecca to renounce idolatry and worship the
one true God and gathering around him a small group of disciples,
The
Ui.ira, the 'Migration' of Muhammad and his followers from Mecca to Medina,
however, marked a decisive turning point in his life, since it meant that
he now became bjsih. prophet and. statesman. From now on he led the Muslims
into battle and claimed to receive from God all the detailed legislation
required for the establishment of the Islamic community in Medina,
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The Islamic concern for the life of the community, together with all the
political interest that is part of that concern,spring ultimately,
therefore, from the example of the Prophet, This is how Kenneth Cragg sums
up the significance of this 'progression from preaching to ruling';
'So it was that he grew steadily more and more preoccupied with the
ultimate issues of how his truth would succeed,
In his own time and
place, he experienced what all prophets undergo, namely the burden and
mystery of the barren word,
What is to be clone when verbal ministry
seems unavailing?
His life came to a watershed in what is the central
issue of all religious history, namely the relation of truth to power,
The city of Islamic origins, Mecca, is linked with another city of
Islamic statehood, Medina,,,
',,, The search for religious recognition became a quest for political
power,
It is important to keep in view that this was nai the pattern at
the outset,
The command had been; "Recite ,,,"
"Your sole duty is to
communicate", says the Qur'an (Surah 42;48 and elsewhere),
But the
meagre hearing, and the increasing evidence of how the majority w?re
immune to preaching alone, seemed to require a revision of that verbal
commission, or rather, its enlargement into something more,
'The student is here at the heart of the deepest issue in the psyche of
Muhammad,
It used to be assumed, in some quarters, that his character
underwent a certain declension and that an initial sincerity came to be
undermined by baser motives,
But this is to miss the real point,
The
real problem is deeper, The urge for power is more truly seen here, not
as a lapse but a logic, not something now less sincere and idealist, but
more so in a different guise,
How is a prophet sincere if he become
reconciled to non-success, or refuses to undertake what success requires
when his words, long sustained, have failed of response?
'There may have been other factors in Muhammad's reach for power, There
were economic and social motives,
There was also that Arab "manliness"
and the tradition of battle in the picture, But, in the last analysis,
Islam sees the militancy of Muhammad as the legitimate and appropriate
progression from preaching to ruling, and all within the will of God,'
(Islam and the Muslim, Open University, p 17)
2) Quranic teaching about the...treatment, of Jews and_..Ci:ms_tiaas_
While the Qur'an is generally very critical
remarkably positive about Christians;

of

Jews,

some verses are

'Thou wilt find that the most vehement of mankind in hostility to those
who believe (to be) the Jews and the idolaters, And thou wilt find tht
nearest of them in affection to those who believe (to be) those who say;
Lo! We are Christians, That is because there are among them priests and
monks, and because they are not proud,
'When they listen to that which hath been revealed unto the messenger,
thou seest their eyes overflow with tears because of their recognition of
the Truth,
They say; Our Lord, we believe,
Inscribe us among the
witnesses' (5;82-83; cf 5;65-60; 2;62; 22;40>,
Other passages reflect the kind of dialogues which Muhammad must h?..H with
Jews and Christians, and the arguments and appeals he used to persuade them
to accept his message;

'Say; 0 People of the Scripture!
Come to an sgreemeni between us and
you; that we shall worship none but Allah, and thai we shall ascribe no
partner unto Him, and that none of us shall take others for lords besidfv
Allah ,,.
'0 People of the Scripture! Why disbelieve ye in the revelations of
Allah, when ye (yourselves) bear witness (.to their truth) 7 ' (3; K/I , 70; cf
3; 19-20) 29;46-47; 57;27; 5:14-19, 171-172, 156-157:).
In other verses, however, there is a more critical attitude towards Jews
and Christians, which no doubt developed in the context of their coolness,
and later their rejection of his messaage;
'0 ye who believe!
Take not the Jews and Christians for your friends.
They are friends one to another,
He among you who taketh them for
friends is (one) of them, Lo! Allah guideth not wrongdoing folk' (5;51).
'Fight against such of those who have been given the Scripture as believe
not in Allah nor the Last Day, and forbid not that which Allah hath
forbidden by His messenger, and follow not the religion of truth, until
they pay tribute readily, being brought low,
'And the Jews say; Ezra is the son of Allah, and the Christians say; The
Messiah is the son of Allah,
That is their saying with their mouths,
They imitate the saying of those who disbelieved of old, Allah (Himself)
fighteth against them, How perverse are they!' (9;29-30)
These last verses are particularly important because the word for the
'tribute' (.i is yah) in 9; 29 is the word that was used for centuries for the
tax paid by non-Muslim subjects living under Muslim rule,
A, Yusif Ali
comments on the word as follows;
'Jizya; the root meaning is compensation,
The derived meaning, which
became the technical meaning, was a poll-tax levied from those who did
not accept Islam, but were willing to live under the protection of Islam,
and were thus tacitly willing to submit themselves to its ideals being
enforced in the Muslim State, saving only their perronal liberty of
conscience as regarded themselves, There was no amount fixed for it, and
in any case it was merely symbolical - an acknowledgment that those whose
religion was tolerated would in their turn not interfere with the
preaching and progress of Islam,' (p 447)

3) The treatment of Jews and Christians by the first Muslims
Jews and Christians who refused to submit to Islam were allowed to continue
to practise their own religion,
This system was given the name dhimma.
which means literally a contract or obligation,
The assumption was
therefore that the Muslim community accepted responsibility for these Jews
and Christians, who, as dhimmis. constituted tolerated and protected
minor i 11es 1i ving under Mus1i m ru1e,
Early Muslim tradition records the text of treaties which Muhammad made
with Jewish and Christian communities in Arabia,
This, for example, was
the agreement made with the Christian communities in Najran in the south of
Arabia (the modern Yemen);
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'This is a letter from Muhammad the prophet, the Me-~.sa.nqer of God to the
To him belonged the decision upon then: in respect of
people of Najran.
every fruit, yellow, white, or black, and every slave; but he was
gracious to them and left (them) all that for the payment of 2,0oo suits
of clothes, namely, suits of ounces, of which a thousand are to be handed
over each year ,.., Najran and their followers have protection of God and
the dhi amah of Muhammad the prophet, the Messenger of God, for
themselves, their community, their land, and their goods, both those who
are absent and those who are present, and for their churches and services
(no bishop will be removed from his episcopate, no monk from his monastic
position, and no church-warden from his church-wardenship) and for all,
great or little, that is under their hands,., On the terms stated in this
document (they have) protection of God and dhimmah of the prophet for
ever, until God comes with His command, if they are loyal and perform
their obligations well, not being burdened by wrong,'
(Montgomery Watt, pp359-36Q)
In spite of these agreements, however, the Christians and Jews were
expelled from Arabia some years later, during the time of the caliph 'Umar,
He did this on the basis of a saying reported to have come from Muhammad
This is how these expulsions are recorded in the Life of the
himself.
Apostle of God by Ibn Ishaq;
'When God took away His prophet, Abu Bakr continued the arrangements
(with the Jews of Khaybar) until his death, and so did 'Umar for the
beginning of his amirate, Then he heard that the apostle had said in hir,
last illness, "Two religions shall not remain together- in the peninsula
of the Arabs" and he made enquiries until he got confirmation, They he
sent to the Jews saying, "God has given permission for you to emigrate,"
"If anyone has an agreement with the
quoting the apostle's words,
apostle let him bring it to me and I will carry it out; he who has no
such agreement let him get ready to emigrate," Thus 'Umar expelled those
who had no agreement with the apostle,'
4)

The so-called 'Code'. 'Ordinance' or 'Pact of Umar'

This is the name of a document which purport;; to be a response from Umar.
who ruled as the second caliph, between 634 and 44, to the Muslims who
were demanding that the lands of Iraq and Syria (-Palestine) should be
It is very likely that the
shared out among the Muslim conquerors,
document is a compilation which reflects a later stage in the codification
It is significant for our
of Islamic law concerning conquered peoples,
purposes, however, because it summarizes what earns to be regarded as
Islamic practice, if not law, concerning Jewish and Christian din mmis f° r
In return for toleration and protection from the Muslim rulers,
centuries.
these are the requirements laid down for Jews and Christians;
- All non-Muslim males had to pay a poll-tax (jjzya ' to the Muslim state as
an expression of their submission to Muslim rule, (Many documents sya they
should experience some kind of humiliation while making the payment - eg by
being struck on the neck). If they owned land, they also had to pay a land
tax (khara.i ),
- Non-Muslims could not engage in military service,
involved them in J_itia,d, Holy War),
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(since this would

- Jews and Christians were not allowed to build new churches or synagogues
or repair those in areas occupied by Muslims.
- They were not allowed to display the cross outside churches or to hold
public religious processions outside,
- Their houses could not be built taller than those of Muslims.
- Their clothes should be different from the clothes worn by Muslims.
Often they had to wear a badge to mark them out from Muslims, and sometimes
they were required to shave their heads.
- They were forbidden to ride on horses, and had to ride cm mules or
donkeys,
- They must show respect to Muslims, eg by giving up their seats to them,
While these requirements were not always enforced, there were times when
they were enforced rigidly in different parts of the Islamic Empire.
Michael Nazir-Ali explains the legacy of the Code of Umar in this way;
'Emancipation from the provisions of this pact came only gradually and
often painfully, for the non-Muslim populations.
It was not until the
early years of this century that the pact as such ceased to be operative
in most Muslim lands,
Vestiges of it survive, however, in the way
expatriate non-Muslims are treated in the State of Saudi Arabia and in
the Gulf.
Even in the relatively tolerant parts of the Gulf States,
church buildings have to be away from the centres o* towns, many
congregations must share one building (24 in one instance), no display of
Christian symbols is allowed and the ringing of church bells is not
permitted.
In Saudi Arabia ... no church buildings are allowed at all
and even services in the homes of Christians are liable to be broken up
by the religious police.' (p 12)
Jews and Christians were in a special position because they were regarded
as 'People of the Book',
'Idolaters' had no such special priveleges, and
it seems that in the early years they were offered the simple choice
between submission to Islam and death. Later, however, when Muslims found
themselves ruling over large numbers of peoples of other faiths who refused
to accept Islam, the protected status given to Jews and Christians was
extended to include people like Zoroastrians, Buddhists and Hindus.
5)

Classical statements of 'Jihad'

This word which means literally 'effort' came to be a technical t&rm
referring to the effort of Muslim believers for the rule of God and the
supremacy of Islam in the world.
Many Muslims in recent times have
distinguished between Jihad in this sense and the more inward and spiritual
struggle in which all believers seek to overcome all that is unworthy
within themselves,
In spite of these more recent development", in the
meaning of the word, however, it is appropriate that we should be aware of
how Muslim thinkers of the past have understood this concept.
The
following statement comes from Ibn Khaldun (1333-1406), the famous Arab
historian;
'In the Muslim community, the holy war is a religious duty, because of
the universalism of the (Muslim) mission and (the obligation to) convert
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everybody
caliphate
in charge
politics)

Therefore, the
to Islam either by persuasion or by force,
and royal authority are united (in Islam), so that the person
can devote the available strength of both of them (religon and
at the same time,

'The other religious groups did not have a universal mission, and the
holy war was not a religious duty to them, save only for purposes of
It has thus come about that the person in charge of religious
defense,
affairs (in other religious groups) is not concerned with power politics
(Among them) royal authority comes to those who have it, by
at all,
accident and in some way that has nothing to do with religion, It comes
to them as the necessary result of group feeling, which by its very
nature seeks to obtain royal authority, as we have mentioned before, and
not because they are under obligation to gain power over other nations,
They are merely required to establish their
as is the case with Islam,
r e1i g i on among their own peop1e,
'This is why the Israelites after Moses and Joshua remained unconcerned
Their only concern
with royal authority for about four hundred years.
was to establish their religion,
'Thereafter, there were dissensions among the Christians with regard to
They split into groups and sects,
their religion and to Christology.
which secured the support of the various Christian rulers against each
Finally,
At different times there appeared different sects,
other,
these sects crystallized into three groups, which constitute the
These are the
Others have no significance,
(Christian) sects.
We do not think that we
Melchites, the Jacob!is, and the Nestorians,
should blacken the pages of this book, with discussion of their dogmas of
All of them are unbelief,
In general, they are well known,
unbelief.
This is clearly stated in the noble Qur'an, (To) discuss or argue those
It is (for them to choose between)
things with them is not up to us,
conversion to Islam, payment of the poll tax, or death,' (p 162)
Such a statement needs to be understood in its 15th century context. And
Christians need to be aware that some. Christians in the past have had
similar aspirations about the supremacy of Christianity as a force in the
world, But Ibn Khaldun's statement is particularly significant oecause of
the way he underlines the difference he perceives between Islamic and
Christian ideas about political power,
6)

Some contemporary Muslim views

We need here to recognise the wide variety of views represented among
Muslims,
- This, for example, is a contemporary statement of how one Nigerian Muslim
leader of the Qadiriyyya Order understands the concept of .i i had today;
'If you are living with a non-Muslim in your area and you want him to go,
you simply call him and tax him, You tell him three times that he will
live in your neighbourhood but only on condition that he pays tax,,,If he
refuses to pay tax and still insists on living with you, on your own
land, then you have to advise him on three occasions that I will be
Only when he
coming at so, so, so date to wage a war against you,
consistently proves obstinate are you allowed, in Islam, to wage war
against him, The intention is to ensure that he is well prepared,'
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- In some countries like Pakistan some Muslims have been calling for the
Code of Umar to be reintroduced as the basis for dealing with non-Muslim
minorities in Muslim states (see 1,4).
- Professor Mohamed Talbi, a Tunisian Muslim historian, believes that the
dh i mma system must be regarded by Muslims as a thing of the past;
'We face here an extremely complex history, In seeking to overcome this
historically contentious question we need, today, to approach this
problem with much realism, departing from our respective traditions and
in accordance with our present aspirations,
Today we live in a world
where clhimnus no longer should exist.
It has become imperative and
absolutely indispensable to shelve this notion in the cupboard of
history, something which from the point of view of Islam I deem
absolutely possible.
We face here an evolution which, according to my
point of view, is part and parcel of the very meaning of Islam which
today subscribes - with certain reserves - to human rights.'
- In a book entitled The gtruflyle Within Islam: The
Fjeliflion and Politics. Rafiq Zakaria writes out of his experience of the
Muslim community in India,
The book traces 'the continuous fight between
the holders of power and theologians', and is a sustained protest against
the many different forms that fundamentalism has taken through the
centuries,
It commends the secularist approach as the only one that is
true to the spirit of Islam and appropriate in the world today;
'In their muddled zeal the modern fundamentalists forget that it was not
Hasan al-Banna, Maucludi , and Sayyid Qutb who freed the Muslims from
colonial exploitation and gave them a better and more secure future, but
Ataturk , who despite his heresies, saved Turkey from the clutches of
European power; Jinnah, a non-practising Muslim, who single-handedly
created the most powerful Muslim state in the world; Nasser , who
liberated the Arabs from the foreign yoke and gave them new strength and
hope; Sukarno, who brought freedom to more Muslims than any other leader
and united the Indonesians under one banner; Tenko Abdul Rahman, who
breathed new life into the Malaysian Muslims and made them a force in
South-East Asia; Mujibur Rahrnan, an avowed secularist who founded the
second biggest Muslim state (Bangladesh) in the world; Qaddafi, whom thefundamental ists disown, but who challenged the might of America in North
Africa; Boumedienne, who fought the imperialists and provided a socialist
system to their people,
These and many more in the secular mould were
the real builders of modern Islam,
Without them the Muslims would not
have breathed the fresh air of liberty and equality; without them they
would not have been able to hold their heads high in the comity of
nations; without them they would have continued to be hewers of wood and
drawers of water,
These leaders might not have been pious and
puritanical, orthodox and traditional; some of them might not have
offered their prayers regularly; most of them did not fit into the
straitjacket of scholastic theology; but they all brought Muslims out of
the sloughs of despondency and despair and made them once again a power
to reckon with,
Like the achievements of their predecessors in the
remote past - the Umayyads and the Abbasids, the Ottomans and the
Mughals, the Fatirnids and the Safavids - the contribution of the present
Muslim
rulers has also,
by and
large,
been decried by
the
fundamentalists; but the fact remains that despite their "lapses and
faults they have taken Islam ahead and by their- secular outlook ensured
the future of nearly a billion Muslims all over the world, 1 (p300-301 )
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CHRISTIAN RESPONSES

How then should Christians respond to the wide variety of ways in which
they experience the challenge of Islam on the political level? Much will
depend on the local situation.
But if there is art opportunity for
Christians to stand back from their immediate situation, these are some of
the most important principles which should determine their response, Taken
together they can at least provide a framework within which Christi-m~, can
dec i de how to f ac e the c ha 11enge,
1 ) Accurate information and responsible publicity
Part of our problem is that people in all communities are influencec! by
impressions,
prejudices and stereotypes - especially as they are
communicated by the media; and our information is often one-sided,
misleading or hopelessly out of date,
It is therefore essential that we
are determined to be scrupulously accurate and honest in our reporting ~<f
what is happening in different countries.
We need to avoid making
generalisations, recognising that no two countries are exactly the same,
and that situations are constantly changing,
In its reporting about religion in what used to be known as 'the Communist
World', the research centre called Keston College has provided an excellentmodel of accurate and honest reporting, which needs to be emulated in all
reporting about relations between Christians and Muslims in different
countries,
It is significant that Keston College was reporting on the
position of people of all faiths in the Communist World, including Jews,
Chr i sti ans and Mus 1 i ms,
2) United local protest
In some situations where they have reason to be concerned, what is needed"
is that the Christians of all denominations get together to make their
voices heard, The following extract from a pastoral letter from the Roman
Catholic Archbishop of Khartoum and three other Sudanese Catholic bishops
(dated 16 November 1991) is an example of such united protest;
'Although the government professes and advertises that all Sudanese are
equal on human rights .,, we see the real situation differently.
The
government policies are intended to create one nation under Islamic-Arab
culture,
regardless
of
other
religous,
ethnic
and
cultural
considerations.
These policies are manifest in the below mentioned
areas,,.'
The areas discussed in the remainder of the document are; Education,
Freedom of Religion, Worship and Conscience, Evidence of the containment
and restrction on Christians,
3) United protest from international bodies
Whether or not the Christians in any situation are able to say anything
publicly about their situation, there is often a need for the protest to
come from international bodies outside the country, This point is made in
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the following paragraphs of the Report Christian Uitness.to Huslims from
the Lausanne Conference held at Patayya in Thailand in 1980;
'We have noted that Christians in Communist countries have generally
welcomed publicity that has been given to particular cases of unjust
treatment of individuals and communities. When the reporting is known to
be scrupulolusly accurate, it has strengthened the position of those who
The situation of Christian
are unable to defend their own rights,
And some
minorities in Muslim countries is not exactly comparable,
Christians are afraid that any publicity about their situation could make
Others, however, are confident that they would benefit
it even worse,
from pressure that is brought to bear on their governments when it is
based on thoroughly reliable and accurate information,
'We recognise the need for the world-wide church to speak out against all
If we cannot do this through
forms of oppression and social injustice,
representative church bodies (such as the World Council of Churches),
through independent church agencies i. eg Keston College), or secular
bodies (eg Amnesty International), we need to explore other effective
means of voicing these concerns on behalf of both Muslim and Christian
communities,'
There are lessons to be learned from what has actually happened in the last
30 years over the persecution of Christians in the communist world, and the
effects of publicity and protest in the west, The following proposals for
action were put to the World Council of Churches in 1975 by two Russian
Orthodox priests, Gleb Yakunin and Lev Regelson
'1, Christians all over the world should learn about what their
Information should be disseminated
persecuted brethren are suffering,
through all the mass media, and church and interfaith groups should also
take a hand in this.
'2. The leadership of all Christian communities should hold regularIn addition to prayer, this
prayer meetings for persecuted Christians,
should include sermons, meditations, and discussions for action on behalf
of those who are persecuted.
'3, There should be personal contact between Christians living in freedom
and those living under persecution, using business and tourist trips and
the mai1,
'4, Christians should capitalize on the unwillingness of persecutors to
have their deeds known to the world, Each person should write one letter
a month to the persecutors, as well as appealing to public opinion in his
own country,
'5. These efforts should be extended on behalf of those of otherreligions as well as Christians, in recognition of the image of God in
all human beings,
'6. Christians should protest the illegal use of psychiatric hospitals as
means of torture and intimidation,
'7, Christians should support attempts to emigrate by those who are
persec uted f or their f a i th,
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'8, The WCC should do something about, the inability of Christians to get
copies of the Scriptures in the Soviet Union,'
Resolution 61 of the Lambeth Conference in 1938 stated;
'Islamic Fundamental ism
'This Conference;
1,
Expresses concern
that the emergence of
Islamic
religious
fundamentalism has resulted in serious violation of fundamental human
rights,
including the right of
religious belief,
practice and
propagation, as well as destruction of property of Christian Churches in
such places as Northern Nigeria and the Sudan.
'2, Urges the (ACC) Anglican Consultative Council to find ways and means
of bringing these concerns to international Islamic organisations and the
United Nations, and encourages dialogue with countries where pursuit of
Islamic religious fundamentalism has led to such violations of human
rights,
1 EXPLANATORY NOTE
'This is a real issue in Sudan snd Nigeria,'
4) Lessons from history
If as Christians today we hold strongly in our own situation to the need
for the separation of Church and State, it is easy for us to asume that the
majority of Christians have always held views like these,
It therefore
comes as something of a shock when we discover that in the Christianity
which Muhammad and the early Muslims knew in several of the countries
surrounding Arabia, Church and State were one,
One might even have to say that Muhammad learned the model he followed from
the Christians, since the code he established to regulate relations between
Muslims and their non-Muslim subjects has close parallels with the codes
adopted by the Christian Roman Emperors, Theodosius and Justinian dealing
with pagans, Jews and heretics.
Therefore, as Michael Nazir-Ali points
out, 'In many parts of the world, Muslim rule succeeded theocratic
Byzantine imperialism ,,. it is paradoxical that the Byzantine Church
itself became subject to these provisions when they became part of the
Muslim legislation on the dtiiiama., ' This pattern of church-state relations
was also followed in mediaeval Europe,
5) 'Turning the other cheek'
It is often suggested by Christians and others that true Christian
obedience to the teaching of Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount demands
passive acceptance of every insult and injustice, The following paragraphs
from John Stott's exposition of these verses, however, suggests that tins
can hardly have been the real intention of Jesus;
'Jesus' illustrations and personal example depict not the weakling who
offers no resistance,
He himself challenged the high priest when
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questioned by him in court.
They depict rather the strong man whose
control of himself and love for others are so powerful that he rejects
absolutely every conceivable form of retaliation,
'That principle is love, the selfless love of a person who, when injured,
refuses to satisfy himself by taking revenge, but studies instead the
highest welfare of the other person and of society, and determines his
reactions accordingly, He will certainly never hit back, returning evil
for evil, for he has been entirely freed from personal animosity.
Instead, he seeks to return good for evil, So he is willing to give to
the uttermost - his body, his clothing, his service, his money - in so
far as these gifts are required by love,'
'Christ's illustrations are not to be taken as the charter for anyunscrupulous tyrant, ruffian, beggar or thug, His purpose was- to forbid
revenge, not to encourage injustice, dishonesty or vice,
How can those
who seek as their first priority the extension of God's righteous rule at
the same time contribute to the spread of unrighteousness 9
True love,
caring for both the individual and society, takes action to deter evil
and promote good,
And Christ's command was "a precept of love, not
folly",
He teaches not the irresponsibility which encourages evil but
the forbearance which renounces revenge,
'So the command of Jesus not to resist evil should not properly be used
to justify either temperamental weakness or moral compromise or political
anarchy or even total pacifism. Instead, what Jesus here demands of all
his followers is a personal attitude to evildoers which is prompted by
mercy not justice, which renounces retaliation so completely as to risk
further costly suffering, which is governed never by the desire to cause
them harm but always by the determination to serve their highest good,'
6) The Golden Rule
The Sermon on the Mount contains another vital principle which should be
fundamental to Muslim-Christian relations in every context,
The Lausanne
Paper on Christian Witness to Muslims points out the continuing relevance
of OT commands as well as the teaching of Jesus;
'Before we try to protest on behalf of Christian communities in other
countries, we should remember that injustices have been committed in the
Muslim world in the past in the name of Christ, We need to confess "we
have sinned as our ancestors did" (Psalm 106;6),
'Moreover, we have no right to point the finger of accusation at Muslim
communities and governments, if we are blind to the ways in which Muslim
minorities suffer from unfair discrimination in so-called Christian
countries in the West,
Christians in this kind of situation are called
to take seriously the words of the Mosaic Law, "You shall not oppress
the alien, for you know how it feels to be an alien; you were aliens
yourselves in Egypt" (Exodus 23:9). We also need to take very seriously
Jesus' warning about the danger of judging others, "Why do you look at
the speck in your brother's eye and pay no attention to the log in your
own eye? .,, You hypocrite! ,.," (Matthew 7;3,5),
Only if and when we
have taken this warning seriously can we begin to draw attention to
situations in the Muslim world in which Christian minorities feel that
their religous freedom is being threatened, not only by subtle forms of
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discrimination, but also new
status of minorities. 1 (p'23)
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We urge Christian leaders in all walks of life to use their influence to
encourage governments and business organisations to follow as far as
possible the principle, 'Do for others what you want them to do for you'
(Matthew 7;12). This would mean, for example, treating other communities
in the same way that w.£. would like to be treated if we were in a similar
situation,
It might mean putting pressure on governments and companies
not to deny or restrict freedoms in their own country which they
themselves enjoy in other countries.
It is hypocritical for governments
to subscribe to the UN Declaration of Human Rights and for their citizens
to enjoy those rights when they are living in a foreign country, but to
deny those rights to foreigners living in their own country.
A Christian leader from the Middle East today makes this strong plea for
Western governments to recognise the relevance of the principle of
reciproc ity;
'If only the West could persuade the Muslim world to grant its religious
minorities the same treatment that Muslim minorities in the West enjoy.'
7)

Appealing to Islamic principles

The following extracts are taken from a paper written by Michael Nazir-Ali,
a Pakistani Christian, in response to a request for advice from a Christian
member of Parliament who was serving on the Parliamentary Constitution
Committee in Pakistan,
It is a good example of a Christian response f_r_o_m_
within the situa11on to political questions about the pJace of Christians
and other minorities within an Islamic state, based on the principle of
working 'for the good of the entire nation';
'There are lessons to be learnt from history, The Christian minority in
Pakistan does not wish to become a disenfranchized, segregated group
which has little or nothing to contribute to national life.
This has
happened in the past and we need to ensure that it does not happen again.
Nor would we like certain restrictive practices to be restored, We would
continue to wish to be treated as equal citizen? with freedom of worship
and proclamation;
free to build,
maintain and manage our own
institutions.
In particular, any move to reinforce the so-called
'Ordinanace of 'Urnar' is to be resisted,
'Not only are there lessons to be learned from the past, but reassurances
to be sought for fears which have arisen in the present,
There aregroups in the country campaigning for the curtailment of minority rights
and these need to be checked,
'What of the future?
We would hope that in any future polity, our
country would acknowledge the ultimate sovereignty of Hod which is
exercized through the people.,,. Granted that the polity of Pakistan will
be in accordance with Islamic ideals and aspirations, the basis of such a
polity should then be the Qur'anic. conception of human beings as viceregents of God fulfilling the trust which they have undertaken, Only in
such a broad and liberal system would the minorities feel at home, It is
certainly true that our problems and opportunities are peculiar to us,
but this is true of every country,
We must devise a durable polity in
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accordance with our needs,
It is difficult, however, to agree1 with the
view that we cannot benefit from the constitutions or systems of other
nations. Pakistan is neither a geographical not a political island, We
are, necessarily, affected by events outside Pakistan,
Moreover, there
are countties with problems and opportunities which are similar to ours,
May we not benefit from their experience and experiment?
Which
nomenclature we use for our polity is of secondary importance, What is
important is to safeguard the principle of popular, representative
government and enfranchize all sections of the population,
We must
beware of serving only our own community interest, We must work for the
good of the entire nation and especially of the poor, the weak and the
oppressed,'
8) Appealing to international law
Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states;
'Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion;
this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and
freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or
private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice,
worship and observance,'

It is, of course, far easier to state these seven principles
how to apply them in every situation.
It requires serious
Bible, of Christian and Islamic history, and of nations! and
politics,
Christians need to be thoroughly informed of the
aware of the particular issues involved,

than to know
study of the
international
facts and be

Those who look on from outside the situation have a special responsibility
to stand by their fellow Christians who have to live with all the
pressures,
If there is any sense in which Islam wants to 'win the world',
Christians all over the world will need to work out how to respond to the
political challenge
- and to do so in ways that are not Islamic, but
d i s t i nc t i ve1y Ch r is t i an,

PART 5

SHARIN6 OUR FAITH

'We need the song note in our- nv^sagt- to the Muslims ,,. not the dry
cracked not of disputation, but the song of joyous witness, tender
invitation,'
(Temple G a i r dner}
'We believe not in words, but in the Word made flesh, a Word which only
the Spirit of God can interpret to us,
to argue is to turn it into
mere words.'
(Roger Hooker}
'If Christ is what Christ is, he must be uttered,
If Islam is what
Islam
is,
that
"must"
is
irrestistible,
Wherever
there
is
misconception, witness must penetrate; wherever there is the obscuring
of the beauty of the Cross, it must be unveiled; wherever persons have
missed God in Christ, he must be brought to them again , , . In such a
situation as Islam presents, the Church ha?, no option but to present
Christ.'
(Kenneth Cragg >
'Do not, deceive yourself; proclamation is NOT child's play. It is not
a thing every gossiping layman can do. Serving the Wore! as a preacheris the most exacting charisma in the Church, and besides faith and
humility, patient, wearisome and continual effort and struggle are
needed on the part of those whos gift it is to serve the Church rn this
way, '
(J e n s C h r i E t e n s e n >

In Part 5 we consider different ways of sharing our faith with Muslims,
Assuming that we have understood and begun to practise what is involved in
the four stages described in parts 1 to 4., we now ask; what does it mean to
bear witness to Jesus? If we want to share with Muslims our understanding
and experience of God as he is revealed to us in Jesus, how do we do it?
Is there anything special about the way we share our faith with Muslims 7
The following chapters offer several different models, none of which should
be seen as a blue-print for Christian witness, It can hardly be emphasised
too strongly that the most effective Christian witness usually arises
naturally out of any situation, and is backed up by actions and by a lifestyle that are genuinely Christian.
There are no simple techniques that
are bound to make our witness easy or effective, All we can do here is tryto learn from the experience of others, noting what they have found to be
appropriate ways of sharing the Christian faith in different situations,
and trying to understand what is involved in making the Gospel intelligible
and relevant to Muslims,
-12:1-

5,1 NATURAL OPENINGS, IN EVERYDAY LIFE

The most effective Christian witness, as a general rule, ari c r?5 naturally
out of situations where Christians and Muslims are meeting together, It is
impossible, therefore, for our responses to be 'programmed 1 , or for us to
learn in advance what we should say in different situations,
What we can
do, however, IB to begin to reflect on the kind of situation?, in which
there will be opportunities to share our faith,
The following conversation is taken from Margaret Burness's book JA!ti£l._£tiull.
I Say to my Muslim F.Fiends?. The conversation takes place at the time of
'Eld', ie Eid._fii_ftdtiflj. the Muslim feast celebrating Abraham's sacrifice of
a ram in place of his son (whom Muslims believe was Ishmael, not Isaac),
The celebration of this festival has several similarities with Christmas as
it is celebrated in the West and in certain other parts of the for Id; eg it
is a public holiday in Muslim countries, and there are family parties,
greeting cards and presents, The typical greeting between Muslims is 'Ejucl.
Mubarak' ('May this feast be blessed 1 ),
There is a knock on Elisabeth's door; and when she open-r, it, she sees her
neighbour's daughter Fatima with a bag of cakes,
ELIZABETH;

Hello, Fatima.

FATIMA;

Good evening, Mrs Twining, No, I can't, thank you, I have
to go and help mother - she's very busy preparing food for
all our guests tomorrow.
She sent me to bring you these
special cakes - she would be very glad if you and Mary could
come to see us tomorrow evening, and my father would be glad
to welcome your husband - it's our Eid,

ELIZABETH

Thank you very much,
does Eid mean?

FATIMA

It's a festival - people come from miles away to greet their
families and friends,
We exchange special greeting card1;,
and presents,
We dress up in our best clothes, and eat
special food,
It's not as good as it was at home, though we're not allowed to kill a mm here - you have some law
against it, I think,
It's just like your Christmas, no
difference,

Do come in,

What is Elizabeth to say to Fatima?
following possible responses?

We'll come tomorrow if we can,

What

How appropriate do you think are the

1) 'Of course there's a difference - we don't kill rams/
2) 'It does sound rather like Christmas, I hope you have s very happy dsy
tomorrow with families and friends!'
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5,2 CHRISTIAN RESPONSES TO FOLK ISLAM

Chapter 2 of Part 2 contains a description of sever 1 major aspects of 'Folk
Islam' or 'Popular Islam 1 , and discusses the relationship between 'Folk
We now turn to consider how Christians whould
Islam' and 'Ideal Islam 1 ,
respond to these aspects of Islam. There are three main principles;
(1) Ue need to recognise the felt needs that are being met through these
practices.
All these different practices and phenomena are responses to basic human
needs which we a 11 feel as human beings in one way or another
The following diagram comes from an article by EJill Musk, Popular,-Islam;
the .Hunger of the. Heart, and suggests what are the felt needs that underlie
the different practices of 'Popular Islam';
POPULAR ISLAM:
FELT-SEEDS, ANIMISTIC AND POSSIBLE CHRISTIAN AXS'SSRS
FELT-NEEDS IN ANIMISTIC ANSWERS TO FELT-NEEDS CHRISTIAN ANSWER
POPULAR ISLAM Mot Acceptable. ..More Acceptable TO FELT-NEEDS
fear of che
unknown

idolatry fetishes superstition security in
Christ as Guide,
talismans
stone
Keeper
worship chanas

fear of evil

sorcery amulets
knots
witchcraft

fear of the
future

angel
worship

fatalism
divinafanaticism
tlon
spells (?)|

trust in Christ
as Lord of the
future

shame of not
>eing in the
group

magic

hair/nail

acceptance in
fellowship of
believers

bless
baraka
saint/angel
petitioning

saint
of individual worship
against evil
meaninglessness of life

sickness

exorcism (?)

tree/
saint
worship

exorcism,
protection in
Christ

authority and
power of the
Holy Spirit

familiar
spirit (?>

purpose in life
as God's child

healing
magic (?)

divine healing

Musk's approach is developed in greater detail in his book T±!£_!wiQ5j2sn_£5ji£.
Dl Islam: Sharing the Qgspel with ...Ordinary Muslims.. MARC, 1939
(2) Uhsre appropriate we can point to Jesus as the greatest mediator.
We can bear witness to Jesus as the one through whom the power of God is
In the
available, and the one who has overcome all the powers of evil.
above diagram the column on the right suggests how basic felt needs are met
within the Christian faith.

In this context the Gospel account:;, of Jesus driving out evil spirits can
be specially significant for Muslims (See Part 5,4,2).

(3) Recognise that we may be involved in 'spiritual warfare'.
It is important that we should avoid some of the more extreme positions
over this question,
Some Christians see almost everything to do with
Christian witness (.especially to Muslims) in terms of 'spiritual warfare';
they therefore try to find spiritual explanations for any kind of
resistance to the Christian message, and see the whole of life as part of a
confrontation between God and supernatural forces of evil.
Others go to the opposite extreme and deny the reality of any kind of 'evil
spirits' or 'evil powers',
What IB needed is a balance between these two
expremes which recognises the need for special approaches in particular
situations,
Vivienne Stacey describes in detail an experience in Muscat in the
Sultanate of Oman where there was a need of exorcism for a house occupied
by a missionary nurse that was said to be 'haunted';
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5 ,3

US I Nig THE BJBLE

1 ) Tb& Parable of the- Pr-Cfdigal. Son

What's so unique about this parable in the context of our witness to
MusliniS? There are at least five reasons why it can be specially valuable
as a way of introducing them to the message of Jesus;
(1) It is a story told by Jesus himself.
Whatever Muslims believe about
the corruption of the Bible, many of them are curious to know what the
Christian version of the in.i il actually says. We c=m tell them that this
story is given in our inii-L as a story told by Jesus, and that it
summarizes much of what was unique in his teaching,
(2) It...presents the message of Jesus in .th,e._lariilL_QJ_a story. If we are- in
the habit of trying to share the gospel by explaining a series of abstract,
theological propositions (like "All people are sinners; Christ died for our
sins" etc), we may get further if we could learn the art of telling
stories, A story is something that can be told, elaborated and dramatized,
A series of pictures will be printed on the minds of those who hear it,
Their imagination will be stirred, and there will be something that we can
discuss together, Long after they have forgotten us and what we have said,
they may remember this vivid story,
(3) The parable teaches the essence of the good news proclaimed by Jesus,
Kenneth Bailey, in his study of the parables of Jesus believes that the
basic message of Jesus can be summed up in the following words;
the costly demonstration of unexpected love,
God l£!Y_e_s_all people;
His love is unexpected. since we would not expect him to live his
rebellious creatures;
Not only does he proclaim his love, however, he actually deiflcnaijrjiies. hi5
love in action;
This demonstration of his unexpected love is costly, for him, since in a
sense he suffers in the process of forgiving people their sins.
The parable of the Prodigal Son expresses all these points with special
force,
The father loves his sons - both the rebellious one who wants to
leave home and the older one who has such a cold and formal relationship
with him - and goes one loving them, even when we might expect him to w^rtt
to punish us and reject us.
He demonstrates his love to both of them in
ways that would have been considered surprising, if not shocking,
And in
demonstrating his love to them, the father suffers in the process.
Bailey summarizes the significance of the Prodigal's homeconnng as follows;
'On his return, the prodigal is overwhelmed by an expected virible
demonstration of love in humiliation,
He is shattered by the offer of
grace, confesses unworthiness, and accepts restoration to sonship in
genuine humility,
Sin is now a broken relationship which he cannot
-226-

Repentance is now understood as acceptance of grace and
restore.
The
The community rejoices together,
confession of unworthiness,
visible demonstration of love in humiliation is seen to have dear
overtones of the atoning work of Christ,' ( p 206)
(4) TJie__Ea£abJje. co.meS-QLdL-£LL-a. cuLtmi£_ubi-Ch is similar to..the... culture of
n-iuc h o f.. the I1us ], j m wo rid. The strong emphasis in Islam on the unity of the
family and family loyalties and the fact that most of the Muslim world is
in Africa and the East should make it easy for Muslims to understand what
is happening in the story, What Muslim could imagine a younger son asking
for his share of the inheritance while his father is still alive? Should a
father not punish his sons when they dishonour the name of the family? Has
the elder brother got to swallow his pride and welcome home his younqer
brother who has disgraced himself?
<5) The teaching of the_parable is .specially, appropriate for the Muslim
Uiinji, Muslims are taught to think of themselves as 'servants' who relate
When the Prodigal thinks of coming home, his
to God as their 'Master',
face-saving plan is that he will ask his father to accept him back as__a
servant or slave, so that he can earn his wages and at least have something
to pay back to his father, Such a solution, however, is unthinkable to his
father, who want to welcome him home as a son. Jesus, who spoke of himself
as 'the Son' who enjoyed a specially intimate relationship with God as
'Father', brought the good news that all his disciples can approach God as
'Father' and have all the privileges and responsibilities of being full
members of God's family, and not just servants.
In the following four pages the parable and its interpretation are set out
in such a way that they can be photocopied and used as a leaflet to be
passed on to Muslims. The fir^-t page contains the story on its own without
any commentary, in the hope that the reader will at the very least have
enouhg interest and curiosity to read the complete story, It is introduced
as a story told by 'Isa, using the Quranic name for Jesus, and the final
sentence invites to reader to explore the meaning of the story,
In the remaining three pages, the story is broken up into short paragraphs
in the centre of the page, In the column on the left are some comments to
explain what is happening in the story, This may be just as important for
many western Christian readers who may not be aware of all that is
happening in the story, since their own culture is so different to that of
The column on the right points out the deeperfirst century Palestine,
meaning which Jesus must, have been trying to convey through the story,
One surprising thing about the parable is that it does not have an ending,
Perhaps this is because Jesus wanted us as as readers or listeners to put
ourselves into the shoes of the elder brother and a~.k ourselves, 'What
Would I listening to my father's
would L do if I were in his place?
pleading and join in the party to welcome my brother home? Or . ,, would I
be so angry with him that I would take the nearest stick and beat him in
full view of all the guests? And if God is like the father, and want-; me
to know and love him as a Father, how am I going to respond to his love?'
If the leaflet can be used in a context in which there car, be genuine
discussion, it can be followed up with gently probing questions like these;
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Have you been taught to believe that God is like a loving Father?
What is your picture of what God is like?
Do you believe that God loves you and loves all people?
Do you think there is any difference between saying 'God is merciful' and
saying 'God is loving' or 'God is love?
How do you think God shows his mercy or his love to us?
This interpretation of the parable is developed in three of Kenneth
Bailey's books; Ihe.__£rQS5-......and.-_.tbe- Prodigal, and E^^l_ajQ£l_££asajQii and
Finding the Lost: Cultgral Keys J;o_J,,,uke J5,

3) The Gospel of Luke

We have already seen tin 3,4) that if we have to choose between the four
gospels, the Gospel According to St Luke may be the most appropriate one to
give to Muslims.
Matthew is very Jewish, and sometimes presents difficulties for Arab
Muslims.
The Sermon on the Mount, however, is extremely powerful for
Muslims, and is often printed on its own for Muslim readers,
Mark begins with the sentence 'The beginning of the gospel about Jesus
Christ, the Son of God' (1 ; 1 ).
The footnote in many translations points
out that the phrase 'the Son of Sod' is not found in some manuscripts, It
is difficult for Muslim readers to face such a controversial issue in the
first verse!
And if they are aware of the differences in the Greek texts
at this point, they have reason to ask how there can be such significant
differences in sacred scripture that is supposed to have been inspired by
Sod.
John may be too difficult if it is the first gospel that Muslims read,
although it can particularly appealing to Mus1i ms within the Sufi
tradition.
There are three further reasons for choosing the Gospel According to St
Luke;
(1) The christology of Luke may be a little easier for Muslims to
appreciate than that of the other gospels.
In 1 ;32, for example, 'Son of
God' is associated with the idea of Jesus as a descendant of David, and in
1;35 with the Holy Spirit coming upon Mary,
As in the other synoptic
gospels, it is only very gradually that the disciples come to realise that
Jesus is 'more than a prophet',
(2) The fuller birth narratives may be of special interest to Muslim-,
showing that there is some common ground between the Qur'an and the New
Testament, They will certainly, however, become aware of some significant
differences between the two acounts,
(3.) If, as is likely, Luke was the author of the Acts of the Apostles as
well as of the gospel, it makes a great deal of sense for Muslim readers to
on go to read Acts after the gospel. The Gospel is about 'all that Jesus
began to do and to teach' (Acts 1;1), while Acts records what Jesus
cjmtinued to..dp and..teach through the church. Muslim tradition has much to
say not only about the life of Muhammad taut also about his immediate
successors (.the caliphs), who played a very significant role in the history
of Islam,
Christians similarly attach a great deal of importance to the
life of the early church as recorded in Acts.
Thoughtful Muslims can
hardly fail to notice the contrast between the way in which Christianity
spread in the early years after the ministry of Jesus and the way in which
Islam spread immediately after the death of the Prophet,
One particularly helpful edition of the Gospel of Luke is the 'StudyEdition', published by the United Bible Societies,
It is prepared with
Muslim readers in mi
mind,
nusiim
no, and
ana explains words, customs and ideas that may need
some special explanation for them,

The message of the Tawrat. the Zabur and the

In 1981 the Bible Society in Lebanon published a folder of selected Bible
passages, specially chosen for Muslim readers, under the title The, .Message
It was initally distributed in
of the T'awrat. the gabur and the 1'n.ijl.
Arabic, French and English, and since then has been translated into other
languages in the Muslim world,
The passages are grouped under ten themes, with each one on a separate
If Christians are able to study the passages with interested
paper,
Muslims, it is important to proceed slowly and take one subject at time.
The following are the main ideas which lie behind these selections;
(1) The title uses the Quranic names of the three main 'Scripture?, which
the tawrat revealed to
Muslims believe were revealed before the Qur'an;
Moses, the £ajiur_ to David, and the i r\ ,i j 1 to Jesus, In the Qur'an God =*>'?,
that the message revealed to Muhammad contains the same message as that
And Jews and Christians are invited
revealed in the previous Scriptures,
to believe Muhammad's message because it is no different from the m &->•--. age
contained in the Scriptures which they have in their possession,
The title is therefore intended to convey something like this to the Muslim
'You believe that these are Scriptures which were revealed by God
reader;
to the Jews and Christians, and that the Qur'an was simply confirming the
message that was contained in their Scriptures, But do you know what these
The following passages give an idea of the central
Scriptures contain?
message of these Scriptures which are in the same form today as those in
the hands of Jews and Christians in the time of Muhammad , , , '
(.2') The Introduction needs to explain briefly what the Bible is. Since t.i-,e
Qur'an for Muslims consists of what God revealed to one man in the course
of 23 years, it is not easy for them to grasp the idea that the Bible is
like a library of books containing history, stories, prayers, letters,
visions etc, written by many different writers over a period of anything up
to 2,000 years,
For the same reason each passage needs an introduction to explain what it
is that we are about to read; is it history? Is it a letter 7 Who recorded
these words, who was he/she addressing? And what is the main point of what
is said in this passage?
Thus, for example,
(3) We need to avoid controversy as much as possible,
the word 'Trinity' is not mentioned, although the claims that Jesus made
about himself are clearly presented. We avoid any emphasis on Jesus as the
'Son of God 1 , because of possible misunderstanding in the mind of Muslims,
and because it must be possible to draw attention to the claims of Jesus in
different ways,
The first studies therefore deal
(4) We need to start on common ground,
with God as Creator and man the creature, and with God >---'ho reveals his laws
In this way we are trying to build brsdges with Muslims by
for man,
studying truths which they also believe, even if they express them in s
Ue are also trying to lay foundations for the
slightly different way,
Thus long before we come to the delicate question of the
later studies.
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crucifixion, we have tried to prepare the way by looking at sacrifice inthe
OT and the tension between the holiness and the love of Sod.
(5) The terminology needs to be as Islamic as possible, provided there is
no compromise of Christian belief,
For this reason we use the Quranic
names for Jesus, John the Baptist, the Devil etc.,
(6) The most important theological assumption that is made in the studies
is that we need to present the gospel in the way that is unfolded in Paul's
letter to the Romans, Law must come before grace, We need to (mow that we
are sinners under the judgement of God before, we can see Jesus as God's
answer to our need,
When, by the application of thelaw, sin has been
'shown to be sin' (Rom 7; 13), we are compelled to turn to the one through
whom God has done something to deal with that sin,
In this respect the approach differs quite radically from that implied in
the Parable of the Prodigal Son, There?, and in other parables of Jesus, as
Kenneth Bailey has pointed out, the emphasis is on God demonstrating his
unexpected love in costly ways,
Sinners turn to (Hod in repentance and
faith in response to this unexpected demonstration of love,
They become
fully aware of their sin atiex. they have seen how much God loves them and
how much he has done for them to win their love,
(7) Each study ends with a prayer from the Bible, which can be read gliijji.,!.
together,
This is intended so that even if there is discussion or
controversy in the study of the passages, it is posible to end in a spirit
of prayer and worship rather than of controversy, It would be quite wrong
to put words into the mouths of riuslims which they cannot in all honesty
say.
But in many cases there is nothing in the prayer with is likely to
offend Muslims and which they could not pray,
The following two pages contain the first of these studies in full,
together with notes explaining the relevance of these passages for Muslim
readers,
For the remaining 9 studies only the references to the passages
are given, together with the sentences introducing each passage,
If
Christians are doing the studies with Muslims, they need to understand how
Muslims may respond to these passages, and discuss them in a way that is
intelligible with them.
The English translation that is used is the Today's English Version,
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1. God is One and has Created Man to Serve and Love Him

passages which speak about the oneness
of God and the rejection of idolatry. We want to Msure ^Muslims
that we believe in the oneness of God as strongly aslgdoWThe Ten
Commandments (Exodus 20.3-5) begin with a condemnation of
idolatry and what the Muslim calls shirk (ie, the sin of associating
anything created with God the Creator).
Jesus' summary of the OT law emphasizes the oneness of God and
our obligation to love him (Mark 12.29-30).
Other parts of the Bible warn against idolatry in different ways:
Paul condemns idolatry along with other serious sins (Galatians 5.1921);
John includes idolatry among the sins which deserve judgment in
hell (Revelation 21.8).
Psalm 33 1 4-9 and Psalm 105.1-6 call us to worship God as the
one who has revealed himself through his mighty acts in creation and
in history.
Psalm 95 1-7 and 139.1-6, 13-14 are prayers of worship, which
express the believer's joy and thankfulness, his reverence for God
and ms confidence in him-as a personal God.

2. GOD GIVES MAN HIS LflWS

The Tawrat includes the Ten Commandments which God revealed after He had
delivered the Children of Israel from slavery in Egypt;
Exodus 20:1 - 17
Jesus the Messiah summed up the Ten commandments
commandments;love God and love your neighbour;

in

two

basic

Matthew 22;34 - 40
Jesus the Messiah taught that God's laws do not simply apply to outward
actions, but also to our inward thoughts and motives;
Matthew 5;21 - 24
Jesus the Messiah taught that God sometimes sets much higher standards than
those who men set for themselves;
Matthew 5;43 - 45
A Prayer
In the Zabur the Prophet expresses his desire to obey the law of God;
Psalm 119;1 - 16
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3. GOD WARNS.. MAN. OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF FAILURE TQ KEEP HIS LAWS

The account of the Garden of Eden is found near the beginning of the
Tawrat. God warned Adam and Eve that if they disobeyed his command, they
would die; this meant that their physical death would be a symbol of their
spiritual death and their separation from God;
Genesus 2;8 - 9, 15 - 17
The Devil (Iblis) used the serpent to tempt Eve, and she and Adam then
disobeyed God's command;
Genesis 3;1 - 13
God then expelled Adam and Eve from the Garden to show that they no longer
had any right to have fellowship with him;
Genesis 3;22 - 24
The prophet Ezekiel explains to the people that God holds every man
responsible for his own sins,
We cannot blame Fate or our parents or
anyone else;
Ezekiel 18;1 -4, 30 - 32
The Apostle Paul declares that all men have broken the Law of God and are
therefore under the power of sin,
The word 'sin' is used often in the
Bible to describe man's disobedience and failure to live up to the Law of
God;
Romans 3;9

20, 23

A Prayer
In the Zabur
forgiveness;

the

Prophet

confesses

Psalm 51;1 - 9
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his

sins

to

God

and

asks

for

4. GOD IS MERCIFUL AJMQ. L.QVING. AND WANTS TO FORGIVE

In the Zabur the Prophet says that Gpod is like a Father who loves and
cares for His children:
Psalm 103;8 - 14
In the Tawrat God revealed to Moses that Aaron and the priests were to
offer certain sacrifices or offerings to purify the people from their sins,
The full meaning of these sacrifices was not revealed until the coming of
Jesus the Messiah;
Leviticus 9;7
In addition to the daily sacrifices, there was one day every year called
the Day of Atonement when special sacrifices were offered;
Leviticis 16;5 - 10, 21 - 22
Jesus the Messiah told the following parable about the need for humility
and repentance before God,
Although the Pharisee (a eacher of the Jewish
law) was careful to obey the law, he was not forgiven by God because he was
proud of himself and his achievements, The tax collector, however, who was
probably dishonest and unpopular in his society, wa,s forgiven because he
knew he did not deserve God's mercy and could do nothing to earn
forgiveness;
Luke 18:9 - 14
But how does God forgive? If He is a just Judge, how can He simply forgivethe guilty? Speaking through the Prophet Jeremiah He reveals that it is
not an easy or light thing for God to forgive people who have turned away
from Him;
Jeremiah 5;7,9
Speaking through the Prophet Hosea, however. God reveals that because of
His love for men He does not want to judge and condemn men in the way that
they deserve,
This tension between the holiness and love of God is only
resolved in what God did through Jesus the Messiah;
Hosea 11;8 - 9
A Prayer

In the Zabur the Prophet expresses the joy that comes from knowing that his
sins have already been forgiven;
Psalm 32; 1-7
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5, GOD REVEALED TO HIS PROPHETS THAT HE WOULD COME AMONG

God comes to men through His Word,
acts in the world through His Word;

The Prophet Isaiah speaks of how God

Isaiah 55;10 - 11
In the Tawrat God commanded Moses to make a Tabernacle (Tent) for worship
as a sign of His Presence among His people, God is the Sovereign Lord; but
He also wants to be in a close relationship with His people, These are the
commands which were revealed to Moses;
Leviticus 26;1 -2, 11 - 12
Exodus 29;44 - 45
God revealed through the Prophet Exekiel that He would one day come to live
among His people in a new way;
Ezekiel 37;26 - 27
Similarly God declared to the Prophet Malachi that He would come to His
Temple;
Malachi 3;1
God revealed through the Prophet Isaiah that He would reveal His glory to
all mankind;
Isaiah 40; 3 - B
The Old Testament includes many promises and prophecies that God is going
to reveal Himself more fully to men,
The Prophet Micah, for example,
prophecies that God will raise up a. descendant for David to be ruler over
the people:
Micah 5:2
Prayers

In the Zabur the Prophet is full of joy because God is going to come to
rule the world with justice;
Psalm 96;10 - 13
The Prophet Isaiah confesses the sins of the people; he longs that God
should reveal Himself to men in a dramatic way as He has done in the past;
Isaiah 64; 1 - 9
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6. GOD SENT JESUS THE MESSIAH AS HIS WORD THROUGH ft MIRACULOUS BIRTH flND
fiflVE HIM MIRACULOUS POWERS

After Joseph became engaged to Mary, God sent an angel to reveal to him in
a dream that Mary would give birth to Jesus the Messiah by the Holy Spirit;
Matthew 'I ; 18 - 25
The story of the birth of Jesus the Messiah;
Luke 2;1 - 20
Jesus the Messiah received a special call from God to begin his public
ministry when he was about 30 years old. These were some of the miracles
he performed as signs of God's love and care for men;
- He caled the storm;
Luke 8;22 - 25
- He fed the five thousand:
Luke 9;10 - 17
- He drove out evil spirits;
Luke 4:31 - 37
Jesus was given the title 'The Messiah', which means 'The Anointed One', ie
Anointed by God as a special and unique Messenger. When John the Baptist
(Yahya) was in prison he began to have doubts and sent his disciples to ask
if Jesus really was the promised Messiah:
Luke 7;18 - 23
A Prayer
Mary offered this prayer when it was revealed to her that she was going to
give birth to Jesus the Messiah;
Luke 1;46 - 65
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7, GOD GAVE JESUS THE MESSIAH THE MESSAGE OF THE INJIL (THE GOSPEL)

Jesus the Messiah spoke of his message as 'the Good News from God' - ie the
'Gospel' or 'Injil', The Good News he announced was that through him God
was going to establish His Kingdom on earth;
MArk 1 ;U - 15
At the beginning of his public ministry, Jesus the Messiah quoted words
from the Prophet Isaiah to describe the work that God had called him to do;
Luke 4;16 - 19
One of the most surprising things in the teaching of Jesus the Messiah was
that he claimed to be able to forgive sins;
Luke 5;17 - 26
The message of the Injil is summed up in one of the best known parables of
Jesus the Messiah, which is called 'The Parable of the Two sons' (or 'the
Parable of the Prodigal Son'), The parable gives a picture of the love and
compassion of God who longs for all men to return to Him and be welcomed as
sons.
Luke 15;11 - 32
A Prayer

Jesus the Messiah encouraged his disciples to pray to God as sons
addressing a loving Father.
This is the prayer known as 'the Lord's
Prayer', which he taught his disciples to pray;
Matthew 6;9 - 13
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S. SOD DEMONSTRATED HIS LOVE FOR SINFUL. MEM THROUGH THE DEflTH OF JESUS THE
MESSIAH

The Jewish authorities wanted to kill Jesus the Messiah because he spoke of
God as 'rny Father 1 , as though he had God's Spirit in a special way or was a
special Word from Him, This happened after Jesus the Messiah had healed a
man on the Sabbath (the day of rest);
John 5:15 - 18
When Jesus the Messiah realized that the Jews were trying to arrest him, he
prayed that God would save him from suffering and death; but if it was
God's will, he was willing to suffer and die;
Luke 22;41 - 44
When Jesus was arrested he rebuked Peter for trying to defend him,
explaining that if he wanted, he could ask God to send angels to rescue
him;
Matthew 26;51 - 54
When Jesus was tried by the Supreme Jewish Court, the High Priest accused
him of blasphemy;
Luke 22:66 - 23;2
The Jews persuaded Pilate to have Jesus crucified;
Luke 23:20 - 26
Jesus was nailed to the cross;
Luke 23;32 - 43
Jesus gave his life on the cross;
Luke 23:44 - 49
The Prophet Isaiah many years earlier had spoken of someone whom God calls
'my Servant' who, in his death, bears the sins of many;
Isaiah 53;4 - 6
fi Prayer
In this prayer from the Zabur the Prophet feels that God has abandoned him,
but prays that God will rescue him, The first sentence was spoken by Jesus
as he hung on the cross, God did rescue him - not only from his enemies,
but also from death itself,
In a prodound and glorious way He lifted him
up in resurrection from the dead;
Psalm 22:1 - 13
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9. GOD RAISED JES^S FROM DEATH

The body of Jesus was taken down from the cross and placed irt a rock tomb;
Luke 23:50 - 56
On the third day the Disciples discovered that the body of Jesus had
disappeared from the tomb; an angel explained that he had been raised from
the dead:
Luke 24; 1 - 12
The risen Jesus appeared to two of the Disciples and explained to them from
the scriptures why it was necessary for the Messiah to suffer before being
raised by God;
Luke 24; 13-35
The risen Jesus appeared again to the other Disciples, and told them to
preach the message of forgiveness of sins to all nations;
Luke 24;36 - 47
The writer of a letter to the Hebrews explains that because Jesus was
willing to die on the cross, he has by his death broken the power of death
and of the Devil (Iblis), He is now able to help us in all our temptations
and suffering because he was identified with us right to the end;
Hebrews 2;14 - 18
A Prayer

In the Zabur the Prophet expresses his trust in God, because he knows that
God will protext him from the power of death and let him enjoy his presence
for ever:
Psalm 16;1 - 11
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10. GOD GAVE HIS SPIRIT TO THE DISCIPLES UHO RECOGNISED .TFRUR flfi finfVR
MESSIAH AND GOD'S WORD

Before Jesus the Messiah was taken up to heaven, he told his Disciples that
God would send the Holy Spirit to live in them in a new way:
Acts 1;2 - 5, 8-9
After he was taken up to heaven, the angels told his Disciples that he
would one day return to the earth;
Ac ts 1;10 - 11
Some time later the Holy Spirit came on the Disciples;
Acts 2:1 -4
When the Spirit of 6od was given to the Disciples, the Apostle Peter
explained to the Jews what had happend to Jesus the Messiah in this way;
Acts 2;22 - 36
The Apostle Paul explained that when we receive forgiveness of our sins
through the death of Jesus, we also receive the Holy sprit who enables us
to live up to the standard of God's law;
Remains 8; 1 - 17
A Prayer

In the Zabur the Prophet confesses his sins to God (see Study 3, Psalm 51;1
- 9) and asks for complete restoration to the presence of God;
Psalm 51;10 - 17
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5.4

RETHINKINQ AND RESTATING...IHE_fiQSP.EL.......... STARTING FROM THE, QUR' flN.

Whenever there is resistance to the Gospel among Muslims, it is easy to
find reasons on their side for such rejection, But what if some of the
resonsibi lity is on our side.1 ? If the Christian Church has contributed
to the misunderstanding and rejection, we need to recognize that we have
an obligation to look again more carefully at the way we articulate our
message,
This challenge is described in the Report of the 1981 Pattaya
Consultation, Christian Witness to Muslims, in the following way;
'A soon as we begin to listen to Muslims and try to share the
gospel, we begin to realise how difficult it is to express ourselves
in a way that Muslims understand.
The painfulness of this
experience ought to drive us back to the Bible, in order to learn
new ways of understanding our faith and relating it to the Muslim
mind. '
After giving several examples of areas in which we need to rethink and
restate our faith it goes on to say;
'If the gospel was first given to us in an eastern context, it ought
to be possible for us to get behind the Graeco-Rornan patterns of
thought through which we have interpreted it, and express it once
again in ways that make more sense to the eastern mind,'
(Lausanne Occasional Paper, No 13, pages 13 - 16)
The three studies in this chapter attempt to take up this challenge by
studying an important theme in the Qur'an before turning to study how
that same theme is handled in the Bible,
The value of this method is
that it forces us to understand the mind of well-taught Muslims,
Instead of simply restating Christian doctrines in a very traditional
way, we want first of all to understand what the Qur'an teaches on these
themes and only then turn to the Bible.
Our restatement of Christian
teaching after such a study of the Qur'an should then be more
intelligible to the Muslim mind.

5.5,1

GOD AND HIS PROPHETS

Here is a theme which is fundamental to Islam;
God responds to man's
ignorance by sending prophets and messengers/apostles. Our first task,
therefore, is to understand how Muslims think about these prophets. In
doing so we want to recognize all the common ground we can find between
the two faiths, working within that area where the two circles overlap.
Or, to change the metaphor, we want to see how far we can walk along the
same road with the Muslim before we come to the fork where our paths
diverge,
When we then turn to the Scriptures, we are trying to look in a fresh
way at how they describe the relationship between God and his prophets.
We want to see if we can correct any Muslim mi sunder stand ings of
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Christian beliefs, and find new ways of restating the gospel that really
engage with the Muslim mind.
But why choose Jeremiah as our example of a biblical prophet?
One
reason is that he is not entirely unknown to Muslims, although he is not
mentioned in the Qur'an,
Surah 2;259 speaks of a doubting man who
passes by a ruined town and exclaims 'How shall Allah give this township
life after its death? 1
Allah's response is to make him die a hundred
years and then bring him back to life, Many of the early commenteries
on the Qur'an identify this man with various OT characters, including
Jeremiah,
Another reason is that we know more about the life and personality of
Jeremiah than about almost any other prophet in the OT,
Just as 2
Corinthians lays bear the heart of Paul and reveals much of his thinking
and feeling, so the book of Jeremiah reveals much about him as a man and
as a prophet, and in particular about the inner agonies that he faces ir,
his ministry,
A third reason is that since Jeremiah stands half way
between Moses and Jesus, he may have something to say to those who
cannot make such a huge leap immediately from mount Sinai to the Garden
of Qethsemane,

1) God and His Prophets in Islam
The following summary of Islamic teaching is based largely on the
summary given by B,D,K!ateregga in Islam and Christianity. _ft,_...Musl.im and a
Christian in DialoguedB,D. Kateregga and D,W, Shenk, Paternoster, 1930);
(1) A messenger/apostle (r_aauL) is sent with Divine Scripture to guide
and reform humankind,
The four most important are those through whom
Scriptures were revealed; ie Moses, David, Jesus and Muhammad,
A prophet (nabi) carries information or proclaims Sod's message, but is
not given Books like the messengers, Thus all messengers are prophets,
but not all prophets are messengers,
(.2) Both prophets and messengers were given a message by God through
Revelation (ashy.) for the guidance of a group or nation,
They all
brought essentially the same message - the message of Islam,
Almost
every nation has had its messenger or prophet, 25 are mentioned in the
Qur'an( eg Q 1S;36 and 2;136), and 124,000 in Tradition,
(3) All God's prophets were trustworthy, knowledgeable, and most
obedient to God, They were the best examples of moral trust, They were
all human beings, but protected by God from serious sin and bad
diseases,
They set very good examples with their own lives, although
(according to strictly Orthodox teaching) they were not sinless,
(4) We must accept aJ_L God's prophets and messengers. Denying any one
of them, therefore, constitutes unbelief (Q 4;150-151).
Some prophets
were more highly endowed than others (especially Moses and Jesus, Q
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2;25>:), but it is sinful to elevate any one prophet and put him on a
higher level than the others,
(5) Many prophets were mocked and rejected (Q 15;11
17;94).
Some
prophets were delivered by God, eg Noah (21;76;
26;118;
29;15,24;
37;76), Lot (21;71, 74;
26;170), and Moses (28;20-22; 26;65), It is
worth noting that in several of these passages the word used is
na.ijainahu ('we delivered him'), where the verb is the same as that used
in the Arabic Lord's Prayer for 'deliver us 1 , It seems to be understood
that God is in some way obliged to rescue his prophets;
he tousi
intervene to save them from the hands of those who want to destroy them;
'Then shall we save Our Messenger and the believers, in like manner
(as of old), It is incumbent upon Us to save believers,' (10;103)
'Allah delivereth those who ward off (evil), because of their
deserts. Evil toucheth them not, nor do they grieve, 1 (39;61)
'In Allah we trust .,, of Thy mercy save us from the folk that
disbelieve.' (10;S5)
(6) Some of the prophets, however, were killed 'wrongfully 1 (eg Abel,
Zecharias, and Yahya,
2;61, 87, 91;
3;21, 112;
4;155, 183;
5;70),
Those who were responsible for killing the prophets were later punished
by God (2;61; 3:21).
(7) Muhammad is 'the seal of the prophets' (33;40).
In receiving what
was revealed to him, he was to recite the stories of the previous
prophets, partly as a warning to unbelievers (46:30-34), and partly as
an encouragement to himself to persevere with patience in the face of
opposi t i on (46;35).
2 ) A Study jn the Life of Jgremjjah
Under the following headings we note briefly some of the main
characteristics of the ministry of Jeremiah, noting where there is
anything similar or significantly different in the ministry of Muhammd.
(1) The prophet has a clear call from God at the beginning of his
ministry (l;'l-19), in which he feels that Ciod has laid his hand on him
(v5), promises to give him the words to speak (v7), and to rescue him
from enemies Cv8),
Later in his ministry, when experiencing hostility
from the people, he questions several elements in the original call he
has received (15;11-18).
It is interesting to compare this language
with that of the Qur'an and the early accounts of the call of Muhammad
in the early sinas. (Lives of the Prophet), some of which speak of a
nocturnal vision in a dark cave, while another speaks of a vision
received in clear daylight,
(2) He receives God's message in different ways, and there is
considerable variety in the kind of language used to describe the
process of revelation.
Sometimes he is said to recite the words that
are given to him by God (1;7), Elsewhere the reception of the message
is compared to drinking (23:9). In another place he listens to the words
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In one case he receive the message during a
he is to convey (23; 18).
dream (31;23-26; but contrast 23;29),
This language is of special interest when we appreciate how Muslim think
Muhammad is simply the
of the process of revelation and inspiration.
human vehicle through which an eternal message is delivered to
humankind, He is almost like a typewriter used by God to deliver his
word, or a pipe through which words are conveyed like liquid.
(3) Jeremiah declares the judgement of God which will fall on a stiffnecked, stubborn and disobedienct people (eg 11;9-17; 19;15). Similarly
Muhammad speaks of the judgement of God which is imminent, and tells
many stories of God's judgement on sinful people in the past.
Muhammad has a
(4) The prophet calls for repentance (eg 11;1-8),
But whereas Jeremiah is
similar message of judgement to proclaim.
recalling his people to obedience to a law revealed centuries before
through Moses, Muhammad claims to bring a new revelation for the Arabs
which is basically the same as that revealed through previous prophets,
(5) The prophet is identified with his people, and because of his
identification with them confesses their sins and prays for them (8;189; 1; 14; 7-9; c f Lamenta tions 3; 1 -52, espec i a 11 y 40-47),
(6.) At the same time the prophet is identified with God, sharing the
anguish of God over his sinful people (6:9-12; 14;17-18) - although it
is not always clear whether the 'I 1 refers to God or the prophet, The
Qur'an never uses language of this kind to describe God's response to
It is
evil; it is far too human an emotion to be ascribed to God.
therefore inconceivable that Muhammad as prophet should be identified
with God in this way,
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(7) Jeremiah's message is rejected, and hfi. is rejected (11;18-23; 12;6),
Gerhard Von Rad makes the significant comment that in Jeremiah we see 'a
shift in the centre of interest from the message to the messenger.' , As
a result he suffers great indignities and is treated cruelly. For
example he is put in the stocks (20
')', he is imprisoned (32); left in
a muddy cistern; ignored by the leaders (
); humiliated by the king
(
); finally he is bound and taken to Babylon, but later freed (40),
In his agony he pours out his complaint to God (especially 15;10-18 and
20;7-18), asking for judgement and vengeance on his enemies (20:12 cf
Lamentations 3;S8).
When Muhammad is persecuted, he is given in the Qur'an examples of
prophets who have suffered before him, and have been patient in their
sufferings. William Bell, an Islamic scholar, believes that the example
of Moses leading his people out of bondage and suffering in Egypt may
have made a strong impression on Muhammad,
For if God brought his
people out of Egypt, surely he can also deliver the Muslim community,
and the pattern of the Exodus is therefore repeated in the Hijrah (Bell,
The Origin of Islam in its Christian Environment pp
).
(8) Jeremiah has a message of hope - but only after judgement (30-33,
especially 30;3,18; 31 ;2,16-17).
He is even told to buy a field to
demonstrate the certainty that there will be a future for the people in
the land (32).
His life ends, however, in misery and shame, as he is
taken down to Egypt (43;1-13, esp 4-7). At the end of the book, we are
left asking the question; did God keep his original promise to deliver
Jeremiah?
(3) Jeremiah and Jesus,
Whereas Jeremiah is called to take the cup of
the wrath of God and make all the nations drink it (25;15-31), Jesus in
the Garden of Gethsemane finds that he himself is being called to drink
the cup of wrath, What makes the prospect of his coming death so much
more intolerable, therefore, is that he knows that those who should
drink the cup are 'all the wicked of the earth' (Psalm 75;8).
(10) Jeremiah and Paul.
In Luke's account of the conversion of Paul,
there are clear echoes of the call of Jeremiah (Acts 9; 15).
And when
Paul writes about his own conversion, he uses language similar to
Jeremiah's account of his call (Gal 1;15-16).
The story of how God dealt with this particular prophet in the OT, and
how the people treated him, may give some clues about the Christian
understanding of prophethood,
It may offer the opportunity to put to
Muslims questions like these;
- Do you as Muslims take seriously enough the perversity of humans in
their rejection of the Word of God?
You say that people are created
'weak', and suggest that all we need is law and admonition, combined
with the example of the Prophet,
But look at the way the people of
Judah treated the prophet Jeremiah!
Isn't there something more
seriously
wrong
with
human
nature
than
mere
'weakness'
and
1 forgetfulness'?
- What do you understand about the inner experience of the Prophet or of
any Prophet? In the light of the experience of Jeremiah, do you accept
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that suffering may be a necessary part of the prophetic experience? And
how do you explain the fact that God doesn't always seem to deliver his
prophets?
- What does it mean if the prophet is willing to suffer? Does it not
say something about how God deals with evil? Does it not suggest that
judgement is not the only response God can make to evil? If this can be
so, the Prophet's suffering can become a kind of mirror of the suffering
of God himself. The prophet's suffering can the be an indication of the
way that God himself suffers as he bears with his people and forgives
them,
- How do you understand God's involvement in this prophet? Is there not
a sense in which the honour of God is tied up with his prophet, so that
what the people do to him, they are doing to God? If so, is God bound
to deliver his prophet? If he is bound, why the exceptions? Why did he
allow some to be humiliated and killed? What does it say about God that
when the preaching of his Word draws out the worst in man, he doesn't
rescue his servant, but allows him to suffer?
These questions can only be answered by Christians when they have been
with Jesus in Gethsemane, and begun to understand that 'God was in
Christ ... (2 Cor 5; 19), But if the followers of the Prophet can see
Jeremiah as being half-way between Moses and Jesus, perhaps they can
catch a glimpse of what the fuller answers to these questions can be in
Jesus.
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5.4,2

GOD AND HIS WORD

The choice of this theme arises out of the fact that both the NT and the
Qur'an give Jesus the title "Word";
'In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with 6od, arid the Word
was God ,., (John 1;1)
'The Messiah, Jesus son of Mary, was only a messenger of Allah, and His
Word which He conveyed unto Mary, and a Spirit from Him , ,.' (Q 4;171)
Although we have here some obvious common ground, the same title is
interpreted differently in the two communities. So do we simply have to
accept that we are poles apart, or is there any possibility of building
bridges?
1 ) Jesus as ' Word '..in the Qur ' an
The following verse describes the annunication of the birth of Jesus to
Mary;
'(And remember) when the angels said; 0 Mary! Lo! Allah giveth thee glad
tidings of a word from him, whose name is Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary,,.'
(Q 3;45-48).
Another important verse in which Jesus is spoken of as God's Word comes in
the context of an appeal to Christians not to exalt Jesus too highly;
'0 People of the Scripture! Do not exaggerate in your religion nor utter
aught concerning Allah save the truth, The Messiah, Jesus son of Mary,
was only a messenger of Allah, and His Word which he conveyed unto Mary,
and a spirit from Him, So believe in Allah and His messengers, and say
not "Three" - Cease!
(it is) better for you! - Allah is only One God
,.,' (Q 4;171).
If we go on to ask how the title 'Word' is interpreted in the Qur'an, a
later- verse in Surah 3 gives the answer;
'Lo! The likeness of Jesus with Allah is as the likeness of Adam,
created him of dust, then He said unto him: Be! and he is' CQ3;59).

He

The traditional Muslim interpretation of the title has therefore been that
Jesus is the Word of God in the sense that he was created by the Word of
Sfid.,
Thus the Quranic commentator Baidawi says;
'Jesus is called "a
word", because he came into existence by God's command without a father, so
that he resembled the new creations, who are the world of command, '
Another commentator, Razi, gives a different explanation; Jesus is called
'a word' because he was the fulfilment of the word spoken by the prophets.
(Geoffrey Parrinder, Jesus, in the Our'an, Faber, 1965, pp45-46),
Yusuf
Ali's comment on Q 3;5 is; 'Notice; 'a. Word from God', not 'the. Word of
God', the epithet that mystical Christianity uses for Jesus ,,, Jesus was
created by a miracle, by God's word "Be", and he was 1 (p 133),
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What then do we do when faced with these Islamic interpretations? One
natural response on our part is to investigate sources and ask where
Muhammad might have heard these ideas, Although the title is found only in
five verses in the- NT (John 1;1, U;
1 John 1;1,10; and Rev 19; 13), the
idea of Jesus as the eternal word of God was developed by certain
theologians between the 2nd and 4th centuries, notably by Clement of
Alexandria,
It is significant, however, that the title was used much less after this
time, and was not used in any of the major creeds,
Geoffrey Parrinder
suggests this may have been because the Logos idea had also been used by
various Gnostic sects.
The example he gives is the apocryphal Acts of
John, written about the 2nd Century AD, which describes the disciples
taking part in a dance, 'going round in a ring', and saying to Jesus;
'Glory be to thee, Lord;
Glory be to thee, Grace;
Glory be to thee,
Spirit,' (G.Parrinder, Jesus in the Qur'an. Faber, London 1965, pp 45-48),
The fact that this same document says that Jesus was only crucified in
appearance (cf 'They slew him not nor crucified, but it appeared so unto
them ,.,' Q 4;157), suggests that Muhammad may well have found the title
'Word' as well as the Quranic idea of the crucifixion in heretical
Christian sources like these,
This kind of enquiry about sources makes sense to many, because it helps us
to understand how Muhammad may have come in contact with these ideas either
in Arabia or Syria,
Unfortunatley, however, it is anathema to Muslims,
because they believe that the words of the Qur'an were revealed directly
from God,
Their concept of divine revelation rules out the possibility
that what is recorded in the Qur'an could have come to Muhammad from any
human sources,
Another possible response is to use the kind of argument first developed by
St John of Damascus in the 7th Century, In his treatise Q^JdaexesJLbjjs. he
speaks of Islam as 'the Heresy of the Ishmae1ites', and gives a clear idea
of how he must have engaged in discussion with Muslims in Damascus less
than 100 years after the death of the Prophet,
He suggests that when
Muslims accuse Christians of shirk. Cie of associating a created being with
God the Creator), we should reply that in our eyes Muslims are guilty of
mutilating God by refusing to believe that the Word of God is fully divine;
'Since you say that Christ is Word of God and Spirit, how is it that you
revile us as Hetairiastai CAssociators)? For the Word and the Spirit are
not separated from the one in whom they are by nature, If therefore His
Word is in God, it is evident that the Word is also God, But if the Word
is outside of God, then according to you God is without reason and
without life, And so, fearing to provide an Associates for God, you have
mutilated Him.
It were better for you to say that He has an Associate
than to rnulitate Him, and to treat Him as stone, or wood, or some
insensible thing.
Wherefore you speak falsely of us when you call us
"Hetairiastai". but we call you "KoptaL" (Mutilators) of God, 1 Clhe.
Apology .of ..John, of Damascus, translated by John W, Voorhis, The Muslim
Wor1d, 1934, pp394-395).
Whether or not these two approaches bring us any nearer together, our main
desire should be to come back to the Gospels to see what light they shed on
the title 'Word 1 , We want to say to the Muslim; 'We understand what yj^ii.
mean when you say that Jesus is the Word of God or a Word of God, But will
you allow us to explain what ue_ understand by the title?'
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2) Jesus as 'the Word 1 in the Gospel According to St John
We will need to begin with the Prologue to John'5 Gospel, and say something
about the background of ideas which must have influenced John,
Greek
philosophers centuries before had thought of the logos, word or reason, as
the rational principle by which the universe is sustained,
And the Jews,
probably under the influence of Greek philosophy, had reflected on the role
of the creative word of God in Genesis 1 , and of the Wisdom of God
described in Provers 8;22-31. Thus when John spoke of Jesus as 'the Word',
most of his readers would have connected the title with one or both of
these ideas which were common in the 1st Century, But they would not fail
also to take note of John's incredibly bold claim that the eternal Logcs. of
God ' was God'(John 1 :1 ). and that he '.became.. ...flesh and jived .._.for..._ a, whjje
among us' (1;14).
Words of command can 'get things done' and achieve certain ends, Thus when
John speaks of Jesus as the Word of God, he means that it was through Jesus
that the universe was created; 'Through him all things were made; without
him nothing was made that has been made' (1;3), Whereas the Qur'an speaks
of Jesus as created, by the. Word of_Sod., John believes that God createcLthe
universe through Jesus the eternal Word. But words also reveal a person's
mind and character,
So when John thinks of Jesus as the Word of God in
this sense, what he means is that Jesus reveals God in the fullest possible
way:
'No-one has ever seen God, but God the only (Son), who is at the
Father's side, has made him known 1 (1:13).
If then the title is used by only one writer in the NT, and this is what he
seems to understand by it, where else do we need to look?
Much can be
gained from looking at the Synoptics Gospels, which give us a different
kind of account of the life and teaching of Jesus, We may then see how the
Apostle John, writing in the 30's of the 1st Century and reflecting on all
that he and the other apostles had seen and heard of Jesus of Nazareth,
could have come to think of him as the eternal Word of God,
We notice first of all examples of how the words of Jesus affect the
created order (the so called 'Nature Miracles'), We then look at healing
miracles, in which the words of Jesus bring about a cure, Finally we see
examples of Jesus pronouncing words of forgiveness, All the examples are
taken from the Gospel according to Mark,
In each case we note in the
column on the right the recorded words of Jesus, and in several cases we
also note significant parallels in the Qur'an,

(1) The word of Jesus working in creation
He cairns the storm

'Quiet!

Be still!' (Mark 4;35-41)

He feeds the 5,000 after giving thanks (Mark 6:30-44)
This miracle is of special significance for us, since it is referred to
indirectly in the Qur'an,
In the Surah entitled Ibe_Iab 1 e Spread, the
disciples are reported as praying, 'Send down for us a table spread with
food from heaven' (Q 5;114),
It is also helpful to notice the verse in the Qur'an in which Jesus speaks
of his miracles;
'I fashion (akhluqu, create) for you out of clay the
likeness of a bird and breathe into it and it is alive, by Allah's leave'
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(Q 3:49). One Muslim's pilgrimage to faith in Jesus began when he thought
about the implications of the word 'fashion' or 'create'; surely only God
can create - so how can Jesus here speak of himself creating something?

(2) The word of Jesus in healing
man possessed by evil spirits

'Be clean!

Come out of him!' U;21~23)

the 1eper
'Be c1ean!'
(cf in the Qur'an; 'I heal ... the leper 1 .

(1;40-45)
Q 3;49)

the paralytic

'Your sins are forgiven'

Legion

'Come out of this man, you evil spirit!'
(5;1-12)
'go in peace and be freed from your
suffering 1
(5;21-43)

sick woman
raising the dead girl
(cf in the Qur'an;

(2;1-12)

'talitha kum!

Little girl, get up!'
(5;21-43)
'I raise the dead, by Allah's leave'. Q 3;49)

healing the deaf and dumb

'Ephphatha!

Be opened!'

(7;31-37)

healing the boy with a spirit

'You deaf and dumb spirit, I command you,
come out of him and never enter him
again. 1
(9;14-32)

healing of blind Bartimaeus
'Your faith has healed you 1
(10;46-52)
(cf in the Qur'an; 'I heal ... him who was born blind'. Q 3:49)

(3) The word of Jesus in forgiving
the paralytic

'Son, your sins are forgiven 1 (2;5)

The reaction of the Pharisees to these words ('He's blaspheming! Who can
forgive sins but God alone? 1 2\7) is exactly the same as that of the
orthodox Muslim who knows that the Qur'an says;
'Who forgiveth sins save
Allah only? 1 C Q 3;135).
With the memory of these events and these words indelibly printed on his
mind, the Apostle John recognizes that the words of Jesus have power to
still the storm - which is something that only God can do (.'He stilled the
storm to a whisper' Psalm 107;29). He remembers also how his words brought
healing and forgiveness - which once again is the prerogative of God
himself ('He forgives all my sins and heals all my diseases' Psalm 103;3),
If therefore the words of Jesus have the power to do things that only God
can do, Jesus must be the one through whom God has spoken and acted in a
spec i a 1 way,
The title of 'Word' which John gives to Jesus
in all that John remembers of Jesus,
For if
effect the words of God, is it not natural to
the Word of God? And if the historical Jesus
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is therefore firmly grounded
the words of Jesus were in
think that Jesus is himself
spoke and acted in this way.

speaking the creating, healing and forgiving word of God, then the risen
and ascended Jesus can still speak these words to us today, The Word of God
cannot be less than or other than God himself,
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5,5,3, GOD AND HIS MERCY

'In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate ,,, ' says the Muslim
in the Fatihah,
'How can I find a merciful God?' cries Luther in his
despair, It is one thing to proclaim the mercy of God, but another to be
sure of experiencing that mercy.
Thinking about the mercy of God,
therefore, brings us nearer the heart of the matter, For how do we benefit
from Sod's prophets and his Word, unless they communicate not only
about God's mercy, but also ap_expej.lfincfi_..Q.f thatJfierc_y?

1 ) God and his mercy in the Our'an.
The Qur'an's teaching about mercy can be summarised in the following way;
(1) God is merciful and forgiving (rahman. rahim. ghafur3
'Your Lord is a Lord of All-embracing Mercy, and His wrath will never be
withdrawn from guilty folk, 1
(Q 6:147)
'Despair not of the Mercy of Allah, who forgiveth all sins!
L..c<! He is the
Forgiving, the Merciful,'
(Q39;53 cf 23;11S)
(2) God loves certain kinds of people; those who do right (2;145; 3;134;
3;148; 5;13, 93), those who turn to him C2;222), the pure C2;222), the Godfearing (3:76;
9:4,7), the patient (3;146), the trusting (3;159), the
upright (5;42), the equitable (49;9;
60;8), and those who do battle for
his cause (61;4),
(3) God does not love certain other kinds of people; aggressors (2;190),
the corrupt (5;64;
28;77), the evil unbelievers (2;276), the ungrateful
(22;38), the braggart boasters (31;18;
57:33), the prodigals (6;141;
7;31), the proud and boastful (4:36), the unbelievers (30;145), the
wrongdoers (3;57, 140;
42;40), the treacherous (4;107;
8;58;
22;38),
those of harsh speech (4;148), the transgressors (5;87).
(3) Forgiveness is associated with obedience to God and his Prophet
'If you love Allah, follow me, Allah will love you and forgive you your
sins,
Allah is forgiving, Merciful,'
(Q 3;31 cf 8;29;
19:95; 20;73; 46:31; 57:23; 61:11-12; 71;3-4; 19:95)
(4) God's forgiveness is inscrutable - he forgives whom he wills
'He (Allah) will forgive whom He will and He will punish whom He will.'
(Q 2:284 cf 3:129; 5;18; 5;40)
'Knowest thou not that unto Allah belongeth the Sovereignty of the heavens
and the earth?
He punisheth whom He will, and forgiveth whom He will,
Allah is able to do all things.' (Q 5;40; cf 48;14)
(5) We cannot be sure of forgiveness; God will show mercy on the Day of
Judgement
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'We ardently hope that our Lord will forgive us our sins because we are the
first of the believers' CQ 26151)
',,. and who, I ardently hope, will forgive me my sins on the Day of
Judgement' (Q26;S1; cf 14;41; 66;8).
(6) There is ng_ forgiveness for certain sins, like shirk (association)
'Allah pardoneth not that partners should be ascribed unto Him.
He
pardoneth all save that to whom He will ,,,' (! 4;116; cf 4;48, 137, 168,
9;80; 47;340
We can now look back at our earlier summary of the teaching about God's
mercy in the Qur'an and, without trying to overdraw the contrasts or to see
differences where there are none, notice how the message of this parable
addresses that world-view point by point:
(1) Here we have no difference, for the whole message of this parable is
that God is merciful and forgiving,
(2) God does not only love those who love him. the father in the parable
loves bpth sons and shows the same kind of forgiving live to both of them,
(3) God's forgiveness is associated
that forgiveness to people,
The
reinstates him in the family,
forgiven 1 , it is because he speaks
what Jesus does, God does; and what

with the one who proclaims and declares
father himself welcomes his son and
When Jesus declares 'Your sins are
with the authority of God himself, So
God does, Jesus does.

(4) God does indeed show mercy on whom he wills (Rom 9; IS); but we can
know where we stand before him, The way the father shows his love for both
his sons shows how God's love is extended to us all, and how he takes the
initiative and comes to meet us and welcome us home,
(5) We can be sure of God's mercy and forgiveness, We do not have to wait
until the Day of Judgement before we know how we stand before him,
The
Prodigal knows that he is forgiven because of the way his father goes out
of his way to show that the wrongs of the past are forgiven and forgotten,
(6) The only unforgivable sin in the teaching of Jesus is what he calls
'the sin against the Holy Spirit' (Mark 3;23-30), ie. attributing the work
of God to Satan and calling what is good evil,
If the older son in the
parable refuses in the end to accept the mercy shown to him by his father,
he is spurning his father's love, and the breach in their relationship
looks as if it must be final.
But this is only after the father has
demonstrated his love for his son in a way that is beyond all doubt,
Daoud Rahbar was a well-known Muslim scholar who in 1960 wrote a thorough
study of the justice of God in a book called {foci...3.1. Justice.. Writing some
years later, he explained his conversion to the Christian faith, pointing
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out what he found that is distinctive in the way the love of God is related
to the justice of God in the New Testament;
'When I read the New Testament and discovered how Jesus loved and forgave
His killers from the Cross, I could not fail to recognize that the love
He had for men is the only kind of love worthy of the Eternal God'.
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5,5 STRATEGIES FQR THE CHURCH: WHAT CAN WE,. .P.Q_.IQQ£IHEB1

Individuals reading this book on their own will no doubt be trying to work
out the implications for themselves,
But any group - in a church, a
theological college, or a missionary college - using this material for
study will probably want to reflect together on what they can and should be
aiming to do together.
In this context, these are the kind of questions
which may need to be explored;

UHERE DO UE GO FROM HERE?

fire there any of these things that L ought to be doing to follow up what I
have been studying?
fire there any of these things that my church should he doing?
fire there any things
together?

that our churches in this area should be doing

(Note; Some of the questions here are relevant primarily to situations in
Europe and North America, and will need to be omitted or adapted in other
situations, !>

(1) MEETING

How well do we know our Muslim neighbours?
already have with Muslims?

How much personal contact do we

What can we do to encourage more face to face meeting - eg with neighbours,
colleagues etc?
What kind of visiting could we do - eg visiting homes, mosques etc?

C2) SERVICE
Are there any ways in which we and others can help to serve the Muslim
community - eg through the teaching of English, through voluntary
organisations, through local community projects etc?
Are there ways in which we can work with Muslims in serving the community?
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(3) POLITICAL ACTION

What does the Muslim community feel are the important issues for them in
the local area - eg housing, schools, permission for mosques?
Are there any ways in which it would be right for Christians to work with
Muslims on any of these issues?
Are there any national issues of concern to Muslims in which we need to be
involved - eg the aftermath of the Rushdie Affair, immigration, the
question of state-funded Muslim schools?

(4) TEACHING IN THE CHURCH

What axjBLJWje. teaching about other faiths and our relations with other faith
communities? What should we be teaching?
Is there a need for planning a programme which will include teaching in
Sunday School, Youth Fellowships, Wives Groups, House Groups, Sunday
sermons etc?
What books do we know of that could be recommended for people to read?
What material
is being produced by different denominational and
interdenominational bodies on the subject of other faiths?

(5) RELATING TO THEIR LEADERS

Is it appropriate for churches leaders, ordained and lay, to meet with
leaders of the Muslim community from time to time? If so, how should it be
done?

<6) SCHOOLS
How many pupils in our schools belong to other faith communities?
What, if any. are the particular issues that concern the local Muslim
community about schools?
How is Religious Education being taught in schools in our area?
the approach to the teaching of Christianity .and other faiths?

What is

C7) FINDING PEOPLE WITH SPECIAL GIFTS

We need to be aware of the danger of 'passing the buck', of thinking that
we are not properly equipped to do any of the things we have been talking
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about, and should therefore leave it all to the 'experts', But are there
people in our churches who have special gifts in this area (eg because they
have worked with Muslims overseas and can speak one of their languages.),
and could therefore he1 p us (but not do it all for us!)?
What individuals and groups do we know who are already involved in work
with Muslims?
Do we need to have other individuals set aside to work either part-time or
full-time?

(8) PRAYER
How should we be praying about our relations with people of other faiths in
If we were to pray regularly about
general, and Muslims in particular?
this subject, how should we do it? What should we be praying for?
Is the question of 'Multi-faith Worship' an issue in our area?
be our response?

What should

(9) SHARING THE GQSPEX

We should be able to assume that some of the other activities alreadydiscussed will provide opportunities for sharing our faith, But are there
any other initiatives that we can or should be taking? For example,
- Are Bibles, New testaments or other portions of Scripture in different
languages easily available for sale in local shops?
- Is there a Correspondence Course that is particularly appropriate for
Muslim enquirers that could be advertised?
- How could one get hold of a video (like 'The Jesus Film') in different
languages to lend to friends who may be interested?

(10) CONCERN FOR THE CHURCH OVERSEAS

Are there ways in which we can learn from the experience of the church in
predominantly Muslim countries?
Are there ways in which we can support the churches in these countries?
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CONCLUSION

'The missionary among Muslims (to whom the Cross of Christ is a
stumbling block and the atonement foolishness) is driven daily to
deeper meditation on this mystery of redemption and to a stronger
conviction that here is the very heart of our message and our mission, 1
(Samuel Zwemer)
1 ... wherever there is the obscuring of the beauty of the Cross, it
must be unveiled ..,'
(Kenneth Cragg)

Throughout our study we have been exploring what would be a genuinely
Christian way of responding to the challenge of Islam. Perhaps the most
vital clue to this response can be found in the symbol at the heart of the
Christian faith. What then will it mean to walk the way of the cross in
all our thinking about Islam and our relating to Muslims?
Walking the way of the cross in our relationships with Muslims will mean
following the example of the one who was willing to cross barriers of race,
class, sex and religion, in order to meet people where they were in their
joy, their pain and their need. For some of us this may mean surrendering
any power and privilege that are part of our history and culture, and
'taking the form of a servant 1 (Phil 2;7). The cross will constantly call
us to leave the safety of our own circle and reach out to that other
community or that other individual in love and hope.
Walking the way of the cross in understanding Islam will mean 'trying to
get inside the mind and heart of Islam 1 , Our desire will not be to judge or
condemn, but to 'sit where they sit', and to show that words like
Sooner co'identification 1 and 'empathy 1 can be more than easy slogans.
later, however, we will have to understand why, from the Muslim point of
view, the cross is a symbol of weakness, shame and defeat, In their way of
thinking it is both a 'stumbling block' and 'foolishness', and can never be
the final clue to the working of an all-powerful God.
Walking the way of tfagf cross in discussion and dialogue will mean patient
and attentive listening, which understands the words and appreciates the
The more keenly we
total world-view and the feelings that they express.
feel the sins and shortcomings of the Christian Church of the past and
present, the more we will feel compelled to say 'We have sinned with our
fathers' (Psalm 106;S:i. The example of Jesus will teach us how to respond
to scorn, anger and ridicule, but also to recognise the searching of a
Nicodemus or the faith of a Syro-Phoenic ian woman, We shall continually be
praying that stumbling blocks will be removed, so that through our words
and deeds, and through the free working of the Holy Spirit, Musalims can
begin to see why it was necessary the Christ should suffer (Luke 24;26).
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talking the way of the cross in facing fundamental ISSUER will mean testing
everything in Islam not by the standard of our own history and our culture,
Whether we are
but by the measure of the crucified and risen Christ,
talking about revelation or salvation, law of the state, our goal will be
to try as far as possible to seek 'the mind of Christ' (1 Cor 2;16; cf Phil
2;5ff), Sometimes we may need to hear the rebuke that says 'Away with you,
Satan ,,, you think as men think, not as God thinks 1 (Mark 8;33 NEB). Much
of the time we may be dealing with misconceptions and misunderstandings.
But where there is rejection of the real in.i i I. the real gospel, we will
driven, in the words of Zwemer, 'to a deeper meditation on this mystery of
redemption 1 ,
the way of the cross in our wjtngss will mean testifying as best as
we can how it is 'in the face of Christ 1 that we see 'the light of the
However weak our efforts to
knowldge of the glory of God' (2 Cor 4;6),
bear witness to 'Christ crucified' as the very heart of our message, we
shall find that for 'those whom God has called' - of whatever community and
whatever faith - Christ on the cross will be recognised as the supreme
revelation of 'the power of God and the wisdom of God' (1 Cor 1:23 - 24),

',,, here is the very heart of our message and our mission',
',.. wherever there is the obscuring of the beauty of the Cross, it must be
unveiled ,, , '
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